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"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 07 2015 15:43:58 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: McKinley letter from 2009
Attachments: Theuerto BGN 2009.pdf

A couple weeks ago I was looking through the Mount McKinley folder (on the shared drive, i.e. random stuff we've 
collected any time the issue comes up) and came across the attached from 2009. I knew that date sounded familiar 
when Kim mentioned it earlier.

I honestly don't remember this letter, nor do I know if we (you) answered it. Salazar, Murkowski, etc. were cc:'d. Is it 
possible we didn't respond but Suzette did? I haven't found a reply from her but the date's right. Kim even said she 
thought it was around April 2009.

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sat Aug 08 2015 05:39:38 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: McKinley letter from 2009

This doesn't ring a bell, but I'll look on Monday. The likely response was probably just that there was legislation pending 
so the BGN wouldn't consider it.

On Fri, Aug 7, 2015 at 5:43 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usqs.qov> wrote:
A couple weeks ago I was looking through the Mount McKinley folder (on the shared drive, i.e. random stuff we've 
collected any time the issue comes up) and came across the attached from 2009. I knew that date sounded familiar 
when Kim mentioned it earlier.

I honestly don't remember this letter, nor do I know if we (you) answered it. Salazar, Murkowski, etc. were cc:'d. Is it 
possible we didn't respond but Suzette did? I haven't found a reply from her but the date's right. Kim even said she 
thought it was around April 2009.
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February 25, 2009

Executive Secretary Lou Yost
U.S. Geological Survey
523 National Center
Reston, VA 20192-0523

Dear Mr. Yost,

I am writing as a lifelong Alaska resident that is uncannily familiar with the current 
policies of the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, the history of the naming of Mount 
McKinley, the history of the name of Denali, and the undue disrespect of Alaskan culture 
by the Ohio Delegation. I am very familiar with Rep. Scott Kawasaki’s efforts to pass the 
House Joint Resolution 15 that urges Congress to rename Mount McKinley its proper and 
traditional name of Denali. I understand that the Board will not consider renaming a 
feature that is currently under “consideration” by Congress.

However, it is clear that Congress is not considering maintaining the name of Mount 
McKinley for the past 35 years that legislation has been pending. This policy is an assault 
to individuals’ rights to change the name of a landmark that has been insulting the state’s 
culture for over a century. I am writing to urge the U.S. Board of Geographic Names to 
change this policy, and to point out the many violations that have devised since the 
naming of the mountain, given that the Board was at a primitive level of existence at the 
time of the mountain’s “official” naming in 1897.

The policies of Chapter 2 work in the favor of changing the name of Mount McKinley to 
Denali for the following reasons:

1. Principle II: Usage of the word “Denali” and related names have been 
around for many centuries, long before William Dickey came to Alaska in 
the 1896 and saw the mountain for the first time. While the Russian map 
he used was lacking names of the high peaks of the Alaska Range, he took 
no consideration for the Native names of those mountains, of which he 
was aware. Alaskans know that Denali = Mount McKinley and millions of 
people, those who have visited Alaska and those who have not, understand 
the names to be synonymous.

2. Principle IV: The Alaska Board of Geographic Names officially changed 
the name of the mountain to Denali in 1980. According to this principle, 
the U.S. Board should, in theory, change the name of the mountain 
accordingly so as to discourage conflict with the state board.

Policy I of Chapter 3 has the potential to act as a permanent filibuster against populai 
opinion, as is the case with Mount McKinley. Ohio Congressmen use this policy to theii 
advantage, and while it may not be necessarily easy to change the official name of the 
mountain, this simple policy is enough to discourage any efforts to assert Alaskan 
interests. Alaskans and supportive non-Alaskans should not be discouraged by non-



Alaskan congressmen. This policy is abused and overlooked as a policy that should be 
revised. I understand that Rep. Kawasaki proposed a revision of this policy, which 
entailed a 6-year limit for letting legislation pend on a particular landmark until the Board 
took action. Please refer to his letter to Secretary Salazar, dated February 16.

Chapter 3 Policy II sec. 2, advocating for the conforming to local usage, is directly 
relevant to this issue, as noted above.

Chapter 3 Policy III regarding commemorative names is fully applicable to this 
circumstance. While this policy was approved in 1981 and the mountain was officially 
named in 1897, Dickey would have violated these policies if they had been established 
before he named the mountain. William McKinley had only recently been named the 
Republican candidate for president when Dickey named the mountain after him. and 
obviously McKinley was living at the time of the naming. In section 1 of this policy, the 
U.S. Board notes that an individual must be deceased at least 5 years before a 
commemorative proposal will be considered. Section 2 notes that the ‘‘person being 
honored by the naming should have had either some direct and long-term association 
with the feature or have made a significant contribution to the area or State in which it is 
located.” Not only is this relevant to Mt. McKinley, but also to Mt. Foraker, a 
neighboring peak, also named after an Ohio politician. Neither of these gentlemen came 
to Alaska during their lifetimes and neither of them were associated directly or indirectly 
with the territory.

These two sections are directly pertinent because at the time of the naming, William 
McKinley had (and still has) nothing to do with Alaska, nor was he dead. It was pure 
coincidence that he became president and was assassinated, so it later makes sense to 
name a landmark after him at all (as in section 3), but it does not make sense that the 
landmark is located in Alaska, a natural landmark that has maintained an Athabaskan 
name for many centuries but received no consideration from the U.S. Board, which likely 
had no knowledge of the name of Denali. It should have been considered and researched 
more thoroughly when William Dickey proposed this name.

In Policy X of Chapter 3, the Board notes that it will “consult with federally recognized 
tribes having an historic or cultural affiliation with the geographic location of the 
feature.” Section 1 establishes the Board’s support of the use of Native American 
geographic names, and with a name like Denali, which means “The High One” in the 
Koyukon dialect, it is very difficult to disagree that this is the perfect name for the 
highest peak on the continent. It is an offense to Native Alaskans to not consult them in 
the naming of the centerpiece of the Alaskan landscape, a mountain that is largely 
responsible for much of the climate and land formation in that region, and serves as one 
of the primary reasons why millions of visitors come to our state.

In section 4 of Policy X, the Board notes that proposals to name “unnamed” natural 
features within areas of Native American tribal jurisdiction must conform to established 
Board guidelines for such naming and be supported by the tribal government before 
being considered for approval by the Board. Indeed, the land in which Mount McKinley



resides is not a reservation, nor were there established guidelines for naming features 
located in such lands. Regardless, it was very clear that many Native Alaskans resided in 
the area. While the Board was primitively established in 1897, the naming of Mount 
McKinley was a direct blow to the Native Alaskans at the time, and letting Ohio 
congressmen dictate what names are appropriate for these mountains could be argued as 
an act of discrimination, or at least an act of unintended discriminatory neglect.

In addition, section 5 of Policy X is directly pertinent to this issue, noting that features 
‘outside” of tribal jurisdiction will be considered when using Native names for those 
features, and the guidelines of section 6 are fulfilled when considering the name of 
Denali.

I understand that as long as Congress has legislation pending, the Board will not consider 
a name change. However, I believe it is within the scope of the Board to consider these 
many reasons in accordance with Board policies to consult with Congress. Otherwise, the 
Board should note that if the Congress does not think preserving the name of Mount 
McKinley is worth considering on the floor for over 35 years, the Board should consider 
the name of Denali and what it means to Alaskans for the last several centuries, and the 
many varied efforts we have endured to fight against these pending acts of legislation.

On behalf of many Alaskans and non-Alaskans that 1 know agree with me on this subject, 
I sincerely thank you for your consideration of this sensitive matter. 1 hope that you will 
consider these many violations of what is now Board policy, and the 110-year disregard 
of Alaskan interests. There are many things named for President McKinley, and while 
Alaska has no disregard for this president, it becomes seems there is an increasing 
disregard for Alaska Native culture and the symbolic relevance of the name “Denali.”

Sincerely and respectfully,------------ ----- .. __

Mercedes Theuer

gm ai 1. com

CC: Secretary Ken Salazar
Senator Mark Begich 
Senator Lisa Murkowski 
Representative Don Young 
Representative Betty Sutton 
Representative Tim Ryan
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Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions (UNCLASSIFIED)

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 06:49:22 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, "Vandegraft, Douglas"
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>

Subject: Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions 
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions **

Just thinking ahead about questions we might be asked.

Q. Is this the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process.

A. This is the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process to resolve a 
deadlock between the BGN and Congress related to Policy 1: Names Being Considered 
By Congress.

There is a precedent for direct SOI intervention, as in 1933 the then Secretary of the 
Interior, Harold Ickes, changed the name of Hoover Dam to Boulder Dam. The name 
Hoover Dam was later restored by Congress.

[Are there other cases of the SOI either naming a feature or intervening in the naming 
process?]

More typically, the SOI has asked the BGN to consider a request for a new name or to 
change a name.

[Is this answer correct?]

Thanks,



Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Yost, Louis [mailto:lyost@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:22 AM
To: Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Campbell, Jon; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Michael
Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.; Palmer Trent C Mr NGAPR USA CIV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: DOI Draft Denali release  BGN review

George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

        I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the
attached.

        I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

        It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

        I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

        DV

        Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

        Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

        (703) 7871312

        45600 Woodland Road, VAMLD



        Sterling, VA  20166

        On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

                This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any
comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the
Moody doc attached.

                Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

                I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board
is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this
decision.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

                 Forwarded message 
                From: Moody, Joan <joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>
                Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
                Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
                To: "Wade, AnneBerry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
                Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton
<april_slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael_Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jon
Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

                Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

                Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with
the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made errors,
be sure that she knows about them.

                Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

                1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
                2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. 
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.



                3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
                4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote
(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
                5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the
local group near the mountain)
                6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
                7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
                8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

                P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
                fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.

                On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        All,
                        Attached are
                        1. Draft news release
                        2. Q and As for the name change
                        3. Talking points for the name change
                        4. Q and As for the elevation.

                        We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and
they all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

                        Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity
to review changes.

                        We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included.

                        Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing
of everything.

                        Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they
all wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

                        A.B. Wade

                        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                        7036484483 desk



                        7033177871 mobile

                

                Joan Moody
                Senior Public Affairs Specialist
                Office of the Secretary MIB 6226
                U.S. Department of the Interior
                1849 C Street, N.W.
                Washington, D.C. 20240
                2022083280
                Joan_Moody@ios.doi.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

From: "Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 10:38:18 GMT0600 (MDT)

To:
"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, "Yost, Louis"
<lyost@usgs.gov>, "Vandegraft, Douglas"
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>

Subject: RE: Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions
(UNCLASSIFIED)

What about the "Negro" and "Japanese" names? Didn't Secy. Udall have a hand in that?

Tony Gilbert  |  CFR Coordinator; GPO Style Board; Vice Chair, U.S. Board on
Geographic Names  |  ph 202.512.0652 
GPO | OFFICIAL | DIGITAL | SECURE   732 North Capitol Street NW., Washington, DC



20401  
www.gpo.gov  |  facebook.com/USGPO  | twitter.com/usgpo

Original Message
From: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA [mailto:Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:49 AM
To: Yost, Louis; Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Campbell, Jon; Jennifer Runyon; Michael Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.; Palmer Trent C
Mr NGAPR USA CIV
Subject: Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions **

Just thinking ahead about questions we might be asked.

Q. Is this the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process.

A. This is the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process to resolve a
deadlock between the BGN and Congress related to Policy 1: Names Being Considered
By Congress.

There is a precedent for direct SOI intervention, as in 1933 the then Secretary of the
Interior, Harold Ickes, changed the name of Hoover Dam to Boulder Dam. The name
Hoover Dam was later restored by Congress.

[Are there other cases of the SOI either naming a feature or intervening in the naming
process?]

More typically, the SOI has asked the BGN to consider a request for a new name or to
change a name.

[Is this answer correct?]

Thanks,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594



Original Message
From: Yost, Louis [mailto:lyost@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:22 AM
To: Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Campbell, Jon; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Michael
Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.; Palmer Trent C Mr NGAPR USA CIV
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: DOI Draft Denali release  BGN review

George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

        I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the
attached.

        I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

        It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

        I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

        DV

        Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

        Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

        (703) 7871312

        45600 Woodland Road, VAMLD

        Sterling, VA  20166

        On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

                This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any
comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the
Moody doc attached.



                Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

                I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board
is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this
decision.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

                 Forwarded message 
                From: Moody, Joan <joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>
                Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
                Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
                To: "Wade, AnneBerry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
                Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton
<april_slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael_Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jon
Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

                Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

                Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with
the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made errors,
be sure that she knows about them.

                Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

                1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
                2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. 
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
                3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
                4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote
(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
                5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the
local group near the mountain)
                6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
                7. added that USGS is part of DOI.



                8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

                P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
                fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.

                On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        All,
                        Attached are
                        1. Draft news release
                        2. Q and As for the name change
                        3. Talking points for the name change
                        4. Q and As for the elevation.

                        We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and
they all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

                        Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity
to review changes.

                        We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included.

                        Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing
of everything.

                        Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they
all wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

                        A.B. Wade

                        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                        7036484483 desk
                        7033177871 mobile

                

                Joan Moody



Senior Public Attairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan_Moody@ios.doi.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Tony,

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 15:01:02 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Subject: Re: Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions 
(UNCLASSIFIED)

On the Negro change from what I have read and remember (two different things mind 
you), Udall sent a memo to USGS telling them that they were to no longer show the 
pejorative form on topo maps. The DNC took that cue and came up with the policy for the 
whole federal government. So Udall influenced the BGN but I don't think he ever 
requested, or directed, or acted in his conjoint capacity.

As for the Japanese change - it's a mystery. We only know of the one reference in the 
minutes stating the DNC voted that the pejorative form would be handled the same as 
Negro. Maybe someone should sit next to Orth at the 125th and grill him.

Lou

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 12:38 PM, Gilbert, Tony N. <tqilbert@qpo.qov> wrote: 
What about the "Negro" and "Japanese" names? Didn't Secy. Udall have a hand in 
that?

Tony Gilbert | CFR Coordinator; GPO Style Board; Vice Chair, U.S. Board on



Geographic Names | ph 202.512.0652
GPO | OFFICIAL | DIGITAL | SECURE 732 North Capitol Street NW., Washington, 
DC 20401
www.gpo.gov | facebook.com/USGPO | twitter.com/usqpo

—Original Message—
From: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA [mailto:Douqlas.R.Caldwell@ 
usace.army.mil]
Sent Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:49 AM
To: Yost, Louis; Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Campbell, Jon; Jennifer Runyon; Michael Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.; Palmer Trent C 
Mr NGA-PR USA CIV
Subject: Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali and Secretary of the Interior Actions **

Just thinking ahead about questions we might be asked.

Q. Is this the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process.

A. This is the first time the SOI has intervened in the naming process to resolve a 
deadlock between the BGN and Congress related to Policy 1: Names Being 
Considered By Congress.

There is a precedent for direct SOI intervention, as in 1933 the then Secretary of the 
Interior, Harold Ickes, changed the name of Hoover Dam to Boulder Dam. The name 
Hoover Dam was later restored by Congress.

[Are there other cases of the SOI either naming a feature or intervening in the naming 
process?]

More typically, the SOI has asked the BGN to consider a request for a new name or to 
change a name.

[Is this answer correct?]

Thanks,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil



703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Yost, Louis [mailto:lyost@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 8:22 AM
To: Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Campbell, Jon; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Michael 
Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.; Palmer Trent C Mr NGA-PR USA CIV 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douqlas.vandeqraft@boem.qov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:



This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any 
comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the 
Moody doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The 
Board is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for 
this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@uscs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton 

<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jon 
Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with 
the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.

2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic 
meeting. I realize this may change based on how this is staged.

3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his 

quote (especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located in 
a national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the 
federal government.

5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the 
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was



the local group near the mountain)
                6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the
name appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
                7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
                8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

                P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
                fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.

                On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        All,
                        Attached are
                        1. Draft news release
                        2. Q and As for the name change
                        3. Talking points for the name change
                        4. Q and As for the elevation.

                        We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and
they all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

                        Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an
opportunity to review changes.

                        We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely
be included.

                        Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the
timing of everything.

                        Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they
all wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

                        A.B. Wade

                        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                        7036484483 desk
                        7033177871 mobile



                

                Joan Moody
                Senior Public Affairs Specialist
                Office of the Secretary MIB 6226
                U.S. Department of the Interior
                1849 C Street, N.W.
                Washington, D.C. 20240
                2022083280
                Joan_Moody@ios.doi.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



Conversation Contents
New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

Attachments:

/86. New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits/1.1 08-30-15 Denali Name
Change v4.docx
/86. New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits/2.1 08-30-15 Denali Name
Change v4 (MMS Edits).docx
/86. New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits/3.1 08-30-15 Denali Name
Change v4 LY (1).docx

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 13:38:33 GMT-0600 (MDT)

Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon
<jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-TEC-

To: VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, Douglas 
Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, "Gilbert, 
Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>, Michael Shelton 
<michael_shelton@nps.gov>

Subject: New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v4.docx

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Have at it!

A.B. Wade



USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger around 
6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@jos.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, 
Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, 
Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced heartburn/errors 
into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns - 
we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you, 
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native 
Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley to 
Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan state, 
congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name 
change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest 
mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially given 
the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action to 
rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.[JLK1] 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,” 
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by the State



of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by generations of
Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name
in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board
of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President
of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of
the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six months 
into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the mountain that 
rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American continent, 
had been known by
another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2] 

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of
the Interior
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount 
McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a 
Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in 
deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for changing 
the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. 

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and
annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the
park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each
year; typically about half are successful. 

 



[jLKijComfortable with this characterization?

[jLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

"Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>

Jon:

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 13:50:31 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v4 (MMS Edits).docx

My two edits are shown on page 2 of the attached.

Thanks,

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:38 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 



Ab asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing 
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote: 
Have at it!

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@jos.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 
around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, 
Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, 
Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>. Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley John guinley@nps.gov>, Maureen 
Foster <maureenfoster@npsgov>. Michael Johnson 
cmichael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria 
Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders 
Jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
Joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns 
- we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,



JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a
name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.
[JLK1] 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,”
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by the
State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for
this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National
Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National
Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board
of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six 



months into his second term. He never set toot in Alaska - and tor centuries, the 
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North 
American continent, had been known by 
another name - ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary 
of the Interior
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount 
McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a 
Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, 
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for 
changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former 
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and 
annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the 
park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each 
year; typically about half are successful.

n u ii 
ri ri II

[jLKijComfortable with this characterization?

[jLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 14:22:14 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v4 LY (1).docx



My edits and comments attached.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:38 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Have at it!

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 
around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate kellv@ios.doi.gov>, 
Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, 
Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>. Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen 
Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, Maria 
Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>. Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.



Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns
 we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a
name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.
[JLK1] 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,”
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by the
State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for
this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National
Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National
Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board
of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for



President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six 
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the 
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North 
American continent, had been known by
another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2] 

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary
of the Interior
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount 
McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a 
Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, 
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for 
changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. 

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and
annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the
park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each
year; typically about half are successful. 

 

###

 [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

 [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

 
Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOIPressSec
202-208-6416
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Date: August 30, 2015

Contacts: Jessica Kershaw (Interior). Interior Press@ios.doi.gov
AB Wade. Other? (USGS). XXX.gov

John Quinley/Other? (NPS). XXX.gov

Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan state.
congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name change. U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in North
America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley." will be officially given the local native name 
of ‘Denali.’

president Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action to rename
Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.| Commented [JLK1]: comfortable with this characterization? ]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since
1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ generations of Alaskans. With our own sense 
of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of 
Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The w-ord ‘Denali’ is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee.’ meaning ‘the 
tall one.’ 

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980 Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park.’ into the new



larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names 
calls the mountain ’Denali.’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it 
’McKinley. ’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali.’ in accordance 
with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all 
federal records.

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. 
McKinley’ - and the name stuck.

[McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six months into his 
second term. He never set foot in Alaska - and for centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 
feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another 
name - ‘Denali. ’|_________________________________________________________________

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley 
in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed 
by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional 
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from 
Mount McKinley to Denali.

Commented [JLK2]: Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet 
language.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor 
Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year: typically about half are 
successfill.
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John Quinley/Other? (NPS). XXX.gov

Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan state.
congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name change. U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in North
America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley." will be officially given the local native name 
of ‘Denali.’

[President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action to rename
Mount McKinley as Denali wider authority granted to her by Congress]Commented [JLK1]: comfortable with this characterization?

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since
1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ generations of Alaskans. With our own sense 
of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of 
Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The w-ord ‘Denali’ is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee.’ meaning ‘the 
tall one.’ 

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980 Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park.’ into the new



larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names 
calls the mountain ’Denali.’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it 
’McKinley. ’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali.’ in accordance 
with her authority under the 1947 fejederal law that provides for the standardization of_______
geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be 
reflected in all fejederal records.________________

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. 
McKinley’ - and the name stuck.

(McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six months into his 
second term. He never set foot in Alaska - and for centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 
feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another 
name - ‘Denali, j_________________________________________________________________

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley 
in Alaska as ‘Denali.' This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed 
by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional 
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from 
Mount McKinley to Denali.

Commented [SM2]: As per GPQ Style Manual (2008). Rule 3.19, 
p. 32.

Commented [SM3]: Ditto.

Commented [JLK4]: Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet 
language.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor 
Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year: typically about half are 
successfill.
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Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name 

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan state.
congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of |requests| for a name change. U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in North 
America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley." will be officially given the local native name 
of ‘Denali.’

[President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action to rename

Commented [LAY1]: I guess having one request for 40 years

Mount McKinley as Denali wider authority granted to Commented [JLK2]: Comfortable with this characterization?

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of‘Denali’ to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since
1975. but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ to generations of Alaskans. With our own 
sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the 
traditions of Alaska |Natives[ Commented [LAY3]: Like I said before -1 hope people don t

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word ‘Denali’ is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee.' meaning ‘the 
tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

get the impression that the BGN s mission is to restore historical or 
native names instead of currently preferred and used ones.

Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mount. McKinley’ even though the 1980 Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park.’ into the new



larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names 
calls the mountain ’Denali.’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it 
’McKinley. ’

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali.’ in accordance 
with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all 
federal records.

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as 
‘Mount. McKinley’ - and the name stuck.

(McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six months into his 
second term. He never set foot in Alaska - and for centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 
feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another 
name - ‘Denali, j_________________________________________________________________

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley 
in Alaska as ‘Denali.' This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed 
by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional 
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from 
Mount McKinley to Denali.

Commented [JLK4]: Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet 
language.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor 
Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year: typically about half are 
successfill.



Conversation Contents
DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/1.1 Denali Draft Moody changes 
accepted.docx
188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/1.2 USGS Denali Draft for DOI.docx
188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/2.1 Denali Draft Moody changes 
accepted_DLV.docx
188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/8.1 Denali Draft Moody changes 
accepted USGSedits.docx
188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/8.2 Denali Draft Moody changes
accepted USGSedits2.docx
188. DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review/10.1 Denali Draft Moody changes 
accepted USGSedits_DLV.docx

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Wed Aug 26 2015 15:42:35 GMT-0600 (MDT)

Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon
<jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-TEC-

To: VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, Douglas 
Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, Michael 
Shelton <michael_shelton@nps.gov>, "Gilbert, Tony N." 
<tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Subject: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Attachments: Denali Draft Moody changes accepted.docx USGS Denali 
Draft for DO I. docx

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments you 
have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody doc 
attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov



---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>. April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov> Jon
Campbell <ioncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided by Jon 
and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the changes 
accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made errors, be sure 
that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re-arranging of 
paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include Presidential 
endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. I realize 
this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote (especially 
for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a national park and 
that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact that it 
is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the local 
group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about the name appeared 
together and the ones about the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year, that 
probably should not go in the release, but I will check the 
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:
All,
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all 



seemed to dilute the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best way to 
present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to review 
changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all wanted 
their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodyfcbios.doi.gov

"Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>

From: "Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 06:14:15 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review
Attachments: Denali Draft Moody changes accepted_DLV.docx

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the public 



dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments you 
have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody doc 
attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jon 
Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided by 
Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.



Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent rearranging
of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include Presidential
endorsement and old name of McKinley. 
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting.  I
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote
(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact that
it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the local
group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year, that
probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all
seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best way
to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to review
changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all wanted
their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer



/U3-648-4463 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, A/.I4Z.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moody(a)ios.doi.gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 06:21:36 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the public 
dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management



45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments you 
have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody doc 
attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <ioan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov> April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@jos.doi.qov>, Jon 
Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided by 
Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include Presidential 
endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. I 
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a



national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact
that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the
local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year,
that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all
seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all
wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
7036484483 desk
7033177871 mobile

 
Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226



U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
202-208-3280
Joan Moody@ios.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 06:59:25 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

He is an address suggestion from Google when I meant to copy Leo. Pardon the 
confusion.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:21 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch



Leasing Division, Bureau or ocean tnergy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided 
by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. I 
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote



(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact
that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was
the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year,
that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all
seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all
wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
7036484483 desk
7033177871 mobile

 
Joan Moody



Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moody@ios. doi. gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 07:15:19 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

I thought that might be it. Then I was wondering if he had something to do with the 
elevation. Hope he can keep a secret.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:59 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
He is an address suggestion from Google when I meant to copy Leo. Pardon the 
confusion.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:21 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.gov> wrote:
George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and Doug's 
response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douqlas.vandeqraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.



I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board 
is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for 
this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>. April Slayton
<april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially 
great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have 
made errors, be sure that she knows about them.



Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley. 
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. 
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote
(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located
in a national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way
by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but
this was the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they
all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the
best way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all
wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)



A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodv@ios.doi.gov

Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

Just like jvanderak from Bur. Rec. who you included on yours? :)

From: Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 07:32:30 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

On Aug 27, 2015, at 9:15 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:

I thought that might be it. Then I was wondering if he had something to do with 
the elevation. Hope he can keep a secret.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:59 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

He is an address suggestion from Google when I meant to copy Leo.
Pardon the confusion.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing



/'03-648-418U | m 5/1-23U-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:21 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote: 
George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and 
Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked 
it on the attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped 
myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or 
whether the public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual 
outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon
<joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay 
any comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use 
track changes on the Moody doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. 
The Board is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any 
final responsibility for this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing



/'03-648-418U | m 5/1-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>. April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson
<Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jon Campbell
<ioncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional 
information provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and 
quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other 
copy with the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael’s able 
hand, so if I have made errors, be sure that she knows about 
them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly 
represent re-arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to 
include Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized 
Arctic meeting. I realize this may change based on how this is 
staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name 
debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for 
his quote (especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the 
mountain is located in a national park and that it has been named 
one way by the state and one way by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name 
Denali and the fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native 
groups had other names but this was the local group near the 
mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about 
the name appeared together and the ones about the elevation 

appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain 
Denali this year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will 
check the



tact sheets now to see it it is there tor background.

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry
<abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

All,
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from 
partners and they all seemed to dilute the key messages from the 
Secretary. So, I decided the best way to present both of these 
topics was to quote just the Secretary.

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an 
opportunity to review changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will 
definitely be included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru 
the timing of everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved 
and they all wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the 
appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moody@ios. doi. gov



"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 07:37:07 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Seriously? I guess this is why they don't tell anyone anything on a close hold.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:32 AM, Jenny <irunvon@usqs.qov> wrote:
Just like jvanderak from Bur. Rec. who you included on yours? :)

On Aug 27, 2015, at 9:15 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:

I thought that might be it. Then I was wondering if he had something to do 
with the elevation. Hope he can keep a secret.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:59 AM, Campbell, Jon
<ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote:

He is an address suggestion from Google when I meant to copy Leo. 
Pardon the confusion.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:21 AM, Yost, Louis <lvost@usqs.qov> wrote: 
George removed.

Hey Jon who is George Diller at NASA? He was on your original and 
Doug's response.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas 
<douqlas.vandeqraft@boem.qov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and 
tracked it on the attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped 
myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or 



whether the public dialogue will be entirely trom the SOL

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual 
outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon
<ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay 
any comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use 
track changes on the Moody doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our 
draft. The Board is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited 
with any final responsibility for this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <ioan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, April
Slayton <april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson
<Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov> Jon Campbell
<ioncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional 
information provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and 
quotes were especially great!



Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other
copy with the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's
able hand, so if I have made errors, be sure that she knows
about them.  

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly
represent rearranging of paragraphs and some additions as
follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to
include Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley. 
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized
Arctic meeting.  I realize this may change based on how this is
staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name
debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background
for his quote (especially for an outofstate audience) indicating
that the mountain is located in a national park and that it has been
named one way by the state and one way by the federal
government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name
Denali and the fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native
groups had other names but this was the local group near the
mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs
about  the name appeared together and the ones about  the
elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain
Denali this year, that probably should not go in the release, but I
will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry
<abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from
partners and they all seemed to dilute  the key messages from
the Secretary. So, I decided the best way to present both of
these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  



Happy to nand over the pen but would asK that uses have an 
opportunity to review changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will 
definitely be included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru 
the timing of everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved 
and they all wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the 
appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, A/.I4Z.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodv@ios.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 07:51:06 GMT-0600 (MDT)

Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-

To: TEC-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, 
"Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>, 
Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review



Attachments: Denali Draft Moody changes accepted USGSedits.docx
Denali Draft Moody changes accepted USGSedits2.docx

Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit - track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas 
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the public 
dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments you 
have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody doc 
attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.



I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton
<april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jon 
Campbell <ioncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided by 
Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include Presidential 
endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. I 
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a 
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the 
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact 
that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was the 
local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about the name 
appeared together and the ones about the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year, 
that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the



tact sheets now to see it it is there tor background.

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote: 
All,
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all 
seemed to dilute the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best 
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to 
review changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be 
included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of 
everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all 
wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moody(a)ios. doi.gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>



From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Thu Aug 27 2015 08:06:51 GMT-0600 (MDT) 
"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

They look good to me. I'm just wondering if in the news release where the BGN is 
mentioned if there could be a hyperlink to qeonames.usqs.gov?

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit- track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douqlas.vandeqraft@boem.qov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166



On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton
<april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided 
by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made 
errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting. I 
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a 
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the 
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact 
that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was 
the local group near the mountain)



6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year,
that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all
seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all
wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
7036484483 desk
7033177871 mobile

 
Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226
U.S. Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
2022083280



Joan Moodv@ios.doi.gov

"Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>

I have two suggested edits (attached).

From: "Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 08:07:48 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Attachments: Denali Draft Moody changes accepted 
USGSedits DLV.docx

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit- track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:



I round one small error (U.S. board or (Jeograpnic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.dov> wrote: 
This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board is 
mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for this 
decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton
<april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information provided



by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially great! 

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have made
errors, be sure that she knows about them.  

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley. 
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting.  I
realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote
(especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is located in a
national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way by the
federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the fact
that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but this was
the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this year,
that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they all
seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the best
way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of



everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all 
wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moody@ios. doi. gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 08:08:58 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

yes Good point.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 10:06 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:
They look good to me. I'm just wondering if in the news release where the BGN is 
mentioned if there could be a hyperlink to geonames.usgs.gov?

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 



Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit - track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board 



is mentioned (/'th par), Put we are not credited with any tinal responsibility tor 
this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>. April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>,
Jon Campbell <ioncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and guotes were especially 
great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have 
made errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting.
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis guote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis guote, added information needed as background for his guote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located 
in a national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way 
by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the 
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but 
this was the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about the name 
appeared together and the ones about the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this 
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the 
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.



On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

All,
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they 
all seemed to dilute the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the 
best way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to 
review changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be 
included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of 
everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all 
wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodv(o)ios.doi.gov



"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 08:11:17 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Very minor edit. U.S in the second para, on pg. 2 is missing a period.

Jenny

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 10:08 AM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote:
yes Good point.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 10:06 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
They look good to me. I'm just wondering if in the news release where the BGN is 
mentioned if there could be a hyperlink to geonames.usgs.gov?

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit - track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself. 



it will De interesting to see it tne Fresident speaKs to this decision, or wnetner 
the public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any 
comments you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes 
on the Moody doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The 
Board is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final 
responsibility for this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moodv@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov> April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson
<Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jon Campbell <ioncampbell@usqs.qov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially 
great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with



the changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have
made errors, be sure that she knows about them.  

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley. 
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic
meeting.  I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his
quote (especially for an outofstate audience) indicating that the mountain is
located in a national park and that it has been named one way by the state
and one way by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but
this was the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the
name appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared
together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and
they all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I
decided the best way to present both of these topics was to quote just the
Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity
to review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing
of everything.  



Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all 
wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, A/.I4Z.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodyfcbios.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 08:12:02 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Subject: Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Noted. Excellent point about 1897.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 10:07 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I have two suggested edits (attached).



Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.

USGSedit - track changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD



owning, vh zu ioo

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board 
is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for 
this decision.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <ioan moody@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>. April Slayton
<april slavton@nps.qov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially 
great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have 
made errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting.
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located 
in a national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way



by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but
this was the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about  the name
appeared together and the ones about  the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI. 
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background. 

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:
All, 
Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they
all seemed to dilute  the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the
best way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.  

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to
review changes. 

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be
included. 

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of
everything.  

Thanks for your patience.  There were alot of partners involved and they all
wanted their moment of glory. in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
7036484483 desk
7033177871 mobile

 
Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226



U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
202-208-3280
Joan Moodv@ios.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 09:51:34 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Subject: Re: Re2: DOI Draft Denali release - BGN review

Recent Denali video, in lieu of a BGN fact-finding field trip.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 10:07 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douqlas.vandeqraft@boem.qov> wrote:

I have two suggested edits (attached).

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 9:51 AM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Need to respond to Dept editor promptly or the train will have left.

See my changes attached.



USGSeoit - tracK changes
USGSedits2 - revisions not marked (interim final)

Most of my changes in 4th par. > State of Alaska ...

Any further suggestions?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:14 AM, Vandegraft, Douglas
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

I found one small error (U.S. Board of Geographic Names) and tracked it on the 
attached.

I was tempted to cite the origin of the name "McKinley" but stopped myself.

It will be interesting to see if the President speaks to this decision, or whether the 
public dialogue will be entirely from the SOI.

I'm bummed that the BGN role is so minor, but elated at the actual outcome.

DV

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 787-1312

45600 Woodland Road, VAM-LD

Sterling, VA 20166

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 5:42 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

This is how the DOI public relations sausage is made. I can relay any comments 
you have, e.g. 'Mount McKinley' for 'McKinley'. Use track changes on the Moody 
doc attached.

Rachael Johnson is the lead writer in this group.

I'm relieved they have the Sec's authority clearly stated per our draft. The Board 
is mentioned (7th par), but we are not credited with any final responsibility for 
this decision.

Jon Campbell



u.b. ideological survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Moody, Joan <joan moody@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Draft Denali release for Rachael review
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usqs.qov>
Cc: Jessica Kershaw <iessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>. April Slayton
<april slayton@nps.gov>, Rachael Johnson <Rachael Johnson@ios.doi.qov>,
Jon Campbell <ioncampbell@usgs.gov>

Thanks to USGS for a good draft release and the additional information 
provided by Jon and AB today. I thought your title and quotes were especially 
great!

Attached please find one copy with tracked changes and the other copy with the 
changes accepted. The pen is now in Rachael's able hand, so if I have 
made errors, be sure that she knows about them.

Although there are red marks on the tracked copy, they mostly represent re
arranging of paragraphs and some additions as follows:

1. Added new name of Denali to headline, added a subhead to include 
Presidential endorsement and old name of McKinley.
2. Moved Presidential endorsement up to lede and emphasized Arctic meeting.
I realize this may change based on how this is staged.
3. Added Jon Jarvis quote, which includes reference to the name debate.
4. Before Jarvis quote, added information needed as background for his quote 
(especially for an out-of-state audience) indicating that the mountain is located 
in a national park and that it has been named one way by the state and one way 
by the federal government.
5. Thanks to John C, I added info on the meaning of the name Denali and the 
fact that it is an Athabaskan name (other native groups had other names but 
this was the local group near the mountain)
6. rearranged paragraphs so that after the lede, all the graphs about the name 
appeared together and the ones about the elevation appeared together.
7. added that USGS is part of DOI.
8 Do we have too many hyperlinks? LOL

P.S. Although Sen. Murkowski had a bill to rename the mountain Denali this 
year, that probably should not go in the release, but I will check the 
fact sheets now to see if it is there for background.

On Wed, Aug 26, 2015 at 2:09 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

All,



Attached are
1. Draft news release
2. Q and As for the name change
3. Talking points for the name change
4. Q and As for the elevation.

We had originally talked about having several quotes from partners and they 
all seemed to dilute the key messages from the Secretary. So, I decided the 
best way to present both of these topics was to quote just the Secretary.

Happy to hand over the pen but would ask that USGS have an opportunity to 
review changes.

We are working on our 2 top stories where partner quotes will definitely be 
included.

Am thinking another phone call may be in order as we sort thru the timing of 
everything.

Thanks for your patience. There were alot of partners involved and they all 
wanted their moment of glory, in reviewing the appropriate materials :)

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

Joan Moody
Senior Public Affairs Specialist 
Office of the Secretary MIB 6226 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240 
202-208-3280
Joan Moodv(o)ios.doi.gov



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

U.S. Department 
of the Interior

www.doi.gov
News Release

Date: August xx, 2015
Contacts: Jessica Kershaw (Interior), Interior Press@ios.doi.gov

DENALI: Old Name, New Elevation 
for North America’s Highest Peak

Endorsed by President, Interior Secretary Changes Mount McKinley 
to Native Name at Arctic Meeting

ANCHORAGE - With the endorsement of President Obama, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally 
Jewell announced in Anchorage today that the highest mountain in North America, formerly 
known as “Moimt McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of “Denali” in all 
federal records. She also announced that the Denali sununit has a new, official elevation of 
20,xxx feet based on a new survey.

“The citizens of Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far 
back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old 
name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

President Obama, Secretary Jewell and other leaders are participating in a meeting of the 
international Arctic Council in Anchorage.

The mountain has retained the name “McKinley” even though the 1980 Alaska National Interest 
Lands Conservation Act incorporated “McKinley National Park,” into the new larger area named 
Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain 
“Denali,” while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it “McKinley.” 

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional native Alaskan title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Dir ector Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.



The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word “Denali” is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word Deenaalee "the tall one." 
Athabaskan people have strong ties to their ancestral lands, and they have special reverence for 
this tallest mountain in the Alaska Range.

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.

Secretary Jewell also announced at the Arctic Council meeting that the morurtain’s new precise 
elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modern methods of satellite-based surveying 
technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official srunmit survey was 
conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.

“No place draws more prtblic attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a 
continent,” she noted. “Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 20,xxx feet has important 
value to earth scientists, geographers, mountaineers and the general prtblic. To the mountain
climbing side of me, it is inspiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak 
with such accuracy. That’s a feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair 
explorer or an experienced mountaineer,” said Secretary Jewell.

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Fanbanks 
Geophysical Institute, and CompassData. Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under 
the direction of the Department of the Interior’s U.S. Geological Survey. NOAA’s National 
Geodetic Survey and the National Park Service to re-measure the height of North America’s 
mountain.
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ANCHORAGE – U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell announced today that the highest 

mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially designated 

by the name Denali in all federal records.  She also announced that the Denali summit has a new, 

official elevation of 20,xxx feet.  

 

In making the announcement Secretary Jewell said, “The citizens of Alaska deserve to have na-

tional recognition of the name they favor. Not only has the name Denali been official for use by 

the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by 

generations of Alaskans far back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this 

place, we are restoring an old name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native 

peoples.” 

 

Secretary Jewell’s action was heartily endorsed by President Obama while participating in a 

meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchorage, 

 

“No place draws more public attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a continent. 

Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 20,xxx feet has important value to earth scientists, ge-

ographers, mountaineers and the general public. To the mountain-climbing side of me, it is in-

spiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak with such accuracy. That’s a 

feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair explorer or an experienced 

mountaineer,” said Secretary Jewell, who is also attending the Arctic Council meeting in An-

chorage. 

  

The new precise elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modern methods of satellite-based 

surveying technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official summit survey 

was conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.  

 

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Fairbanks Geo-

physical Institute, and CompassData, Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under the 

direction of the U.S. Geological Survey, NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey  and the National 

Park Service to re-measure the height of North America’s mountain. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. 
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DENALI: Old Name, New Elevation 
for North America’s Highest Peak

Endorsed by President, Interior Secretary Changes Mount McKinley 
to Native Name at Arctic Meeting

ANCHORAGE - With the endorsement of President Obama, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally 
Jewell announced in Anchorage today that the highest mountain in North America, formerly 
known as “Mount McKinley,* ’ will be officially given the local native name of “Denali” in all 
federal records. She also announced that the Denali summit has a new. official elevation of 
2O.xxx feet based on a new survey.

“The citizens of Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor,” Secretaiy 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975. but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far 
back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old 
name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

President Obama. Secretary Jewell and other leaders are participating in a meeting of the 
international Arctic Comicil in Anchorage.

The mountain has retained the name “McKinley” even though the 1980 Alaska National Interest 
Lands Conservation Act incorporated “McKinley National Park.” into the new larger area named 
Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain 
“Denali.” while the U.S. Board |of [Geographic Names, until today, called it '•McKinley.”

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional native Alaskan title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.



The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word “Denali” is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word Deenaalee "the tall one." 
Athabaskan people have strong ties to their ancestral lands, and they have special reverence for 
this tallest mountain in the Alaska Range.

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.

Secretary Jewell also announced at the Arctic Council meeting that the mountain’s new precise 
elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modem methods of satellite-based surveying 
technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official summit survey was 
conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.

“No place draws more public attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a 
continent.” she noted. “Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 2O.xxx feet has important 
value to earth scientists, geographers, mountaineers and the general public. To the mountain
climbing side of me. it is inspiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak 
with such accuracy. That’s a feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair 
explorer or an experienced mountaineer,” said Secretary Jewell.

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Geophysical Institute, and CompassData. Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under 
the direction of the Department of the Interior's U.S. Geological Survey. NOAA’s National 
Geodetic Survey and the National Park Service to re-measure the height of North America’s 
mountain.
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ANCHORAGE - With the endorsement of President Obama, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally 
Jewell announced in Anchorage today that the highest mountain in the United States and North 
America, formerly known as -
-^Denali- in all federal records. She also announced that the Denali summit has a new. official 
elevation of 2O.xxx feet based on a new survey.
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‘The citizens of Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975. but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far 
back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old 
name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

President Obama. Secretary Jewell and other leaders are participating in a meeting of the 
international Arctic Comicil in Anchorage.

The mountain has retained the name “MeKinley* ’ even though the 1980 Alaska National Interest 
Lands Conservation Aet incorporated “MeKinley National Park/5 into the new larger area named 
Denali National Park and Preserve. The State of Alaska Alaska Board of Geographic Names has 
called ealls-the mountain -Denali?22 since 1975. while the U.S. Board ofii Geographic Names, 
until today, specified the name ealled it “Mount McKinley?22 for federal publications. The 
mountain had retained the name Mount McKinley when the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act incorporated the former McKinley National Park into the new larger area 
named Denali National Park and Preserve.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional native Alaskan title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 



holds great significance to the people of Alaska." said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word -JDenali-2 
is an ancient Athabaskan place name? that stems It comes from the Koyukon word Deenaalee 
’’the tall one." Athabaskan people have strong ties to their ancestral lands, and they have special 
reverence for this tallest mountain in the Alaska Range.

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.

Secretary Jewell also announced at the Arctic Council meeting that the mountain’s new precise 
elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modem methods of satellite-based surveying 
technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official sununit survey was 
conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.

“No place draws more public attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a 
continent." she noted. “Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 2O.xxx feet has important 
value to earth scientists, geographers, mountaineers and the general public. To the mountain- 
climbing side of me. it is inspiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak 
with such accuracy. That’s a feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair 
explorer or an experienced mountaineer." said Secretary Jewell.

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Failbanks 
Geophysical Institute, and CompassData. Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under 
the direction of the Department of the Interior's U.S. Geological Survey. NOAA’s National 
Geodetic Survey and the National Park Service to re-measure the height of North America’s 
highest mountain.
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ANCHORAGE - With the endorsement of President Obama, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally 
Jewell announced in Anchorage today that the highest mountain in the United States and North 
America, formerly known as ^iount McKinle^ will be officially given the local native name of 
Denali in all federal records. She also announced that the Denali summit has a new. official 
elevation of 20,xxx feet based on a new survey.

‘The citizens of Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor,” Secretaiy 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far 
back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old 
name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

President Obama. Secretary Jewell and other leaders are participating in a meeting of the 
international Arctic Council in Anchorage.
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The State of Alaska has called the mountain Denali since 1975, while the U.S. Board on 
Geographic Names, until today, specified the name Mount McKinley for federal publications. 
The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount McKinley when the 1980 Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated the former McKinley National Park into 
the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional native Alaskan title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.



The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word ‘Denali’ is 
an ancient Athabaskan place name that stems from the Koyukon word Deenaalee "the tall one." 
Athabaskan people have strong ties to their ancestral lands, and they have special reverence for 
this tallest mountain in the Alaska Range.

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.

Secretary Jewell also announced at the Arctic Council meeting that the mountain’s new precise 
elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modem methods of satellite-based surveying 
technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official summit survey was 
conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.

“No place draws more public attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a 
continent.” she noted. “Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 2O.xxx feet has important 
value to earth scientists, geographers, mountaineers and the general public. To the mountain
climbing side of me. it is inspiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak 
with such accuracy. That’s a feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair 
explorer or an experienced mountaineer,” said Secretary Jewell.

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Geophysical Institute, and CompassData. Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under 
the direction of the Department of the Interior's U.S. Geological Survey. NOAA’s National 
Geodetic Survey and the National Park Service to re-measure the height of North America’s 
highest mountain.
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‘The citizens of Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975. but the mountain has been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far 
back into unwritten time. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old 
name and further recognizing the traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

President Obama. Secretary Jewell and other leaders are participating in a meeting of the 
international Arctic Comicil in Anchorage.

The mountain has retained the name “MeKinley* ’ even though the 1980 Alaska National Interest 
Lands Conservation Aet incorporated “MeKinley National Park/5 into the new larger area named 
Denali National Park and Preserve. The State of Alaska Alaska Board of Geographic Names has 
called ealls-the mountain -Denali?2 since 1975. while the U.S. Board ofii Geographic Names, 
until today, [specified the name ealled it “Mount McKinley?2 for federal publications. [The 
mountain had retained the name Mount McKinley when the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act incorporated the former McKinley National Park into the new larger area 
named Denali National Park and Preserve.
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“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional native Alaskan title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which



holds great significance to the people of Alaska." said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word -JDenali-2 
is an ancient Athabaskan place name? that stems It comes from the Koyukon word Deenaalee 
’’the tall one." Athabaskan people have strong ties to their ancestral lands, and they have special 
reverence for this tallest mountain in the Alaska Range.

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.

Secretary Jewell also announced at the Arctic Council meeting that the mountain’s new precise 
elevation of 20,xxx feet, calculated by using modem methods of satellite-based surveying 
technology (GPS), will become the official elevation. The last official sununit survey was 
conducted in 1953, producing the formerly accepted elevation of 20,320 feet.

“No place draws more public attention to its exact elevation than the highest peak of a 
continent." she noted. “Knowing the height of Denali is precisely 2O.xxx feet has important 
value to earth scientists, geographers, mountaineers and the general public. To the mountain- 
climbing side of me. it is inspiring to think we can measure the limit of this magnificent peak 
with such accuracy. That’s a feeling everyone can share, whether you happen to be an armchair 
explorer or an experienced mountaineer." said Secretary Jewell.

A team of mountaineering and surveying experts from the University of Alaska Failbanks 
Geophysical Institute, and CompassData. Inc. (a specialized imagery company) worked under 
the direction of the Department of the Interior's U.S. Geological Survey. NOAA’s National 
Geodetic Survey and the National Park Service to re-measure the height of [North America’s |____
highest mountain.
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RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)

/83. RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)/6.1 Denali TS d0827b.docx
/83. RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)/8.1 Denali TS d0827b (2).docx
/83. RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)/! 0.1 Denali TS d0827b (MMS Edits).docx
/83. RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits
(UNCLASSIFIED)/! 1.1 McKinley Dickey map.pdf
/83. RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)/! 1.2 McKinley NY Sun 1897.pdf

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 13:55:36 GMT-0600 (MDT)
"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost 
<lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>,

To: Douglas Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, 
"Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>, Michael Shelton 
<michael_shelton@nps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon, 

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to correct these 
problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount McKinley appear to 
be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences 
in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. End of



paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a document
that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

        Have at it!

        A.B. Wade

        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer



        7036484483 desk
        7033177871 mobile

         Forwarded message 
        From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
        Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
        Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first; then larger
around 6p ET
        To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>,
Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah
Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John
Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael
Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>,
Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>,
Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
        Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

        Team 

        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns
 we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native
Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name
change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially given
the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska



Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of
Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of
the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the
Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary
of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially
designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based
on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board,
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for changing
the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt
to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.



        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:



        Have at it!

        A.B. Wade

        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
        7036484483 desk
        7033177871 mobile

         Forwarded message 
        From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
        Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
        Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first; then larger
around 6p ET
        To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>,
Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah
Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John
Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael
Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>,
Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>,
Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
        Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

        Team 

        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns
 we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native
Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name
change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest



mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially given
the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of
Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of
the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the
Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary
of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially
designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based
on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board,
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for changing
the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former



Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt
to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 13:59:57 GMT0600 (MDT)

To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)



edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th hand 
distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to correct 
these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount McKinley 
appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and sometimes " 
with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. End of 
paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a document 
that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.gov]
Sent Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas 



Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <BlockedhttD://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly <kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, 

Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, 
Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureenfoster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael Johnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jeremy Bratt cjeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>. 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>. Joan Moody
Joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usgs.qov>

Team -



        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have
concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native
Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a
name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the
action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board
of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.



The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska
and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest
peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.
Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not
considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers
attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416



—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.gov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <BlockedhttD://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly <kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, 

Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, 
Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson <michael johnson@jos.doi.qov>, 
Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham



<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>
Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody

<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native 
Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan 
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a 
name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the 
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be 
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the 
action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by 
Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska 
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by 
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by 
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are 
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word 
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word 
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American 
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this 
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park 
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.



        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board
of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska
and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest
peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.
Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not
considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers
attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.



        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 14:28:07 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.  

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on
approving it.  If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936,
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father.  /s/ Harold L.
Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees.  And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
     Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW



7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th hand 
distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to correct 
these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount McKinley 
appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and sometimes " 
with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. End 
of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864



Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil 
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.gov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <BlockedhttD://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret 
Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, 
Maureen Foster <maureen joster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson
<michael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, Maria 
Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>,



Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders 
<iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody 
cjoan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>. Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount 
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the 
action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by 
Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska 
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use 
by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by 
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are 
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The 
word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word 
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning 'the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic 
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title 
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” 
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.



        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the
1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve.
The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S.
Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’
in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska
and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name
from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain
is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to
the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200
mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are
successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.



Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.gov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhtto://usqs.qov> Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

Forwarded message



From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret 
Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, John Quinley <john quinlev@nps.qov>, 
Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, Maria 
Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount 
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the 
action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by 
Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska 
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use 
by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by



generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The
word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,”
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the
1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve.
The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S.
Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’
in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names.
The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska
and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name
from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain
is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to
the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200
mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are
successful.



        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 14:37:38 GMT0600 (MDT)

To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>,
"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



Mike,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits **

Thanks for the information ... Mr. Ickes sounds like a very unusual individual.

This got me curious and apparent his multivolume "secret" diaries are available ... at least
some online, as well his biography "Righteous Pilgrim: The Life and Times of Harold L.
Ickes, 18741952" ... for only a penny in paperback. This might make good beach reading
at some point in the future.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Shelton, Michael [mailto:michael_shelton@nps.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 4:28 PM
To: Campbell, Jon
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on
approving it.  If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936,
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father.  /s/ Harold L.
Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees.  And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst



Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
     Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC  20005
(202) 3543954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 3543950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
(202) 3715189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
                                                                                Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

        edits noted.

        I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th hand
distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

        Jon Campbell
        U.S. Geological Survey
        Office of Communications and Publishing
        7036484180 | m 5712306831
        joncampbell@usgs.gov

        On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

                Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                Caveats: NONE

                Jon,

                ** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits **

                Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount
McKinley appear to be very inconsistent ... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and
sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

                U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names.
End of paragraph 6.



                McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

                Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

                Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

                Doug Caldwell
                Geospatial Research Laboratory
                Engineer Research and Development Center
                US Army Corps of Engineers
                7701 Telegraph Road
                Alexandria, VA 223153864

                Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
                7034283594

                Original Message
                From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
                Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
                To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
                Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

                AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

                The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are
explained a bit.

                Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

                On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        Have at it!

                        A.B. Wade

                        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer



                        7036484483 desk
                        7033177871 mobile

                         Forwarded message 
                        From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
                        Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
                        Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first; then
larger around 6p ET
                        To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly
<kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy
Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen
Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason
Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
                        Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

                        Team 

                        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

                        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

                        Thank you,
                        JK

                        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

                        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali

                        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for
a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially
given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

                        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]



                        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest
peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn,
is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977,
the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for
changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

                        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make
up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain



each year; typically about half are successful.

                        ###

                ________________________________

                         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                        

                        Jessica Kershaw
                        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                        U.S. Dept of the Interior
                        @DOIPressSec
                        2022086416

                Original Message
                From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
                Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
                To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
                Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

                AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

                The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are
explained a bit.

                Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov



                On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        Have at it!

                        A.B. Wade

                        USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                        7036484483 desk
                        7033177871 mobile

                         Forwarded message 
                        From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
                        Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
                        Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first; then
larger around 6p ET
                        To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly
<kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy
Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen
Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason
Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
                        Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

                        Team 

                        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

                        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

                        Thank you,
                        JK

                        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

                        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali



                        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for
a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially
given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

                        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

                        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for
President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest
peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn,
is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977,



the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for
changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

                        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make
up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain
each year; typically about half are successful.

                        ###

                ________________________________

                         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                        

                        Jessica Kershaw
                        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                        U.S. Dept of the Interior
                        @DOIPressSec
                        2022086416

                Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



"Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>

Mr. Chairman:

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Thu Aug 27 2015 14:59:52 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

It's my understanding that (1) President Truman heartily despised Ickes-who routinely 
condescended to Truman when he was merely a Senator and then Vice President, and 
(2) that feeling contributed greatly to the President's signing Pub. L. 80-242, which 
established the BGN in its present form.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:37 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Mike,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Thanks for the information ... Mr. Ickes sounds like a very unusual individual.

This got me curious and apparent his multivolume "secret" diaries are available ... at 
least some online, as well his biography "Righteous Pilgrim: The Life and Times of



Harold L. Ickes, 1874-1952"... for only a penny in paperback. This might make good 
beach reading at some point in the future.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil 
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Shelton, Michael [mailto:michael shelton@nps.gov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 4:28 PM
To: Campbell, Jon
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas 
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like 
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936, 
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father, /s/ Harold L. 
Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on 

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor I Office 88 
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)



(202) 354-3950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you." 
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote:

edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA 
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to 
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount 
McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and 
sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this 
out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names. End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!



Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil 
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;

Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <BlockedhttD://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; 



then larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris 
<sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@jos.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you 
have concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of 
Mount McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests 
for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that 
the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be 
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to 
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by 
Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many 
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for 
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by 
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are 
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.



The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon
word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for
the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic
Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate
for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.
Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not
considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

                        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now
make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the
mountain each year; typically about half are successful. 

                        ###



                ________________________________

                         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                        

                        Jessica Kershaw
                        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                        U.S. Dept of the Interior
                        @DOIPressSec
                        2022086416

                Original Message
                From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
                Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
                To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
                Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

                AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

                The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are
explained a bit.

                Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

                On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                        Have at it!



A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov> 
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first;

then larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris 
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you 
have concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of 
Mount McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests 
for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that 
the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be 
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’



                        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

                        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are
restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon
word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for
the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic
Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate
for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.
Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not
considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

                        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.



                        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now
make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the
mountain each year; typically about half are successful. 

                        ###

                ________________________________

                         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                        

                        Jessica Kershaw
                        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                        U.S. Dept of the Interior
                        @DOIPressSec
                        2022086416

                Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



From:
Sent: 
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Thu Aug 27 2015 17:02:47 GMT-0600 (MDT)
"Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)
Denali TS d0827b.docx

Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press 
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past 
example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, if 
he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov> wrote: 
Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like 
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936, 
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father. Is/ Harold L. 
Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

Is/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005



(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th hand 
distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to correct 
these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount 
McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and 
sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten 
this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. 
End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864



Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil 
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <BlockedhttD://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret 
Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john guinley@nps.gov>, 
Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson
cmichael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria



Najera <maria naiera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders 
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Co: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov> Joan Moody
Joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount 
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the 
action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by 
Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska 
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for 
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as 
‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this 
place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of 
Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The 
word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon 
word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic



American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,”
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the
1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve.
The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the
U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides
for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name
stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic
name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?



         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry <abwade@usgs.gov>
wrote:

        Have at it!

        A.B. Wade



USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret 
Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, 
Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>. Michael Johnson
<michaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria 
Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hvun@ios.doi.qov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov> Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount 
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the



action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as
‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this
place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of
Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The
word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon
word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,”
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the
1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve.
The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the
U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides
for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name
stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North
American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never
withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic
name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by



former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park <BlockedhttD://www.nps.qov/dena> , where the 
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. 
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically 
about half are successful.

II II II 
ii if ri

[JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

[JLK2]WiII make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>

From:
Sent:

"Vandegraft, Douglas" <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>
Fri Aug 28 2015 06:34:48 GMT-0600 (MDT)



To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Happy Friday!

Here is my quote:

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali.  I had been told that on a clear day you could see it
from the city, even though it is over 100 miles away.   I stepped out of my house one August
morning and there it was: a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than
anything else around it.  I stood and stared and said “wow.”  It truly is ‘the high one.’

Doug Vandegraft, who lived in Anchorage from 1983 – 2000 and is the current Chairman of the
Domestic Names Committee, BGN.

The Top Story document looks good to me.  No further comments or edits.

On the subject of Sec. Harold Ickes: I have read the Righteous Pilgrim book.  Ickes
repeatedly tried to resign his positions (he was not only SOI, but also the Commissioner
of the Petroleum Administration for War, among other duties).  Every time, FDR would
write back "Resignation denied."

Doug

Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

(703) 7871312

45600 Woodland Road, VAMLD

Sterling, VA  20166

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 7:02 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past
example.

Looking for  brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too,
if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov> 
wrote:

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something 
like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 
1936, beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father, /s/ 
Harold L. Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on 

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor I Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED



Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to 
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and 
Mount McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, 
sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully 
you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. 
End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey



Office of Communications and Publishing 
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>. John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureenfoster@nps.gov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.qov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hvun@ios.doi.qov>. Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK



        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her
by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the
traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.



        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board)
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416



—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@jos.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@soLdoi.qov>. John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, 
Michael Johnson <michaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@jos.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria najera@jos.doi.qov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>. Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@soLdoi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody



<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as 
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take 
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her 
by Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many 
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been 
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been 
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence 
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the 
traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. 
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the 
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic 
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native 
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of 
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.



        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board)
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.



Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

I deleted the period before the Karstens parenthetical reference.

From: "Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 06:55:15 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, "Shelton, 
Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments: Denali TS d0827b (2).docx

Tony Gilbert | CFR Coordinator; GPO Style Board; Vice Chair, U.S. Board on Geographic Names | 
ph 202.512.0652

GPO | OFFICIAL | DIGITAL | SECURE 732 North Capitol Street NW., Washington, DC 20401

www.qpo.gov | facebook.com/USGPO | twitter.com/usqpo



From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 7:03 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press 
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past 
example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, if 
he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell

U.S. Geological Survey

Office of Communications and Publishing

703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831

joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.gov> wrote:

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like 
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936, 
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father, /s/ Harold L.



Ickes."

 

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees.  And beat his first wife.

 

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
     Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC  20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

 

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
                                                                                Voltaire, 1762

 

 

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

edits noted.

 

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th hand
distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell

U.S. Geological Survey

Office of Communications and Publishing

7036484180 | m 5712306831 

joncampbell@usgs.gov

 

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA



<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to correct these 
problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount McKinley appear to 
be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences 
in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. End of 
paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a document 
that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 
change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly <kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, 

Blake Androff <blake androff@jos.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John 
Quinley John guinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, Michael 
Johnson <michaelJohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, 
Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders 
Jason .waanders@sol.doi ,gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody 
joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns 
- we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you, 
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native



Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name
change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially given
the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of
Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of
the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the
Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]



On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary 
of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially 
designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based 
on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, 
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for changing 
the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former 
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is 
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt 
to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

II II II
II II II

[JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

[JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the elevation 



change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are explained a 
bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then larger 

around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly <kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, 

Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, John 
Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, Michael 
Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov> Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>, 
Maria Najera <maria naiera@ios.doi.qov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.qov>, 
Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders 
<jason .waanders@sol.doi .qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry Wade 
<abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have concerns



 we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native
Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley
to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan
state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of requests for a name
change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be officially given
the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take the action
to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for use by
the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word
‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the Koyukon word
‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though the 1980
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley National Park,’
into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of
Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic
Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name ‘Denali,’ in
accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The
name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of
the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the



Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries, the
mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American
continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary
of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially
designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn, is based
on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board,
in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for changing
the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the mountain is
located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6
million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt
to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED



Caveats: NONE

 

 

 

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 07:27:27 GMT0600 (MDT)

To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, "Shelton,
Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! I loved Doug's quote ... mine is not so personal or quotable and Lou may wish to
revise or replace. Feel free to edit.


The 38year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a
situation that was not anticipated when the policy was adopted.


Hopefully this is fairly neutral, doesn't involve the SOI's decision or relationship to the
BGN, and leads into the next section.

Thank you for all your work on this ... you must be exhausted!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864



Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 7:03 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past
example. <Blockedhttp://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/namesonthe
landtheroleoftheusboardongeographicnames/>

Looking for  brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, if
he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael_shelton@nps.gov> wrote:

        Mr. Chairman:

        If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

        Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on
approving it.  If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something like
"Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936,
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father.  /s/ Harold L.
Ickes."

        Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees.  And beat his first wife.

        /s/ Mike



        Michael M. Shelton
        Program Analyst
        Office of Policy
        National Park Service
        Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
             Geographic Names
        1201 Eye Street NW
        7th Floor / Office 88
        Washington, DC  20005
        (202) 3543954 (Direct Dial)
        (202) 3543950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
        (202) 3715189 (Fax)

        "Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
                                                                                        Voltaire, 1762

        On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

                edits noted.

                I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

                On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

                        Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                        Caveats: NONE

                        Jon,



                        ** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits **

                        Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount
McKinley appear to be very inconsistent ... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and
sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this out.

                        U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic
Names. End of paragraph 6.

                        McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

                        Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is
a document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

                        Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

                        Doug Caldwell
                        Geospatial Research Laboratory
                        Engineer Research and Development Center
                        US Army Corps of Engineers
                        7701 Telegraph Road
                        Alexandria, VA 223153864

                        Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
                        7034283594

                        Original Message
                        From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
                        Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
                        To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
                        Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

                        AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

                        The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions
are explained a bit.

                        Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

                        Jon Campbell
                        U.S. Geological Survey
                        Office of Communications and Publishing
                        7036484180 | m 5712306831
                        joncampbell@usgs.gov

                        On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry



<abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

                                Have at it!

                                A.B. Wade

                                USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                                7036484483 desk
                                7033177871 mobile

                                 Forwarded message 
                                From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
                                Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
                                Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first;
then larger around 6p ET
                                To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly
<kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy
Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen
Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason
Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
                                Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

                                Team 

                                Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

                                Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

                                Thank you,
                                JK

                                Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now
Bear Native Name

                                Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali

                                ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support



from Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced
that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

                                President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

                                “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                                The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                                “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this
iconic American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                                Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even
though the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                                Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the
name ‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides
for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic
Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                                In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of
central Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                                McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                                On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn,
is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977,
the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for



changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

                                Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975
proposal by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                                Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make
up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain
each year; typically about half are successful.

                                ###

                        ________________________________

                                 [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                                 [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                                

                                Jessica Kershaw
                                Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                                U.S. Dept of the Interior
                                @DOIPressSec
                                2022086416

                        Original Message
                        From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
                        Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
                        To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
                        Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick edits

                        AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the
elevation change.

                        The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions
are explained a bit.



                        Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

                        Jon Campbell
                        U.S. Geological Survey
                        Office of Communications and Publishing
                        7036484180 | m 5712306831
                        joncampbell@usgs.gov

                        On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, AnneBerry
<abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

                                Have at it!

                                A.B. Wade

                                USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov>  Press Officer
                                7036484483 desk
                                7033177871 mobile

                                 Forwarded message 
                                From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
                                Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
                                Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release  Sending to a small group first;
then larger around 6p ET
                                To: Nikki Buffa <nicole_buffa@ios.doi.gov>, Kate Kelly
<kate_kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake_androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah_walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john_quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen_foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy
Bratt <jeremy_bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria_najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen
Hyun <karen_hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda_pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason
Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>
                                Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael_johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april_slayton@nps.gov>, AnneBerry Wade
<abwade@usgs.gov>

                                Team 

                                Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further review.

                                Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

                                Thank you,



                                JK

                                Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now
Bear Native Name

                                Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali

                                ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support
from Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced
that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount McKinley,” will be
officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

                                President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by
Congress.[JLK1]

                                “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been official for
use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as ‘Denali’ by
generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring
an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                                The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                                “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this
iconic American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title
‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said
National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                                Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even
though the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated ‘McKinley
National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The
Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of
Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                                Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the
name ‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides
for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic
Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                                In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of
central Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.



                                McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                                On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, never withdrawn,
is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977,
the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has not considered the case for
changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

                                Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975
proposal by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                                Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make
up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain
each year; typically about half are successful.

                                ###

                        ________________________________

                                 [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                                 [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                                

                                Jessica Kershaw
                                Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                                U.S. Dept of the Interior
                                @DOIPressSec
                                2022086416

                        Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                        Caveats: NONE



Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 07:59:47 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments: Denali TS d0827b (MMS Edits).docx

Morning, Jon

My suggested edits/emendations are shown on the attached.

Thanks!

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 7:02 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 



homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press 
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past 
example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, 
if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov> 
wrote:

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something 
like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 
1936, beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father, /s/ 
Harold L. Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

Is/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA 
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to 
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and 
Mount McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, 
sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully 
you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. 
End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the



elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley
<john guinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@jos.doi.gov> Maria Najera <maria najera@jos.doi.gov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>. Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced



heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further
review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have
concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her
by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the
traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name



‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board)
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw



Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@jos.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah 



Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>. John Quinley
<john guinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria naiera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>. Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody 
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as 
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take 
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her 
by Congress.[JLK1]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many 
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been 
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been 
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence 
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the 
traditions of Alaska Natives.



        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board)
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.



        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:10:07 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments: McKinley Dickey map.pdf McKinley NY Sun 1897.pdf

Jon,

Very nice! Two comments though, I don't know if the first one matters, but Sally's quote is



slightly different than it is in the DOI release hyperlinked above it - 

“The citizens of the Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor. 
Not only has the name Denali been official in Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has 
been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far back into unwritten 
time,” Secretary Jewell said. “With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are 
restoring an old name and further recognizing the ancient traditions of Alaska’s native 
peoples.”

VS

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” 
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of 
Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in 
further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

Second comment, under "Denali goes to the federal level" - it was the state board not the 
legislature that made the name official in AK.

Dickey's article from the 1897 Sun is attached along with another mention (3rd column, 
middle) of Dickey in the same edition for anyone who is interested. Apparently in addition 
to prospecting for gold Dickey provided some valuable geographic information about the 
territory.

Lou

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 7:02 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press 
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past 
example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, 
if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov>



wrote:
Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted on 
approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something 
like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 
1936, beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father, /s/ 
Harold L. Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to



correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and 
Mount McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, 
sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully 
you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic Names. 
End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:



Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@jos.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.gov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>. John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureenfoster@nps.gov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>. Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders
<jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have 
concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear 
Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali



        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her
by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the
traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the



Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) 
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal, 
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State 
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional 
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized 
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by 
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.qov/dena> , where the 
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. 
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically 
about half are successful.

II II II
II II II

[JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

[JLK2]Wil I make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Douglas
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits



AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.qov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov> 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>. John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt
<jeremy bratt@jos.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria naiera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen 
Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -



        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further
review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you have
concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear
Native Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to take
the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her
by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence
for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the
traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of
Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park
and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain
’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it
’McKinley.’



        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just
six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for centuries,
the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board)
to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, has not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by
former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve.
About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        



Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:12:01 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick 
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Sounds good to me.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:27 AM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! I loved Doug's quote ... mine is not so personal or quotable and Lou may wish to 
revise or replace. Feel free to edit.

The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a 
situation that was not anticipated when the policy was adopted.



Hopefully this is fairly neutral, doesn't involve the SOI's decision or relationship to the 
BGN, and leads into the next section.

Thank you for all your work on this ... you must be exhausted!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 7:03 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas 
Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits 
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI press 
release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. Past 
example. <BIockedhttp://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs top story/names-on-the- 
land-the-role-of-the-u-s-board-on-qeoqraphic-names/>

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, too, 
if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.gov> 
wrote:

Mr. Chairman:



        If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual
document.

        Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted
on approving it.  If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read something
like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on September 18, 1936,
beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his late father.  /s/ Harold L.
Ickes."

        Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees.  And beat his first wife.

        /s/ Mike

        Michael M. Shelton
        Program Analyst
        Office of Policy
        National Park Service
        Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
             Geographic Names
        1201 Eye Street NW
        7th Floor / Office 88
        Washington, DC  20005
        (202) 3543954 (Direct Dial)
        (202) 3543950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
        (202) 3715189 (Fax)

        "Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
                                                                                        Voltaire, 1762

        On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
wrote:

                edits noted.

                I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a



4th hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA 
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way 
to correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and Mount 
McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, sometimes ', and 
sometimes " with differences in the same sentence. Hopefully you can straighten this 
out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names. End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that 
is a document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;



Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover 
the elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions 
are explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry 
<abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov> 
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group 

first; then larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris 
<sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong 
<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley John quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureenfoster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson <michaelJohnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jeremy Bratt Jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov> Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.qov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@jos.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders Jason.waanders@sol.doi.qov> 

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan
Moody <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.gov>

Team -



                                Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't
introduced heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further
review.

                                Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if
you have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

                                Thank you,
                                JK

                                Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will
Now Bear Native Name

                                Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name
of Mount McKinley to Denali

                                ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support
from Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

                                President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell
to take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her
by Congress.[JLK1]

                                “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to
many Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as
‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we
are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

                                The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

                                “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this
iconic American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,”
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                                Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even
though the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and
Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while
the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                                Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the



name ‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                                In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of
central Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                                McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                                On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska
requested the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has
not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

                                Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975
proposal by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                                Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now
make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the
mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

                                ###

                        ________________________________

                                 [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

                                 [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                                

                                Jessica Kershaw
                                Senior Adviser & Press Secretary



U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOI PressSec 
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;

Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover 
the elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions 
are explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry
<abwade@usqs.qov> wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group 

first; then larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kellv@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris
<sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong 



<bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, John Quinley <john guinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster 
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham
<miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan 
Moody <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't 
introduced heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if 
you have concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will 
Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name 
of Mount McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support 
from Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as “Mount 
McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell 
to take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted to her 
by Congress.[JLK1 ]

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to 
many Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been 
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as 
‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we 
are restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan 
territory. The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the 
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’



                                “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this
iconic American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native
title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,”
said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

                                Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even
though the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National Park and
Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the mountain ’Denali,’ while
the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today, called it ’McKinley.’

                                Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the
name ‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on
Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal records.

                                In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of
central Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector
declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ – and the name stuck.

                                McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the
North American continent, had been known by another name – ‘Denali.’[JLK2]

                                On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska
requested the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, has
not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from
Mount McKinley to Denali.

                                Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975
proposal by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

                                Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://Blockedwww.nps.gov/dena
<Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> > , where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now
make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the
mountain each year; typically about half are successful.

                                ###

                        ________________________________

                                 [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?



                                 [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

                                

                                Jessica Kershaw
                                Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
                                U.S. Dept of the Interior
                                @DOIPressSec
                                2022086416

                        Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
                        Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:24:01 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Get rid of the "the" in Sally's quote "The citizens of the Alaska deserve . . . ."

/s/ Mike



Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:10 AM, Yost, Louis <lvost@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Jon,

Very nice! Two comments though, I don't know if the first one matters, but Sally's quote 
is slightly different than it is in the DOI release hyperlinked above it -

“The citizens of the Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor. 
Not only has the name Denali been official in Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has 
been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far back into 
unwritten time,” Secretary Jewell said. “With our own sense of reverence for this place, 
we are restoring an old name and further recognizing the ancient traditions of Alaska’s 
native peoples.”

VS

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” 
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State 
of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of 
Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name 
in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

Second comment, under "Denali goes to the federal level" - it was the state board not 
the legislature that made the name official in AK.

Dickey's article from the 1897 Sun is attached along with another mention (3rd column, 
middle) of Dickey in the same edition for anyone who is interested. Apparently in 
addition to prospecting for gold Dickey provided some valuable geographic information 
about the territory.

Lou

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 7:02 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.



Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI 
press release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. 
Past example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, 
too, if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov> 
wrote:

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual 
document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted 
on approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read 
something like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on 
September 18, 1936, beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his 
late father, /s/ Harold L. Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

edits noted.



I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to 
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and 
Mount McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, 
sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences in the same sentence.
Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names. End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;



Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.gov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, 
Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Sarah Walters
<sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, 
John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen foster@nps.gov>, Michael Johnson
<michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>,
Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody 
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>



        Team 

        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further
review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p
ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now
Bear Native Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted
to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of
reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of
the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National



Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the
mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today,
called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board
on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal
records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the
tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another name –
‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the
Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential
congressional action, has not considered the case for changing the federally
recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and
preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each
year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.



Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile



---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, 
Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters
<sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, 
John Quinley <john quinlev@nps.qov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michael johnson@ios.doi.qov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.qov>,
Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.qov>, Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>. Joan Moody 
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you 
have concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p 
ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of 
Mount McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as 
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to 
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted 
to her by Congress.[JLK1]



        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of
reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of
the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National
Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the
mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today,
called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board
on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal
records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the
tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another name –
‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the
Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential
congressional action, has not considered the case for changing the federally
recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.



Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal 
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the 
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than 
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and 
preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each 
year; typically about half are successful.
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[JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

[JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>



From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:37:41 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft  Denali Release, quick
edits (UNCLASSIFIED)

Can you give me a call on this and a couple other items?

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:10 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Jon,

Very nice! Two comments though, I don't know if the first one matters, but Sally's quote
is slightly different than it is in the DOI release hyperlinked above it 

“The citizens of the Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor.
Not only has the name Denali been official in Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has
been known as Denali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far back into
unwritten time,” Secretary Jewell said. “With our own sense of reverence for this place,
we are restoring an old name and further recognizing the ancient traditions of Alaska’s
native peoples.”

VS

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,”
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State
of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of
Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name
in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

Second comment, under "Denali goes to the federal level"  it was the state board not
the legislature that made the name official in AK.

Dickey's article from the 1897 Sun is attached along with another mention (3rd column,
middle) of Dickey in the same edition for anyone who is interested. Apparently in
addition to prospecting for gold Dickey provided some valuable geographic information
about the territory. 

Lou



On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 7:02 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote: 
Sorry to ask again for comments. I'm sure there is well warranted review fatigue.

Attached is a draft for the USGS Top Story, a feature article to appear on the USGS 
homepage Mon. morning. It's designed to provide further background to the DOI 
press release. After a week or so, the TS will be archived but still readily available. 
Past example.

Looking for brief quotes from Doug V. and Doug C. to add some color to text. Lou, 
too, if he'd like. (Not a requirement. We can play by ear tomorrow.)

Thanks.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 4:28 PM, Shelton, Michael <michael shelton@nps.qov> 
wrote:

Mr. Chairman:

If this is like any other Secretarial Order, then yes, there will be an actual 
document.

Interestingly, Secretary Ickes issued Orders for all employee leave, as he insisted 
on approving it. If you go to the Interior Library, you'll see Orders that read 
something like "Employee John Doe is excused from work for two hours on 
September 18, 1936, beginning at 3:00 o'clock, in order to attend the funeral of his 
late father, /s/ Harold L. Ickes."

Of course, Ickes also routinely bugged his employees. And beat his first wife.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen'l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
Voltaire, 1762



On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

edits noted.

I don't know about the reality of a Secretarial Order. This is proceeding at a 4th 
hand distance. Unhappy, but resigned face.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:55 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA
<Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits **

Hi! Thank you for passing this along. I wasn't sure about the proper way to 
correct these problems, but the use of quotes around the names Denali and 
Mount McKinley appear to be very inconsistent... sometimes nothing, 
sometimes ', and sometimes " with differences in the same sentence.
Hopefully you can straighten this out.

U.S. Board of Geographic Names should be U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names. End of paragraph 6.

McKinley at end of paragraph 6 should be Mount McKinley.

Finally ... just a question ... will their actually be a Secretarial Order that is a 
document that we can see? Or is this just a verbal statement?

Keep up the good work!! Thanks!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

Original Message



From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usqs.qov> Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, 
Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters
<sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>,
John Quinley John quinlev@nps.qov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michaelJohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>,
Maria Najera <maria najera@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, 
Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Joan Moody 
Joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne-



Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

        Team 

        Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced
heartburn/errors into this draft  and then we'll share more broadly for further
review.

        Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you
have concerns  we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p
ET.

        Thank you,
        JK

        Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now
Bear Native Name

        Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali

        ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’

        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted
to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of
reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of
the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.



        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National
Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the
mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today,
called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board
on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal
records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the
tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another name –
‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the
Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential
congressional action, has not considered the case for changing the federally
recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and
preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each
year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?



[JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOI PressSec
202-208-6416

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.qov1
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 3:39 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA;
Douglas Vandegraft; Gilbert, Tony N.; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New DOI Draft - Denali Release, quick edits

AB asked me to get BGN edits on this DOI version that does not cover the 
elevation change.

The writing has taken a turn for the worse, imo. However, Sec's actions are 
explained a bit.

Your comments before 4:30, please. Sorry.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:19 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> 
wrote:

Have at it!

A.B. Wade

USGS <Blockedhttp://usgs.qov> Press Officer



703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 3:15 PM
Subject: Initial Draft Denali Release - Sending to a small group first; then 

larger around 6p ET
To: Nikki Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. Kate Kelly

<kate kelly@ios.doi.gov>, Blake Androff <blake androff@ios.doi.gov>, 
Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Sarah Walters
<sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>, 
John Quinley <iohn quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Michael Johnson 
<michaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Jeremy Bratt <jeremy bratt@ios.doi.gov>, 
Maria Najera <maria naiera@ios.doi.qov>, Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>

Cc: Rachael Johnson <rachael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>. Joan Moody 
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, Anne- 
Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

Team -

Keeping this to a smaller group first to be sure we haven't introduced 
heartburn/errors into this draft - and then we'll share more broadly for further 
review.

Please take a look at the Denali release below and let me know if you 
have concerns - we'll circulate the draft for broader review tonight around 6p 
ET.

Thank you,
JK

Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of 
Mount McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK- In recognition of the continued strong support from 
Alaskan state, congressional and local leaders, as well as 40 years’ worth of 
requests for a name change, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as 
“Mount McKinley,” will be officially given the local native name of ‘Denali.’



        President Obama endorsed the name change and directed Jewell to
take the action to rename Mount McKinley as Denali under authority granted
to her by Congress.[JLK1]

        “This name change recognizes the sacred status of ‘Denali’ to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name 'Denali' been
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as ‘Denali’ by generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of
reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of
the traditions of Alaska Natives.

        The mountain is virtually in the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name. It comes from the
Koyukon word ‘Deenaalee,’ meaning ‘the tall one.’

        “Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

        Until today, the mountain retained the name ‘Mt. McKinley’ even though
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act incorporated
‘McKinley National Park,’ into the new larger area named Denali National
Park and Preserve. The Alaska Board of Geographic Names calls the
mountain ’Denali,’ while the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, until today,
called it ’McKinley.’

        Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name
‘Denali,’ in accordance with her authority under the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board
on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal
records.

        In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mt. McKinley’ –
and the name stuck.

        McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated
just six months into his second term. He never set foot in Alaska – and for
centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the
tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another name –
‘Denali.’[JLK2]

        On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names
(Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as ‘Denali.’ This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a Resolution that was passed by the
Alaska State Legislature. Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential



congressional action, has not considered the case for changing the federally
recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

        Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal
by former Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska.

        Denali National Park <Blockedhttp://www.nps.gov/dena> , where the
mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees more than
500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and
preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each
year; typically about half are successful.

        ###

________________________________

         [JLK1]Comfortable with this characterization?

         [JLK2]Will make this consistent w/WH fact sheet language.

        

        Jessica Kershaw
        Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
        U.S. Dept of the Interior
        @DOIPressSec
        2022086416

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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USGS Top Story for Aug. 31 – draft 
To be posted in tandem with a Top Story about change in summit’s elevation  
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

 DOI release – hyperlink 

 

“The citizens of the Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor. Not only 

has the name Denali been official in Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as De-

nali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far back into unwritten time,” Secretary Jewell 

said. “With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name and further 

recognizing the ancient traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.” 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

Origin of the name Mount McKinley 

 

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 

account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24, 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 

named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi-

dency, and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder-

ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska. 

 

But the mountain had older names.  

 

A name before time 

 

The word ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name that stems from the Koyukon word 

Deenaalee, "the tall one." Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be established; it is lost in 

the mists of time. The official name record in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database 

lists over 30 variants names for the feature, many of them from Russian and native languages.  



Page 2 of 3 

 

 

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, who when seeing 

it from Cook Inlet in 1794, referred to the "stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip-

tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 

Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878, reported "a great ice 

mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector, Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889, that it was known for years 

among prospectors as Densmores Peak.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens. (Karstens later served as superintendent of the national 

park now known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali 

for the mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea in the foreword of a 

book he wrote about the ascent “for the restoration to the greatest mountain in North America of 

its immemorial native name [Denali].”  

 

Vandergraft quote on AK sentiment for the name of the summit – or whatever. 

 

Graphic – 1898 Coast Survey map of AK – thanks, Matt 

 

Denali goes to the federal level 

 

The Alaska state legislature made the name Denali official for state use by a resolution in 1975. 

Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned the Secretary of the Interior for 

federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (BGN).  

 

President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN, the geographic names authority for the 

Nation, in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Congress re-established the BGN in its current form. 

The Board has established several principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made 

consistently through time. The central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing of-

ficial names for geographic features, the Board will follow established local preferences when-

ever possible.   

 

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham-

mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet-

ings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 

case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a deci-

sion of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people and 

receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by the 

public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it was 

agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the Depart-

ment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward. 

 

An impasse with Congress and the Board    



 

 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN had previously adopted a policy 

in the 1960s that it would not consider geographic name issues that have been introduced as bills 

in the current Congress, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981.  

 

The consequence of this well-intentioned policy was that the continued introduction of proposed 

legislation by the Ohio delegation in Congressional sessions since 1977 had the net effect of de-

ferring any further consideration of the McKinley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 

Quote by Doug C. (or Lou) about the unintended consequence of BGN Principle I. 

 

Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law.  
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Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak

Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 
States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now' be officially designat
ed by the name Denali in all jffjederal records._____________ ____________________________| commented [smi]: gpo style Manual (2008), Rule 319

DOI release - hyperlink

“The citizens of Ike-Alaska deserve to have national recognition of the name they favor. Not onlj’ 
has the name Denali been official in Alaska since 1975. but the mountain has been known as De
nali and held sacred by generations of Alaskans far back into unwritten time,” Secretary JewTell 
said. “With our own sense of reverence for this place. wTe are restoring an old name and further 
recognizing the ancient traditions of Alaska’s native peoples.”

Secretary Jew'ell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority under the 1947 ^Federal lawT that provides for the standardization of geographic | 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action wTas heartily endorsed by Presi
dent Obama who w'as participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor
age.

Origin of the name Mount McKinley

Mount McKinley wras named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector w'ho wrote an 
account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24. 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 
named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio w'ho had been nominated for the presi
dency. and that fact wras the first newTs wre received on our wray out of that wonderful wilder
ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 
and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the wrorld outside Alaska.

But the mountain had older names.

A name before time

The wTord ‘Denali’ is an ancient Athabaskan place name that stems from the Koyukon wrord 
Deenaalee, "the tall one." Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be established: it is lost in 
the mists of time. The official name record in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database 
lists over 30 variants names for the feature, many of them from Russian and native languages.

U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
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The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, w'ho when seeing 
it from Cook Inlet in 1794. referred to the ’’stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip
tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 
Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878. reported "a great ice 
mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector. Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti
cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889. that it wTas known for years 
among prospectors as Densmores Peak.

The summit of the mountain wras first reached on April 3, 1913. by Hudson Stuck. Walter Har
per. Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens. (Karstens later served as superintendent of the national 
park now' known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali 
for the mountain. Stuck. Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea in the foreword of a 
book he wrote about the ascent “for the restoration to the greatest mountain in North America of 
its immemorial native name [Denali].”

Vandergraft quote on AK sentimentfor the name of the summit - or whatever.

Graphic -1898 Coast Survey map of AK- thanks, Matt

Denali goes to the ^Federal level

The Alaska |&s|tate legislature made the name Denali official for sState use by a resolution in 
1975. Soon afterward. Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned the Secretary of the Interior 
for ^Federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (BGN).

President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN. the geographic names authority for the 
Nation, in 1890 by |eEjxecutive order. In 1947 Congress re-established the BGN in its current 
form. The Board has established several principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are 
made consistently through time. The central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardiz
ing official names for geographic features, the Board will follow' established local preferences 
whenever possible.
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The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham
mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet
ings in April and May 1975. the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 
case for at least six months. The bBoard members felt that the resolution involved making a de
cision of national importance, and as such, time w’as needed to inform the American people and 
receive reaction to the proposal. Due to continued reaction to the name-_change proposal by the 
public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it wras 
agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting wTas held in October at the Depart
ment of the Interior in Washington. D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage. Alaska.

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 
December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in
troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, wTould “retain the name Mount McKin
ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet
ing — and for many years afterwrard.

An impasse with Congress and the Board



 

 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN had previously adopted a policy 

in the 1960s that it would not consider geographic name issues that have been introduced as bills 

in the current Congress were the subject of pending congressional legislation, a policy later en-

dorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981.  

 

The consequence of this well-intentioned policy was that the continued introduction of proposed 

legislation by the Ohio delegation in Ccongressional sessions since 1977 had the net effect of 

deferring any further consideration of the McKinley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 

Quote by Doug C. (or Lou) about the unintended consequence of BGN Principle I. 

 

Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law.  

 



DISCOVERIES IN ALASKA.
mountains 
Ruahllite.

THK VBXKOWB BKOIOB KO»TU Of 
cooKt liti.itr antatb

The largest unexplored region In the Unit
ed Htatoe Is the district north of Cooke Inlet. 
Alaska. The Kuskokwlm and Nushaguk Bow. 
Ing liilo Behring Bea. the Tanana Into the 
Yukon.“the Husbllaa Into Cooks Inlet, and the 
Copper River Into the Golf of Alaska drain 
this "terra Incognita." They are all largo, 
muddr rivers, draining groat glaciers, and are 
at flood bright throughout the short summer 
eeasr.n. The dintonlty of making headway 
against snob swift streams, the clouds of 
gnats and mosquitoes, the reputed fiorconsas 
of the Interior Indians (the Apaches of the 
North; have alt served to keep out both the 
explorer and that most venturesome of all 
Investigators, the prospector.

11 rirore flow Into Jto 
ot prospect ae wall ae 

__ ______ agave uo from six to 
SOO cotore per pen. Il being almost Impoeslbo 
to get • ran Wblob did not havo acme cola: e. 

Several dare of brevy rain, which carried 
off the enow still reaching almost to tbe 
river's banka, raised the stream to flood 
height, anti further nrogrow waa tor tbe tln» 
Impossible. Th. drift wood ran In a continuous 
•treats, and lie river roao ttiUI ww bad to 
move our comp. It eoemed ae thongs tha 
whole country waste br- e'lhinergro. whnn. ae 
•tuloanlr an the rlaa. tho rlv.r oomm.noetl to 
fall, and after a week's delay we returned our 
trio on the ewnllen etrevg. The llret dav w. 
made only two titllee. though wa worked des
perately bard, a part of tbe time In Ute Icy 
water un to our waists, eroeelng and reoroes- 
log tho channel*  W« wore .ven obliged to 
unload our baste, lake them out of tho water, 
and carry them overland aoroao Islands to 
•void plucea where great lame of driftwood, 
acting as wing dame, rendered the channel*  
we were In Imoaaeabla. Th. river here was 
full of cottonwood snags, arnund which tho 
current rushes In great swirls, very danger
ous to a boot. Whore wo onuld «e traded 
and (ows-l our boale, relying on our qntexnesa 
to croes Mfely tha traatebsrous qtilokaanda 
Into wbhh ws frequently sank to our kneaa; 
al nno plaro wa actually lost one of our long 
uulee. wbl h wee h. id tu firmly tn tho quick- 
sand that re could not pull It out.

Tho mosquito., hung In clouds about ue, 
compelling the conatent ue. nf valla and gloves. 
Kron the Indians on tills river waar cheoee 
cloth retie over their fares. At night wo 
pitched our ten's low. .sired tbe entrance np 
tight, traillag tba aides and code under a

? *

ro CO PPI H Hit.

go 40 6p ftp >90 
* SCALE OF MIUCS

MAP OF THE SUSHITNA RIVER.

The discovery of wine olacer mines on 
Cooks Inta' tn the fall of 1R0& brought about 
2.000 prospectors to Ila •Korea last summer, 
liter ewarmedCovar Kenai Peninsula, staking 
out claims In the deep enow, and the so ml ns 
vt-niured Into Cha Kink andBuahltoa vallers. 
both unexplored districts. Over one hundred 
parties enter'd the Bnsbllna River, but only 
(Ivo attained any great distant*  up the river. 
One parly provisioned for twn years oro- 
elnlmet that they were prepared tn ascend 
the Hushltna tn Its source, and If they found 
nothing there they would go on to the Ta
nana; If still unsuccessful they would keep 
o.t northward to tba Arotlo Ooean. In five

thought there must be eoate easier way to 
the North Pols. Another party gave up 
the attempt after pearly losing tbelr lives, 
tbelr boat.ldrlven by tbe a win current. Jerking 
them 
Ine*  
back

off the oauk from wbloi&hoy wore low. 
One roan*  man from Boaton turned 
after ha end bls mala had been about a 
on the river without reaching the ala- 
glvlng as a reason hta nuwllllngneee to

landed al ryonlok, near th*  Laid of 
Inlet, tba Aral week Io Mar. ISOfl. In 

two foot of anow. thick blocks of Ice 
(ha choree. and awaited the opening of

Hon.
prospect a country where ho was obliged to 
tie uo hie head In a gunny sack every night 
in order to escape the mosqaltoua.

Wo 
Cooks 
aboot 
lining
the Hushltna, Our objsot In prospecting the 
Rusbltna was the hope of finding placer mines 
on Ila upper waters. There^woro several reasons 
leading to this conclusion. One of the most 
Important was that anywhere on rhe shores 
of Cooks lulst a few colors of fine gold eould 
be found. Probably ibis gold came from the 
largest stream entsrlng the Inlet; than the 
Cooper River, rising in the same district, waa 
ronulad to be rich In gold and copper.

Cooks Inlet Is like the Bay of Fondy. It 
la shallow, with blab, swift tides, the extreme 
being about slxty flro feet. It la often visited 
br violent storms, eo violent that the natives 
pack many miles along Its beach rather than 
venture out In boats.

starting In an open dorr, with tba incoming 
tide, wa reached the broad mud fiats extending 
so-os fifteen mllee from the mouths of the 
Busbltna. AU nlgbt and a greater portion of 
the next day wo spent on the fiats bunting for 
the entrance of tbe river, for the Hushltna. 
Ilka many Arotlo rirore. hat nolle an exten
sive dell*,  which, with Ils network of chan
nels ta eight or ton miles wide, inside the en
trance. the swift current, low. muddy, and 
caving banks, covered with thick brush and cot
tonwood trees, render progress very difficult. 
Ou al', sides are the traces of great floods, the 
entire, country for miles being subject to over
flow. Maur unable with oars to stem tha 
mluhtv flood have given up the strogg'a be
fore roacblmr the irat'lng puet thirty miles 
above tidewater on the river.

Tne river at the station has two :hannsls; 
the eastern as measured on the Ire Is Add yards 
xri'la. and flows swift nnd dsap from shore to 
shore: tbs other eh an nel Is nearly as large, 
bu. not so swift and deep. Just above are the 
first high hanks, perpendicular promontories of 
rock on each side, against which tbs stream 
rushes with great force. Whirlpools In the 
current seemed to threaten to engulf our boat, 
but ns suddenly ae they form they disappear, 
and wo crossed! In safety. Finding our eea 
dory too heavy to handle, we stopped at .he 
station long enough to whipsaw lumber and 
make two river boats, such as are used on the 
Yukon, '.'ft feet In length overall, IH Inches 
wide on the bottom, aud 40 luebei at the lop. 
Not having any tar. wo pitched the seams with 
spruce gum and grease. Our equipment con
sists 1 of paddles, polos, and low lines.

While b'llldln*  Ilin boats wo witnessed the 
annual run of candle fish, a species of smelt 
eo fat that when dried they will burn like a 
candle. The natives stand on the hank with 
rud> <11 is male of willow rents and cairb 
quantities of them, which are dried on long 
rocks_H> the sun. Indeed, too river wn eo full 
of the Itsb that It was Impossible to dip a buck 
st of water without catching some of Hie little 
boaullee. The lean Eskimo doss put on a 
layer of fat during candle fish season. They 
stand on the hank and expertly paw the fish 
out of the water.

A short distance above the station a great 
branch comrs In from the west. The Indians 
ear that this branch runs around ths hsad 
of Cooks Inlet and rises In a blgti range of 
mountains which ws had seen from Tyonlek. 
Above this fork the river agsln spreads out 
Into many channels, so that It Is difficult to 
tell where to go, ths low banka affording no 
clue as to the probable main course of the 
river. Twenty mllee further another large 
branch comes In from the west, the main 
river bearing almost due north. For twn 
weeks we travelled amid Islands and sloughs, 
the river al limes several miles wlds across it*  

diannela.
On the east ware the mountains tbaTform 

watershed between the Kalk and 8ush-

canvas flooring on which wo made our beds. 
Each of us taking a corner of the tent, we 
could kill off the moaqultoes thnl had come in 
with us as wo crawled under the nap. and then 
sleep In nasee. Luckily In June tbedave are vo 
long that It is never too dark to eoo to kilt 
mooqulluee.

On the clearing up of the weather we ob
tained our tlrai good view of the great moun
tain. uvt aalolial giliupsee of wb.i !■ we hail bad 
before, the first from near Tyonlck. whore we 
saw tie cloud-Uke summit over hushltna Moun
tain. TUI*  mountain Is far to the Interior 
from Cooke Inlet, and almost due north of 
Tyonlck. All the Indi;ns of Cooks Inlet 
call It the "Bulahoa" Mountain, which Io 
their word for anything very large, da It now 
appeared to us. Its huge peak towering tar 
above the high, rugged range euclr.-ltng Its 
twee. It compelled our unboundei admiration. 
On Cooks Inlot we bad seen Iliamna’s still 
smoking summit. IJ.OtM feet above us, rising 
proclpltoaeir trom the salt water Inland is 
a continuation of the same range, and even 
higher, probably 14.000 to ib.uoo feet In alti
tude. On Punt Sound for rears we.had been 
admirers of Mount Rainier, over 14.000 feet 
high, but never before had wo seen anything 
to comp.ro with this mountain. My compan
ion In the boat. Mr. Monks, was one of the

My compan
ion iu we uoat. air. .nous*.  was on, of the 
few who made the ascent of Rainier the previ
ous summer. In bls opinion Halulor was about 1 
the same altitude as the rangv this side of the 
huge peak, which low.red al least <1.000 eel 
above Its neighbors. For days we had glorious 
views of this mountain range. many uf whose 
glaciers emptied apparently Into our river.

July 4 was ushered In with a heavy rain. 
While we were encamped waiting for the 
storm to pass over, a great rinnulinu pro- ' 
claimed the approach of an earthquake, which 
was very violent and of considsraola duration. 
This, the second violent earthquake since our [ 
arrival In this couutry. the high volcanoes still 1 
active, the great tides, the bugs m<> mains cov
ered with glaciers. Impressed us that hero man 
must Indeed battle wl.h nature. In taut, this 
whole country seems new, unfinished, unfit 
tor the habitation of man. Few ai.d scat
tered are the Indians who have the Lard I (rood 
to withstand the severe win we and the many 
Peeta that make the short rummer season al
most unbearable.

Accorulng to our Journal, 100 miles above 
the trading eta Ion the rivet again forked, 
tbit lime Into three branches. The bra..ch from 
the northwest apparently drains the south- 
ern slope of the greet ranee, and like a flow- 
Ilia ta of mud spreads out In many chanuels 
about two mllee wlu*.  The branch from the i 
northeast Is as while as mult, while the mid
dle stream, which wo concluded was Hie main 
river, was nearly clear. This last river bad 
good towing banks, and but law channels, 
and ere soon entered a narrow valley, almost 
a cation, between the mountains, which now 
inclosed us on both sldi-a Arcending one of 
the highest of these that stood out into the 
valley, we had a splendid view uf the river 
valley below, and solved a <i ties linn which 
had previously given us rum-n study, oamolv, 
why such large branches came In from ths 
we-t, where rhe Goiornnien'. chart uf Alaska 
shows a great range of rnoumalns

The fact Is. there Is no range there, but a 
broad, fiat valley extended westward as far 
as tbs eye could reach, heavily Umbered with 
sprues and b'reh. It Is apparently u continua
tion of the fiat country that surrounds the upper 
portion of <'<x>ke Inlet. 1 should cellmate 
the dlminsloue of this valley as being nearly 
1UU unlee each way. In the south. Mount 
SUehllna, some A.OUOnr li.Out) feet high.marked 
lbs month of the river. In the cast wa*  the 
rugged but low range th-t Mtmra'ed us from 
the Kluk I allsv. in the northeast was an 
apparent gap tn the range, thruuvh which our 
river ran, and whose course wo could trace for 
thirty or forty miles. In the northwest was 
the groatwet rungs of mountains we bad ever 
aeon, uf which It e great mountain pro (lonely 
mentioned wai the culminating inilnt.

We were amav.ed at the line growth of gruM, 
which In the short t'me since the snow had 
been gone bad attained a height of nearly 
four feat. In any upon glade one could make 
most ex.-elleul hay. It Is hard to under 
stand why. with such line feed In a country 
so sparsely Inhamted, there are no more iniiooe 
and reindeer. Perhaps It is dne to the rigor
ous oilmale aud the abundance of fierce tlm- 
l>er wolves and a large brown Ivar as lawo 
and dangerous ae the Rocky Mountain grlxxlv.

The river un v hat many boulders and 
rapids. Ou one side we passed a high bank 
In which were seams of coal of fair quality, 
eight or ten feet thick, to which a Reamer 
could extend Ila gangplank an^ get n load with 
pl'-k and wheolbarrow. After passing thia 
coal formation tlm rlvor entered a lung «erl«s 
of cafions with alate walls. Hack of these, 
some seven or eight miles, were low granite 
mountains, rxime of this granite Is a rich 
green, the most beautiful 1 halo ever seen. 
About seventy miles from the great forks wo 
come tu a small village of the Kullthau, or 
t ootwr River Indians, tall and fine looking, 
and great hunters. Throughout ths long and 
arduous winter they camp onXiLe trail of (hs 
< arlbuu. Thee build huge Itrea of logs, then 
elect a reflector of skins back from the lire, 
bstwsen which reflector aud the tire they 
sleep, practically uut of doors, although the 
temperature rescues fit)' below sero. We 
were surprised v> find them outfitted with 
aooklug stoves, planes, saws. axes, knives, 
slwle sixteen feet In length. 1HU4 model 
rifles. Ac. They a-ere encamped near a tlsn 
trap which they had constructed across a 
•null side stream, and were catching and dry
ing rod aalinoo. They had no permanent 
houses, living In Russian tents, with the en 
trance arranged like our own to keep out the 
gnats ana mosquitoes. They Informed us 
that ws could go uo further with our boats, 
as the Hushllnn now enlsred an ImpsuMable 
caflou. whose upper end was blocked by a high 
waterfall. "Bulshoa!” they exclaimed, rais
ing both hands blah above tlielr heads.

Ae the small aide river on which they had 
their trap prospected well we followed It for 
some distance, until II ran Into a cation, where 
further pro a reel was Impossible without a 
mug and bard detour over a mountain side.

Ono of the Indians undertook to show us the
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dangerous even to carry our packs, wv gave 
up tba attempt wit heal sssug the fall*,  
which must be very high, from the anuearanca 
of the ration and eurronndlng country.

The rlvor at the highest point we reached 
was about kuu yards across, deep from shots 
to shore, with a mllcrace current. From the 
maps shlrh the Indians made for us ol the 
cunilnuatlun uf the river above the falls w. 
Inferred that It ran a long d 1st* ”00 to the 
northeast, probably from 150 to 300 miles, 
though none of tne natives bad been to Ita 
source. The Kutlchaut. wnn trade al the 
Kluk station of the Alaska Commercial Coin- 
oany. say that some nt the tribes live on a lake 
that empties Into lbs heatlwawre of Copter 
Hl ver. and Ilia balance on a lake nnt far dis
tant. lit wblob the nushltiui rises, amt that II 
Is oiity a short portage from either lake Into 
the Tanana.

Al all rvents. from lbs also ot the Hushltna at 
tha tails and trom lu direction It must flow 
nearly from thn Coupor River. Other pros
pectors who ascended ths muddy western 
brunch Informed us that about forty miles from 
thegraai forks II branched, one stream flow- 
lue northward around lb*  base of the great 
range trom whose many glaciers it receives 
several tributaries; the other, flowing went, 
drains the auuthern aide of the groat range, 
finally turning back Into the fiat valley that 
rune a iumr wav to lite west. From a moun
tain top they could trace lie course In the fiat 
country tor many miler. To the north they 
could see a stream apparently flowing west, 
which they thought wal the Kuakokwln. 
line glacier at the forks name down aim 'd to 
lbs river's bank and waa the eon res ot a large 
stream. They could trace the glacier far back 
toward the great mountain.

IHable to pace the lalle on the main river 
wa turned down the stream to the great forks. 
It was vsry exciting and dangerous running 
tha rapids among tba big bould'rs. the race 
home speed at which we travelled giving us 
no tlino to examine the river ahead. The 
boiling waves several limes entered our boats, 
and wo were constantly on tbs lump to keep 
thsm from swamping. Wa could make a 
greater distance down the stream In au hour 
than wo could up In a day.

We ascaoded the western branch marly to 
ths caflon. where wo mrt a party of proopoci- 
ora coming down. Their boat, wblob tber 
sere towing, had boon dragged br the swift 
,-urrenl under a snag and upset, aud 'her lost 
all their outfit. They reported the cation 
ahead Impassable, owlug tu the high water In 
the river. Vwo woekeot almost ooutmual rain 
raised all the riven to flood height. Our pro
visions being low. and one of the party being 
aluk. we reluctantly turned back to the sia- 
Hon. wliti-b we reached In Iwodare. l<e as
cended Mount Huebltiia near t,.e mouth ot the 
river, ami i-onrtrmed <>or previous observation*  
on th« upper river, namely, toe extent of the 
broad, dal country, and the total absence uf 
the great Alaska range as marked on ;lie Gov
ernment < hart*  of Alaska.

We named our grant |wak Mount Mc.vlnlrr, 
after William McKinley ut Ohio, who bad 
bion uum.nnlel for tha Pres.deucy, ai'd that 
fact was the llret news wo received on our 
war out of that Wonderful wilderness Mo 
have iiudoubt that Ibis peak Is Ibv lilgliosf In 
North America, and eoliioaie tha' Il Is over 
uu.uuu fee', bigti. We have talked w.th wen 
different parlies who taw the mountain ibis 
•tinnncr. nnd tbor estimate Ita lielalil at otcr 
Ju.uuu fe< I. Moat ot Uioin thllix II le nearly 
36.UUU feel In altitude. Our last view of Ila 
lowering summit was from one of the tide
land Islands at the mouth of the Hushl.na. 
Hero on a glorious evening ws bad a tine view 
of liiamun. luu miles south, aud Mount Mc
Kinley. tu the north. Field glasses brought 
out the details on Iliamna, but mads no change 
In ilia appearance of Mount McKinley, wnleh 
was nearly twice the distance away. Notwlth- 
stnndlng Ila greater distance. Mount McKin
ley looked much the hUhvrot the two peak*.

Much interested lu the geography of this 
country, and finding toe Go'srnment eh arts 
so unreliable, we gathered all thr .ntormallon 
txisalIdo from the Indians and th*  few whltea 
who had, during the summer, prospected on 
the upper rlvor. The Kullchau*  drew for me 
a mao of the river, holding tba pencil br the 
extreme en I. nnd much amused with tbelr 
first experience with peui'lls and paper. A'han 
they reachrtl as far in the drawing as they had 
ever lawn uu the river tber drew their pencil 
around l«ck and shook tbelr heads, and si 
eould not tel them to vent -re any further 
opinion as to the river beyod. Tbelr oulr 
way ot estimating distance*  <as bv sleep*,  as 
tier ba-l no euiK-eultnn of wbat a mile was; 
In fact, they did not knxw wbat ilia words 
Indian or while sign;fled.

One ot the Kluk tribe, an intelligent end 
proeperous Indian who trades wltli lite lute, 
no*-  Indians and who travels evarr winter In 
tha luteriur country, drew a map showing the 
relation of the upper Cooper, nuehltna. and 
*1 uiiana rivers. He makes, ae do all tba In 
terlur Indians, the three rivers tu close pros, 
imitr at their head waters.

IV« found colors of floe gold In nearly every 
pan. aud on the neper river nteiluum. The 
formation fur the lest forty mllee below the 
fall*  wee elate porphyry aud granite, mint 
vein*  of whit*  quarts running through tlm 
elate. Ona specimen asaayl.ig well In silver, 
copper, and gold would tie verr valuable wore 
It nearer maaus of transportation <>r lu a leu 
rigorous climate.

'■he natives on Cook*  Inlet are devout 
Greek t'athoRre. Evarr village has Ita church 
and oven tbo < upper River ludlaue tear the 
priests. Ixwl winter some of the Copper 
Hirer lndl«.is who came down to trade at 
tue Kluk station bad uvoral wl.ee. This the 
Grace priest uld was wrong, and ordered 
them to out away all but the wemau they bad 
married first. Too superstitious to refuse, 
the imllaiis rent tbelr extra wives away, but on 
the deuarlure ot the priest tor other perishes 
the banished wbu. who had only retired a 
short distance, promptly returned to their for
mer lords.

Many In Hans were killed nr urlously wound- 
el by thr great brown near, which they hold 
In great respect. Thor never bring in tha 
bead or claws, although they would bring 
Lieber prices at tbo store wllb them Kit on tbo 
skin. Al Kuskutau lost spring a hunter did 
not return t" the village after hla dally tripe 
ot liiepc-cllon to nis traps. The next morn
ing another brave, axe in hand, went to starch 
for bun. He auso laiiod lu return, and tb- next 
dar the whole village wont lu search of 
the mlaelng. They louud nothing except the 
axe and huge l«ar tracks. A few days later 
an enormous near chased oome ut the natives 
u> their vert' doors, notwithstanding tba many 
w-uunda Intflcteu by ths rifles uf the pursued. 
After that he bung about the Village, and al
though euol many times be would soon re
turn. Just after dark oae evening h- sud
denly appeared a*,  a window al -mo of I lie 
catuus. unasliod in the glass, and gave the 
lamo standing inside a kno.-k that sent II 
across tbs room. Without turihei ten-mour 
lbs monster proceeded to climb Into the 
room. Luckily all oe.-aped through the door, 
and the men nnallr drove the bear awar with 
no further damage than the wre.-king of the 
furniture. All wore now afraid, for eurely 

i this must be an ovli spirit or Shaman anu not 
an ordinary bear, as bullstsso.mod to have 
uo effect oa film. Asa last resort they took 
wma bullate to thr church, hod special prayers 
ro lled and holy water sprinkled over them; 
then they marched three limes around the 
church, carrying the sacred candles and pray. 
Ing for dtillveianco trom lh» ehaman. Tbo 
next lime the bear apoeared one or the holy 
bullets lound a tunrtal soul, and the huge 
bear came crashing to th*  earth. "God 
killed the bear and not our bullate." cried Hie 
old chief who told u*  the storr. as ho rever
ently stood with hands u-jIUttai. I counted 
Unrty-iwo bullet holes In tne blds which he 
aliowrd us; one holo tn the head undoubtedly 
did tba work.

Hom" Idea of the remoteness of Cooks In*  
let can lie gained bv lbs fact that It waa more 
than seven weeks fruui the lie.*  wo com
menced oui homeward voyage before we final- 
It reach'd Seattle, much boiiotiteu by our sum
mer's outing lu unexplored Alaska.

W. A. Dicanr.

AFTER THE CYCLONE.

Strained Situation Which a
Cloudburst Relieved.

"Yea. sir,” remarked the landlord, as ha sei 
fanning himself In tba veranda of tba Middle
ville hotel, "as you say. Utls town has apron*  
no like s mnshroom li> the ntiht. Why. only 
five rears ago there wore only two bo"eeo 
here, aud now era have the hl**eat  population 
of all the towns In northern Minnesota. The 
two houses were pretty (mall ones. too. Nine 
stood Just where this hotel Is standing, and It 
was nothing more than a one-story.two-roomed 
sbulr. Capa Martin's house, wblob eaner- 
ally stood on a knoll about a quarter of a mile 
from boro, wasn't much bigger.”

"What do vou mean when you say that your 
neighbor's house senerally stood on a knoll!" 
1 asked. " Wasn't it In Hie habit of slaying In 
the same placet"

"'Why. what with cyclones, and cloudbursts 
and ons thin*  and another, that there bou>o 
did do considerable travelling while It was In 
Hila section. What became of II after II loft 
hero. I can't precisely ear. but I rather think 
It made Ito last Journey when It went down to 
West Antioch. It waa a curious sort of hones, 
being put together with ropes Instead of nails, 
whtoh was probably one reason why It lasted 
as long as It did.

"You see." continued the landlord. "J was 
the first settler here. I took up a quarter can- 
lion of land, end with the help of two mules 
and a Norwegian. I pnl up my house and 
went to farming. About ell months later 
along comes Capl. Marlin, and allows that bo 
will farm the^quarter eocllou next to ma. He 
waa a man about <10 years old. who bad been a 
seafaring man atl bls dais, and. Ilka moil 
seafaring men. he wanted Io be a farmer, 
though he didn't know beans from a bull’s 
foot. First along I thought he waa a acclablo 
sort of old chap, and he and mo used to spend 
our evenings together. But I found out that 
he wouldn't take any advice, ami when I told 
him that ho was a blamed fsol for bulldlng.'a 
house on a knoll In a country whore cyclones 
wore almost as common st enakee, bo got med 
and dropped my acquaintance. Hs was as 
touchy as he was opinionated, which Is sayin*  
a good deal.

“li'ell. he bntlt his bouse wllb the help of a 
couple of men from Lncullus. which at that 
time waa the nearest settlement to us. and 
was considered to be seven inlloe from here, 
though nuW that Middleville hasgrown clear up 
to the eiuthern boundary of Lueullue, It don't 
seem to lie eu far awar. I told you that Mar- 
tin's bouse was put together with rope lash- 
lose. The Captain said that no land carpenter 
knew how to build a house, and that he hadn't 
any confldenc, In nails, and didn't consider 
them 
same

I w m.” Thd?I 
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ftecrotary F. B. Junas ut tho Yacht Racing 
Union ot Long Island Hound has mailed 
copies of tba report ot the general meeting of 
tha union on Dec. 10 to the repreaentallvaa of 
the various clubs In the unlofl, together with 
the following circular letter;

The council reconunenda that tbe foliowink changes 
In the au-'udtueole to tne rules be adopteO:

Alter aililltlun to Huie IL eectton V. by striking out 
the words “All yachts In the SO fool and lower 
claaaee." and aul.ei tute " yachts tn cIssim aft tool 
au-i uodvr or aloopa, and sli claeera of cathoete"

HlrlXv uut si-cll-in .’I of rule III, reading •' Tactite 
launcbed prior to Nov. I, iron, not oxaredln*  the 
limit of th- du too or lower ctaea by more then fl»<*  
telllha ot a tool and that havo mil been lli- r.ssr.l In 
•ell area measurement elnoe that dale, ah ail salt In 
eui-h class."

Alter Section ft of Rule XII. by striking oot the 
•> onia •' In - laarea korwil nnd under" amt auhallluta 
-'InclaeaiM (Moot and under ot a loo pa. and lu all 
olneaea ot catboil*."

Th-commil nud that It win be expedient to nlara 
yai'his lu the au fool <-;***  or alao|< cutler*,  aud 
ya» is tinder th*  same regu aliens that aotere < ia**ra  
ah-we ;lu root. This will innkn it practical and detlr- 
able turl.minala tue pro-lalnn elloxliiu a ur a ruol 
eaccM lu tine and lower cla*e»a  To dispense with 
tbe ueceailly ot callllif a aiieclal meeilu*  uf the union 
tn oct upon llieea cbaugva lhe uotiiicll asks for a mall 
Vole or the representative*.  Vou are Uiereture re- 
quot'd to nullly the un-leralgnr*!  oa or U-rore Mon
day. Jan. so. wuetlier you are lataiarur th-ir adop- 
Ron nr not.

Tb*  council reports that the 1'orlninian deflnlilon 
haa bren amended to read as follows. "Corlnt-ilan 
lam in yacnilns la that attribute which represent, 
participation for spun as iilslinel from vain and 
w .leu also Involves tire acquirement of nautloel ea- 
parlance through the love ot epori rellier than 
ttirouah neceeMiy or the hop. or gain. In this respect 
tha lornwing aeneral dafluulon la elven: No p-raon 
who rollowa tne *va  as a means ot llveiliioud, or who 
has atrentv-il rsmuneralluu tor his services rendered 
In handllny or Mr-Ing on a yacht, shall ba considered 
a Corinthian rachlainau."

Appllrallons lor dates tor special races roe the 
scau-u ur leu? should he submitted to the council 
before April I.

The council should also receive bet ore Rial time a 
list ot Hie aallinx yachts in yonr club that will re
quire racing numtu-ra tor the coming Mason. It is 
loien-led to Imus a list before the common cement of 
th*  carlo. Mason of all yachts to whom racing num- 
bars have been allotted Un anconal or chans**  In ths 
Isilerlna of Hts oinaasa newnumhars wtlThare to ba 
•lloitsd tor thia acaaaa. Tbe list of ysi-hia abmtld 
comprtM tha following IntormaUoa: Name, uwaar, 
addrsaa, rig. I Sun racing length, cabin o» open-

ship-shape. Hl*  house was much the 
thing as mine except that It had a ver- 
on une side, where the Captain u*ed  to 

ud and do<n and look at thing*  through 
a telescope.

“Between my land and Martin’s there wa*  
the high roas!. though at that time It wasn't 
often that anybody passed over II; and by the 
side of the road and just at the foot uf the Cap- 
tai n’* knull ran the Pomponooeuc River. It 
don’t look much like a river at this lime of 
year, and you could jump scrota It moot any
where. but juat you wait till the spring fre*h-  
eta set In and you’ll admit that It I*  right 
smart of a stream. I’ve knowj half a doaen 
mtn sober men. too-to be d oaned In th© 
Pomponnosuc. which le more than the Lucul'us 
people ran say for their miserable little river. 
One of tbo last thing*  that I vald U> the Captain 
before he and me bad a coolness waa that be 
baa! I ©iter d.g a cyclone pit. You know wbat 
that is. I suppoee. No? Well. then. 1'H Uli 
you. It's juat a hole In tb*  ground, about *lx  
feet deep, covered with a trap door. When 
you eee a cyclone coming >ou get Into your 
cyclone pH and shut tho door until the trouble 
is over. It’s tb*  only cafe way. for If you eUy 
in your house you’re liable to be crushed to 
death, and If you stay outdoor*,  the cyclone 
will pick vou up and carry you to kingdom 
come. But old .Martin wouldn’t hear of dig
ging a pit. He allowed that If a cyd»D*  did 
oome he calculated to be on deck and *ee  II out.
io said U was all very well for me to skulk 

down b«low. seeing a*  1 was only a landsman, 
but that be considered that the quarter deck 
was the proper place fnr him in bad weather. 
I mad© my cyclone pit ;ioarly opposite bls 
bouse and clore to tbe road, for I calculated to 
um It aa a h indy pls co fcr keeping shovel*  and 
epailee and rake*  and such, and saving tl»e trou
ble of bringing them ud to tbo house. Capt 
Martin u*ed  to sneer a good deal at my pit and | 
railed It a 'glnry hole.’ which I considered to i 
be Irreligious, a*  well aa uogentiemanly. How
ever. the day camo when he would have been 
glad to havo a cyclone pit. and to be able to 
climb down Into it without my knowledge.

“The Captain hadn’t been living In bls new 
boos© above alx month*  when th*  great cyclone 
of ]AN7 camo along, and I don't doubt that 
you have htard ot It. It waa about 10 o'clock 
of tbe morning, and It war at least 20 degree*  
hotter than It la today, though II was only the 
middle of .lune. Insicad of tue middle of Au
gust. There wasn’t a breath of air stirring, 
and the skv had a tort of g*eaav.  coppery look 
that made you feel aort of auffi rated lust to 
look at IL Tbo mulct and the Norwegian 
wore lying under a tree down in the sorghum 
field, and I waa making a pretence nf wood- 
Ing mr onion Led. though I didn’t make much 
briulway with it. I happened to turn round, 
aud I burr In the Northwest was a Hille tmtuh 
of cloud, which I wa*  glad to see. thinking as I 
did that perha is it might mean rain. But 
while I wa*  looking at It I could seo It waa 
spreading zkr fast as a gallon of petroleum 
wtiqlil apreatl H yon tinnuwl II Into a inilluontl. 
In a fe-e minutes pretlr near ouo-balf ths sky 
was < mured wllb a rl ind that was ns black as 
PRtsbnrgli coal nmnke. Th- war It eurt-ad 
reminded ms of a parcel nf man laying a ear
pat un tb. stage ot a theatre. You could er. 
th. upper rd*,  of th. cloud rolling uvsr and 
tivar lu great thick masses. All nt a auudon a 
light hrear. sprang u;> that blew directly 
toward ths quarter where the cltind ram. 
from, and I kits*  then that wa were going to 
havo a bls storm, and that the wind was draw. 
Ing toward It. The next thing 1 saw was a 
sort of funnel that •earned to drop from tho 
ml Idle of tha cloud. The lower end kept 
twisting and squirming like the tall of a an«ke 
when you've g< t your boot-heel on Its head. 1 
didn't wait anr longer, but I just dropped mr 
hoe and mad- a tmll tor my e; clone nlt.There’e 
n» mistaking what that funne iumiiL There 
was the biggest kind uf a erdone on Its wax, 
anil It we« coming «tral»l t for me. I won't 
on speaking terms wllb tho Ca.-taln then, 
but ae 1 came near Ide house and saw rd tn 
standing on hla veranda and la'hlng hltnaslf 
to 'me of the poets wlt'r a rone. I anng out to 
him to enms with too If ho valued hla lite, lie 
onlr said. In a mlghtr cool and <-<inasec.ndlng 
war. '1 don't remember asking yon for any 
advice, my man.' That uisde me so mail that 
I didn't wnate any more time or breath on 
him, but lifted tho cover off mr pit. Jumped 
Into It without atopt'lng tn us. the ladder and 
pull-d the cover on again.

"Br I lite time the cyclone was making Itself 
heard. First there «■•»:« low, rr.mbllng 
son of sound, like a rallr rad train makes 
when It la n good war off. It grew louder and 
louder, till It gut to be a kind uf shrieking 
roar, like a hundred big church organs mixed 
np with a dozen or two steam whistle*.  It 
was as black at night In that pit. except when 
ths lightning flashetl, for there la alwaya'mors 
or leas lightning plsying around the funnel ot 
a cyclone. It aesu-e aa If no estreats was 
spared In making a cyclone aa varioua anl an- 
Icrlalnlng aa troaaltde. Juat when the roar
lug wav at Ita loudest there camo an awful 
crash that made the earth shake, and (Leu 
ll>n sound l-ogan to weaken, and In a few min
utes >1 had died away, and the place waa ae 
st 111 aa a man's bouse when ho comoo back 
t.i It from hts wife's funeral.

’•M< far. »u good,' any a I to mreolt. ‘Now 
I 11 clamber out and see If there le anything 
left of my house, and the mules, aud the Nor*  
weglsti.' Hot when 1 tried to lift up the cover 
of the pit I could stir It onlr a tow Inchee. and 
that didn't let In anv light. I couldn't under
stand what thia niraiit, but la-lng a smoker, 
of enure. I had my matebee with mo, eo I- 
struck a light and Investigated. I found that 
there was * sort of Ixrard flooring shore the 
cover of th. pit whtoh prevented m. from 
lifting It, an 1 I know that tho cyclone had 
drotiped aomoHiIng juat over my head.

"Luckily there waa a crowbar among tho 
tools etendlng In the corner of the pit, atul I 
hunted It up aud got to work aa well aa I could 
In the dark. It didn't lake me very long to 
buret*  hole In the flooring that I spoke of. 
•nd after I had made an opening, and !>.’ tn 
the light. I saw that there w*.  a nous, on -*p

ca.nn to. and tbaia I waa in Calrt. Martin ■ aft- 
t|na room, fa co tn faco with th© old man. Tba 
fornllttro wan all upowt. and tha eldoa n tha 
hDnaa nee® alantlna ona auy and another, hot 
there waa no mlttakfna that II waa a houw*,  
and Uiat Canu .Martin waa Uta. a look Ina none 
the wnraa for havlna boon thrnuah a ©* cl£2J*  *

•• ’Ho yon’re bMrti and broka Into my botiat 
with a orowhar. have yon?’ he nulcad. Par*  
hnpe yon don’t know, my man. that you have 
<ut nIliad a burglary and 1 can have ynti 
arret leu for It.’ . .

’• ’Parhapa roti don’t know that you ra traa- 
paaalna on my land.’ «ald J. ’I neveraavoron 
no permission to pnl no shantr on my land, 
and If you don’t take It off mlahty sudden 
there's a prospect that there'll be shieling.

” ’You don’t know much about law. eaya the 
Captain. ’1 never put mr bouse on your.land. 
It was dona by what tha underwriters call act 
of <kxi or public enemlea.0 and If you waa a 
eailor. you’d know that nobody can be held re 
anonslble for each orcurrancee.’

’’Just then he saw mo looking out of the 
window toward wt.ere my house had been, 
and he eald. ’The laat I saw of your house 
abe waa scudding before the wind, and head
ing about sou’east. or mebbe, a little oaatcr 
that. Mha was making, as 1 should judge, about 
thirty knots an hour. It’ll take you oousjd- 
arable time ti averbau) her. and you d boiler 
give chase at once.’ _ .

” ‘I ain’t anxious for (n afar In vour house, 
yaye I. and I’ll leave it thia tnlnuvc. IV» my 
duty to warn you that If you set fool on my 
land mere’ll be imnbl*.  As for the inatter of 
your quad Ing with vour house on land that 
don’t Itolong vo you. II see a lawyer thia very 
day. and I caleu’ale you’l’ll wish you hadn t

’’With that I made him a Imw and left him. 
He camo out on the v»»r«nda and said. If 
tou'rw looking for them mu)r«. and that there 

Inn of yours, you’ll l»e wanting your time. I 
taw a couple (f mulea about sixty feel In the 
air, and w ivp thsv do coms down they won’t 
be ol any further uar. oouslderwd as mules.'

”My hnoae and everything els*  belonglne to 
me was clean gone, but I was that mad at the 
Captain that I didn’t. <aro a straw about It. I 
wa.ked straight to Lucullus. which tha cyolena 
hadu’t touch id. and I bunted uo Squire Glbbe 
and laid ths case before him. lie said that he 
conldu'1 see a« Capu Martin could beheld 
liable for trespassing, so Inng ae ha stayed in 
bls bouse and didn’t ei*p  nuteide on to my laud. 
’You raa’t esi his house aflra nr anything of 
that kind.’ said he. ’without getting Into trou
ble. .Nv mora < an you move it white he Is In 
it, for that wjuld be an aanault on him. Hut 
t don’t sea anything to binder you from est'lmr 
a team nf oxen and some rollers handy, xnd 
tha tlr«i .Ims ha comes up to Lucullus to bur 
groceries you ran move ids house back on U» 
bln own land, and he car/l find any fault.*

’’Mqulre Gibba was a firet-class lawyer, and I 
knew I’d ba n fool If I didn't follow his advice 
after paying S3 for It. Ho I hired a l*nt  that 
! could sleep in till such time as I could run 
up anotbrr house*,  and I laid In provision ana 
a yn|;r of oxen and some roller*,  not for- 
Pel. Ing a email hydraulic lack. When 1 got 

ack to my farm I pl.chrd the tent right In 
frmt of .Martin’s nhantr. m that I could keep 
a good watch on him. nnd I w*nt  to work with 
the help of a ennpiv of men from Lucullus tn 
build ino another house. Yoimmi lIio full 
force of the cyclone io«d las^d over jest 
where mv house had Mood, while only ths 
outer edge of It had struck tha Captain’s prem
ises. Tuar accounts for the fart thnl my 
house h<id been carried clean away, while hi*  
biMl only been nicked up ttid carried s few 
rod*.  As for tte mule*  an<i the Norwegian, 
they were scattered nil over Minnesota. It 
wa*  >ald that some ot the Norwegian was 
picked up about thirty mllee from here, built 
wasn’t ever aatlsfnctoriiy Identified.

"Capt. Marlin’* fcn *e  happened tn be 
planted In such a wny that one corner of It pro
jected a few Inches un to the high road, and he 
wn« sble to get out of a window and into the 
r<»ad without coming un to my property. How
ever. i>e didn’t feel eu»v to leave thn house 
alone, lor fear that I might meddH wl b It. so 
ho Maysd at bmur for the best part of a week, 
when his provision**  or hl*  whiskey or some 
other necessary run short, and no had to walk 
over to Lucui.u*  to lay Ina freih s cock. This 
wa*  what I had l*een  welting for.thnnah I 
never hinted It to him. He used to come out 
on the veranda and remark in a cenaml way. 
without undressing himself tu me or any one 
else, that l.o wa*  mlghtlh pleased with his new 
lorath-n and wouldn’t change It fur any other 
building lot In 'he whole ^tate. 1 never aald 
anything to him oxcep' to remark, also In a 
general rnrt uf wav. that If any rascally old 
sailor should se. font on my land he would 
have a hols lx>red tbrnugb him ao quick that 
he would never know wbat hurt him. Neither 
nf u*  felt that It would be judicious tn unarrel. 
ynu understand, an* 1 »o we con fl tied ourselves 
to remarks that neither of us was obliged to 
lake any notice of.

”1 a sited About an hnur after the Captain 
ha J gon*,  thinking that be might turn back In 
hopes of catching mt In the art of meddling 
with hi*  house. At tha end of an hour I fell 
safe enough, fur II a ns certain that lie must 
have gone on tu Lucullus. and that he couldn't 
gel back In-fore dark. >o I railed the men that 
were working on rny house, and we jacked 
Marlin’* shanty un with ch*  bv-lraullc Jack, 
and had her oa roller*  In next to no Ums. Then 
1 hltcred th*  oxen io her wllb a double nx 
chain and atarted her toward tbs road. In the 
courae.of an hour I had her planted square 
acres*  thn middle of the road, ao that nolxxly 
L-ould possibly get py her. and I had mv fence 
pul no again, and the ground amoothed out 
where it bail Uku cut up by the roller*,  and 
then I sat down and waited lur the I’sptaln to 
return.

“It was 10 n’cbwk an I the night was Ditch 
dark when I beard Manin coming along the 
road and singing. I Knew from III*  style of 
singing thnl h> had filled himself un with 
v hlskey. and 1 calculated that ho would be 
rnnriiieraoiy ■urnrl*e<l  when hr found out 
what had happened. Ho never «aw the bou*e  
until he had walked liang up ngi»lD*t  II with 
considerable of a trash. 1’rcwmtly he *aye  tn 
hlinsrlf. ’lieie’* a hou*a  anchored right in th© 
fairway, and^wlth no riding light dlRplayea. 
Tl»l*b*  er • a pretty Mate of thing*. ’ Then ho 
halh thn bouse in hl*  kudM*t  voice and want*  
t/i kt.<»w how *hc  is. nnd where site is from, and 
where »ho I*  Irnutid to. ami what sort of an 
everlasting fool her captain might call himself. 
Not getting anv answer, ho e ore ho would 
climb alioard aud wake the anchor watch with 
a btdailmx pin. Hut after fumbling arnund for 
•orur time and hammering nn the d<*jr  and 
emaahlu*  a lew nanon of glaa*.  n n<-< lure 
•truck him. “Thlshycr’e a derelict, that’* 
wnn< Il Is.’ said he. ’i'll just stand by her till 
dm light c.. d see It a salvage Job can't Iw ina<!u 
out of IL’ That war the last that I heat'd of 
l.’apL Martin that night. Iln lav down In the 
road close alongside of tbo honse and was 
nnlsep and snoring tha snnre of the lust In less 
than a minute. Thon ! wont to brd myself, 
considering that there wouldn’t bo any more 
performance*  that night.

"Tlir Captain woke up before I d<d the next 
day. and when I came out of the tent he was 
n« where to be seen, having unlocked hi*  door 
and gone into the hnu*e.  About n«v»D he 
camo out on the veranda, locking pn»tty sav
age. and I rvinrirked to one of mv men that 
nolMXly but a lawn foo! would put hl*  nou*e  In 
the middle nf tho public n»arf. for h- would I/© 
certain to I*  ilt.ed forjobetructlng the road. 
Mart n didn't say anything, which *ort  nf 
riled tn*.  »o J said to the man who wav near- 
c«l to mt- that I a-anted him to go straight up 
tn LucitHu*  and tel! the >horltT with m> com
pliments that Cant. Marih''*  houtt wa*  stand
ing dlrocllv across the road, mi that I rnuldn I 
git by It with tho nxen. end that It win tho 
HherifT’a duty to see thnl ll.c road wa*  kept 
clear. Tho man naturally old as he n*  told, 
and in tho course of the day the Sheriff rndo 
dnarn nnd InveMlgatod thing*  and nnlerul Mar
tin tu take hla hou«e out of the road.

’’I didn’t put It In th© road.’ said th*  Cap
tain. ’and there ain’t no pmo'lblo way of tak
ing it nut. of th© ro;«d without nulling h on thn 
property of that Individual alongside of you.’

“ ’ilrnvlnu cush wnnia at o’ © of our leading 
ciilr.ens.*  say*  tbo HhcrllT. ’won’t help you. 
I’ll give you two day*  ta take your house out 
nf the way. and if at th© end of that time I 
find II still in tho r«>nd. I’ll make kindling 
wn<Hi of it and arrest you Into the tmr aln. 
You hear me.’

’’Th© Captain hoard him woll enough and 
know that he meant bn-Mn©**.  However, hs 
didn't condescend to make any answer, and I 
could an*  that ha delerinlnea to let hl*  
bouse stand whore it wa*.  The truth I*  ho 
couldn’t do anything rise. Ho couldn”. haul 
it nack on to mv land without committing a 
tr*H.)a*a.  and ho couldn’t haul It on to hh own 
land without firwl getting It across the river, 
which was more than Im or any other man 
could do. Mv own Idea la that If It hadn't 
loan for tho cloudburst that happened the 
next afternoon. Cap . Martin would hay© 
wahod (or tho Sheriff with a nbotuun. and tho 
Shorin’ latlng on© of tho brightuwt minds In 
our section, would hnv© htui Ids revolver 
ready, and l>e'oro tho work nf domolUlilng 
th*  bouse could begin there would have been 
uno or two corp*©*  rea<lv tor the Coroner.

’’Vou know what a cloudbura; Is? Well! 
that la nstonlHlifng. A clnudburat Is what 
we call a sort nf Nnah'e flood without any ark. 
You mo some big < load, that hold*  t>erhava a 
million tons of water, suddenly goes v> tdocos. 
and tho water all ' onies down al om>©, the 
same as It doe*  at Niagara Falls. Thlahtor 
cloudburst that I am speaking of took p|a< o 
thirty or forty mllos nlwwo here, and tho whole 
lol of water ran into tbo Pomponuotuc Hlvcr 
and swelled II into n raging tarrsnt that 
awa.vt everything befor© ib I hoard II coming 
Just before It reached me, and I went for that 
till yonder a*  fast as (could run. and lust 

managed to reach II in limo. Before I atartod 
I baJod the Captain, and told him to run 
while he could, but he pretended not to hear 
Die. and remarked, as If ho waa sneaking to 
th*  unIvors© and all the r*«t  nf mankind, that 
the cure*  of ihl»by*r  country was the con
founded impertinence of I he lower clnanc*.  He 
v.a« one nf those mon that nnbudy can help rx. 
rapt with a club, he waa that everlMllnglj ob- 
sUnato and conceited.

“Marlin saw what, waa going to hanpen juat 
a*  well as I did. and ittnl Y»efnre the flood 
atrujk hla house I saw him trying to rig up 
a sort of steering gear by la«hlng a plank to 
one of the veranda post*.  Then tie IIimmI. 
which raaio down ilk© a wall alx feet high, 
burst on Clio Iioum. aud away it whirled. I he 
Captain’* steering oar wasn’t of the least um*.  
and before ho went out ot eight be dropped it 
and eat down rn tho railing of bls veranda, 
with an arm around th*  poet and bls pipe in 
hi*  mouth, as comfortable aa you nlease. I 
Jratcbed him for th*  I wet part of a mile, and

somclhlng vt s 
occailon The

a Tubule st night lateres * plaesaal.sad healthy ”<”«««» XlI*j; <,7tS>uk 
of wise too much, or SSI a tfeseen that has * *
When fishlox In ike sunshine threaten*  a headache, a Tv' .i" ,’ 
Is eoo-i for me Is ofiea Just as greet • boon to a cheece companion. For that lean 
ha'roh.m within reach. Th-Vdon'l cost muck. *"? k 
■torr think of depriving mywlf nt their ben»f Hal miolitmtlom than I would 
out my frequent bath or occasionalI d<ar. ‘

I couldn't see Imt wbat the house was doing 
very well, and that the chances were that It 
would bring un in some safe locality before 
tracking the Muskingum Falls, which are 
seventeen mile*  from here. ‘Anyway. I says 
to inyerlf. 'here's an sod of trespassing on 
mv property and blocking up the public road, 
and an end of a mighty disagreeable neighbor. 
Th" HlierlfT. when he came the next day and 
found that there wasn't any work for him to 
do. said pretty much the same thing._

"What became ol Cant. Martin, Well, his 
house floated athnro down nlvh on to seven
teen miles from here, and the Captain never 
so much as got hie feet wet. When tbs water 
went down II left the house on the most valu
able corner lot In West Antioch. Just where 
the neoplo bad calculated to pm up a new 
otera house. Of course, the owner of the lot 
made trouble for Martin, and Martin made 
trouble for him. There waa no lees than fif
teen separate lawsuits going on at the same 
time between them, and the prospect waa that 
tliev would both die of nld agv tie fore ths courts 
would find out who wan In the right. Cant. 
Martin made un arrangement with a grocer in 
the town to heave In all hie supplies through 
a window, and tie looplioled the walls of hie 
house and made It sbolproof. and ssnre that 
he would never leave It alive. He never did. 
for one day he got so particularly mad that he 
had a stroke, and when ths Coroner broke Into 
the house a few dare later be found Martin 
lying on the floor dead.

"Yet. sir. what with cvclnnea and cloud
bursts and nralrle fire. and bllzutrds and such
like, northern Minnesota Is a mlddllna lively 
place. However, we folks that live here never 
allows ourselves to worrv over what may hap
pen to-morrow, enl then again, mar not hap
pen for the next twenty rears. Besides. It 
would «ake a nrst-cla«e cyclone or a tremen
dous bl*  flood to move a house that Is built as 
solid as this hotel Is. so vou needn't be afraid 
.hat you'll find yourself nailing through the atr 
or floating down the Pomxrnooauc that Is, so 
lone as you pays your boardXregular. as I am 
free tn ear vou al ware has dope, and 1 pre- 
sumo you always will do."

The recent experiments with snake venom 
made by Dr. Calmette of Parts have demon- 
strated that the venom of the Weal Indian 
ter-dedance places that reptile at the bead of 
ths list of North and Bomb American deadly 
snakes. This reptile thrives In the greatest 
numbers on the island of Martinique, where It 
attains a length of eight feet and Is much 
dreed, d by the many persona exposed to its 
fangs on the sugar plantations.

Thia serpent Is scientifically known under 
the rather startling name of (Xnuiwdocepft- 
ulus lonrrolutus. It belongs to the vlperiuo 
group which comprises the North American 
rattlesnake, moccasin, and oooperhead; in fact 
the copperhead Is an exact counterpart of its 
West Indian relskve In every particular sx-

■ bad or tub ren-nB-i^xioB.
Draw, tram Life.

oepUng color. Tho snakes of thia groan poa- 
eoea long erectile pUson tenge, which when 
not In on. are ptesewl against tha roof of tbe 
month, bul when tbe mouth I*  opened to bite 
th. tenge spring forward ready for action. 
Thee, tenge are really hollow teeth opening 
In a email hole at tbe lip and each connecting 
with a gland behind the ore containing a dead- 
Ir Hold. Nature haa given the fer-do-lance 
this fluid to kill It*  prey, and tor Ita poison 
man aa ret haa found no Infallible antidote.

Tha fer-de-tance, or muiwptre fwilMgn. aa U 
la called br tho Creoles, frequents the damp 
tropica! ton-ata of th. Islands of Bt. Lucia, 
Martinique, and Trinidad, fuelling upon birds, 
frog*,  and rate. It goes to tho sugar planta
tions to obtain rata, and thus is. In one way, 
at least, of soma Iwnefit to th. auger planter.

When alarmed thia creature throwe Its body 
Into a colt, and Inflating itea'r with air glares 
it ths object of Its augur. At this time It v|. 
brutes It*  tall ramdiv, aa do moai of thn ven- 
o nnua anakev of this group, a habit probably 
due to Its t lose relation to tho rattlesnake. If 
•'ill further annoretl. It draws hack the head •nd strikes, with widely dt*t.mted  Jaws.'and 
the fangs, standing upright on th. uoiwr law 
St-'b Its tormentor If the Wow la true, at tha 
rims time liitx'Ulailng th. victim with th-lr 
venom. TTils nparatiun la performed In th. 
frnt-Hon of a second, too quickly for the er, to 
follow It. and tha victim Into whoae body th. 
Ilultl has het-n Inlccti-U staggers blindly fnr. 
ward and fiiitn gasping to the ground, over- 
come by au Inability tn tireathe, nn tho venom 
acta ution a eat of nervas t-oiilrnlllng Hi. mus
cles if rcai-lratIon. In the course of a few 
momuntn nil Ufa has left tils bod . the system 
being permeated bv the venom.

Not long ago the mon onaa was brought 
from India tn exterminate tho fes dn-lam e 
Iho mtmgowe rromMsr In ehntw anl sire 
a ferret and was said to prey htrirvlv t non 
snakes; but the nmngoqM-. finding Har-lf In K 
strange country ami mil wishing to wan ter 
from the lutmla of tho*u  whn had treated li an temlrrlv .luring Ito trip, to" flnod""'^^!-k” 
upon the chicken vnrl» of 
tht. inupemro at||| rules the Interior nf the |?|! 
nn A r The mmtenoao bwame oerelv nmitl.er wM of the Island,-re. who must enduro l^'d" 
the Presenc. of ruat-hea three Im-he. long 
jlgantlr snider-, oom-trlnna. nnd cxnUtwdea nm 
to ineittton the amnllor crunturer which nwarm 
In tropical region., Hl.toiy record, tale o" 
currency In Martinique: v«ru. vote oc-

A wealthy resident near the const lelna 
visited hv «orn<i foreign guests, dwldi-d tn otvo 
a banuuet In their honor. HlaI’lgutoul irom <te 
ware I Ruminated for the .K-eaifoi w't“h nmi J 
fancy lanterns. The gueata aeeeir bull for raX 
ter’ n? rn"v"r"«'l"n nmlpaugh- ter, inlng tin. whh the t’:ualc <»( a "'rlntt ntrhr*-

1 grounds Into • scene of
feaUvtty. Bnt Among tho hrttm-l-t-n of th. tree*  and 111 th. Ihl-k mum,, of Uie^talme othj; 
m'o !w«.W'’r-ri "',rv,,> *>'v  eccm-with niomu-.
luu Thono uuohl* were not dad in 
dot., or fin© allks. but in coat*  of vdwty urren 
eralo*.  ©nd their nllU© nra vr.u’hii 
movement of th© mvrry imrtv. «'err
»t!' ‘“’J’.l'l*.  •"""•'■‘•na nnnoum-ed thn login
ning of the bamiuet, the men ami women went 
Indoors and the uninvited giieste t.g.k sole i!i>. 
sereion of the gardens. Tuny were anon gild- 
Inu, slowly up a. d down the leaf. aatu. 2,,*  
I'oillng their stair l-odlee upon Ute ’runite 
beachaa. When the men .nd women 
turned for a stroll In the pool night ate thTS 
found on all .Idea the dreaded Jae.Jl!.i.2«r 
and before aufflclent warning could b« •h J’* 
seventeen had l^en stabbed with 
tbaee dreaded croaluV^^ £ L. 0^2.°'

CUBA’S SINEWS OF WAR.
rHOTtDBD LABOKLTKT nr.n L0F41 

10X4 IB TH It COVBTHT.

Ona often bears tbe question: doth*
Cubano In tbo United Blates raise tbe monst 
necessary to tend expeditions to help the ptuk 
oteF*  The answers to Ibis question reveal tha 
••It eaarlflc, and Uraleaa energy of tb. patrtou 
living In tho United States.

Tho Cuban revolutionary party was fnandd 
by Joed Marti in IB09. Man of bright Imagiiia 
tlona ar.ealdom practical In executing plau 
but Marti, a poet, proved to be an exception is 
that rote, organising suocMafolly a pollllnl 
fore, for a no lew practical end than <ni 
against a warlike Europwn nation.

Il la Une that the whole of Cuba was jv- 
pared to taka arms when th, revolution bnlt 
out on Feb. 24, IMS, but what would thia prvp 
aratlon amount to without help from abrasZ! 
Wbat could the pwple of tbe Island doagslM 
a powerful Government If they had noarntta 
fight with’ Experieno, taught Marti that V» 
nodM failed In ISOB for lack of arms Helen 
attempting, therefore to begin the war bs foetl 
a oourco of aid from abroad. Marti organlasds 
system ot collecting money for the Cnbu 
caua. before the first shot was f.tw 
In tba revolution. He bad but a aoall 
sum at tbo beginning. Tbo Spaniard*  re 
orally believe that Marti disposed of million 
and even tbe curious and groundless lacvM 
prevails In Havana that tbo American Hopr 
Trust put at bls disposal large sum*  Tbs trait 
ta khat he atarted tho war with no more lias 
STft.ODU. which la oct enough for a email atpe 
dltlou. But tbo Coban revolutionary party ex
isted. and It represented millions. Tbe fonada 
Hon waa ao well laid that tbo dsath of Mara, 
a tew days after hla landing In Cuba, did sd 
check tbe march of tho revolution or the politi
cal progreoo ot the Cubano In the Un I is-1 -U'.s 
Marti know It would bo so. aud wrote to * fnrU 
in Havana a short time before bo was xilletl.

"I can die now, because my work Is duns I 
feel that I will soon be In tbe bauds ot that 
destiny which makM some men disap^w 
after finishing tbelr mission for tbo goul at 
tbelr country."

Tbo Cuban revolutionary party Is comp uedM 
the Cuban political clubs throughout the Unital 
Hlates. There arc about 300 ot these v.ubstl 
working under th. same general regulatl n-ot 
th. party, laid dnwn by Marti A i-e» " 
cannot b. founded without having st laael 
twenty members not belungtng to oti er < :uta 
Each clnb haa Ils Board of Dlrvciur*.  with lu 
President. Ila Treasurer, aud tte be rvtsn. 
Each member contributes money act-v-rthns la 
hla re-ourcm. The Pre-ldcn:*  »f all the c.-to 
form tba council uf goverutuent ot tl-e ;-arty. 
whoa, misalon is to aid th. delegate, to organise 
public meeting., and to take car. uf IUeaU> 
•crlptlotis to lb. party’s fund

The clubs, in a general election, which a to te 
held every two years, appoint the Treaauter 4 
the party. Thedargat. le the pletniK-tenuttr 
appointed b> the Government In t una and 
full power to dispose of the funds. He he*  ’*-•  
full confidenceuf lb. clubs and tuny act at h( 
likes. He appoints lb. Secretary <>t the 
th. sub-delegate and all hla eniplo>c**  *'•  
designate*  the men fur any mi*-iuii.  an-l <«“• 
suit, tboeo he carve toconault. or aft*  altl. ul 
consultation. In fact, life p-iwer Is anx- utr. 
People in till*  country epees getter*  .r rf * 
Junta or Hoard of Directors of tbe Cunana ana 
th-term I*  Used to designate the off - c‘ 
delegate, but nothing uf the kind ex ■'*  151 
Jiiuta wa. th. urganlxatlon of the treioH- 
lion. Nuw tn. delegate is the only aut hnnl'

At first It appears that such au o 'g« . '»'“’5 
•• that founded hr Mani le autn.i.i si 
•nll-Reiiubllcan, but on. must f.'ii*.<li-r  ll,,l 
tho Cuban Itcvulutlunary b irty. to 'Igli n-’1 • 
military body, haa a military t-iiri"-’ *“• 
must b. subject to military ruh l'- -*rl ’ 
act In itillllary affair*  cannot tx- gttr" sil'»n' 
lagvoualr to a count'll: thvy must lie e.ien l« • 
man. If, betorat tending an expedau " 
It before buying a lot of arm*  or i.tr i If'-•*  
• given moment, th. delegate ehm;' I f 
consult several persona, secrecy aud »»ittMW 
would ho out of the question. .

The Cuban revoluiKm.iry tiar'r - 
with the bt>ne*ly  and patriotism ol I -- - 
After tba death ol Marti, who Was at- <1 ■ «'l 
ClilMU*.  th. club, eeltciv-d a*  hl*  
tteflor Toma- Estrada Palma, wh- • Hw l l-i*  
potentiary ofthorepublic- nominal—■' 1 ' r , 
•ral Assembly held un the lelan-l <t 
I<> heptetnlwr. 1KU.1. The trea-U'cr v rlw 
ol the tluie^ate, le Seftor HaoJa'iHli'• -'rr‘ " 
elected three llmea.tlte man tn win—- *t*  
character Marti had nnlHiunth d t-ttull-l > 
tarty I*  well satisfied with lu-tl ‘ 11 
ban*  who contribute to the t-ati'i -f H '• 
try know that their money Is right I ' 
..."hen some months »yi a t<un> - 
VI all street naked Si-rtor Pnliitn -H ' 
font, nt the Cul-an tri-naury her- .
prised to eve an average of kJO'- ""
revenue. It le a wonder that the > ''-k- 
grants, mostly poor working |wop'*-.  > - 
such heavy aumn for their country 
that each Cuban clgnrmiik--r -r 
cent, of tils wages ut the tie <-g.t 
whole pay for ono day's work <■* er> 
an eslrnoritlniirr event -equ rr-.« a 
the Cuban leUirer la a!ways rradv 
l tiliaii laborers go without home — 
they deprive (liem-elve*  nml tio-.t I - 
ninitr nec-easarlee of Itlc that they non 1' ■ 
I. tibn free.

Tin. Bt'H said lately that gulden I 
leu since tho -leatb nf M»<--i l- r.-i 
tn Purl*  alone hetlor Nlcotne •' 
brought to r*«flor  Palinu ntmrly #1 
special col let-tlona among thn t tuba 
•fl’ have itiuoitnied on ilita oi-t-.c 
tliK.li Sk-oo.tiuti. Anv Cuban it-v-r- 
wt-ukt-nhig ti,. pninollsni of the < 
grniRe, reem to Increuse II.

r rorn Cohn ale > comes money r.< 
patriots hy tniutlou of me not:: 
town-. But tide <• not a regm-» 
cf1u“- '•'» tiollcy of the Citbuti army >*  ' 

•’"iTt’V" of wealth |n tlo-l- 
which tn. Spaniards also could dent ' 
pay their w ar oxpensee. ,

lllsenay lu uttdoraland why r-onn' ''’-' ‘I 
Mary works eo hard In thia country -'*•  ' 
to nans. 1'h.y are the supporters of t' 
til'll. Ilutiiiv du Isome. with all h'*p-- ’" ’ 
fitlc-nce In IX aehlnglon. nml with ml-i 1 '
dleooeul, I*  unable to citrek Hit’ I"*'  ■ •*'**
eacrllh-e ot tlie Cuban colony. 
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rentage to foreign reaauies addsd
THk BUD. Kew York City.

Paaaa—Mleaqne Be. I*.  Beas Oraag Morel

tf W W A****  «4 W«A B*****"*!  JW
goMseStea <•«*  <• A«w eHMes reta-M*  tAev 
■mmS to aS ••••■••■*  WMW/e*<Atee*>r*OM.

Leezz Mews—The city sad *uherb*a  New*  Norren 
»t the Uerres ream aa*  Naw Yoaa AsaoeiavaD 
Paaaa le a*  *1 1*  *«  Asa euset. All lafonaatloa 
aa*  Soeaaieau for pokUo as*  laelaatly dlsreml-
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Too Much Weyter flor Spain.
Gen. Valbuabo Wxtlxr y Nicolau I*  

certainly the costliest of modern warriors, 
taking Into vl*w  what he accomplishes 
against bls country's enemies. Ho haa run 
riot In destroying property of friend and ton 
In Cuba, until now al last aven tbs Madrid 
Chamber of Commerce protest*  against hla 
latest order tor the laying waste, within 
three days, of all plantation*  and buildings 
In Havana province that might prove use
ful to tha Insurgent*.

He la also Involving Spain In enormous 
•bl(gallon*  toward foreign nation*,  eape
dal ly our own. Tbe Hat of filed claim, of 
American cllisena against her, arising out 
ot tbe war, just tranainlttod to the Senate, 
Include, about fourscore, aggregating lie- 
tween 19,000,000 and 810,000,000, exclu
sive of the claim, whose amount, ara not 
made up.

Tbe lataat report from him record, bia 
burnlug of the whole village of (Juatro 
Camlroa, about three hundred bouaea. Per
haps even aotue Spaniard, may regret that 
ho managed lo eecare the ambush which, 
immediately after that affair, waa prepared 
for him by Cola. AllANOCRKX and ARaNUO. 
He la a very expensive luxury tor Spalu.

Wealth and Luxury.
Tbe Rev. Dr. RAINtruRD'a remark,on the 

subject of personal extravagance, quoted 
yesterday by a reporter of The Sl'N, were 
more than mere criticism of a particular 
•octal function, or of social functions In gen
eral. " I liasc my opposition to lavish display, 
of wealth at tbe present time," said Dr. 
Rainsfoiid, "In the belief that thia la not 
a proper time for auch affaire." Tha 
rector of St. George’s think, of tha great 
vote last November for tbe party of disorder, 
aud believe, that the ostentation of riche, 
la particularly Inexpedient on lhe heel, of 
the Bryanito demon,tratlon. “Such affaire 
give demagogue, excuse for attacking the 
East, and fnrnlsh text, for bomlllee on 
tbe beartie*,  extravagance of the wealthy In 
tba face of poverty and destitution," be say*.

Numaroua colleagues of Dr. RAtNsroHD, 
speaking from the pulpits of different com
munions, have talked of late In tbe aame 
strain a*  to tbe Inopportuneneaa of wealth’s 
manifesting Itaalf In these day, when class 
hatred I*  said tcabe raging fiercalv. Evan If 
wealth be not evil in Itself, it, poaseaaora 
are warned, for tbe sake of public peace and 
Individual safety, not to show their money, 
since tbe eight of It may carry tha *x-  
plodlug spark Into the mince of discon
tent and bltlerneu, with which many phil
osopher*.  those In tbe pulpit particularly, 
aay that society la honeycombed.

Before thia widespread feeling that the In
stitution of property la seriously threatened, 
tbe expenditure of money upon thia or that 
gayety or Indulgence I*  a mere peccadillo ot 
trifling moment only. Aud If property. In
stead ot being assured and etable, de
pend, upon tbe prudence with which 
the show of it ia restrained, and upon 
the diplomacy with which it I*  used, 
the eooner tbe truth ia demonstrated, the 
better; for probably no mental suffering 
la more crushing than the terror of the 
miser who tears that hla gold la about to be 
taken from him. For our part, we have far 
greater confidence In the sobriety of tbe 
world at large, and In the law, of nature aa 
they have been revealed to ua, tbau have 
Dr. RAtxaroRD and hla fellow preachers; 
and In our opinion the lessons now coming 
ao fluently from the pulpit kre ton time, 
more Inciting to tbe feeling of envy against 
tbe rich and to th*  spirit which make, aoclal 
disorder than all possible combined exhibi
tion*  of expenditure on th/ part of owners 
of money. Dive* wa*  a blameless man, 
•leapt for having wealth. That alone sank 
bitn into damnation. For the kindred rea
son, Lazarus, who posaeaMed no virtu*  
whatsoever outside of hi, poverty, rose Into 
Heaven. Yet. lo the modern aoclallatlc pul- 
pita tbe clergymen forget this story utterly, 
■nd in,toad of preaching the relation it 
teaches of wealth to hollnaae, they are con
tinually exalting wealth a*  the moot vital 
element In the world', life.

The fact la, whether wealth I*  wrong or 
right, It 1*  ao at all time*,  undar any clr- 
cumBtanoea, and In all degrees. If It be 
wrong. Dr. RAtXlXORD can live aa easily on 
a dollar a day aa otbar men, and doubtless 
perforin hla arduous pariah labor, aa 
auooasafnlly as ba now does. If, though. 
It I*  not forbidden. In morals, people will 
be happier and wiser to learn tbe prevailing 
•onilment conolualvely than to continue 
huddled np like rabbit*  tn dread of It. 
Meantime, wo aarlously ad visa people poe- 
eaaaed of money to enjoy It after their own 
decent taste*,  and to chooae for li*  distribu
tion mainly tha usual channel ot trade 
rather than to give it away or to throw It 
into the sea.

Tba Jawlab AppoaL
We have printed the appeal for contri

bution*  Issued by tbe United Hebrew 
Charltlea. It la of an unusual kind; It 
is ot th*  moat urgent character; funds 
are needed at once to meat tba calls 
of tba many applicant*  for help. Th*  
J*w*  of N*w  York ordinarily furnish 
such means aa may be required for lhe 
relief of the needy member*  ot their own 
faith | but, In th*  present case, the Presi
dent of tbe United Hebrew Charltlea baa 
given notice that contribution*  from any 
source will lie gratefully received. It may 
ba inferred from thia statement that tha 
treasury of the organisation la In a condi
tion of unprecedented dlatrea*.  ludeed, wo 
laarn from lhe official report that the re
ceipt, tor last month were little more than 
One-half as large aa tha disbursements, 
which, wa regret to know, are Inordinately 
heavy thia winter.

We have no doubt that thia api>eal will 
meat with a prompt aud liberal reapouaa 
from Jewish citizens and from others. Tba 
opportunity la one for guuoroua people who 
are not of th*  Jewish faith aa wall a*  for 
tboee who ar*  of It. Bcnavolanoa ia ever

thousand* ot bupecunlou*  J*w»
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which are 
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have com*  to Naw York within th*  past few 
year*  from Russia and slaswhers. seeking 
for a better country. They 
•trsnge land, th*  language of 
eannot speak, the way*  of 
bewildering to them, and 
Industries of which they ar*
They have traditions, prejudice*,  and 
customs which Isolate them from 
the general body of the community; they 
labor under many disadvantages when they 
seek for employment; • large proportion of 
them take up those easily acquired trade*  
In which the competition I*  the greatest 
and the pay the amallest: and In 
struggle for existence they often 
with failure. It la In behalf of 
among them who fall by th*  
aid*  that th*  officers of the United 
Hebrew Charities make their appeal to th*  
public. They ar*  a most frugal people; 
they are always anxious to find the means 
of self-support; the vice of Intemperance I*  
hardly ever chargeable against them; their 
ehrewdnes, and peaceableness are often lhe 
■object of remark: they ar*  devoted to their 
religion, and regardful of It*  rite*  and cere
monies; they have a dislike of making their 
poverty known. A Jewish street beggar le 
not often seen In New York.

The Institution, of benevolence that have 
been established here by wealthy Jew*,  the 
hospitals, asylum*,  and aid 
numeroue, but they cannot 
mend, that are made upon 
recent Jewish Immigration.
reason that the need*  of the United Hebrew 
Cbarltlee have become so pressing.

It I, unfortunate that such great number*  
of Impoverished Jewish Immigrant*  have 
come to New York within so short a time. 
If the Immigration had been controlled or 
regulated, from the first, by some American 
Jewish society that held relation, with the 
Jewish communities In Rusala and Poland, 
It would bare been better fur all the parties 
In Interest, and much of the Buffering that 
baa exlaled among tha Immigrant*  her*  
would have been warded off. But here 
they are, and here they continue to come 
by the thousand every month of the year. 
It I*  a troublesome question for Judaism In 
America and for the American community 
at large. Meanwhile benevolent people, 
regardless of religion or race, will seek to 
relieve the widespread wretchedness among 
the poorer Jewish resident*  of the city, 
which Is so vividly described In the appeal 
which we have printed aa Issued by tha 
United Hebrew Charltlea.
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The Senate Will Take Dne Time.
We have probably heard the last of tha 

attempt to browbeat the United State*  
Senate Into a hasty and blindfold confirma
tion of an arbitration treaty upon which 
crafty British diplomatists and expert 
officials of the British Foreign Office have 
been busy for a twelvemonth. The 
people who in a burst of byaterlcal 'aino- 
tlon have been summoning Individual Sen
ator, to accept Joyfully and without Inspeo- 
tlon a compact, which la effusively de
scribed a, ■ message uf pence and good will 
to men, Ignore the constitutional duty of 
the .Senate, considered a, an essential part 
of the treaty-making power. Their Impa
tience haa bad lhe natural effect of provok
ing rebuke from th*  men, who ar*  bound by 
their oath*  to discharge with wariness and 
foresight a grave deliberative function.

We ar*  told by tbe advocate*  of incon
siderate and Immediate confirmation that, 
whatever may be the fault*  of th*  arbitra
tion treaty, it la at least a step In tbe right 
direction. We ahould not, they say, look a 
gift horse In tbe mouth. To which w*  
answer, that It would have been well for 
the Trojans, on a memorable occasion, bad 
they looked a gift horse In the belly. Who 
knows how many snares and danger*  may 
lurk beneath the artfully concocted phrases 
of thisdiplomatic document f Time le need
ed tn detect precisely what thia treaty 
means; and the Senate would be recreant 
If It failed to take all the time required. 
If they took a year, they would occupy no 
more lime than Ixtrd Sai.isbprt has em
ployed In formulating hi, propoMla, or In 
concealing bl, design,. The exhaustive in
quiry. which is Indispensable, cannot possi
bly be conducted In the last hnora of a 
moribund Administration. Nobody, except 
the few surviving friends of Mntrt, CLEVE
LAND And OLNEY, pretends to believe that 
our national Interests, ao far a, they are 
affected by the projected treaty, will anffer 
a particle through a postponement of It*  
confirmation until the session of the Senate 
which will follow Mr. McKinley's Inaugu
ration. By that time we are likely to know 
a gixxl deal more about the true inwardness 
of the arbitration treaty than we know now.

One thing Is certain: Several amendment, 
will have to be mode before the agreement 
will have any chance of commending itself 
to tbe great body of our people. Secretary 
Olney will have no lime to conduct the ne
gotiation, regarding auch emendations, 
even If he were disposed to do ao. Tbe 
amendments, which we have In mind, would 
deprive Lord SALtSBCRY of what waa possi
bly hl, sole Inducement to sign the treaty. 
For him It would be a resounding dlplomatlo 
triumph If, after aeemlug to be forced to 
recognize the Monroe doctrine In tbe 
Venezuelan affair, he ahould, under a pos
sible construction of th*  subsequent arbi
tration agreement with the United Stat**,  
make the applicability of th*  Munroe doc
trine to a future boundary question a sub
ject fur adjudication by a tribunal on which 
Englishmen should be aa fully represented 
aa Americana. The Monro*  doctrine, aa wo 
have often pointed out. la not alleged by ua 
to be a principle of International law, the 
validity of which may or may not be 
acknowledged by foreign jurists; It 

policy, a settled 
tbe propriety or 

we will never 
court to paw upon. 

la a fixed national 
domestic programme, 
expediency of which 
suffer an International
No American who accept, the Monroe doc
trine, an Interpreted In the Instance of 
Venezuela, can object to «ee Inserted in the 
text of the arbitration agreement an ex
plicit provlaion that the applicability of that 
doctrine to a given caw shall, under no cir
cumstance,, fall within the cognizance of 
any tribunal created by the treaty.

There la another vital point a, to which 
an amendment of the treaty la in>|>eratlvrly 
needed. Our right to build and control the 
Nicaragua Cannl should lie expressly ex
cluded from the juriadiiitlou of the tribunal 
made up of three British and three Amer
ican Judge,, and created for the purpose of 
adjusting territorial claim*,  or claim. In
volving rights and intercut*  necessary to 
control the enjoyment of territory. Under 
the treaty, If a question be once referred 
to that tribunal, a setllrment of it may 
bo postponed fur an indefinite period; for, 
oven ahould no award be made by thu 
arbitrator,, the question must remain in 
abeyance until tithe ha, been afforded for 
an attempt at mediation on the part of one 
or more friendly powers. Wg could not per
mit theoonstrnction of the Nicaragua Canal, 
once begun, to be Interminably arrested by 
such proceeding*.  Another feature of the 
proposed treaty which undoubtedly re

quire*  amendment i*  that whluh define*  
the composition of the two minor tribu
nals, which ar*  to deal with pecuniary 
claims. W*  refer particularly to the clause 
providing that, where the arbitrators fall to 
agree upon an umpire, and experience ha*  
•hown that they always would fall, the 
power of appointing on*  shall be exercised 
by the King of Sweden. That umpire, hav- i 
Ing the casting vote, would practically con
stitute the court. Now, would any Amerl- . 
can In hie *euae*  have submitted the Ala
bama claims to a court thus constituted ? I

There are but two European sovereigns 
to whom with any semblance of safely we 
could delegate the appointment of an 
umpire; those are, of course, the Emperor 
of Russia and th*  Chief Magistrate of th*  , 
Hwls*  Confederation. If Great Britain ' 
would accept neither of them, we might aa 
well abandon the Idea of finding a European 
umpire acceptable to both parties. We cer
tainly could not accept the King of Sweden, 
whoa*  dynastic Interest*  would powerfully 
Impel him to gain England'*  good will.' For 
upward of a century bls country baa Buf
fered dismemberment, and has been exposed 
to the risk of conquest, at the hand, of Ru*-  
■la; of all the European nations, England 
could oppose lhe most effective barrier to a 
renewal of inch aggression*,  because the I*  
the greatest of the maritime power*.  It 
ahould be remembered that th*  lions*  of 
BkRNADoTB has *v*n  grvater reason Ilian 
bad the House of Vasa to be haunted by 
th*  dread of Muscovite ambition. In
stead of being strengthened by Nor
way, which she obtained In 1816, 
Sweden has been harassed and weakened; 
for not only have ths Norwegians Insisted 
upon governing themselves, but the moment 
Sweden shall reach the limit of her conces
sions, they are likely to throw themselves 
Into the arms of Russia. It is, therefore, 
no exaggeration to say that to please Eng
land 1*  for King OSCAR, matter of dynastic 
life and death. It I, not to lie presumed 
that th*  member*  of the United State*  
Senate will he oblivious of a fact familiar to 
•very petty diplomatist in Europe.

Exploration*  in Alaska.
Some gold hunter*,  last aummar. pushed 

Into an unexplored part of Alaska, over COO 
mile. Inland, and thalr Interesting story, 
with tha map they drew, appear*  on another 
page of The Bug. Tbeacene of their adven
ture*  la directly north of Cook*  Inlet, along 
tbe large and rapid Hushltna River, which 
they ascended to th*  great fall, that break 
the channel about 21SO mile, from th*  river’s 
mouth. Mr. W. A. Dickey, who drew th, 
map. completed bls delineation of th*  river 
by using a map of th, Hushltna from It, 
source to the fall,, which had been drawn 
by some Indian*.  It la known that Indian 
tribes, and the Eskimo, also, frequently 
have the geographic Instinct well developed, 
and their rude sketch map, have sometime*  
been of considerable assistance to explorer*.  
Mr. Dicxky haa sent to thia office Indian 
ni>;« of a part of the river and a map of the 
whole river baaed upon native Information. 
From tbe general agreemautof thia material 
with Mr. Dickky'*  map, ao far aa he ascend
ed the river, It is fair to auume that the 
Indiana are correct In their statement that 
the river laauea from a lake to the northeast, 
not far from the Copi>er River. Tbe length 
of the Hushltna Is probably about 400 mile,.

These prospector, made two very interest
ing discoveries One was that there is a 
break at least IRO to COO tnllea long in tbe 
range of lhe Alaska Mountain*,  lhe north
ern continuation of tbe Rocky Mountains 
Thia range has, for year,, lx*n  shown on 
onr map. In unbroken continuity, extending 
to the aea aud then far unt Into tbe ocean 
aa the Alaska I'euin»uls But our pros
pector, found that for 1K0 mils, inland 
from Mount Suahltna on Cook*  Inlet there 
ar*  no mountains where the Alaska rungn 
haa appeared on the maps On the contrary, 
a broad, level country, heavily timbered 
with spruce and birch, stretches to tbe weit- 
ward aa far aa can be seen from pulnta on 
tbe luw mountain, east of the river.

Tbe other discovery waa a towering 
mountain nurth of the break In tbe Alaska 
rang*.  It waa much higher than any of the 
surrounding peaks, and sumo member, uf 
the party, w ho have long been familiar with 
the mountain, of the I'acifio const, esti
mated It*  height al CO.000 fret. Thl, esti
mate, however, I, not a sufficient tiasls upon 
which to award to Mount McKinley, aa they 
named It, the distinction of being tbe highest 
known summit In Alaska. Estimate*  of 
mountain height, era often Inaccurate. Ex
act Information supplied by careful surveys 
Is required before It can be aaaerted that 
Mount McKinley overtop. Mount Logan, 
which la known to be 19,000 feet high.

Many other Interesting facta about this 
rugged part of our domain and the people 
who Inhabit It were collected In thl, bunt 
for gold. The adventuresome traveller, 
found "color" wherever they went. We 
aball donbtleaa hear mure about tbe valley 
of the big Hushltna River.

camping place or placrs In the Itulil 
Dynamite mine, and buitcrlea fur 

explosion were planted along them 
Inal autumn, and there la no doubt 
lien. Macro waa enabled to maln- 
bla g run ml there for month, be- 
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The Uee of Dynamite in War.
We remarked a few days ago that the two 

or three dynamite guns In thu hands of the 
Cuban revolutionists have not Justified the 
expectations that were at first entertained 
In regard to them.

Nevertheless, while this remark stands 
true, It Is to be said that dynamite has been 
very serviceable to Cuba in the war. It haa 
been an etfectlve factor In such operation, 
as the Cubans have al times pursued. Il 
ha*  been used successfully tn many 
part*  of the Island for the destruc
tion of railroads, station houses and other 
buildings, and Spanish military works. It 
was also used successfully for a time In 
defending the lines of approach to the Insur
gent 
hills, 
their 
lines 
that 
tain
cause of the Sonnlsli dread of them, 
never bad any trustworthy account of 
their produclngany great destruction In the 
enemy's ranks; but we believe that In a 
number of caw, an explosion put a stop to 
the enemy'*  advance, it would seem that, 
after a time, the Spaniards l eased to fear 
them; for we repeatedly heard of their 
marching along roads and bridle path, 
which, a*  we had been assured, “were 
strewn with deadly mines of dynamite." 
We believe that it wa*  Gen. CARLO*  Rouirr. 
the Cuban Secretary of War, the skilful 
soldier arrested In till, city last week upon 
the charge of preparing to take a ,Upload 
of arms to the ruvoliitlonists, who first 
secured the Importation of dynamite Into 
Cuba 11 is Idea was to use it in the blowing 
up of railroads, bridges and buildings, for 
which purpose It lias been largely service
able to Gen. GuMF.Z: but we have never 
learned that it haa served otherwise as an 
effective factor In the offensive operations 
of the Cuban war.

Mr. Edison at one time entertained 
opinion that dynamite would make 
Cuban*  the master of the altuatluu.

the 
the 
Ho

thought that Macbo would bo safe at hl*  
camp, and could repel any Spanish force, 
so long as he had a supply of dynamite. 
" Make." be said, " a series of shallow guL 
ter, around the camp; plant the waterproof 
dynamite cartridge. In them, thirty or forty 
feet apart; let the insulated wire be 
connected with other wire, a mile away, 
where there la a ten-cell battery; then let the 
electrician press an electric button, and 
there will In an explosion, or series of ex
plosions. the shock of which no enemy can 
withstand; It would certainly be frightful 
for Spain.”

What could in simpler than Mr. Kl> 
IBox's plan for the defence of the insurgent 
eamp F At the limn he spoke. Gen. Macao 
had an abundant supply of dynamite In thn 
Ruhl hills; and he had American and 
French electricians at hie headquarters, 
who, It was said, had made all the prepara
tions spoken of by Mr. Edison. Yet the 
destruction which Edison bad regarded aa 
ths certain result of the execution of 
hl, design was never accomplished. In 
Decemlier last the Spanish soldier, en
tered the Cuban camp, which, a*  It had 
been supposed, was fully protected by dyna
mite, scientifically employed. We have 
never had a satisfactory account of the 
mean, they took to avoid or overcome the 
dangers that lay before them; but It cannot 
lie denied that they compelled Gen. Macro 
to leave those of the Hub) bill*,  th, pas
sage, to which were said to be sown with 
plenty of dynamite.

A*  to the u*a  of dynamite grsnade. In th. 
Insurgent attaik upon the town of Arte
mis*  In October last, but little Information 
has ever been furnished. We were led to 
suppose at the time that some hoti*ea  bad 
been destroyed and • few people killed by 
them; but we know that they did not enabl, 
the Cubans to capture the place, to drive 
out the Spaniards, or to dn anything more 
than frighten the Inhabitants.

We had wonderful stories last year about 
the uses to which dynamite-carry Ing balloons 
were to be put In the Cuban war. Balloon*  
laden with th*  explosive bomb, were to be 
sent up, moved to a point directly over a camp 
or a city of th, enemy, into which, by 
an Ingenious device, the bomb*  would be 
dropped at th, right time with destructive 
result*  We were told how the Hpanlah 
columns would thu, be shattered, and how 
Havana would thu*  be compelled to sur
render, and how th, Spanish navy guarding 
the roast would thus be sent to the bottom, 
and how Cuba would thus be saved. The 
war balloons were to bo beyond the 
reach of the Spanish gunners, 
aa IL was not 
should ho any man 
would fall wholly 
thing waa simple 
campaign ; there ware rival Inventor*  In the 
field; only the funds were needed. Not one 
dynamite balloon, however, haa yet been 
seen hovering over Spain in Cuba, bearing 
menace to the enemy.

The Idea waa not of American origin. It 
ba, been talked of for years In Europe a*  a 
possible factor In modern warfare. There 
was a French balloonist who thought ho 
muld take some bomb, aloft and throw 
them into German cities.

There Is nothing new to bn learned from 
Cuba about the serviceability of dynamite 
in actual warfare. It haa been of use to the 
revolutionists mainly In ths destruction of 
railroads and buildings; and it waa 
thus used many time, before the Cuban 
war. The dynamite gun ba, disappointed 
expectations, and so also have the water
proof dynamite cartridges as large aa a 
banana, united by wire with a ten-cell bat
tery. Perhaps, If Mr. Edison himself had 
gone last year to Cuba with the electrical 
apparatus and the explosive, the result, 
might have liven more Impressive than auy 
we have yet heard of.
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Faction*.
In our municipal election in 1894 there 

were five candidate*  for the office of Mayor, 
supported by twelve political organisation*.  
Seven of theae organization*  had no candi
date distinctly their own. but accepted the 
nominee of the Republican-Reform party, 
William L. Stiioso. During the past few 
weeks there have been factional dlaturb- 
anrea within the rank*  of thn Tammany 
Hall organization, weakened by It*  advo
cacy of Bryan Ism tn three of the thirty
fire district*  of the town: two In the terri
tory lieyond the Harlem River and one in 
the Second Assembly district. In which at 
the municipal election of 1894 Mr. Grant, 
then the Tammany Hall candidate, received 
hl, largest vote. There haa been acme talk 
of “bolt*"  and fat tlonal revolt*  from the 
political fellowship of Tammany Hall tn 
theoe district*,  and on Friday evening the 
Brownites, so-called. In one meeting place, 
and the Dlvverita*  In another place, met to 
organize themselves. Meanwhile the Re
publicans, who have heretofore suffered 
considerably from factional dissension*  
tmaed U|miu no radical difference of opin
ion or question of party principle or 
action, are practically harmonious, more 
an, indeed, than the Ri'pnbllcan party In 
this town ha*  been for many years. There 
baa been, It la true, *>>me  talk among poli
tician*  of a " rival Republican committee " 
under the generalship and management of 
Mr. William BRooitrtELn, who resigned 
recently from the Republican organization 
In the Twenty-seventh district to engage In 
thia venture; but nothing, so far, has 
come of it. and It Is no auro thing In the 
field of politics, where uncertainties are 
many and "hard fighters" are few, that 
Mr. Bhixhcfiki.D will not withdraw from 
such a movement with the same 
precipitancy tut led to hl*  abrupt re
tirement from the post of chief of the 
Department of Public. Work*.  The Pur- 
roy movement, on the Tammany side, of 
which there ha, been consldernhln talk, has 
been talk chiefly, for Mr. Pt'RitOY, though 
still retaining the Influential office of Clerk 
of New York county, lias been unable to 
enlist In hl, revolt against Tammany any 
appreciable number of recruits.

The underlying reason for the evident 
or imilialilo lack of success of revolt, 
ngnlntl Hie ■•stabllslied organizations, lhe 
Ri'piibllcan party or Tammany flail, I, dun 
largely to lhe changed condition*  which 
have 
toral 
■nd 
vice 
few years ago, such an oulside movement 
from either politkitl party would attract 
the attention of Intelligent voters In lhe 
month*  preceding an Important municipal 
election, the futility of such outside move
ment, I, now apparent. There are two 
tickets In every election under the present 
system of voting lietwi-en which the vou-r, 
of the Greater New York are called upon to 
choose: the Republican ticket, nnd the 
Tammany Hull ticket Outside organiza
tion*,  like the Socialists or the Prohibition- 
Isis, are without Influence upon lhe gen
eral result.

Republican dissentient*  from tha regular
ly established organisation can do—what f 
To run a tick**  of thalr own, with atty

been brought about by the elec- 
linllut law lu the Ural place, 

the cxtetislou of the civil ,er- 
system lu the acceind. Where, a

I eerlou*  expectation of electing It, would be, 
of course, prepoateroua To revolt from the 
Republican party and Indorse th*  Tammany 
ticket would b*  equally absurd. To revolt 
from the Republican organisation, and otlll 
■upport tha candidate*  nominated by the 
party from which the*,  dissentient*  had 
revolted, would be absurd. The political 
plight of tha Purroyltea la the same. 
To nominate a asperate Pttrroy ticket 
would ba to Invite th, reproach of 
showing a smaller membership than 
even the Rtate Democracy. To revolt, while 
pretending loyalty to Tammany and hostil
ity to the present leader, and to support the 
Republican candidates, would be Impracti
cable. To support tbe Tammany candidate,, 
after denouncing them aud th, method of 
their nomination, would be equally difficult. 
In other word*,  no “ outside organisation " 
undar the present condition ot New York, 
or Greater New York politics, can ex
pect any Influence on the result if 
tbe measure of ft. Influence la revolt 
from either of the established parties. 
An Independent organization may still, it 
la true, exercise considerable Influence If It 
haa the requisite memliershlp by casting Its 
fortunes and bringing th, support of Its fol- 
lower, to on, or other of tbe party ticket*  
In nomination, Republican or Tammany 
Hall, but there la no longer any danger, as 
there once waa, to either of tha regular par
ti**  from a mere factional revolt; and In tbl*  
particular the pacific Brookfield Repub
lican and th*  warlike Purroy Tammauylt*  
stand on tbe same footing.

Whomeoever circumstance*  hare pnt In 
control of the Ohio ,lluatlon. ho ehould •*•  to It 
that the Senate ebould not loco the terrier, of 
the Hou. Jone Bhsnman. If Brother Hanna 
lathe Boe*.  ht« enrrgloe ahonld be directed to 
that end. no matter what hie title to poreonal 
promotion may be.

For Secretary of the Treaanry, BenJAMIX 
Haaata-m would be a moot eallafaotory nomi
nee. Hoary timber and the patriotic Inallnct 
are al way a valuable quallllee tn a Cabinet.

The father of phonography. Sir ISAAC Pit
man. wh»M obituary was recently pnbll*h*d  la 
all the morulm papers. waa, perhaps, worthy of 
the honor, that were be,towed open hints but. 
If be bad not allowed bl, pen to run away with 
bl, bead end lead It Into the apelllng reform 
crate, of which no waa al,o the parent, the 
world might have ad oil red him ev«n more. 
After all. hie effort, In that line were utefol. for 
they eland aa a warning to phonographic fool*.  
For their benefit the good Blr laaac waa euffi- 
cienlly Mlf-McrlOclog to write Ulmaelt down a 
donkey In the London Tlmee In the following 
•tartllng etyle: " 1 huv rtlin mat later fonttUuiK 
<u u ffl’t kuatom."

That la lb, war wa will all writ, whan wa 
set apalllng reform! Itnaclna a man Ilk*  
Hoitst'*  Okislxy, for Instance, sanding copy lo 
the printer*  erttton tn that fashion, and de- 
mandlna a proof In a hurry!

Enthusiasm la considered a good thing, but 
there I*  such a thing as too much of a good 
thing. Among th*  numerous admirer*  of tha 
word catcher's art that*  are several crank*  who 
actually bell»v*  that Blr 1* aaC, alphabet end 
method of *p*lllng  will *oon  bo universally 
adopted. That Is a specie*  of Chauvinism 
which U to b*  found among th*  phonoiopbll**.

Th*  question baa often been asked. How eom**  
It that so many p*opl*  go Ju«t a little oraiy ov*e  
shorthand 1 Th*  anawar I*  almpl*  enough: 
Rapidity baa charm, that ar*  oftan loo ar Mt 
for th*  weak-minded; and bare wa might put a 
bicyclist or two upon tha stand.

A stenographer following an Intorrstlng 
speakar *ip*ri*oc*s  a asnssilon aomawbal akin 
to that of a skater gliding on the amootbesi lo*  
over th*  surface of a rlvar whoa*  shores revm! 
charming and aver-ebanglng *c*n*ry.  There le 
a osrtatn fascination In a great deal of the work 
of a shorthand writer. Al one moment 
h*  may be taken op among lhe blghsst nights of 
•loquane*  and In another mnment b*  brought 
down Into the d*plhs  of philosophy. When ho 
bsndIM all lb*  fir*  of an orator with Impunity 
and *•*,  be feels that, lo aoms axteni at lust, 
ha la performing a lour de force. H*  should 
never forget, however, that for th*  moat pan It 
I*  a marely mechanical operation, Irevlug no 
room tn th*  mind of a healthy man for th*  Idea 
that It can raeolullonla*  all th, writing of the 
world. _____________________

Th*  Jewish paper, of tbl, city earn,,lly a»k 
for a prompt re«pon**  tn the urgent appeal 
lulled by the Vnlted Hebrew Charltlea The 
Jrwtah Afrawnper refer, to the naoual charac
ter of the appeal, from which It l,manlfeetthet 
the ofllcer, of the organnatlon are aware that 
for thia year and the preaent winter they bare 
no time to I os*.  They find that the stream of 
appllcanto for help I, aa great aa II war during 
the panic period four yearn ago. while they are 
etartled br the amallneao of the coo tri bo Ilona to 
the treasury.

In an account of theaooroenf Income for the 
United Hebrew Cbarltlee the Jcictah Uttttngtr

"In round figoraa tha organization receive, 
1.14.000 from lu constituent societies, and til.- 
oou from Ila Heron de Hlr»oh Fund for the re
lief of Rneslane who have been In thia country 
two year*  nr lea*,  and not more than *80.000  tn 
all. In Indli Idual aubscrlptl-ina. dunsi Inna, and 
lease1**.  Th*  officers have found that th*  needs 
of th*  society req n I re fully *12.000  a month to 
answer lhe calls for aid *and  tn oar running eg. 
penses of am h a large organlaai inn. end In th*  
winter months as much*-  (18.000 psr month la 
wanted, ami even wlih this large sum lhe aid 
"Rererl can only be of a kind to save the sppll. 
cants from pressing needs, and cannot be eon. 
eidered a*  sniMtannal enough to prevent them 
from requiring further help."

The Jewl.h organ next refers to th*  dream- 
stan-s that ths funds In hand will not last 
longer than th, nresenl wm*.  and addst

"t'an our reader- contemplate without a 
ehndder tha apartada of ll>*  doors of lbs charl. 
ties being dosed for lack of support? We do 
not believe for an instant that th*  Jew, of thte 
cur wish locrlpnl*  in any war this most azeal. 
lent organization, ami w*  trust that they will 
firartlcally show thalr Interest lo the work by 
mmediate financial helu."

■ apsakin' or ryelnuss." said ths man with tbs rsd 
b-aro. " one of th*  funniest freaks I over as*  a *p.  
elans do was tost liras when Usnk Simone lost his 
ysller cow la 'IM. You saa. Hank he thoutht * lol 
of that cow. an' b*  wouldn't of lost bar ter th*  
world, an*  wb.n he s-*s  th*  cyol-ne cornin' lie jest 
up an Had her by ths horns to ths oat bln. Wall, 
slri when that cyclone eom*  alon*  It Jssi blowsd 
thsl row wrens side nut an' loft bar skin Had lo ths 
bln. an' Plowed bar carcass Into Kebraskrl"

rue man with th*  pip*  smiled Incredulously.
"Ysot!" said lb*  mu with the red board, "bn*  

that ain't th*  queerest part. Nez' day 'Ions come 
another cyclone tn th*  opposite direction, or meiiby 
the ssmsun*  cornin' bauk. an' I'll be blamed If it 
didn't blow that cow's esreasa riant bank into her 
skin e*lu,  an*  whan Hank come out o*  his eyolouo 

you pleaM. I'll like he'd tied ar the day tierore. 
Hut ah, wa< mo»tn*  pitiful. You m* aha hadn't 
been mlihrd the day before,"

The man with the corncob pip, moved unvaally on 
hl, w an teia.

the man with the red beard. "It we. In July, and 
a Ulg ryrlone come along. »'• all made for our dug-

Slave, aa' <t->*  snne it II didn't blow ih« cellar clean 
>ut troui uudor nur bouse. Yes, sir' Hover to idled 
Ik*  house, but Jest blrw ins seller out from undar 
II! queer what cjclouea will do, ain't III"

Th*  msu on tbs soap bus aaapec, pressed his baud 

lowed hla cnincnb pipe.

employ*  st lar,r aslariM, u> mas*  tool sug,sstlons 
m lo ■■ rapid transit" Hasitevrr ooeurml to them 
ihsi this planet of ours does not mil b*«kward.  that 
iusnajearsi lass of <hs oast, and that, if urssisr 
isw Yore sbanid snsad Suui.ood. 'tio or so lo dis « 

hols luUis sro ind. ths op-s sir railroads would only 
liav*  tedaplloaw las Um*  ma4*  steen**  Ik*  tuun*i  
te take tSnir pawoaa**  awa/1 A A.

jvt«r*a  or rrerra.
The m<*t  notable deoWon In lhe past week 

ha*  been th*affirmance  by th*  Court of Appeals 
of th*  judgment, of the Hupreme Court in tha 
celebrated Fayerwaather will cae*.  und*r  th*  
title of th*  Trnelee*  of Amherel College and 
other, v*.  Thomas G. Hitch and o.her*.  Thia 
prectlcallr eom net a the executors under Mr. 
Faverweether's wlU to dlvl * hl, residuary es
tate among t ie twenty Institution, of learning 
named In th, ninth paragraph or article of 
that Instrument. Instead of Ignoring thirteen 
nf there benefletarte*.  aa the executor, pro
posed IO do. Mr. Justice Truax, who tried the 
care al Special Term, decided that ilia execu
tor, promired Mr. Faverweatner that they 
would divide hie residuary estate among th*  
twenty corporation, mentioned, share and 
share altk*.  If lie would make then hl*  residu
ary least*  es. which he did In reHan-•*  upon 
thalr premise to till, effect. Judge Folle'l. 
who wrote one of th*  opinion, at General 
Term, declared that thia finding waa amply 
supported by the evidence, and that "the testi
mony nt Hitch end Vaughan and tba corre
spondence conclusive!*'  show that ther definite
ly promle*d  lhe t**t*lnr  to dispore of the r*,ld-  
utry relate bequeathed to therein accord
ance with tbe provisions of th*  t*"th  clause of 
tbe will," The result reached In the Court of 
Appeal, would thua seem to be In complete 
accordance with th*  Intent of lhe teatator. It 
t*  quit*  a victory for Mr, Ellhu Root and 3Cr. 
Jane, L. Bl'hnp. who Imre lb*  brunt of tbe ar
gument In behalf of tbe college*,  and whore 
defeat wa*  confidently predicted by those who 
were present at Albany when tha appeal wta 
argued and heard th, question, pul to counsel 
by Chief Judge Andrew*.  He waa tha only 
membar of th, court, however, who voted 
sustain lb*  position of th*  ax*culoia.  ata 
tba Judge*  being tn favor of affirmance, 
the Tilden will ease th*  Second Dlvlslnn 
lhe Court of Appeal, stood three In favor of the 
validity ot tbe will to fonr against IL

to 
of 
la 
of

Th*  annual meeting ot th*  New York fltale 
Bar Aieociatlon waa held In the Assembly 
chamber at Albany on Tuesday and Wednes
day under the Pre*ldenov  of Mr. Edward X 
Whitaker of Brooklyn, formerly of th*  Attor
ney-General'*  office. In hie opening addrcee, 
Mr. Whitaker complained ot the number and 
length of Judicial opinion*,  end suggested 
change*  which. If adopted, would eubatltnte 
brief metnoraada for mor, or lea*  elaborate 
opinions In all caaea except those luvol'lng 
naw queatlnne Tbl, would ba a good thing 
in It*  affect upon the bulk of tba law report,, 
but Mr. Whitaker appear, to overlook th*  
fact that In maar Inataocaa a written opinion 
la neceeaarr to satisfy tha reasonable Hamand, 
of litigants lo ba lu formed of tba ground, upon 
which th*  nourla decide thalr caaea A de
feated auttor may acquiesce tn an adverse de- 
tarmlnallun which I, ,howu br tbe opinion lo 
be based upon a careful oonaldaratlon of tha 
law and fact,, whan be would regard It aa un
just without ,nch evidence of judicial tbor >ugb- 
nee*  and falrnesa. There Is no need, however, 
of publishing In th*  official reports or any
where el re the opinion, tnat are written for 
tbl, purine*,  where there la nothing decided 
that has not bean decided many lime, before. 
Mr. Whitaker also proposes that In all ap
pellate court,, th*  opinion, ah.u'd be an
nounced simply aa thoae ot the court, and not 
of any particular Judx- aneaklng for th, court. 
Thia method would deprive tha bar and tha 
nubile of all mean, of determining tbe relative 
ability of the various members of our aooel- 
late tribunal*,  which mlabi be rather a earl- 
oua mailer under an aleotl.e ayatetn of select
ing tbe Judiciary.

It la announced from Albany that Judge 
Robert Earl of Herkimer la to act as counsel 
In the case of th*  former Police Justice*  here 
who ware replaced by lhe new City Magis
trates. and that be will submit a brief to lbs 
Court ot Appeal*,  although ba doe*  no: ex
pect lo make any oral argument. Judge Earl 
la DOW receiving 113,000 a year from tbe Btata 
a*  a retired member ot tha Court ot Appeal*.  
Under th*  n*w  Constitution, be could ba as
signed to Perform duty aa a Justice of th*  Su
preme Court at bta own requeei. but ae tbe 
Governor haa not assigned uim to auoh duty. 
It la lo be presumed that he prefer, to prac- 
lire law. Thar*  ar*  three Bupreue Court 
Justice*  retired undar similar circumstance, 
by reason of age. tha only Important differ
ence being that they receive a smaller salary 
than Judge Earl, They are all al work. how. 
ever. In thu Judicial service of the Blate: Judae 
Joseph F. Barnard of P.iuzhkeopslv.ln Dutch
ess county and In thl*  ell); Judge Jackson O. 
Drkemanof Wht'e I'laln*.  In West.hosier 
ooui.ly. and Junge George It. Bradley of Car- 
nine. In th*  Appellate Division ot th*  8uvra.ua 
Court tn Brooklyn. _

At tba annual dinner of the Medlco-I-o«al 
Boclair, Recorder Goff Indulged tn tbe oltter 
denunciation of medical expert testimony 
wntcb haa Lecom*  ao common, and In tha 
course of hla speech made th*  ramsriahla 
statement that eiperla "frequently attempt to 
Justify their frequently falsa taetim Oy fay 
saying that tley follow the tame rouree that 
laerera taka." It would ba Interesting to 
know whsthar any medical expert haa ever 
really made auch an apoiow for the crime of 
false eweering lo the Recorder, lit*  augge*.  
• loo that II would be a good thin*  'o create a 
board to select medical eInerts ltn< rea th*  
constitutional difficulties In th*  way of aatab- 
Usblug an official class of witnesses.

In the Court ot General Bassion*  In thia city, 
an Friday, Judge Fltaasrald rendered a do- 
clelou sustaining th*  eufficlancy of iL*  Indict
ment for consutraey a alost th*  Individual 
member*  of tbe eocalled Tober co Trust, In 
combining together to commit an act Inju
rious to trade and commerce, namely, "to un
lawfully control and monopolise tbe business 
of making and vending oapsr cigarettes tn 
th*  elty and county ot New York." Th*  pUu 
ot operation ot th*  combination le alleged lo 
have been to refute lo sell cigarette*  to any 
amall dealers on!***  ther would engage to pur- 
cnaae only from tba American Tobacco Com- 
cany. It waa contended In behalf ot the de
fendant, that Inasmuch aa lhe Indictment 
showed that whatever ther did waa dona br 
them aa officers of the American Tobacco 
Comnanv. they could not he held reeponalbla 
Innlvtdoallv, hut tba corporation alone waa 
liable: hut the Court hold, that Ind.vlduala 
cannot ah'ald themselves from the conse
quences of wrongdoing by the plea that their 
acta were those of a corporation of which ther 
were members. Anotbei point tn behalf of 
the defendant*  waa that th*  law Intend, to 
oro'eot onlr trade and commerce In articles 
of prime necessity, to which class cigarettes 
certainly do nnt betonii. 'Ihla waa also over, 
ruled on thn auihorltv of tha J ar o'a care in 
tbe Court of Ai>p-al>. where the statute pro- 
bibltlhg the manufacture of . tgera |u tens, 
merit bouaaa was adjudged to be unconstitu
tional. lu that case the Court ot Ai-pvnla 
qu.rted with approval the language of Mr. 
Hugh McCulloch, In a report ■■ Secretary of 
lh« Trea*urr.  In which he said of tobacco: 
"An article which t*  eo generally used, and 
wn‘ch Mrff|» *o  much to the comfort of the 
large numbers of our population who earn 
their living by manual labor, cannot urooerlr 
be considered a luxury."

An unusual proceeding In Congress during 

dent's veto of a bill relating to th*  local con- 
venlei.ee of the Federal court. In a particular 
State. Tessa la divided into three Judicial 
dlatrlcla. under the law, of tbe L'nltad Htatea, 
the Eastern, Western, and Northern. Both 
bou***  recently passed a bill creating a new 
division of the Eastern district. In which the 
Federal court*  el.uuld tor held at a olacrr celled 
Itreuruonl. Tbe 1'rerldeut refused to ,. 
prove the measure, and the l oaee of Henri, 
enntallves has now pa-e*4  || again. Coir.idalnt 
vaa ua<lo by a member of l oi.gi ran from imaa 
lhat.lt had been Impoaalbla to see Mr. Clave- 
laud on the aubjeut of the bill. »-•*»*-

lu the capital case of the People n. Youngs, 
recently taare-l upan by th*  ConrtofAppa.il,. 
some cnrlous testimony waa given aa to «><*  
Infrequeuc/ with which lunatic, she I tears, 
An attempt was made tn prove that the de
fendant waa suffering from menfl derange
ment at the time of the homicide, and occa
sion, were referred loon which he bad ruani- 
footed conalderahlaemotlnn and shad (rare 1 ha 
cti.T expert nailed for the p'ro«e-
culion. however, tcetlfied tn arrbstetice "that [&'of “•••. i nJ lnrlkL1

irirAir rt ogfag oft r.t nocigtr

The eeoond Junior Assembly on Monday ttlf.

lhe same evening, and lhe young |isot>le l„4 
their music, their cotillon, and all the sarair 
they could dealre. There haa hem al.o during 
thr week a fortnightly and a Cinderella meet. 
Ing and an extremely proVy eutmrr dei ce at 
Bherry'e. given by Mrs He-heri Eatnn io|nlro. 
dur*  her slater. Mlaa Elsie French, mlirroaq 
nld friends. Thia waa an aetof alaterly tl.imsht. 
fnlneea on the part of Mra. Ea'nn, aa her vtatg 
of a few month" here haa been marked h» th*  
greatest hospitality. Rhe and Cnl. Kei m win 
aall anon tor lhe other tide, and It may |^ many 
year*  before they will make ue annthrrvisit.

There have been dinners, tno, and receidiona 
throughout the week, hut far and aw*;  it,*  
moat Iwautlfnl entertainment*  have lirrn Mr*.  
John Jacob Astor's halt on Monde) evening and 
Mr. Perry Belmnnt'e on Thnraday. Mr J„k 
Asltir'a was a charming alfelr. bright, u and 
beautiful, with surrounding*  that enhanced 
every added embellishment and a spirit that 
only all-nrrvadlng youthfulness can arinrs. 
The ballrooms were large, and there wa. ]ni| 
the right number of dancers to fill ai'hott 

received Li*  guHta 
nnt pretty: but tbe 
which th, rotllio. 

In pal, blue satin.

shining gown did Ila work of adornrncni. every 
coronet of jewel*  added lustre to the •cm,. 
The glided flower-laden slrivh waa pretty ai>4 
picturesque.and there wa*  unt a coupleontl.*  
floor whoa*  face, war, not beaming with *•:*,!.  
neaa. Purely It t*  worth wh I*  tn make tt, 
ynung happy after the fashion best suited t( 
their eg, and condition, whatever ateru moral. 
1st, may say lo tha contrary.

Tha jewels were superb and the gowna fresh 
and handsome, though lacking ths charm of 
novelty to th*  chronicler. It is sufficient to 
say that Mias Bronson. Mi»s Kai liar i.e Iiutr, 
the Misses Morton, the Misses Wetmore, Mi**  
Herein Davis, Mies Burden, sod Mbs Blight 
wade a lovely group In tbe brigade < f the so- 
married, and that Mrs. August Belmimt, Mrs. 
C. F. Havcmeyer. Mra. Albert Btsvena, and 
Mra. Sidney Htnlth were con.pletiou. for grace 
and beauty among the young married Irelie*.

Tha dance given b) Me. Balmont on Tl,u*>day  
was quite aa gay and plea-ant aa Mra. Aatofa, 
with th, charm of perfect freedom which 
*1 ways a id*  a largo amount of " go" to a bact>. 
alor's party. Mr. Belmont 
In th*  large salon, which la 
two big drawing room. In 
wa*  daneed being hung 
panelled with huge mirrors which reflected lb, 
soft light of th*  Innumerable candle, with 
which Mr. Belmont had th*  wladom to lllutnl. 
nate them, had a good effect. An eit'emr'.y 
lively german wealed by Mr. Whitehouse sr.d 
Mrs. Ogden Mill*,  in which Jock*)  eape In th*  
Belmont color*  and gilded horseshoe, formed, 
with ribbon*,  flowers, and fairy wands, tbe prla. 
cl pal part of the favor,.

Dinner, during th*  week have been large, 
frequent, and pleasant. Mra Frederick Da 
Payeler. Mra. Loiher Kountze, Mr*.  Joha 
Btnan*.  Mra I. Townsend Burden. Mr*.  Thomas 
Hllchoock. Mr*.  J. J. A*lor,  and Mra. Williatn 
C. Whitney have been among tba boat*****,  
and tba tabla tai*  has been almo*t  without a 
let-up, of u'oetume*  ant! fancy dree**,  at Mn. 
Marlin', great ball.

Th*  wags have had thalr aar, nf coure*.  sag 
have given nut that champagne I*  lo be served 
In fountain,, and that a wholaeome break feat 
I*  ordered al tbe Waldorf for half peat B 
on lhe morning of th*  11 th. Th*  prohibitum 
of all hark n*rod  eoatu me*,  auch a*  peasants, 
flower girls, ahapherderere, and th*  like, while 
Il will greatly enhance th*  beamy and dirtier- 
lion ot th*  bait will probably produce a uni
formity In th*  appearance of th*  gueeta which 
will make lb*  danee mor*  of * hoi poudrr the, a 
fancy-drea*  affair. For there la nothing easltr 
for a woman than to gel up a marqulaa'a dr*<*  
of th*  Louie Belie period. With a grand
mother', trunk, a quantity of old laoa, jewels ad 
libitum, and a amall face, graceful brad, with 
an artistic colorlat. a woman who ba*  never 
pored for a beauty will tall lo love with lb*  
first glimpse she gets of herself lo the mirror.

Mr*.  Martin ba*  limited her guests onlr to 
certain period*  of time, and left them all tbe 
countries of th*  world to choose from. The 
court dress ot Russia. Austria. Oermany. Tur
key. 8pain, Italy, and other Eorooeao and 
Astatic countries differs widely from those of 
Franc*and  England, and Ilia eighteenth century 
clause brings In colonial day*  on our own con
tinent. *o  th*  costume*  can be utilised which 
have been banded down from ISO lo 200 rears 
ago. Noted historical and dramallu personages 
of course will be admitted, and there will be 
many prominent character, of history and ro
mance represented. It will be In point of fact a 
historical ball In mor*  *en*e*  than ona and 
every guest ought lo aoaums the name of aotn*  
prominent person of th*  are ba selects, and 
be known by II throughout the evenlog.

To facilitate matter*  for roung men who 
shrink from lb*  espeore of a new costume it ts 
said that Mr. Edouard da Iteaike haa very kind
ly offered to order soy costume that Le haa been 
eoen In on th*  stage at a pries very mucn mure 
rea.nnabl*  than It could be had for elsewhere.

Thu*  overruling seems to smile uwu thl*  
novel entertainment whlcn lhe kind l.eeri*  of 
Mr. and Mra Bradley Martin ar*  to provide fur 
their old friend*  and compatriots on this aide of 
lb*  water. It will probably ring down the cur
tain upon all great funet one In private hou***.  
and although threw weeks wilt still Intervene 
before Ash Wednesday, they will be given op to 
enbacrlpllon affairs and to nreparatlnn*  for lb*  
annual Enrotwan oiodua. Mr*.  A*tor  alaare 
starts on her spring trip in February. Mr.ar.d 
Mr*.O.  H. P. Belmont have their pereagea taken 
for the 10th of February, although liter tn»r 
poeelbly defer their departure another week. 
Blr Hoderlck Cameron and hie dangl.tert sail la 
iff*  Campania or. th*  30lh. and Mr. and Mr*.  
Preecoti irewrenoe went a week ago.

It hardly look*  aa If there would be any de
crease In th*  number of traneatlantln travr'ieri 
this year. There le said to be a matrlmonlM 
epidemic In England, and the numl'er of wed
dings lo take place before Lent has beet, run op 
Into th*  hundred*  by society )nninall»t« If 
thio le eo. the contegion cennlnb' ha*  nd spread 
tu thia direction, aa th*  prospect for »prln*  wel
dings le Indifferent and engegemente annocr.ced 
are very far between. Th*  latest I*  that of M" 
Etale Coater, daughter of th*  late Charles R. 
Co»ter to Mr. Alfred Esmont rtchertnerhora. 
•on of the late Alfred Bchermorhorn nndiousl*  
of Mr. I. Egmont Hcbermrrhorn.

An International marriage Is anoc'inoed to

Archibald Majorlbank*.  brother of I adv Aber
deen. will be married to Mies Brown grand- 
daughter of the late Gov. Nell N Brown, 
Minister to Russia under I’reeldent B '.»< •

Bozes and tlckrta for thr annual Chard) lie.!• 
tn aid of the Ntiraery nnd Child's !’■ tw'. 
which le to take jdare on lhe Cd of l ubusrt. »'• 
selling eitreuielr well and lher,lsevr-> 
pret of a full attendance and a hand- us su® 
netted for New York's pet charity. The d" 
■ lions and arrangements are In lhe I »■ d- "t ’ 
enmp. tent rnminlltee. and lhe ball » ! I>r 
ducted with III, sains careful allelillnn t" '’• 
Comfort and enjoyment nf the tint errs as a l 
previnua occasions Hozes are f -r »i« >' hr 
Goddard. 2 Knat Thirty.fifth atreet. from I ” 

and at 19 West Ftfty-sixib street and >•> " 
Eleventh street For thia week Hie grra'f • 
lions are .Me*.  Elbridge T. Gerrv's >"•" ,l> 
morrow night, and the eccond I.all'r At- 
eetnbly al the Waldorf on Thursday even 1 s'

A dreadful rumor l.aa gained ciirrcm-) rat 
there is likely in be no opera licit winierai '*  
Metropolitan Oners House. Th, rva«oi> ,«• 
Is that th e present sea-on, though not utwo 
dlriistrous to the managers, lots not r 
them a profit commensurate wllblh, rirs 
run In engaging at high salaries tneolilt' *<  
whom lhe Sew York public ran lie li dL 
go and h>*ar.  If this be true, either these »

bo hired in their place for the b- efit of I t 
hotdera only. Let ns hope, howe'er, that ' 
rumor la without foundation, and the' nrt 

are now enjoying

Lonuon, Jan. *j:i,  - It la announced that Ilia 
Duka uf York will pays visit to Ireland soma 
time In Mar, aud tnat Prince Albert of Flandrrt. 
nephew uf king l-eopold end be-r tu the Be g a*  
throne. wlU make a letu at the Called BlMea.



Conversation Contents
RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release) (UNCLASSIFIED)

/78. RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release) (UNCLASSIFIED)/1.1 Denali TS d0828c no map
DRC.docx
/78. RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release) (UNCLASSIFIED)/2.1 Denali TS
d0828c_JER.docx

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 13:26:37 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject:
RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on
Denali Name Change (details to support press release)
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments: Denali TS d0828c no map DRC.docx

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to
support press release) **

Hi! I really like this article ... it captures the story in a poetic way that is difficult for a
shorter press release.

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet
Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is not.


The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is instead
based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." William Dickey's statement, "The



Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great) mountain" (1897:325),
is not factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina
men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska
Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't
look like outsiders (which we are).

Hope you are able to put this to rest and enjoy the weekend ... nice work!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:00 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Yost, Louis; Douglas Vandegraft; Jennifer
Runyon; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details
to support press release)

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted.

PS

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey



Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

        Friends,

        One more careful review, if you please.

        I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

        Dougs, note your quotes.

        Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;)

        Thanks,
        Jon

        This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 13:51:24 GMT0600 (MDT)

To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Subject:
Re: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on
Denali Name Change (details to support press release)
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments: Denali TS d0828c_JER.docx



And mine.  Sorry I have not compared these with Mike's or Doug's.  Hopefully we're
consistent.

Apologies too I was unavailable yesterday p.m. to join in the review session.  It's possible
some of my questions/issues were already addressed.

Sorry for file size; unable to remove graphics.

Jenny

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details
to support press release) **

Hi! I really like this article ... it captures the story in a poetic way that is difficult for a
shorter press release.

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet
Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is not.


The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is
instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." William Dickey's
statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great)
mountain" (1897:325), is not factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for
"big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by
Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska
Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't
look like outsiders (which we are).

Hope you are able to put this to rest and enjoy the weekend ... nice work!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center



US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:00 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Yost, Louis; Douglas Vandegraft; Jennifer
Runyon; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release)

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted.

PS

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

        Friends,

        One more careful review, if you please.

        I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely
on that.

        Dougs, note your quotes.

        Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;)



        Thanks,
        Jon

        This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:04:43 GMT0600 (MDT)

To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA"
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

Subject:
Re: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on
Denali Name Change (details to support press release)
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Well Jon I think that Kari should overrule wikipedia and the former director of BOEM. Part
of of our reasoning to keep "the great one" is that is what is often cited and has become
an urban myth.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details
to support press release) **

Hi! I really like this article ... it captures the story in a poetic way that is difficult for a
shorter press release.

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."



According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet
Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is not.


The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is
instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." William Dickey's
statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great)
mountain" (1897:325), is not factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for
"big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by
Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska
Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't
look like outsiders (which we are).

Hope you are able to put this to rest and enjoy the weekend ... nice work!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:00 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Yost, Louis; Douglas Vandegraft; Jennifer
Runyon; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release)

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted.

PS

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)



Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

        Friends,

        One more careful review, if you please.

        I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely
on that.

        Dougs, note your quotes.

        Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;)

        Thanks,
        Jon

        This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>



Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:18:47 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

Subject:
Re: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on
Denali Name Change (details to support press release)
(UNCLASSIFIED)

Comments to your comments  I don't think anyone would quibble about it being a massif.
The BGN recognized McKinley as official by policy by being on the Coast Survey map
(one of the three primary graphics). 

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:51 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
And mine.  Sorry I have not compared these with Mike's or Doug's.  Hopefully we're
consistent.

Apologies too I was unavailable yesterday p.m. to join in the review session.  It's
possible some of my questions/issues were already addressed.

Sorry for file size; unable to remove graphics.

Jenny

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release) **

Hi! I really like this article ... it captures the story in a poetic way that is difficult for a
shorter press release.

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook
Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is not.


The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is
instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." William Dickey's
statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great)
mountain" (1897:325), is not factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for
"big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by
Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska
Native Languages."



Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we
don't look like outsiders (which we are).

Hope you are able to put this to rest and enjoy the weekend ... nice work!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:00 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Yost, Louis; Douglas Vandegraft; Jennifer
Runyon; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release)

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted.

PS

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:



        Friends,

        One more careful review, if you please.

        I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read
closely on that.

        Dougs, note your quotes.

        Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;)

        Thanks,
        Jon

        This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 15:22:06 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Subject:
Re: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on
Denali Name Change (details to support press release)
(UNCLASSIFIED)

OK. Will relay.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov



On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 4:04 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Well Jon I think that Kari should overrule wikipedia and the former director of BOEM.
Part of of our reasoning to keep "the great one" is that is what is often cited and has
become an urban myth.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA
<Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release) **

Hi! I really like this article ... it captures the story in a poetic way that is difficult for a
shorter press release.

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook
Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is not.


The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is
instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." William Dickey's
statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great)
mountain" (1897:325), is not factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for
"big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by
Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska
Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we
don't look like outsiders (which we are).

Hope you are able to put this to rest and enjoy the weekend ... nice work!

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864



Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 3:00 PM
To: Shelton, Michael
Cc: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Yost, Louis; Douglas Vandegraft; Jennifer
Runyon; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release)

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted.

PS

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:

        Friends,

        One more careful review, if you please.

        I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read
closely on that.

        Dougs, note your quotes.

        Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;)

        Thanks,
        Jon



        This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself.

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE
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USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 – draft 
 

USGS webpage cover image – NPS photo, Denali 
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 
 
   DOI release – hyperlink when available 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 

Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link –tbd]. “The name Denali has been 

official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 

been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 

this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 

strong support of the people of Alaska. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

+++++++++ 
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.  

[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.] 

 

 
 

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 

could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 

around it.  I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one.’ 

Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; res-

ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000. 

 

+++++++++++++++ 

 

 

 

Mount McKinley, the name 

 

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 

account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24, 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 

named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi-

dency, and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder-

ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska. 

 

But the mountain had older names.  

 



 

 

A name before time 

 

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 

meaning “the tall one.” or “the great one.”  Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab-

lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De-

nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the feature, 

many of them from Native languages and from Russian.  

 

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, who when seeing 

it from Cook Inlet in 1794, referred to the "stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip-

tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 

Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878, reported "a great ice 

mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector, Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889, that it was known for years 

among prospectors as Densmores Peak.  

 

Name status at the turn of the 20th century 

 

Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897, the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to 

appear on federal maps.  

 

++++++++++++ 

 

 

The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 

Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go to the NOAA historical map website and then zoom in to 

see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parenthesis. The map does not show 

Anchorage which was not founded at the time. 

 

++++++++++ 

 

Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901, just six 

months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 

name Mount McKinley.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 

known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali for the 

mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea “for the restoration to the 

greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]” in the foreword of 

the book he wrote about the ascent.  

 

Denali goes to the U.S. Board  

 

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under state authority, made the name De-

nali official for state use in 1975. Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned 

the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic 

Names (BGN), the geographic names authority for the Nation. 
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President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con-

gress re-established the BGN in its current form. Although the Board has established several 

principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 

central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing official names for geographic fea-

tures, the Board will follow established local preferences whenever possible.   

 

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham-

mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet-

ings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 

case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a deci-

sion of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people and 

receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by the 

public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it was 

agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the Depart-

ment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

An impasse with Congress, opposing names, and the Board    

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 

legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley. 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 

that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 

legislation, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 

this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega-

tion (1977-2015) had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the McKin-

ley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 

“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 

that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted,” said Doug Caldwell, Chair, U.S. Board 

on Geographic Names.  

 

Meanwhile, Alaskans continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in sup-

port of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board on 

Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress offered bills in 

support of the name through these years; the most recent was entered by Senator Murkowski in 

January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local govern-

ment that encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support “federal designation for the 

tallest North American peak as Denali.” 

 

++++++++ 



DENALI BOROUGH, ALASKA 
RESOLUTION NO. 15-09

A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING FEDERAL DESIGNATION FOR THE 
TALLEST NORTHERN AMERICAN PEAK AS DENALI

WHEREAS, the Denali Borough Assembly is the governing body of the Denali Borough, Alaska, and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park is located within the Denali Borough; and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park attracts over 400,000 visitors a year; and,

WHEREAS, visitors are immersed in both the natural and cultural history of the Park; and,

WHEREAS, Mount McKinley, located in Denali National Park, is the federal designation for the mountain, named 
after then governor of Ohio, William McKinley; and,

WHEREAS, the historic Athabaskan name is “Denali," meaning “the Great One" or “the High One"; and,

WHEREAS, the Alaska Geographic Names Board took action in 1975 to support a name change from Mount 
McKinley to Denali; and,

WHEREAS, in 1993 the Alaska Historical Commission was designated by statute to be the geographic names 
board for the State of Alaska; and

WHEREAS, the Alaska Historical Commission has steadfastly supported the name Denali, reaffirming their 
approval of the name change in 2001 and again in 2009.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Denali Borough Assembly, by this resolution, hereby supports Denali as 
the designated name of North America’s tallest peak.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that while the Denali Borough Assembly supports Senate Bill 319, “A bill to designate 
a mountain in the State of Alaska as Mount Denali”, the Assembly suggests an amendment to Senate Bill 319 to 
designate the name simply as Denali, and encourages the United States Congress to approve this legislation.

PASSED and APPROVED by the DENALI BOROUGH ASSEMBLY this 12th day of AUGUST. 2015.

ATTEST:
Gail Pieknik, Borough Clerk

AYES: SHREEVE, BOELSMA, ZIMMERMAN. DEBLAUW, BURROWS, EVANS, ZAPPONE and CHATFIELD 
NOES: TATUM

Denali Borough Assembly Resolution 15-09
Page 1 of 1

+++++++++++
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Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 

 

 

 



^USGS
science for a changing world

USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 - draft
USGS webpage cover image - NPS photo, Denali

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak

Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy

DOI release - hyperlink when available

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United
States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially desianajt-]_ commented [jeri]: Putword designated’ on one line Ditto

ed by the name Denali in all federal records. other words throushout ±e document

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 
Jewrell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link-tbd]. “The name Denali has been 
official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 
been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 
this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 
strong support of the people of Alaska/ I

Secretary Jew'ell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 
her authority wider the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 
names through the U.S. Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi| 
dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor
age.

I I I I I I I I I

U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.
[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.]

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 
could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 
around it. I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one.’
Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; |res- commented [JER2]: Put word resident’ on one line 

ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000.

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

Mount McKinley, the name

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 
account of his adventures in Alaska in-for the January 24. 1897 edition of New York Sun. Formatted: Font: italic 

He named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the pres
idency. and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderfill wilder
ness.” McKinley championed the |gold standard], a cause which Dickey supported. This article commented [jer3]: typically capitalized?

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska.

But the mountain had older names.



A name before time

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 
meaning “the tall one" or “the great one.” Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab
lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De
nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the fea
ture-mountain. many of them from Native languages and from Russian.

The first written record of the Denali [massif} is by Captain George Vancouver. wTho when seeing 
it from Cook Inlet in 1794. referred to the ["(stupendous snow- mountains." The Russians descrip- 
tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, |"|big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 
Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878. reported |"|a great ice 
mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector. Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti
cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889. that it wTas known for years 
among prospectors as Densmores Peak.

Commented [JER4]: Is it a massif? Will the geologists quibble?

Commented [JER5]: Different font for the quotes here

Commented [JER6]: And here

Commented [JER7]: ditto

Name status at the turn of the 20th century 

[Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897, the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to
appear on federal maps. I Commented [JER8]: not true; it’s never been a BGN decision

I I I I I I I I I I I I

The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 
Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go tovisit the NOAA historical map website and then zoom 
in to see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parentheseis. The map does not 
show Anchorage which had not yet beenw&s not founded at the time.

++++++++++
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Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901. just six 
months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 
name Mount McKinley.

The (summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913|. by Hudson Stuck. Walter Har- 
per. Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 
known asnamed Denali National Park). Each of these first oacendersindividuals favored the 
name Denali for the mountain. Stuck. Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea ‘Tor the 
restoration to the greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]" 
in the foreword of the book he wrote about the ascent.

Commented [JER9]: will the Alaska Natives dispute this?

Denali goes to the U.S. Board on Geographic Names

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under Sstate authority, made the name 
Denali official for Sstate use in 1975. Soon afterward. Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond [peti- 
tioned| the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Ge- 
ographic Names (BGN). the geographic names authority for the Nation.

Commented [JER1O]: I thought we agreed to avoid the use of 
‘petitioned’?

President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con
gress re-established the BGN in its cunent form. Although the Beard|BGN|has established sev- 
eral principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 
central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing official names for geographic fea
tures. the Board will follow established local preferences whenever possible.

Commented [JER11]: And elsewhere Or Board, or U S
Board, just be consistent

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham
mond’s request, in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet
ings in April and May 1975. the BGN discussed the State (resolution and then voted to defer the 
case for at least six months. The board members felt that the (resolution, involved making a deci- 
sion of national importance, and as suck time was needed to inform the American people and 
receive reaction to the proposal. Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal] by the 
public and elected officials, the BGN ^riH-took no further action until its July 1977 meeting.

Commented [JER12]: I think this is the first time a State 
♦Resolution*  is mentioned Above, it’s just a petition (proposal? 
request?)

Commented [JER13]: ditto

Commented [JER14]: so now it’s a proposal

when it was agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at 
the Department of the Interior in Washington. D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage.
Alaska.

An impasse with C ongress, opposing names, and the Board

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 
December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in
troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin
ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet
ing — and for many years afterward., as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 
legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley.

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 
that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 
legislation, a policy kne^endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 
this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega
tion (1977-2015) has had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the 
McKinley Denali (controversy! by the BGN.____________ ___________________________ Commented [JER15]: strong word Perhaps just ‘issue’?



“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 
that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted.” said Doug Caldwell, Chair. U.S. Board 
on Geographic Names.

Meanwhile, Alaskans have continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in 
support of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board 
on Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress [offered [bills ill 
support of the name through these years: the most recent was entered by Senator Lisa Murkow- | 
ski in January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local 
government whose jurisdiction tha^encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support | 
“federal designation for the tallest North American peak as Denali.”

Commented [JER16]: offered? Maybe ‘introduced’
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+++++++++++ 

 

  



 

 

Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska, and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 

 

 

 



Conversation Contents
Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)

/79. Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)/1.1 Denali TS d0828c no map.docx
/79. Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)/2.1 Denali TS d0828c no map (MMS Edits).docx
/79. Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)/4.1 Denali TS d0828c no map.docx

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 13:00:05 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change
(details to support press release)

Attachments: Denali TS d0828c no map.docx

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.



I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 13:14:34 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

Attachments: Denali TS d0828c no map (MMS Edits).docx

Okay, here are my latest suggested edits.

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on
     Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor / Office 88
Washington, DC  20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen’l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you."
                                                                                Voltaire, 1762

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  



Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 13:55:37 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

My reply to the group, with comments, was undeliverable to Doug C. and Tony due to file
size (again, unable to remove embedded graphics).  But I suppose it's most critical that
Jon get it.



Jenny

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:00:45 GMT0600 (MDT)

Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Maria McCormick



To: <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>

Subject:
Fwd: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

Attachments: Denali TS d0828c no map.docx

So you wanna take bets as to how many emails hit the BGNEXEC and GNIS boxes
between 6 pm ET Sunday and whenever Margaret gets to the office on Monday?  To say
nothing of how many phone messages Lou has Monday morning.  I guess if the answer is
zero we'll finally know for sure how relevant the BGN is, or isn't.

Crazy idea, but if you want me to update the record Sunday night and add the URL to the
Top Story in the History field, I can do that.  Otherwise, Monday it is. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>,
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>,
Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.



I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>

From: "McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:10:24 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

You can get all of the changes ready and hit commit once the announcement is made.
Or wait until Monday to commit it.

I guess we'll see how many emails, especially from Ohioans, we get. 

The other thing of note is that USTopo made some maps in Denali NP. I don't know if
they will want to remake them; it's their call. 

This might be the first time we've used a url in the history field. To be honest, I'd leave
it out and just paraphrase what happened. The url will be on the webpage itself.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:00 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So you wanna take bets as to how many emails hit the BGNEXEC and GNIS boxes
between 6 pm ET Sunday and whenever Margaret gets to the office on Monday?  To
say nothing of how many phone messages Lou has Monday morning.  I guess if the
answer is zero we'll finally know for sure how relevant the BGN is, or isn't.

Crazy idea, but if you want me to update the record Sunday night and add the URL to
the Top Story in the History field, I can do that.  Otherwise, Monday it is. 

 Forwarded message 



From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>,
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Gilbert,
Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 



"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:29:23 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

If the BGN hasn't been told that there will be an announcement, why in the world would
we be looking for DOI press release on a Sunday evening? We are supposed to be acting
country dumb on this change. The Top Story is going up Sunday night because the
communications folks are privy to all kinds of information that us mere mortals aren't. To
change it before Monday morning makes us look complicit with this action, which we
aren't. 

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 4:00 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So you wanna take bets as to how many emails hit the BGNEXEC and GNIS boxes
between 6 pm ET Sunday and whenever Margaret gets to the office on Monday?  To
say nothing of how many phone messages Lou has Monday morning.  I guess if the
answer is zero we'll finally know for sure how relevant the BGN is, or isn't.

Crazy idea, but if you want me to update the record Sunday night and add the URL to
the Top Story in the History field, I can do that.  Otherwise, Monday it is.  

 Forwarded message 
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to support
press release)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>,
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Gilbert,
Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 14:30:49 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

We're using a url in the history field???

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 4:10 PM, McCormick, Maria <mlmccormick@usgs.gov> wrote:
You can get all of the changes ready and hit commit once the announcement is
made. Or wait until Monday to commit it.

I guess we'll see how many emails, especially from Ohioans, we get. 

The other thing of note is that USTopo made some maps in Denali NP. I don't know if
they will want to remake them; it's their call. 



This might be the first time we've used a url in the history field. To be honest, I'd
leave it out and just paraphrase what happened. The url will be on the webpage
itself.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:00 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So you wanna take bets as to how many emails hit the BGNEXEC and GNIS boxes
between 6 pm ET Sunday and whenever Margaret gets to the office on Monday?  To
say nothing of how many phone messages Lou has Monday morning.  I guess if the
answer is zero we'll finally know for sure how relevant the BGN is, or isn't.

Crazy idea, but if you want me to update the record Sunday night and add the URL
to the Top Story in the History field, I can do that.  Otherwise, Monday it is. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to
support press release)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>,
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Gilbert,
Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.



I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely
on that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 15:17:25 GMT0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name
Change (details to support press release)

No, apparently not.  I was thinking for just 24 hours, or even less, to keep people from
hounding us (you).  But I'm letting you handle all the calls and emails.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 4:30 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
We're using a url in the history field???

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 4:10 PM, McCormick, Maria <mlmccormick@usgs.gov> wrote:
You can get all of the changes ready and hit commit once the announcement is
made. Or wait until Monday to commit it.

I guess we'll see how many emails, especially from Ohioans, we get. 

The other thing of note is that USTopo made some maps in Denali NP. I don't know
if they will want to remake them; it's their call. 

This might be the first time we've used a url in the history field. To be honest, I'd
leave it out and just paraphrase what happened. The url will be on the webpage
itself.



On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:00 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So you wanna take bets as to how many emails hit the BGNEXEC and GNIS
boxes between 6 pm ET Sunday and whenever Margaret gets to the office on
Monday?  To say nothing of how many phone messages Lou has Monday
morning.  I guess if the answer is zero we'll finally know for sure how relevant the
BGN is, or isn't.

Crazy idea, but if you want me to update the record Sunday night and add the
URL to the Top Story in the History field, I can do that.  Otherwise, Monday it is. 

 Forwarded message 
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 3:00 PM
Subject: Final review 2  USGS Top Story on Denali Name Change (details to
support press release)
To: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.
army.mil>, "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft
<douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>,
"Gilbert, Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>

Doug C. didn't get the prev. file with NOAA hist. map. Now omitted. 

PS  

Press distribution sched., as I know at moment:

Sun. pm sometime  WH Factsheet (indicates Pres's knowledge, support)
Sun. 5p ET  DOI press release
Sun. 6p ET  USGS Top Story release

Mon am  Unprecedented toponymic interest

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 2:51 PM, Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote:
Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read
closely on that.



Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media
releases from my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 



U.S. Department of the Interior 
U.S. Geological Survey 

 

 

 

 
 

 

USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 – draft 
 

USGS webpage cover image – NPS photo, Denali 
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 
 
   DOI release – hyperlink when available 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 

Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link –tbd]. “The name Denali has been 

official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 

been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 

this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 

strong support of the people of Alaska. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

+++++++++ 
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.  

[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.] 

 

 
 

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 

could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 

around it.  I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one.’ 

Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; res-

ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000. 

 

+++++++++++++++ 

 

 

 

Mount McKinley, the name 

 

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 

account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24, 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 

named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi-

dency, and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder-

ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska. 

 

But the mountain had older names.  

 



 

 

A name before time 

 

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 

meaning “the tall one” or “the great one.”  Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab-

lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De-

nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the feature, 

many of them from Native languages and from Russian.  

 

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, who when seeing 

it from Cook Inlet in 1794, referred to the "stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip-

tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 

Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878, reported "a great ice 

mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector, Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889, that it was known for years 

among prospectors as Densmores Peak.  

 

Name status at the turn of the 20th century 

 

Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897, the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to 

appear on federal maps.  

 

++++++++++++ 

 

 

The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 

Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go to the NOAA historical map website and then zoom in to 

see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parenthesis. The map does not show 

Anchorage which was not founded at the time. 

 

++++++++++ 

 

Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901, just six 

months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 

name Mount McKinley.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 

known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali for the 

mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea “for the restoration to the 

greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]” in the foreword of 

the book he wrote about the ascent.  

 

Denali goes to the U.S. Board  

 

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under state authority, made the name De-

nali official for state use in 1975. Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned 

the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic 

Names (BGN), the geographic names authority for the Nation. 
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President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con-

gress re-established the BGN in its current form. Although the Board has established several 

principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 

central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing official names for geographic fea-

tures, the Board will follow established local preferences whenever possible.   

 

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham-

mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet-

ings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 

case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a deci-

sion of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people and 

receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by the 

public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it was 

agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the Depart-

ment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

An impasse with Congress, opposing names, and the Board    

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 

legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley. 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 

that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 

legislation, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 

this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega-

tion (1977-2015) had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the McKin-

ley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 

“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 

that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted,” said Doug Caldwell, Chair, U.S. Board 

on Geographic Names.  

 

Meanwhile, Alaskans continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in sup-

port of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board on 

Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress offered bills in 

support of the name through these years; the most recent was entered by Senator Murkowski in 

January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local govern-

ment that encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support “federal designation for the 

tallest North American peak as Denali.” 

 

++++++++ 



DENALI BOROUGH, ALASKA 
RESOLUTION NO. 15-09

A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING FEDERAL DESIGNATION FOR THE 
TALLEST NORTHERN AMERICAN PEAK AS DENALI

WHEREAS, the Denali Borough Assembly is the governing body of the Denali Borough, Alaska, and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park is located within the Denali Borough; and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park attracts over 400,000 visitors a year; and,

WHEREAS, visitors are immersed in both the natural and cultural history of the Park; and,

WHEREAS, Mount McKinley, located in Denali National Park, is the federal designation for the mountain, named 
after then governor of Ohio, William McKinley; and,

WHEREAS, the historic Athabaskan name is “Denali," meaning “the Great One" or “the High One"; and,

WHEREAS, the Alaska Geographic Names Board took action in 1975 to support a name change from Mount 
McKinley to Denali; and,

WHEREAS, in 1993 the Alaska Historical Commission was designated by statute to be the geographic names 
board for the State of Alaska; and

WHEREAS, the Alaska Historical Commission has steadfastly supported the name Denali, reaffirming their 
approval of the name change in 2001 and again in 2009.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Denali Borough Assembly, by this resolution, hereby supports Denali as 
the designated name of North America’s tallest peak.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that while the Denali Borough Assembly supports Senate Bill 319, “A bill to designate 
a mountain in the State of Alaska as Mount Denali”, the Assembly suggests an amendment to Senate Bill 319 to 
designate the name simply as Denali, and encourages the United States Congress to approve this legislation.

PASSED and APPROVED by the DENALI BOROUGH ASSEMBLY this 12th day of AUGUST. 2015.

ATTEST:
Gail Pieknik, Borough Clerk

AYES: SHREEVE, BOELSMA, ZIMMERMAN. DEBLAUW, BURROWS, EVANS, ZAPPONE and CHATFIELD 
NOES: TATUM

Denali Borough Assembly Resolution 15-09
Page 1 of 1
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Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 

 

 

 



U.S. Department of the Interior 
U.S. Geological Survey 

 

 

 

 
 

 

USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 – draft 
 

USGS webpage cover image – NPS photo, Denali 
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 
 
   DOI release – hyperlink when available 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 

Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link –tbd]. “The name Denali has been 

official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 

been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 

this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 

strong support of the people of Alaska. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

+++++++++ 
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.  

[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.] 

 

 
 

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 

could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 

around it.  I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one.’ 

Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; res-

ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000. 

 

+++++++++++++++ 

 

 

 

Mount McKinley, the name 

 

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 

account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24, 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 

named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi-

dency, and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder-

ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska. 

 

But the mountain had older names.  

 



 

 

A name before time 

 

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 

meaning “the tall one” or “the great one.”  Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab-

lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De-

nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the feature, 

many of them from Native languages and from Russian.  

 

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, who when seeing 

it from Cook Inlet in 1794, referred to the "stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip-

tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 

Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878, reported "a great ice 

mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector, Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889, that it was known for years 

among prospectors as Densmores Peak.  

 

Name status at the turn of the 20th century 

 

Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897, the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to 

appear on federal maps.  

 

++++++++++++ 

 

 

The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 

Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go to the NOAA historical map website and then zoom in to 

see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parenthesis. The map does not show 

Anchorage which was not founded at the time. 

 

++++++++++ 

 

Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901, just six 

months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 

name Mount McKinley.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 

known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali for the 

mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea “for the restoration to the 

greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]” in the foreword of 

the book he wrote about the ascent.  

 

Denali goes to the U.S. Board  

 

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under state authority, made the name De-

nali official for state use in 1975. Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned 

the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic 

Names (BGN), the geographic names authority for the Nation. 
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President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con-

gress re-established the BGN in its current form. Although the Board BGN has established sev-

eral principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 

central guiding principle of the Board BGN is that, in standardizing official names for geograph-

ic features, the Board BGN will follow established local preferences whenever possible.   

 

The U.S. BoardBGN, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on 

Hammond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly 

meetings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer 

the case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a 

decision of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people 

and receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by 

the public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it 

was agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the De-

partment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

An impasse with Congress, opposing names, and the Board    

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 

legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley. 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 

that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 

legislation, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 

this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega-

tion (1977-2015) had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the McKin-

ley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 

“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 

that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted,” said Doug Caldwell, Chair, U.S. Board 

on Geographic Names.  

 

Meanwhile, Alaskans continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in sup-

port of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board on 

Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress offered bills in 

support of the name through these years; the most recent was entered by Senator Murkowski in 

January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local govern-

ment that encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support “federal designation for the 

tallest North American peak as Denali.” 

 

++++++++ 



DENALI BOROUGH, ALASKA 
RESOLUTION NO. 15-09

A RESOLUTION SUPPORTING FEDERAL DESIGNATION FOR THE 
TALLEST NORTHERN AMERICAN PEAK AS DENALI

WHEREAS, the Denali Borough Assembly is the governing body of the Denali Borough, Alaska, and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park is located within the Denali Borough; and,

WHEREAS, Denali National Park attracts over 400,000 visitors a year; and,

WHEREAS, visitors are immersed in both the natural and cultural history of the Park; and,

WHEREAS, Mount McKinley, located in Denali National Park, is the federal designation for the mountain, named 
after then governor of Ohio, William McKinley; and,

WHEREAS, the historic Athabaskan name is “Denali," meaning “the Great One" or “the High One"; and,

WHEREAS, the Alaska Geographic Names Board took action in 1975 to support a name change from Mount 
McKinley to Denali; and,

WHEREAS, in 1993 the Alaska Historical Commission was designated by statute to be the geographic names 
board for the State of Alaska; and

WHEREAS, the Alaska Historical Commission has steadfastly supported the name Denali, reaffirming their 
approval of the name change in 2001 and again in 2009.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Denali Borough Assembly, by this resolution, hereby supports Denali as 
the designated name of North America’s tallest peak.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that while the Denali Borough Assembly supports Senate Bill 319, “A bill to designate 
a mountain in the State of Alaska as Mount Denali”, the Assembly suggests an amendment to Senate Bill 319 to 
designate the name simply as Denali, and encourages the United States Congress to approve this legislation.

PASSED and APPROVED by the DENALI BOROUGH ASSEMBLY this 12th day of AUGUST. 2015.

ATTEST:
Gail Pieknik, Borough Clerk

AYES: SHREEVE, BOELSMA, ZIMMERMAN. DEBLAUW, BURROWS, EVANS, ZAPPONE and CHATFIELD 
NOES: TATUM

Denali Borough Assembly Resolution 15-09
Page 1 of 1
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Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board

BGN. In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the BoardBGN’s actions. 

The law explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the 

Board does not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 
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Friends,

One more careful review, if you please.

I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on that.

Dougs, note your quotes.

Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases from
my office. ;) 

Thanks,
Jon

This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 
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Friends,
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I've been more direct about Ohio actions here. But accurate, I trust. Read closely on
that.
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Mike, appreciate your diligence. But we use AP (not GPO) style for media releases
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This will be a memory soon, he kept telling himself. 
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USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 – draft 
 

USGS webpage cover image – NPS photo, Denali 
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 
 
   DOI release – hyperlink when available 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 

Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link –tbd]. “The name Denali has been 

official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 

been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 

this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 

strong support of the people of Alaska. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

+++++++++ 
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.  

[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.] 

 

 
 

I will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 

could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 

around it.  I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one.’ 

Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; res-

ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000. 

 

+++++++++++++++ 

 

 

 

Mount McKinley, the name 

 

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 

account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24, 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 

named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi-

dency, and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder-

ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 

and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska. 

 

But the mountain had older names.  

 



 

 

A name before time 

 

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 

meaning “the tall one” or “the great one.”  Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab-

lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De-

nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the feature, 

many of them from Native languages and from Russian.  

 

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, who when seeing 

it from Cook Inlet in 1794, referred to the "stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip-

tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 

Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878, reported "a great ice 

mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector, Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti-

cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889, that it was known for years 

among prospectors as Densmores Peak.  

 

Name status at the turn of the 20th century 

 

Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897, the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to 

appear on federal maps.  

 

++++++++++++ 

 

 
The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 

Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go to the NOAA historical map website and then zoom in to 

see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parenthesis. The map does not show 

Anchorage which was not founded at the time. 

 

++++++++++ 
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Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901, just six 

months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 

name Mount McKinley.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 

known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali for the 

mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea “for the restoration to the 

greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]” in the foreword of 

the book he wrote about the ascent.  

 

Denali goes to the U.S. Board  

 

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under state authority, made the name De-

nali official for state use in 1975. Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned 

the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic 

Names (BGN), the geographic names authority for the Nation. 

 

President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con-

gress re-established the BGN in its current form. Although the Board has established several 

principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 

central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing official names for geographic fea-

tures, the Board will follow established local preferences whenever possible.   

 

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham-

mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet-

ings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 

case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a deci-

sion of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people and 

receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by the 

public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it was 

agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the Depart-

ment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

An impasse with Congress, opposing names, and the Board    

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 

legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley. 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 

that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 

legislation, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 

this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega-

tion (1977-2015) had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the McKin-

ley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 



 

 

“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 

that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted,” said Doug Caldwell, Chair, U.S. Board 

on Geographic Names.  

 

Meanwhile, Alaskans continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in sup-

port of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board on 

Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress offered bills in 

support of the name through these years; the most recent was entered by Senator Murkowski in 

January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local govern-

ment that encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support “federal designation for the 

tallest North American peak as Denali.” 

 

++++++++ 
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Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 

 

 

 



U.S. Department of the Interior 
U.S. Geological Survey 

 

 

 

 
 

 

USGS Top Story for Aug. 30 – draft 
 

USGS webpage cover image – NPS photo, Denali 
 

 

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak 
 
Action by the Secretary of Interior ends 40-year controversy 
 
   DOI release – hyperlink when available 

 
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United 

States and North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designat-

ed by the name Denali in all federal records.   

 

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 

Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news release [link –tbd]. “The name Denali has been 

official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has 

been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for 

this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the 

strong support of the people of Alaska. 

 

Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to make the name Denali official in accordance with 

her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic 

names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. Her action was heartily endorsed by Presi-

dent Obama who was participating in a meeting of the international Arctic Council in Anchor-

age.  

 

+++++++++ 
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Graphic. Beautiful photo of Denali, sunrise, courtesy NPS.
[Vandegraft quote as caption, a typical reaction to the majesty of the mountain.]

will never forget the first time I saw Denali. Even from Anchorage, over 100 miles away, I 
could see a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller than anything else 
around it. I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the high one. 1
Doug Vandegraft, Chair, Domestic Names Committee, U.S. Board on Geographic Names; res
ident of Anchorage, 1983-2000.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Commented [DLV1]: Suggest “I will never forget the first time I
saw Denali, which was from Anchorage, over 100 miles away I 
saw a massive mound of white on the horizon, so obviously taller 
than anything else around it I stood and marveled; it truly is ‘the 
high one ’

Mount McKinley, the name

Mount McKinley was named in 1896 by William Andrews Dickey, a prospector who wrote an 
account of his adventures in Alaska in the January 24. 1897 edition of the New York Sun. He 
named the mountain “after William McKinley of Ohio who had been nominated for the presi
dency. and that fact was the first news we received on our way out of that wonderful wilder
ness.” McKinley championed the gold standard, a cause which Dickey supported. This article 
and an accompanying sketch map made the mountain known to the world outside Alaska.

But the mountain had older names.



A name before time

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, 
meaning “the tall one" or “(the great one|.” Obviously, the first use of the name cannot be estab- 
lished; it is part of a long oral tradition that reaches far into the past. The official record for De
nali in the U.S. Board on Geographic Names database lists over 30 variant names for the feature, 
many of them from Native languages and from Russian.

. Commented [DLV2]: I thought we put this to rest The accepted 
interpretations are the tall one or the high one

The first written record of the Denali massif is by Captain George Vancouver, wlio when seeing 
it from Cook Inlet in 1794. referred to the ’’stupendous snow mountains." The Russians descrip
tively called the mountain Bolshaya (Bulshaia) Gora, "big mountain." Alfred Mayo and Arthur 
Harper, pioneer Alaska traders, after a trip up the Tanana River in 1878. reported "a great ice 
mountain to the south" but did not name it. A prospector. Frank Densmore, spoke so enthusiasti
cally after seeing the mountain from Lake Minchumina in 1889. that it wTas known for years 
among prospectors as Densmores Peak.

Name status at the turn of the 20th century

Recognized by the U.S. Board in 1897. the official name Mount McKinley immediately began to 
appear on federal maps.

i i i i i i i i i i i i

The 1898 U.S. Coast Survey map of Alaska is one of the first federal maps to display the name 
Mount McKinley. (Click the image to go to the NOAA historical map website and then zoom in to 
see the name.) The Russian variant Bulshaia is shown in parenthesis. The map does not show 
Anchorage which was not founded at the time.

++++++++++
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Although President McKinley never set foot in Alaska, his tragic assassination in 1901, just six 

months into his second term, likely contributed to a shared sense of public commemoration in the 

name Mount McKinley.  

 

The summit of the mountain was first reached on April 3, 1913, by Hudson Stuck, Walter Har-

per, Robert Tatum, and Harry Karstens (Karstens later served as superintendent of the park now 

known as Denali National Park). Each of these first ascenders favored the name Denali for the 

mountain. Stuck, Episcopal Archdeacon of the Yukon, made a plea “for the restoration to the 

greatest mountain in North America of its immemorial native name [Denali]” in the foreword of 

the book he wrote about the ascent.  

 

Denali goes to the U.S. Board  

 

The Alaska State Board on Geographic Names, acting under state authority, made the name De-

nali official for state use in 1975. Soon afterward, Alaska Governor Jay S. Hammond petitioned 

the Secretary of the Interior for federal recognition of the name by the U.S. Board on Geographic 

Names (BGN), the geographic names authority for the Nation. 

 

President Benjamin Harrison first established the BGN in 1890 by executive order. In 1947 Con-

gress re-established the BGN in its current form. Although the Board has established several 

principles and procedures to ensure that its decisions are made consistently through time, the 

central guiding principle of the Board is that, in standardizing official names for geographic fea-

tures, the Board will follow established local preferences whenever possible.   

 

The U.S. Board, in accordance with its customary practice, did not act immediately on Ham-

mond’s request in order to hear the views of many other interested parties. At its monthly meet-

ings in April and May 1975, the BGN discussed the State resolution and then voted to defer the 

case for at least six months.  The board members felt that the resolution involved making a deci-

sion of national importance, and as such, time was needed to inform the American people and 

receive reaction to the proposal.  Due to continued reaction to the name-change proposal by the 

public and elected officials, the BGN still took no action until its July 1977 meeting, when it was 

agreed that public meetings should be held. The first meeting was held in October at the Depart-

ment of the Interior in Washington, D.C.; the second in November in Anchorage, Alaska. 

 

An impasse with Congress, opposing names, and the Board    

 

The BGN then indicated that it expected to render a decision on the name change proposal at its 

December 1977 meeting. Prior to that meeting, however, the Ohio congressional delegation in-

troduced a Joint Resolution in Congress, which if passed, would “retain the name Mount McKin-

ley in perpetuity.” As a result, the BGN deferred any action on the issue at that December meet-

ing — and for many years afterward as the Ohio delegation to Congress continued to introduce 

legislation to keep the name Mount McKinley. 

 

In order to distance itself from political considerations, the BGN adopted a policy in the 1960s 

that it would not consider geographic name issues that were the subject of pending congressional 

legislation, a policy later endorsed by the Secretary of the Interior in 1981. The consequence of 

this well-intentioned policy was that the repeated introduction of legislation by the Ohio delega-

tion (1977-2015) had the effect of indefinitely deferring any further consideration of the McKin-

ley-Denali controversy by the BGN. 

 



 

 

“The 38-year impasse between the BGN and Congress was unique in BGN history, a situation 

that was never anticipated when the policy was adopted,” said Doug Caldwell, Chair, U.S. Board 

on Geographic Names.  

 

Meanwhile, Alaskans continued to show their support for the name Denali. Resolutions in sup-

port of BGN recognition of the name for federal use were adopted by the Alaska State Board on 

Geographic Names in (year, year Lou??). The Alaska delegation to Congress offered bills in 

support of the name through these years; the most recent was entered by Senator Murkowski in 

January 2015. As recently as August 12, 2015, the Denali Borough Assembly (the local govern-

ment that encompasses the mountain) adopted a resolution to support “federal designation for the 

tallest North American peak as Denali.” 
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Enter the Secretary 

 

Under the 1947 law that enables the BGN to standardize and approve geographic names, the Sec-

retary of the Interior has equal (“conjoint” is the term used in the law) authority with the Board. 

In fact, under the law, the Secretary is responsible for overseeing the Board’s actions. The law 

explicitly states that action “may be taken by the Secretary in any matter wherein the Board does 

not act within a reasonable time.”  

 

Forty years have passed since former Alaska Governor Hammond first petitioned for a name 

change in1975. In view of the expressed will of the people of Alaska and in keeping with the 

principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Secretary Jewell has now taken action to re-

name Mount McKinley as Denali under the authority granted to her office by the law. 
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And again, pls review closely with fatal flaw edits to me NLT 11:45 tomorrow.
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Looks like most of the BGN edits from today were accepted.
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Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press release announcing a 
name change for Mt McKinley to its Native name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know we've worked to 
incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free to send/share your thoughts 
before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley to 
Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaska state, 
local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official request for a name change 
pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the 
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially 
given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order to officially 
make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as Interior Secretary to make such 
name changes per the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of 
geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will 



be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” 
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of 
Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in 
further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word Denali 
is the accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place name, usually recorded 
as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the tall one.’ [JLK1]

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State of Alaska since 
1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today, had specified the name Mount 
McKinley for federal publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally 
authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national park was changed in 
1980 from McKinley National Park into the new (and larger) area named Denali National 
Park and Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American 
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this 
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park 
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and 
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of 
the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the 
Alaska Range as Mount McKinley - and the name stuck.

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the 
North American continent, had been known by another name - Denali. McKinley, our 
25th President, was tragically assassinated just six months into his second term, but he 
never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11,1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the 
Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to officially designate Mount 
McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution 
that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had not considered 
the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to 
Denali. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by 
former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and 
annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park 
and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; 
typically about half are successful.
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Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 05:57:06 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary
Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 

Bear Native Name

I don't see any fatal flaws. It looks pretty good. Thanks.

On Thu, Aug 27, 2015 at 8:43 PM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote:
And again, pls review closely with fatal flaw edits to me NLT 11:45 tomorrow.

Looks like most of the BGN edits from today were accepted.

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Kershaw, Jessica <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Thursday, August 27, 2015
Subject: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>, Jonathan Jarvis
<Jon Jarvis@nps.gov>, Suzette Kimball <suzette kimball@usgs.gov>, Michael Bean
<michael bean@ios.doi.qov>, Jennifer Gimbel Jennifer qimbel@ios.doi.qov>, Lori
Caramanian <Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.gov>, Nedra Darling



<Nedra Darlinq@ios.doi.gov>, Kevin Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, 
Lawrence Roberts <lawrence roberts@ios.doi.gov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes 
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.gov>
Cc: April Slayton <april slavton@nps.qov>. John Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, 
Bret Birdsong <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>, Maureen Foster
<maureen foster@nps.qov>, Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara 
Wainman <bwainman@usqs.gov>, Joan Moody <joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda 
Pham <miranda pham@jos.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders
<iason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>, Michael Johnson <michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, 
Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@jos.doi.gov>, 
Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>

Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press release announcing a 
name change for Mt McKinley to its Native name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know we've worked 
to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free to send/share your thoughts 
before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount McKinley to 
Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaska state, 
local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official request for a name 
change pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today 
announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount 
McKinley, will be officially given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order to officially 
make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as Interior Secretary to make 
such name changes per the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of 
geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change 
will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” 
Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State 
of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of



Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name 
in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word 
Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place name, usually 
recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the tall one.’ [JLK1]

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State of Alaska 
since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today, had specified the name 
Mount McKinley for federal publications since 1897. The mountain retained the 
federally authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national park was 
changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new (and larger) area named 
Denali National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands 
Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American 
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this 
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park 
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and 
received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President 
of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of 
the Alaska Range as Mount McKinley - and the name stuck.

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the tallest on 
the North American continent, had been known by another name - Denali. McKinley, 
our 25th President, was tragically assassinated just six months into his second term, 
but he never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of 
the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to officially designate Mount 
McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution 
that was passed by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had not 
considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from 
Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 
1975 proposal by former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and 
annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the 
park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each 
year; typically about half are successful.

II II II
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Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer 
703-648-4483 desk 
703-317-7871 mobile

"Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

From: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:00:04 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost
<lyost@usgs.gov>
Fwd: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary

Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Attachments: Dept Natural Resources Itrto Payne USGS 7.2.01 (1 ).pdf

This is an fyi to keep you informed regarding questions the group is asking about some 
wording in the press release. Bret Birdsong has resolved this question from Nikki.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>
Cc: "Kershaw, Jessica" <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, Press_Review
<press review@ios.doi.qov> Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.qov>, Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@ios.doi.qov>, Jennifer



Gimbel <iennifer qimbel@ios.doi.gov>, Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darlinq@ios.doi.qov>, Kevin 
Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@ios.doi.qov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes <ann.bledsoedownes@bia.gov>, 
April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, John Quinley <john quinley@nps.qov>, Maureen 
Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara 
Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov>, Joan Moody <joan moodv@jos.doi.qov>, Miranda 
Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>. Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris 
<sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Ted Boling <Ted.Bolinq@sol.doi.qov>

Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is correct. 
The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska Board of 
Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you scroll down a 
bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere to the 
wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the q and a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.

Thanks, 
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica" <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov> 
wrote:

Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press release 
announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native name, Denali, is 
below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know



we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free to
send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of Mount
McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official
request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary of the
Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in North
America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially given the
Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order to
officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as Interior
Secretary to make such name changes per the 1947 federal law that
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S
Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all
federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska
Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official
for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain has been
known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With our own sense of
reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition
of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The
word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan
place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State of
Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today, had
specified the name Mount McKinley for federal publications since 1897. The
mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount McKinley, even as
the name of the national park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National
Park into the new (and larger) area named Denali National Park and
Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the



people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as a
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level, the
tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another name
– Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically assassinated just six
months into his second term, but he never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the Alaska
State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had
not considered the case for changing the federally recognized geographic
name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally
resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres
that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers
attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are
successful. 

 

###

 [JLK1]In WH vetting.

 
Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOIPressSec
202-208-6416

<083015 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

 



Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor -- Land Resources 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax) 
Bret.Birdsong@sol.doi.gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 08:15:52 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary
Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 

Bear Native Name

Ha! I'm impressed by Mr. Birdsong.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:00 AM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote: 
This is an fyi to keep you informed regarding questions the group is asking about some 
wording in the press release. Bret Birdsong has resolved this question from Nikki.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North 
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>
Cc: "Kershaw, Jessica" cjessica kershaw@jos.doi.qov>, Press_Review
<press review@jos.doi.gov>, Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.gov>, Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@ios.doi.qov>, Jennifer
Gimbel <jennifer qimbel@ios doi.gov>, Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darlinq@ios.doi.qov>, Kevin 
Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.qov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@Jos.doi.qov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.qov> April Slayton <april slavton@nps.qov>, John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov>, Joan Moody



<joan moodv@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason 
Waanders <jason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>, Michael Johnson
<michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Ted 
Boling <Ted.Boling@sol.doi.gov>

Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is 
correct. The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska 
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you 
scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere to 
the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the g and a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.

Thanks, 
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica" <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.gov> 
wrote:

Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press release 
announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native name, Denali, is 
below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know 
we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free 
to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you, 
Jessica



Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an
official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary
of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in
North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially given
the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order
to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as
Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the 1947 federal law
that provides for the standardization of geographic names through the
U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in
all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali
been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain
has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With our own
sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further
recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient
Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the
tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State
of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today,
had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal publications since
1897. The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount
McKinley, even as the name of the national park was changed in 1980
from McKinley National Park into the new (and larger) area named Denali
National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as



a candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level,
the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another
name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set foot
in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the Alaska
State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
had not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s
action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor
Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres
that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers
attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are
successful. 

 

###

 [JLK1]In WH vetting.

 
Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOIPressSec
202-208-6416

<083015 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

 
Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor  Land Resources



U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW 
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax)
Bret.Birdsonq@sol.doi.gov

"Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

From: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 09:02:27 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To: Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jon Campbell
<joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Fwd: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary

Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 
Bear Native Name

Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5tpb.docx

This version needs your review. Beaudreau (former BOEM director) deleted reference to 
BGN. I think we will need to push back on it.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Beaudreau, Tommy <tommy beaudreau@ios.doi.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:47 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North 
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: "Birdsong, Bret" <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>
Cc: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>, Jonathan 
Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.qov>, Suzette Kimball <suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael 
Bean <michael bean@ios.doi.gov>, Jennifer Gimbel <jennifer qimbel@ios.doi.gov>, Lori 
Caramanian <Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling
<Nedra Darling@ios.doi.gov>, Kevin Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, Lawrence 
Roberts <lawrence roberts@ios.doi.qov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.qov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.qov>, John Quinley 
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>. Barbara Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov> Joan Moody 
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason 
Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>. Michael Johnson



<michael iohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Walters
<sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Ted Boling
<Ted.Boling@sol.doi.gov>

Attached are my redlined, suggested edits to the release, which also reflect my attempt to 
address the guestions raised below.

Best,

TPB

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM, Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov> wrote: 
Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is 
correct. The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska 
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you 
scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere to 
the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the g and a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.

Thanks, 
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica" <jessica kershaw@jos.doi.gov> 
wrote:

Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press release 
announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native name, Denali, is 
below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know



we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free
to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support from
Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an
official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary
of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain in
North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially given
the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order
to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as
Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the 1947 federal law
that provides for the standardization of geographic names through the
U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in
all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali
been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the mountain
has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With our own
sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further
recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory.
The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient
Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the
tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State
of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today,
had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal publications since
1897. The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount
McKinley, even as the name of the national park was changed in 1980
from McKinley National Park into the new (and larger) area named Denali
National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic



American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to the
people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated as
a candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the
prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea level,
the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by another
name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set foot
in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the
Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to
officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This proposal,
never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the Alaska
State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
had not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s
action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor
Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in
1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million acres
that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 mountaineers
attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are
successful. 

 

###

 [JLK1]In WH vetting.

 
Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOIPressSec
202-208-6416

<083015 Denali Name Change v5.docx>



Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor -- Land Resources 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax) 
Bret.Birdsonq@sol.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 10:00:23 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary
Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 

Bear Native Name
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v4 + bcb+bgn.docx

I folded on the one paragraph we discusedd. Boudreau is right. WThe offical use of name 
by AK is mentioned in Sally's first quote.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 11:02 AM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov> wrote:
This version needs your review. Beaudreau (former BOEM director) deleted reference 
to BGN. I think we will need to push back on it.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Beaudreau, Tommy <tommy beaudreau@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:47 AM



Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North 
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: "Birdsong, Bret" <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>
Cc: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@jos.doi.gov>, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@jos.doi.qov>, Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.gov>, Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@jos.doi.qov>, Jennifer 
Gimbel Jennifer qimbel@ios.doi.qov>, Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darlinq@ios.doi.qov>, Kevin 
Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.qov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@Jos.doi.gov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.qov> April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, John Quinley 
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.gov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov>, Joan Moody 
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason 
Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Ted 
Boling <Ted.Bolinq@sol.doi.qov>

Attached are my redlined, suggested edits to the release, which also reflect my attempt 
to address the questions raised below.

Best,

TPB

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM, Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.gov> wrote: 
Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is 
correct. The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska 
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you 
scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere 
to the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the q and 
a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.



Thanks,
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov> wrote:

Team  

Please consider this closed hold of course  but the below press
release announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native
name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know
we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free
to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support
from Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of
an official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be
officially given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial
Order to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the
authority as Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the
1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name
change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali
been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the
mountain has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With
our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old



name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient
Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the
tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the
State of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names,
until today, had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally
authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national
park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new
(and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to
the people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B.
Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated
as a candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support,
the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea
level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by
another name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set
foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic
Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed
by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
had not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s
action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million
acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200
mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically



about half are successful.
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[JLK1]ln WH vetting.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

<08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor -- Land Resources 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax) 
Bret.Birdsonq@sol.doi.gov

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Use this version - BGN2

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 10:02:47 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Wade, Anne-Berry" <abwade@usgs.gov>

Re2: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary
Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 

Bear Native Name
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5tpb-bgn2.docx



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 11:02 AM, Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usgs.gov> wrote:
This version needs your review. Beaudreau (former BOEM director) deleted reference 
to BGN. I think we will need to push back on it.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Beaudreau, Tommy <tommy beaudreau@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:47 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: "Birdsong, Bret" <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>
Cc: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov>, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>,
Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.qov>, Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@ios.doi.qov>, Jennifer
Gimbel Jennifer qimbel@ios.doi.qov>, Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.gov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darling@ios.doi.gov>, Kevin
Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@Jos.doi.gov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.qov> April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, John Quinley
<john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Anne-Berry
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov>, Joan Moody
<joan moodv@ios.doi.qov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.qov>, Jason
Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.gov>, Michael Johnson
<michael johnson@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Ted 
Boling <Ted.Bolinq@sol.doi.qov>

Attached are my redlined, suggested edits to the release, which also reflect my attempt 
to address the questions raised below.

Best,

TPB

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM, Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.gov> wrote: 
Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is



correct.  The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you
scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.gov> wrote:
Plus Ted and minus some. 

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson  are you guys comfortable with saying "we are
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere
to the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the q and
a). 

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans. 

Thanks,
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov> wrote:

Team  

Please consider this closed hold of course  but the below press
release announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native
name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know
we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free
to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support



from Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of
an official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be
officially given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial
Order to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the
authority as Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the
1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name
change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali
been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the
mountain has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With
our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old
name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient
Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the
tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the
State of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names,
until today, had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally
authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national
park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new
(and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to
the people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B.
Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated
as a candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support,
the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea
level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by
another name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set



foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested 
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This 
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed 
by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, 
had not considered the case for changing the federally recognized 
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s 
action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former 
Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established 
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million 
acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200 
mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically 
about half are successful.
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[JLK1]ln WH vetting.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

<08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor -- Land Resources 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax)
Bret.Birdsonq@soLdoi.gov



"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

fyi as we discussed. Added a couple edits on my own, too.

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 10:30:30 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>

Fwd: Re2: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday:
Subject: Secretary Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak 

Will Now Bear Native Name
Attachments: 08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5tpb-bgn2.docx

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 12:13 PM
Subject: Fwd: Re2: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: Jessica Kershaw <jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>

Hi Jess,
Im only sending to you to minimize further editing.

This attached version reflects the review and preferences from the Board.

Note the comments from [CJC4], aka Jon Campbell. He is on my staff but is also a 
BGNmember and one of their primary writers.

Here to help fact check the final version as this moves forward.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Beaudreau, Tommy <tommy beaudreau@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:47 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces North
America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: "Birdsong, Bret" <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov>
Cc: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>,



Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.gov>, Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@jos.doi.qov>, Jennifer 
Gimbel <jennifer qimbel@ios doi.gov>, Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darlinq@ios.doi.qov>, Kevin
Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@Jos.doi.qov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.qov>, April Slayton <april slavton@nps.qov>, John Quinley
<john quinlev@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureen foster@nps.qov>, Anne-Berry 
Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>, Barbara Wainman <bwainman@usqs.qov>, Joan Moody
<joan moody@ios.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham <miranda pham@ios.doi.gov>, Jason
Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>, Michael Johnson
<michaeljohnson@ios.doi.gov>, Karen Hyun <karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.qov>, Sarah Harris <sarah.harris@bia.qov>, Ted 
Boling <Ted.Bolinq@sol.doi.qov>

Attached are my redlined, suggested edits to the release, which also reflect my attempt 
to address the questions raised below.

Best,

TPB

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM, Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov> wrote: 
Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is 
correct. The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska 
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if you 
scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State of 
Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to adhere 
to the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in the q and 
a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.

Thanks, 
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica"



<jessica_kershaw@ios.doi.gov> wrote:

Team  

Please consider this closed hold of course  but the below press
release announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native
name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please know
we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please feel free
to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you,
Jessica

Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support
from Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution of
an official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest
mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be
officially given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial
Order to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the
authority as Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the
1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name
change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali
been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but the
mountain has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With
our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old
name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an ancient
Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee, meaning ‘the



tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the
State of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names,
until today, had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally
authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national
park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new
(and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic
American mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska
Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds great significance to
the people of Alaska,” said National Park Service Director Jonathan B.
Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central
Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been nominated
as a candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support,
the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as Mount
McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea
level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by
another name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically
assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set
foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic
Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali. This
proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed
by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional action,
had not considered the case for changing the federally recognized
geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s
action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former
Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established
in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to the 6 million
acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 1,200
mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically
about half are successful. 

 

###



[JLK1]ln WH vetting.

Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary 
U.S. Dept of the Interior 
@DOIPressSec 
202-208-6416

<08-30-15 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor -- Land Resources 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
1849 C Street NW
Washington, DC 20240 
202-208-4423 (main) 
202-208-6321 (direct) 
202-208-5584 (fax) 
Bret.Birdsonq@sol.doi.gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Fri Aug 28 2015 10:49:52 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Re: Re2: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary
Subject: Jewell Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now 

Bear Native Name

Thanks, looks good.

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 12:30 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs.gov> wrote: 
fyi as we discussed. Added a couple edits on my own, too.

---------- porWarded message-----------
From: Wade, Anne-Berry <abwade@usqs.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 12:13 PM



Subject: Fwd: Re2: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell 
Announces North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name 
To: Jessica Kershaw cjessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>

Hi Jess,
Im only sending to you to minimize further editing.

This attached version reflects the review and preferences from the Board.

Note the comments from [CJC4], aka Jon Campbell. He is on my staff but is also a 
BGNmember and one of their primary writers.

Here to help fact check the final version as this moves forward.

A.B. Wade
USGS Press Officer
703-648-4483 desk
703-317-7871 mobile

---------- Forwarded message-----------
From: Beaudreau, Tommy <tommy beaudreau@ios.doi.qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 10:47 AM
Subject: Re: For Fatal Flaw Review by Noon Friday: Secretary Jewell Announces 
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name
To: "Birdsong, Bret" <bret.birdsong@sol.doi.gov>
Cc: Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov>. "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov>, Press_Review <press review@ios.doi.qov>, 
Jonathan Jarvis <Jon Jarvis@nps.gov>. Suzette Kimball
<suzette kimball@usqs.qov>, Michael Bean <michael bean@ios.doi.qov>, Jennifer 
Gimbel Jennifer gimbel@ios.doi.gov>. Lori Caramanian
<Lori Caramanian@ios.doi.qov>, Nedra Darling <Nedra Darling@ios.doi.qov>, 
Kevin Washburn <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>, Lawrence Roberts
<lawrence roberts@ios.doi.qov>, Ann Bledsoe Downes 
<ann.bledsoedownes@bia.gov>, April Slayton <april slayton@nps.gov>, John 
Quinley <john quinley@nps.gov>, Maureen Foster <maureenfoster@nps.gov>, 
Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.qov>, Barbara Wainman
<bwainman@usgs.gov>, Joan Moody <joan moody@jos.doi.gov>, Miranda Pham 
<miranda pham@jos.doi.qov>, Jason Waanders <iason.waanders@sol.doi.qov>, 
Michael Johnson <michael iohnson@ios.doi.qov>, Karen Hyun
<karen hyun@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah Walters <sarah walters@ios.doi.gov>, Sarah 
Harris <sarah.harris@bia.gov>, Ted Boling <Ted.Boling@sol.doi.qov>

Attached are my redlined, suggested edits to the release, which also reflect my 
attempt to address the questions raised below.

Best,



TPB

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 9:49 AM, Birdsong, Bret <bret.birdsonq@sol.doi.qov> wrote: 
Nikki,

The statement about the State of Alaska officially using the name since 1975 is 
correct. The citation is the minutes of the August 19, 1975 meeting of the Alaska 
Board of Geographic Names, which are appended to the attached document, if 
you scroll down a bit.

Bret

On Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 8:31 AM, Nicole Buffa <nicole buffa@ios.doi.qov> wrote: 
Plus Ted and minus some.

Do we have a cite for this?: "the name Denali been official for use by the State 
of Alaska since 1975"

Sarah(s) and Michael Johnson - are you guys comfortable with saying "we are 
restoring the name"? Or should we say we are "renaming the mountain to 
adhere to the wishes of Alaskans and standards set by the BGN" (like we do in 
the q and a).

Also, just a reminder that all Alaskans want this, not just native Alaskans.

Thanks,
Nikki

On Aug 27, 2015, at 4:56 PM, "Kershaw, Jessica"
<jessica kershaw@ios.doi.qov> wrote:

Team -

Please consider this closed hold of course - but the below press 
release announcing a name change for Mt McKinley to its Native 
name, Denali, is below for your review.

We'll accept edits on this until noon tomorrow (Friday).

I know many folks have already seen this and if you have, please 
know we've worked to incorporate most of your edits. Others, please 
feel free to send/share your thoughts before noon Fri.

Thank you, 
Jessica



Secretary Jewell Announces

North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary Jewell Changes Name of
Mount McKinley to Denali 

ANCHORAGE, AK – In recognition of the continued strong support
from Alaska state, local and congressional leaders, and in resolution
of an official request for a name change pending for 40 years, U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the
highest mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount
McKinley, will be officially given the Native name of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial
Order to officially make the name Denali. Jewell is granted the
authority as Interior Secretary to make such name changes per the
1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name
change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many
Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said. “Not only has the name
Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but
the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans.
With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an
old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives.

The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan
territory. The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an
ancient Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee,
meaning ‘the tall one.’ [JLK1] 

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the
State of Alaska since 1975, the U.S. Board on Geographic Names,
until today, had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally
authorized name Mount McKinley, even as the name of the national
park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new
(and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under
the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this
iconic American mountain, the time has come to restore the
traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which holds
great significance to the people of Alaska,” said National Park
Service Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896, a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of
central Alaska and received news that William McKinley had been
nominated as a candidate for President of the United States. In a



show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the
Alaska Range as Mount McKinley – and the name stuck.
 

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20,000 feet above sea
level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known
by another name – Denali.  McKinley, our 25th President, was
tragically assassinated just six months into his second term, but he
never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11, 1975, Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested
the Secretary of the Interior to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic
Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska as Denali.
This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was
passed by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977, the Board, in deference to potential congressional
action, had not considered the case for changing the federally
recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.
Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975
proposal by former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was
established in 1917 and annually sees more than 500,000 visitors to
the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year;
typically about half are successful. 

 

###

 [JLK1]In WH vetting.

 
Jessica Kershaw
Senior Adviser & Press Secretary
U.S. Dept of the Interior
@DOIPressSec
202-208-6416

<083015 Denali Name Change v5.docx>

 
Bret Birdsong
Deputy Solicitor  Land Resources
U.S. Department of the Interior
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Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name 

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaska state, local 
and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official request for a name change pending for 
40 years. U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced that the highest mountain 
in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley, will be officially given the Native name 
of Denali.

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order to officially make the 
name Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as Interior Secretary to make such name changes per 
the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S 
Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives.” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975, but the mountain has been known as Denali to generations of Alaskans. With our own 
sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the 
traditions of Alaska Natives.

frhe mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word Denali is the 
accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee. 
meaning ‘the tall one.’ | Commented [JLK1]: in wh vetting.

While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State of Alaska since 1975, 
the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today, had specified the name Mount McKinley for 
federal publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount 
McKinley, even as the name of the national park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National



Park into the new (and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska." said National Park Service Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

hi 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States, hi a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as 
Mount McKinley - and the name stuck.

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North 
American continent, had been known by another name - Denali. McKinley, our 25th President, 
was tragically assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska 
as Denali. This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the 
Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977. the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had not considered the 
case for changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali. 
Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former Governor 
Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year: typically about half are 
successfill.



TONY KNOWLES, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF PARKS AND OUTDOOR RECREATION 

OFFICE OF HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY

550 W. 7TH AVENUE, SUITE 1310 
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501-3565 
PHONE: (907) 269-8721
FAX: (907) 269-8908

July 2, 2001

Re: 3030-1 USBGN

Roger Payne, Executive Secretary
Domestic Geographic Names
U.S. Geological Survey
523 National Center
Reston, VA 22092

Dear Roger:

The draft minutes from the June 20-22, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Historical Commission with 
actions the members took on geographic name proposals are enclosed. Also with this letter, 1 am 
forwarding the Domestic Geographic Name Reports with relevant documentation and all review 
comments received for proposals approved or denied by the commission at the meeting.

If you have any questions about the geographic name proposals or the commission’s actions on 
them, please contact me at e-mail joa@dnr.state.ak.us or phone 907-269-8714.

Sincerely,

Joan M. Antonson
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer 

enclosures: draft minutes
geographic name proposals acted upon at 6/20-22/01 AHC meeting



ALASKA HISTORICAL COMMISSION MINUTES
June 20-22,2001  

(associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history) and C (embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction), with no special criteria considerations, is of local significance, and is 
associated with Alaska’s historic preservation planning themes of commerce and economic 
development, transportation and communication, and exploration and settlement. The period of 
significance is 1925-1942, and the areas of significance are industry, architecture, community 
planning and development. Beverly Beeton seconded the motion; passed unanimously.

Point Retreat Light Station. Juneau vicinity. The Alaska Lighthouse Association, who has a 
lease to the light station from the U.S. Coast Guard, prepared the documentation. The U.S. Coast 
Guard provided review comments too late for the documentation to be revised. Jo Antonson 
explained the differences of opinion regarding boundaries, to encompass just the buildings or 
include the viewshed. Several commission members raised questions about the acreage indicated 
in the nomination not correlating with the maps. Tom Taylor asked if the acreage was computed 
from mean sea level. Beverly Beeton moved to table the Point Retreat Light Station nomination. 
Terry Hyer seconded the motion; passed unanimously.

Denali/Mt. McKinley geographic name.

Alaskans have pursued changing the name of Mt. McKinley to Denali since 1975. The U.S. 
Board of Geographic Names has not acted on the proposal to change the name because of its 
policy to taken no action when there is legislation pending in Congress, in this case to keep the 
name Mt. McKinley.

Commission members discussed possible actions they could take to continue efforts to change 
the name. They decided to re-endorse the state geographic name board’s 1976 decision to 
approve the name change. They directed staff to prepare letters for the Lt. Governor’s signature 
to Alaska’s congressional delegation and the U.S. Board on Geographic Names. The letters 
should reference the commission’s discussion, state the commission’s position that the name 
Denali is preferred, and give a brief history of the effort to change the name. Also, members 
suggested talking with representatives from the Division of Tourism and its boards about the 
issue and hearing any ideas they might suggest to show Alaskans support for the name Denali. 
Members thought the fact sheets the State of Alaska has for students, as well as the state’s web 
page, might include sections about the mountain’s name. Glenda Carino said she would pursue 
these avenues. Peter Bowers noted the “Balto connection” between Alaska and Ohio. A 
suggestion was made to have young Alaskans, particularly Athabaskan children, send letters 
about the mountain and its name and history to Ohio newspapers. Tom Taylor cited the work by 
Jim Kari. It was noted that Jim was advised of this meeting. Bob Sattler added that his

7



ALASKA'TnSTORICAL COMMISSION MINUTES 
June 20-22,2001 

organization could write to tribal entities in Ohio and bring the subject up with the federal 
government in a govemment-to-govemment conversation.

Other business.

A.C. Brown said fieldwork is underway on the Pribilof Islands mapping project. He hopes 
geographic name proposals for features on the islands will be submitted this year.

Terry Hyer said a recent National Trust for Historic Preservation publication pictured St. 
Joseph’s Church at Nome. Judy Bittner said she had forgotten to mention the Federal Highway 
Administration used a photograph of Creamer’s Dairy on its new report on the TEA-21 
enhancement program.

Peter Bowers said he is not going to seek reappointment to the commission when his term ends 
in July. He has been on two full terms, plus several years. He said that he enjoyed working with 
everyone. Lt. Governor Ulmer expressed thanks to Peter for his public service.

Tentative place, date, time of next meeting. The next Alaska Historical Commission meeting is 
tentatively scheduled for early November in Anchorage, perhaps following the Governor’s 
Conference on Cultural Tourism.

Adjournment. Lt. Governor Ulmer adjourned the meeting at 5:15 p.m., June 22, 2001.

cc: Jim Stratton, Director, Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation
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THE ALASKA STATE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD

MEETING MINUTES

August 28, 1980

The meeting of the Alaska State Geographic Board was called to order by 
Commissioner Lee McAnemey, Chairperson, at 1:30, August 28, 1980.
Board members present were: Phyllis DeMuth, State Historical Library; 
Governor William A. Egan, public member; Gerald Heywood, USFS, Juneau; 
Jeff Jeffers, Department of Education; Robert Ward, Commissioner, 
Transportation and Public Facilities, and Hilton Wolf. Staff present: 
Leanne Pilcher, Board Secretary.

U.S. DOCKET #243

Northwestern Fiord; McCarty Fiord; Harris Bay: Northwestern Glacier;
Northwesten Lagoon: Members of the State Board moved to approve listed 
features. The motion was seconded and carried.

U.S. DOCKET #244

Lu tris Pass; Jade Harbor: Same action as on U.S. DOCKET #243.

U.S. DOCKET #247

Matanuska Peak: The State Board moved to approve this proposal. The 
motion was seconded and carried.

U.S. DOCKET #252

Cheval Narrows; Derby Cove; Fox Island; Iron Door; Halibut Cove; No Name 
Island; Old Valdez; Twin Rocks; Valdez: The Board members approved this 
Docket with the exclusion of Halibut Cove, because of the duplication in 
the area.

U.S. DOCKET #253

Denali; Johnson's Slough; Kaenus; Manty Mountain; Kunayosh Creek;
Nookwastee Spire; Perue Peak: Kaenus and Nookwastee Spire were rejected 
by the State Board because they did not meet pronunciation guidelines 
set by the Board. The Board asked the Board Secretary to contact and 
clarify the background of Perue Peak and Manty Mountain. The other 
features proposed in the Docket were approved.



AGNB MINUTES 
February 22,1990

—♦The minutes of the November 2, 1989, meeting were approved.

—♦Denali/McKinley Controversy - Update
Since the last meeting, letters have been written to Donald Orth of the U.S. Board on 
Geographic Names from Commissioner David Hoffman and Governor Steve Cowper, 
urging the Board to change their internal policy which places name decisions "on hold" 
when legislation is introduced in Congress.

Senator Ted Stevens wrote Commissioner Hoffman, explaining that the problem runs 
deeper than just filibustering or federal policy. Congressman Ralph Regula from Ohio is 
the Ranking Member of the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee (House), and since the 
early 80s, he has included language in the Interior Appropriations bill forbidding the Board 
from expending any funds to rename McKinley. Whereas Alaska has added nearly $100 
million in the Interior Appropriations bill for Tongass, ANWR research, etc., Ohio has 
almost nothing in this bill, except this provision. Stevens explained that Regula has 
helped obtain funding for Tongass for several years; this is his "bargaining chip" with us. 
Unless we want to jeapardize millions of dollars of funding for the Denali name, we’re at a 
stand-off right now. Stevens feels that he'll be in a better position to push to rename 
McKinley after the status of Tongass is resolved.

—♦Policy on Suggestive or Vulgar Names
The AGNB has. received a proposal that could be considered suggestive or vulgar. It is a 
descriptive proposal, "Limberdick Lake." Staff is looking for general guidance from the 
Board. There is no federal policy on suggestive or vulgar names, only against derogatory 
or racial name proposals. Can staff dismiss the proposal, or should we follow through 
with the normal process and let the Board decide on a case-by-case basis? Board members 
discussed that there should be some screening, similar to the state license-plate policy, 
which would not allow suggestive or vulgar names. Staff will write the proposer.

-*HCR  44 - Martin Luther King Resolution
The House has proposed that the AGNB name a mountain in Alaska after Martin Luther 
King, Jr., but they did not specify a physical location. The resolution was sponsored by 
Pettyjohn and Collins. The Chairman directed George Bonnett and Tom Taylor to explore 
possible features to be named, and to get back with the Board. Board members discussed 
that the mountain should be visible from an access point, road, etc. in the Anchorage- 
Fairbanks area. There was considerable controversy in naming a man-made feature in 
Anchorage after King; local sentiments must be taken into consideration when a feature is 
chosen.

-♦The next AGNB meeting will be held Thursday, May 24,1990, in Juneau.

2



GENERAL BUSINESS

. minutes of the May 17, 1989 of the AGNB meeting were approved.

Jenali/McKinley Debate - Update/new strategies

Back in the files in 1975 or 1976 is when this first started. There was a move by the 
people in the state to change the name to Denali and the federal board held meetings 
in Anchorage and hearings in Washington D.C. The proposal was ready to be voted 
on by the federal board. Then the Ohio delegation put in a proposal in Congress to 
have the mountain named McKinley in perpetuity. And what that does the federal 
board had a policy that they cannot render a decision if there is legislation pending in 
Congress. So for the past 9 years since the federal board wanted to act on it. When 
legislation is introduced in one session of Congress the next session they have to wait 
90 days before the board can act. Every session the Ohio delegation introduces 
legislation. It works like a procedural filibuster. The federal board has never denied 
or approved the application; they have never been able to act upon it. Judy Fahys of 
the Anchorage Times called Vicki Moore about the issue a couple of times and filed 
several articles regarding it. Senator Ted Steven's office has also contacted the 
AGNB a couple of times about Denali/McKinley. If the Board on Domestic Names 
amended their procedure, they could finally act upon the Denali name change 
proposal. Vicki talked to Ernie Berringer (staff for the federal board), he stated that 
the Board is getting new appointments. One of the newly organized board's 
procedures is to review all current procedures to see if any need updating or 
amending. In February or March of 1990 the board will be doing that. Now is a good 
time to try to amend the Federal Board's procedure so that a person cannot use the 
procedure to block a proposal from ever being acted upon. The procedure was never 
intended to be used to subvert the federal naming procedures. Vicki wrote Senator 
Ted Steven's office about amending the procedure. The AGNB agreed to continue to 
pursue this option. The Western States Geographic Names Conference could be asked 
to lend their support in favor of amending the procedure. This might bring more 
pressure on the federal board to amend it. The procedure is an internal one, not 
something that was mandated by Congress.

WESTERN STATE GEOGRAPHIC NAMES CONFERENCE REPORT

The Western States Geographic Names Conference meets yearly. Members go over 
issues which are of interest to the western states. One of the topics discussed during 
the last meeting was GNIS (Geographic Name Information System) and how it 
works. The federal board would like all states to use GNIS system. There are a 
number of states who are not in GNIS. They had round table discussions of naming 
problems, offshore names, Native American names, water rights and university 
classes in name research. The state that hosts the conference has a number of tours 
that relate to geographic place names so you get the feel of how that state handles the 
3



DEPT. OF COMMUNITY &

, r_, /O' H ! \\ 'Aj i JAY S. HAMMOND, Governor

U lR3 X^.7 iJ uL'"C /

REGIONAL AFFAIRS /
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER / POUCH B-JUNE AU99801

February 19, 1^97 5

Mr. Donald Orth
U. S. Board on Geographic Names 
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. Orth:

Enclosed you will find a copy of minutes of the Alaska State 
Geographic Board’s February 7 meeting. Those items of business 
which require the attention of the U. S. Board have an asterisk 
next to them.

I would like to direct your specific attention to Don Sheldon 
Amphitheater. It is the wish of the Board that you would act 
promptly to establish this name for federal usage. Copies of 
pertinent correspondence are enclosed for your review.

Also, as you will note in the minutes, if you have available 
for purchase a guide book which defines descriptive words such 
as peak, mountain, spur, etc., the State Board would be most/ 
interested in receiving one.

Please feel free to contact me if I may be of further assistance

Sincerely,

Lee McAnerney
Chairman
State Geographic Board

LMcAclb

Enclosure



It was suggested by Dick Engen that the Secretary write to the u . S"; Board otr
Geographic Names and inquire about a publication they may have available that 

-V- will give a proper definition of peak, spur, lake, etc. , which will be of help to 
. f the State Board when deciding on properly descriptive names.

Mount Raatikainen: Vern Metcalfe moved the name, Mount Raatikainen, be
. /. approved by the Board in view of Mr. Raatikainen's efforts in the founding of 

Tjf the City of Pelican. Paul Rogers seconded the motion. MOTION CARRIED.
The proposer of the name shall be advised of the action taken.

Feature to commemorate Ernest Gruening: It is the wish of the Board that the 
family of the late Ernest Gruening be contacted again to ask if they have a parti
cular geographic feature they would liked named to commemorate Ernest Gruening. 
Clark Gruening is participating in the legislative session at the present time and 
it is suggested the chairman of the Board contact him. Paul Rogers moved this 
proposal be redeferred pending receipt of further information. Vern Metcalfe 
seconded the motion. MOTION CARRIED.

Aleutian Range-Alaska Range Boundary Definition: Paul Rogers presented a 
map to the Board which showed the boundary definition suggested on the name 
proposal. Dick Engen moved the Board adopt the definition as presented and 
have prepared a listing of features that are transferred from one range to another 
and forward this list to the National Board. Vern Metcalfe seconded the motion. 
MOTION CARRIED. -7’,^ (d(|

NEW BUSINESS:

Feature to commemorate Don Sheldon: After reviewing material sent to the 
Commissioner by the Governor and knowing of Don Sheldon's work in the field 
of aviation, Paul Rogers moved that the name, Ruth Amphitheater, be changed 
to Don Sheldon Amphitheater and notice of the Board's action be forwarded to the 
U.S. Board on Geographic Names as well as a press release prepared and 
distributed Statewide. Vern Metcalfe seconded the motion. MOTION CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY.

Senate Joint Resolution 6: It is the wish of the Board to go on record as concurring 
with SJR 6; however, would prefer to have the feature called simply "Denali." 
Dick Engen moved the State Geographic Board prepare a letter to John Sackett 
advising him of the Board's endorsement of his Resolution. It should be noted the 
Board is not voting at this time to change the name. MOTION CARRIED.



JAY S. HAMMOND, Governor

DEPT. OF COMMUNITY & REGIONAL AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER POUCH B-JUNEAU93801

August 29, 1975

Mr. Donald Orth
U.S. Board on Geographic Names
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. Orth:

Enclosed you find a copy of minutes of the Alaska 
State Geographic Board's meeting August 19.

After your review of the minutes, I'm sure you will 
take the necessary action as indicated by the Board. 
Regarding Ledyard Bay, we have written to the pro
poser of the name for additional information.

Please feel free to contact me if I may be of 
further assistance.

Sincerely,

Lu.M’6
Lee McAnerney 
Commissioner

LMcA:gw

Enclosure



Denali: Commissioner McAnerney explained Mr, Orth has written to her 
and would like a letter from Governor Hammond of his concurrence of 
the resolution he signed changing the name from Mt. McKinley to Mt. 
Denali. It was moved by Vern Metcalfe that the name change be approved 
seconded by Waino Henrickson. . MOTION CARRIED.

Heintzleman Mountain: Waino Henrickson moved that the proposed name 
for this area be approved by the excellent documentation provided by 
the proposer. Vern Metcalfe seconded. MOTION CARRIED. Proposer to 
be notified of action. ’ *

Duck Cove, Peregrine Point, Petrel Point, Sand Beach Cove: Henry Hall 
moved that action be deferred until the next meeting as Commissioner

■ ; McAnerney has not received requested information from The Aleut League 
‘•regarding this area. Seconded by Waino Henrickson.

• Yeti's Cap and The Thorn: It was suggested by the Board that no 
ag±,j.on be taken on these names until we receive more definite infor
mation from the proposer as at this time, the names do not seem 
appropriate. It was moved by Vern Metcalfe, seconded by George

„ Bonnett, 
if

Mt. Jonathon Ward: It was felt by the board that this seems an
* appropriate name by the documentation presented and Henry Hall moved
4 that we .approve the proposal. It was seconded by Waino Henrickson. 

MOTION CARRIED. Proposer shall be notified of action.
y g'i Q •

^'.Joshua Green Peak: After consideration of the documentation presented, 
...the Board felt that this was an appropriate name, it was moved by 
^.Vern Metcalfe, seconded by Henry Hall.' MOTION CARRIED. Proposer to 
f' be advised of action.

f. ^Dietrich Pass: Action deferred until the Board can write Alyeska to 
ask. how they came about this name and also it was suggested that we 

^.write to the local native association for their thoughts on the 
fepatter. Moved by Waino Henrickson, seconded by Vern Metcalfe.

IpLuLu Fairbanks: The board agreed that something should be named for 
feiher. It was suggested that we write the U.S. Board_of Geographic 
^Barnes for feature recommendations. Lee suggested something near 
Wsitka as LuLu was interested in the Pioneer Home there. Write

Mr.: Nordly, the proposer, for his suggestions. Vern Metcalfe moved 
Mjthe motion, Waino Henrickson seconded. Action deferred until we 
Ktautr^from the above persons.

||pdCKET 195

gffi&onT Sheldon Amphitheater; Salisbury Creek; West Fork Marsh Creek: 
||V«rn Metcalfe moved and asked unanimous consent that all proposals 
^fo^Alaska on_.D.Q.cke.t;,. 195 be approved; hearing no objection, it was

e p t e d. -------- ~------------
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DEPT. OF COMMUNITY & REGIONAL AFFAIRS

JAY £ HAMMOND, GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER I POUCH B —JUNEAU 99811

July 19, 1976

Mr. Donald Orth
U. S. Board on Geographic Names
National Center Stop 523
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. Orth:

Enclosed you will find a copy of the Alaska Geographic Board 
minutes of a meeting held July 12, 1976 indicating what actions 
were taken on agenda items. Also enclosed are the name pro
posal forms and supporting documents.

I assume you will take whatever action is necessary in 
approving those names adopted by the Alaska Board. I will 
forward the Board's decision on items that have been deferred 
pending comments from native corporations and others.

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely,

Enclosures

Lu,
Lee McAnerney '
Commissioner



Docket 206. Frying Pan Lake was deferred. The Board will write to the Matanuska 
Susitna Borough to solicit comments. If the Borough has no objections, the Board 
will approve the name.

Docket 207. Bob Johnson Lake deferred until comments are received from DOYON. 
Denali, no action is necessary. Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden Peaks 
deferred until comments can be received from the Matanuska-Susitnh~Boroug"hT 
East Hayes and West Hayes Creeks deferred until comments can be received from 
DOYON. Mount Lu Lu Fairbanks deferred until comments can be received from 
the Canadian boundary^uthorityT '

Docket 209. Bent Tree Lake deferred pending comments from the DOYON 
Corporation. Hub Mountain deferred pending comments from the NANA Regional 
Corporation.

Docket 210. Mt. Ernest Patty deferred pending concurrence from DOYON. 
Diomede and Inalik are approved.

Docket 211. All names previously approved by the Board. No action is necessary.

Docket 212. All items on this docket were deferred pending comments of the 
SEAlaska Regional Corporation and/or the community closest to the feature to be 
named. Mt. Shiels is deferred pending comments from the Chugach Native 
Association and the City of Cordova.

4Z/



i Docket 207
» (104 Names)

Released February 12, 1976 
r. , . For consideration at the

-tvj v-'l ~ ~1 Vc March 1 1 , 1976 Meeting

UNITED STATES 
BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Briefs on the following names have been prepared for consideration 
by the Board on Geographic Names. Any agency or person favoring or 
opposing the approval of any name or any variant of a name appearing on 
this list may submit evidence concerning it.

Unapproved variant names and spellings discovered in the research 
on a name are listed following the word "Variant." These may include 
former names or spellings, names derived by the application of policies 
other than those approved by the Board, misspellings, and names 
misapplied to the subject of the decision.

If one or more words in the proposed name are not underlined, the 
use or omission of such word or words in that name is optional.

The entries below each name indicate the submitting person, or 
agency, and the most convenient source for locating the feature. 
Accompanying each name is a notation of the reason for its submittal, 
and pertinent facts concerning it.

THE NAMES ON THIS LIST ARE NOT YET DECISIONS AND 
SHOULD NOT BE SO CONSIDERED OR USED

Dockt T



PAGE 1

ALASKA

14 Wl

7 7

lake, 8.1 km. (5 mi.) long, 35 km. (22 
mi.) W of Chandalar; named for Robert R. Johnson 
(1919-1974) 
for the 
InteriorT s 
and 9 W,

Bob Johnson Lake:

Alaska District of the Department of the 
Office of Air Service; Alaska; T 31 N, Rgs. 8 
Fairbanks Mer.; 67°30’00" N, 149°24’00" W. 

Variant: Big Lake.
BLN, Chandalar 

commemorative • 
and USGS maps

(B-5) and (C-5) 1 :63; proposed 
name; "Dictionary of Alaska Place Names" 
use the variant name; not in a USNF.

Denali: mountain, highest elevation 6,194 m. (20,320 ft.), 
in Mount McKinley National Park in the Alaska Range; 
Denali is the Tanana Indian name meaning "the big one", 
and was proposed by a Joint Resolution of the Alaska State 
Legislature on March 7, 1975; Alaska; 63°04’12" N,
151°00’20" W. Variants: Bolshaya Gora, Bulshaia Gora, 
Densmores Peak, Din-al-ee, Din-az-ee, Doleika, Doleyka, 
Mount Denali, Mount Doleika, Mount McKinley, Tennaly, 
To-lah-gah, Traleika, Traleyka.

Alaska State Legislature, Mount McKinley National Park 
1:250; name approved by Alaska State Geographic Board 
on August 19, 1975; all available sources show the
name Mount McKinley; not in a NF.

Denmark Peak: peak, elevation 2,640 m. (8,660 ft.), 20.1 km.
(12.5 mi.) SE of Mount Wickersham; Alaska; sec. 10, T 17

3 1977 E’ $eward Mer.; 61°34’35" N, 147°26’55" W.
Dennis Schmitt, Anchorage (C-3) 1:63; proposed new name; 

not in a USNF.

Delta 
'sec.

East Hayes Creek: stream, 12.1 km. (7.5 mi.) long, heads at 
Glacier at 63°42’55" N, 146°33’50” W, flows NE to 
Creek 45 km. (28 mi.) SW of Delta Junction; Alaska;

7, T 13 S, R 7 E, Fairbanks Mer.; 63°48T07" N, 
146°28’00" W. Variant: Hayes Creek.

USGS, Mt. Hayes 1:250; to establish name and 
application; USGS maps apply the name Hayes Creek to 
this stream and another one to the west, both of which 
head at Hayes Glacier; by applying the names East and 
West Hayes Creeks to the two streams, they will be



Docket 253 
(77 Names)

Released March 13, 1980
For consideration at the 
April 10, 1980 Meeting

UNITED STATES 
BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Briefs on the following names have been prepared for 
consideration by the Board on Geographic Names. Any agency or person 
favoring or opposing the approval of any name or any variant of a name 
appearing on this list may submit evidence concerning it.

Unapproved variant names and spellings discovered in the research 
on a name are listed following the word "Not.” These may include 
former names or spellings, names derived by the application of 
policies other than those approved by the Board, misspellings, and 
names misapplied to the subject of the decision.

If one or more words in the proposed name are not underlined, the 
use or omission of such word or words in that name is optional.

If a populated place is incorporated under the laws of its State, 
its legal corporate designation (city, town, borough, village), as of 
the date of the decision, is specified in parentheses. Populated 
places without such a designation are not incorporated.

The entries below each name indicate the submitting person, or 
agency, and the most convenient source for locating the feature. 
Accompanying each name is a notation of the reason for its submittal, 
and pertinent facts concerning it.

THE NAMES ON THIS LIST ARE NOT YET DECISIONS AND 
SHOULD NOT BE SO CONSIDERED OR USED
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ALASKA
DOCKET LIST SENT 
COMMENTS REC’D 

j NOTIFIED OF ACTION

Denali: mountain, highest elevation
Mount McKinley^ ..-National. Jlark^ in

6,194 m (20,320 ft.) 
the Alaska 

is the Tanana Indian name meaning 
proposed by a joint resolution 
Legislature on March 7, 1975;

Range;
one”, and wqZs
Alaska Sta 
63°04’12” '

Densmores
Doleyka, Mount

McKinley, Tennaly,

’’the big 
of the
Alaska;

151°00,20” W. Not: Bolshaya Gora, Bulshaia Gora 
Peak, Din-al-ee, Din-az-ee, Doleika, 
Denali, Mount Doleika, Mount 
To-lah-gah, Traleika, Traleyka.

Alaska State Legislature, Mount 
1:250; name approved by Alaska
on August 19, 1975; see March 13, 1980 summary report

McKinley National Park 
State

Johnsons Slough: water passage, 0.8 km (0.5 mi.) long, an 
extention of Kunayosh Creek in the mud flats at its mouth, 
extends SSE from the mouth of Kunayosh Creek to the Situk 
River 0.48 km (0.3 mi.) NE of Situk; Alaska; 59°26’45” N, 
139°33’10” W (NW end) 59°26T15” N, 139°33’00” W (SE end); 
1978 decision revised. Not: Kunayosh Creek.

USFS, Yakutat B-5, 1:63; submitted to establish
application; USGS and highway map show recommended 
name and application; Alaska Dictionary lists Johnsons 
Slough as variant for Middle Slough which is one mile 
to the E; 1959 USGS field report confirms recommended 
description; USFS requests determination if name is in 
use; in Tongass NF.

Kaenus: peak
Range, 6.4 km 
mi.) NW of Devils"" Th

1; sec J 6, T 55 S 
132°26’33” W

(A-2) 1:6 
proponen 

peak; not in

elevation 
(4 mi.

"dogtooth”;i .
Mer.; 57°08T^

James Balog 
unnamed 
ascent of
Tongass NF

, Sumdum 
feature; 

this 
map .

the Coast

word meaning 
Copper River

sed new name for an 
ty made the first 

a USNF but shown on the

Kunayosh Creek: 
c 59°33,00” N,

jggg continues as 
u Alaska; 59°26’45

stream, 14.5 km
139°28’00” W, flows SW to a point where it 
Johnsons Slough 1 km (0.6 mi.) N of Situk;

N, 139°33'10” W; 1978 description

(9 mi.) long, heads at
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of the Interior

www.doi.gov

News Release
Date: August 30, 2015

Contacts: Jessica Kershaw (Interior). Interior Press@ios.doi.gov 
AB Wade. Other? (USGS). XXX.gov 

John Quinley/Other? (NPS). XXX.gov

Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name 

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continuedlong history of strong support from 
Alaska state, localtribal and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official request for a 
name change pending for 40 years. U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced 
that the highest mountain in North America, formerly known as Mount McKinley. will be 
officially given the traditional Native name of Denali. The word Denali is the accepted English 
spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning |~‘the great one" or “the tall one/1

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order that officially changes 
the mountain’s to officially make the name to Denali. Jewell is granted the authority as Interior 
Secretary to make such name changes per the 1947 federal law that provides for the 
standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name 
change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only-has tThe name Denali has been official for use by the State of Alaska 
since 1975. but even more importantly the mountain has been known as Denali tefor generations 
of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are officially renaming the 
mountain Denali restoring an old name in further recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives 
and the strong support of the people of Alaska.

|The mountain stands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word Denali is the

Commented [TB1]: Pretty sure Denali is sometimes translated 
as "the great one". I m fine, though, just using "the tall one" if folks 
would prefer that.

accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as De&iaaloe 
meaning 'the tall one.’|_____________________________ ____________________________

[While the name Denali has been official for use by authority of the State of Alaska since 1975.
the U.S. Board on Geographic Namesr-uSince 1897 and until today, the official name of the 

Commented [JLK2]: In WH vetting.

Commented [TB3]: I moved this up to the first paragraph and 
modified a bit to avoid unnecessary and potentially disputable 
points about geography and spelling.

Commented [TB4]: This point is made above.



mountain in federal publications has been hod specified the name Mount McKinley for federal 
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount McKinley, 
even as the name of the national park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into 
the new (and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act.

“Recognizing the long history and discussion-chat*  about the name of this iconic American 
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this 
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service 
Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as 
Mount McKinley - and the name stuck.

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North 
American continent, had been known by another name - Denali. McKinley, our 25th President, 
was tragically assassinated just six months into his second term, but he never set foot in Alaska.

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska 
as Denali. This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the 
Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977. the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had not eonsideredre solved 
the eeseproposal for changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley 
to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 petitionroposal by 
former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year: typically about half are 
successfill.



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

U.S. Department 
of the Interior

www.doi.gov

News Release
Date: August 30, 2015

Contacts: Jessica Kershaw (Interior). Interior Press@ios.doi.gov 
AB Wade. Other? (USGS). XXX.gov 

John Quinley/Other? (NPS). XXX.gov

Secretary Jewell Announces
North America’s Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native Name 

Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary' Jewell Changes Name of Mount 
McKinley to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continued strong support from Alaskan state, 
congressional and local leaders, and in resolution ofes well as ■ an official request for a name 
change pending for 40 -years years * worth-of requeots-for-a name-change. U.S. Secretary of the 
Interior Sally Jewell? today announced that the highest mountain in North America, formerly 
known as fMount McKinley?^ |will be officially given the local native name of -Denali.-

president Obama endorsed-the^ame-ehange-and-direeted Jewell's decision to take the 
aehenissue a Secretarial Order to officially make the name Denali. She may do so with authority 
granted to her office under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of 
geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be 
reflected in all federal usage.
to rename Mount MeKinley as Denali under authority granted to her by Congress.|[]__________

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of -Denali- to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Not only has the name Denali been official for use by the State of Alaska since 
1975, but the mountain has been known as -Denali- to generations of Alaskans. With our own 
sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in further recognition of the 
traditions of Alaska Natives.

Commented [CJC1]: All the quote marks look too cute. Italicize 
first use of names for emphasis, quotes only for definitions, etc. 
later.

Commented [JLK2]: Comfortable with this characterization?

Commented [BCB3]: Not comfortable with this unless WH 
wants to say this. Nikk/Jesska - if you want an explanation, I can 
provide if you call.

Commented [CJC4]: Agree. BCB edit is fine.

The mountain is virtually insiKtands near the center of traditional Athabaskan territory. The 
word 2-Denalf - is the accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place-name^?^t-e^ 
from the Koyukon word usually recorded as -Deenaalee.- meaning ‘the tall one? |

•RoeoaMomg the long hiototy and debate about the nnmo of thio ieonie Amawmi momitaim the 
time hao eome to twotoee the tinditional Alaoka Native title Denali*  foi» thio landmarih whieh

Commented [BCB5]: Other Athabascan dialects have similar
names. Do we want to single out Koyukon when the name
(pronounced differently) is used by other Athabascans? According 
to the name change report from 1980, the name Denali represents 
the English language spelling that most closely represents the 
pronunciation of the word by people speaking Koyukon Athabacan.
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Until today, the mountain retained the name |; Mt. McKinley' |even though the 1980 Alaska 
National Interest Lands Conservation ActWliile the incorporated 'McKinley National Park.' into 
the new larger area named Denali National Park and Preserve. The name Denali has been official 
for use by authority of the State of AlaAlaska since 1975. Board of Geographic Names calls the

Commented [CJC6]: Mount McKinley should be spelled out
whenever possible - official BGN name, [til now]

mountain 'Denali/ while the U.S. Board on Geographic Names, until today, called it 
'McKinley.' had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal publications since 1897. The 
mountain retained the federally authorized name |Mount McKinley. |sven as the name of the 
national park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into the new (and larger) area

Commented [CJC7]: Mount McKinley should be spelled out 
whenever possible - official BGN name, [til now]

named Denali National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation 
Act.

■■Rgcoonizino the lon!> history and debate about the name of this iconic American mountain, the 
time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali' for this landmark, which 
holds great significance to the people of Alaska." said National Park Sendee Director Jonathan 
B. Jarvis.

(Secretary Jewell issued a Secretarial Order to officially make the name 'Denali.' in accordance 
with her authority under the 1947 federal law that provides for the standardization of geographi 
names through the U.S Board on Geographic Names. The name change will be reflected in all 
federal reoordsusagej _____________________

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinleyl a champion of the gold standard. }iad been nominated as a 
candidate for President of the United States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the 
tallest peak of the Alaska Range as ‘Mtountr McKinley’ - and the name stuck.

(McKinley became our 25th President, and was tragically assassinated just six months into his 
second term. He never set foot in Alaska—and fiFor centuries, the mountain that rises some 
20.000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North American continent, had been known by 
another name - -Denali.2! McKinley, our 25th President, was tragically assassinated just six 
months into his second term, but he never set foot in Alaska.

Commented [CJC8]: Re-positioned to 2nd par.

Commented [CJC9]: deletable
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sheet language.

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names (Board) to officially designate Mount McKinley 
in Alaska as -Denali.- This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a ^resolution that was passed 
by the Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977. the Board, in |an effort to distance itself from political considerations and in 
deference |to potential congressional action, hasd not considered the case for changing the 
federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley to Denali.

Commented [CJC11]: The BGN had a defensible reason not to
act.

|laken in careful consideration of an act of Congress in 1947. in view of the expressed preference
of the citizens of Alaska. |and in keeping with the principles of the U.S. Board on Geographic ... Commented [CJC12]: Again, deletable ]



Names. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 proposal by former 
^Governor, Jay S. Hammond^ of Alaska.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are 
successfill.
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Secretary Jewell Announces
North Americaation’s [Highest Peak Will Now Bear Native 

Name
Endorsed by President Obama, Secretary’ Jewell Changes Name of Mount 

McKinley’ to Denali

ANCHORAGE, AK - In recognition of the continuedlong history of strong support from 
Alaska state, localtribal and congressional leaders, and in resolution of an official request for a 
name change pending for 40 years, U.S. Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell, today announced 
that the highest mountain in the United States and North America, formerly known as Mount 
McKinley, will be officially given the traditional Native name of Denali. The word Denali is the 
accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning 'The tall one" oij 
Hthe great one." -er the tall one." |

President Obama endorsed Jewell’s decision to issue a Secretarial Order that officially changes 
the |name[ [mountain l̂ to officially make the name to Denah^Jewell is granted the authority as 
Interior Secretary to make such name echanges |in certain cases ^er the 1947 federal law that 
provides for the standardization of geographic names through the U.S Board on Geographic 
Names. The name change will be reflected in all federal usage.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary 
Jewell said. “Net-enly-has-tThe name Denali has been official for use by the State of Alaska 
since 1975. but even more importantly, the mountain has been known as Denali tefor generations
far back into the past of Alaskans. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are 
restoring an old name [officially renaming the mountain Dena li_re storing an old namein further 
recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the strong support of the people of Alaska.

[The mountain stands near the eenter of traditional Athabaskan territory. The word Denali is the 
accepted English spelling of an ancient Athabaskan place name, usually recorded as Deenaalee 
meaning The tall one/ |__________________________________________________________

Commented [CJC1]: "Nation s" is more patriotic, more 
viscerally effective.. Some alliteration with Native Avoids the whiff 
of imperialism should anyone not know the peak is in AK. 
International audience at Arctic Council.

Commented [TB2]: Pretty sure Denali is sometimes translated 
as "the great one". I m fine, though, just using "the tall one" if folks 
would prefer that.

Commented [TB3]: Pretty sure Denali is sometimes translated
as "the great one". I m fine, though, just using "the tall one" if folks
would prefer that.
Jc - "the tall one" is the translation from AK linguist James Kari. 
Let s use it first. Agree that steering dear of linguistic details is 
prefereable.

Commented [CJC4]: Context for the name is clear from 1*  par.

Commented [CJC5]: Avoiding possessive for an object.

Commented [CJC6]: Sec. can only act when the Board does not
"in a reasonable time."

Commented [CJC7]: This phrase is more poetic, more 
palatable to Ohioans, more understandable to general audience.

Commented [JLK8]: In WH vetting.

Commented [TB9]: I moved this up to the first paragraph and 
modified a bit to avoid unnecessary and potentially disputable 
points about geography and spelling.



[While the nome Denali has been official for use by Authority of the State of Alaska since 1975. |__  .. . Commented [TB10]: This point is made above.

the U.S. Board on Geographic Namesr-uSince 1897. and until today, the official name of the
mountain in federal publications has been had specified the name Mount McKinley for federal 
publications since 1897. The mountain retained the federally authorized name Mount McKinley, 
even as the name of the national park was changed in 1980 from McKinley National Park into 
the new (and larger) area named Denali National Park and Preserve under the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act]___________________________________________________ Commented [CJC11]: BGN request this par. remain 

unchanged.

“Recognizing the long history and discussionebate about the name of this iconic American 
mountain, the time has come to restore the traditional Alaska Native title ‘Denali’ for this 
landmark, which holds great significance to the people of Alaska.” said National Park Service 
Director Jonathan B. Jarvis.

In 1896. a prospector emerged from exploring the mountains of central Alaska and received 
news that William McKinley had been nominated as a candidate for President of the United 
States. In a show of support, the prospector declared the tallest peak of the Alaska Range as 
Mount McKinley - and the name stuck.

For centuries, the mountain that rises some 20.000 feet above sea level, the tallest on the North 
American continent, had been known by another name - Denali. McKinley, our 25th President, 
was tragically assassinated in 1901. just six months into his second term, but he never set foot in 
Alaska.

On March 11. 1975. Governor Jay S. Hammond of Alaska requested the Secretary of the Interior 
to direct the U.S. Board on Geographic Names to officially designate Mount McKinley in Alaska 
as Denali. This proposal, never withdrawn, is based on a resolution that was passed by the 
Alaska State Legislature.

Since 1977. the Board, in deference to potential congressional action, had not consideredresolved 
the easeproposal for changing the federally recognized geographic name from Mount McKinley 
to Denali. Secretary Jewell’s action today finally resolves the March 1975 petitionroposal by 
former Governor Hammond.

Denali National Park, where the mountain is located, was established in 1917 and annually sees 
more than 500.000 visitors to the 6 million acres that now make up the park and preserve. About 
1,200 mountaineers attempt to summit the mountain each year; typically about half are 
successfill.
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BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any 
action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these type 
of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gov/ 
pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

postmaster@state.gov
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X-Brightmail-Tracker: H4sIAAAAAAAAA+NgFprGIsWRmVeSWpSXmKPExsXCxdXmqBtd8zjUoP++jcWKJ+YOjB7bX75n 

DWCM4rJJSc3JLEst0rdL4Mpou3qKvWCrTMXabxlsDYxnJLoYuThYBLawShx/8oupi5GTQ0LA 
RKKh/SMzhC0mceHeejaQIiGB74wSC6+vYYRwNjBK7Ni4hLWLkQPIqZN4uMYHJC4hMJNV4vrM 
q4wQzg9GiUWrNrFAjKqU6H9ylx3CLpI4v6+LEcTmFRCUODnzCViNkICPxMKjvewgQ9kEVCR2 
XdMHCbMIqEqsmraeHaI8QOLv3fVgrcICehLLDr5gAtklIjCPQ2L3zXtgRYwCv4Ul/m6JBrGZ 
gWY2LJjOCLGXR2LK3ItQN/BJrLmyBWqvtMSeLa+gaiQlDq64wTKBUXwWkvNmIRkFYWtKtG7/ 
zQ5ha0gsuLMPKq4tsWzha+YFjKyrGIWLc0sKjIz0inPTi/VS8jP10vPLNjFCYktsB+PbZU6H 
GAU4GJV4eCscHoUKsSaWFVfmHmKU4GBWEuHNL3kcKsSbklhZlVqUH19UmpNafIhRmoNFSZyX 
Z3V7sJBAemJJanZqakFqEUyWiYNTqoGRUdfMzfj+OuOzll/viXRqLHsQdyKlcl6czGQRNYZU 
3wCOXUKfq0xu+KrH+Vxc8XK7RLv08aQa9ZMNNVUlFY6acZss6hcUfnnJ8sHj+vc6i6Ocu20u 
9mjtn903ZcPz/dlqtnvWvNiuMit01Wqt/revfd8813h+sZPVh/EK6+lZql+4RAV0EnmUWIoz 
Eg2 ImluKEwFSEOWTqQI AAA=

Return-Path: lyost@usgs.gov

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From:
Sent:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sun Aug 30 2015 15:59:06 GMT-0600 (MDT)



Kent Swanjord <knswanjord@usgs.gov>, Julia Fields <jfields@usgs.gov>, Thomas Hermann 
<thomas_hermann@usgs.gov>, Margaret Hamilton <mhamilton@usgs.gov>

Subject: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

See the email below that was sent to BGN members.

Calls to non-BGN members should be referred to Jessica Kershaw at DOI at Interior Press@ios.doi.gov as it says in the Press Release.

Calvin -1 assume there will be more detailed information sent to the ASKUSGS folks, and that you are in that loop, so follow those.

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any 
action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these type 
of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gQv/pressreleases/secretary-jewell- 
annQun£es-natiQn%E2%8Q%99s-hiflhgst-peak-will-nQw-bear-natiYg and the USGS Top story athttp //www.usgs.goY/blQfls/features/usfls top story/pld-name-rgstorgd-to-natons- 
hiflhest-peak/?frQm=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 15:59:48 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Sounds good, Lou.

Got distracted with other calls before I could send you the links.

Still have to transmit some font and hyperlink correction for TS.

Later.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:
BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any 
action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these 
type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gov/ 
pressrefeases/seGretary-iewell-annQunces-natiQn%E2%8Q%99s-highest-peak-will-nQw-bear-natiYe and the usgs Top story at 
http://www.usgs.gQY/blQQsZfeatures/usgs top stQry/Qld-name-restQred-tQ-natiQns-highest-peak/?frQm=title

Thanks,

Lou



'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 16:03:59 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

I figured as much.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:59 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgsgov> wrote:
Sounds good, Lou.

Got distracted with other calls before I could send you the links.

Still have to transmit some font and hyperlink correction for TS.

Later.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote: 
BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on 
any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these 
type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.qov/ 
pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%8Q%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent:
To: 
Subject:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sun Aug 30 2015 16:04:32 GMT-0600 (MDT)
"Nerantzis Jimmy Mr NGA-SRPB USA CIV < (b)(6)
Fwd: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:57 PM
Subject: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali
To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-TEC-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.arrny.mil>, "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, Trent Palmer 

|>, Mark DeMulder <mdemulder@usgs gov>, Michael Shelton <michael_shelton@nps.gov>, Brian Mueller 
<bmueller@blm.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jon C Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Lee Fleming 
<lfleming2@bia.gov>, Monique Fordham <mfordham@usqs qov>, Ron Saiz <ron_salz@fws.gov>, "curtis.loy@noaa.gov<curtis.
<wbr>loy@noaa.gov>" <curtis.loy@noaa.gov>, "Meredith.westington@noaa.gov <Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>" 
<Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>, "andrew.h.flora@census.qov <andrewhflora@censusqov>" <andrew.h.flora@census.gov>, 
"michael.r.foumier@census.gov" <michael.r.foumier@census.qov>, "john.t.fitzwater@census.gov <john.t.fitzwater@census.gov>" 
<john.t.fitzwater@census.gov>, "Dillon, Leo <dillonli@state qov>" <dillonli@state.gov>, "Doomboser@state.gov" <Doomboser@state.gov>, 
"Blyler, Nancy J HQ02" <Nancy.J.Blyler@usace army mil>, Marcus W Allsup < 
<Patrick.Abbott@[(S)IQJ>, "Marianne. Petty^3ffl3R<Marianne. Petty 
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"Nolan, Jacqueline" <inol@loc.qov>, "eblount@fs.fed us <eblount@fs.fed.us>" <eblount@fs.fed.us>, Betsy Kanalley <bkanalley@fs.fed.us>, 
"Milton, Gail - Memphis, TN <qailmilton@uspsqov>" <qail.milton@usps qov>, "Lawson, Angela D - Memphis, TN
<AnqelaDLawson@usps.qov>" <AnqelaDLawson@usps.qoy>, "Tony N. Gilbert <tqilbert@qpoqov>" <tqilbert@qpoqov>, "Forrest, Brenda- 
Anne C." <bforrest@gpo.gov>, Gerard J Walter sborg <sborg@nsfgov>, Gunn David A NGA-SRGC USA CIV

>, Hagan Brian L Mr "Holeva> Paul D ERDC-GRL-VA"
<Paul.D.Holeva@usace.army.mil>, Jane Messenger <jmessenger@usg^ov>^attneWD'Donnell <MJODONNELL@usqsqov>, Maria 
McCormick <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>, Sean Killen <sean_killen@fws.gov>, Deborah Nordeen <deb nordeen@nps_qov> "Campbell, Laurie A - 
FS" <lacampbell@fs.fed.us>, "James, Kate" <kjam@loc.gov>, George Troop Mark Rockmore <W3^S^^M@gmail.com>,
Arnaudor <arnaudorv@stategov>, Jerry Mullins @yahoo.com>, "NeumannJorTHGSFC-6150)" <thoma5nefflriann@nasa.gov>,
Pete Bermel <[0TCjJ|^@verizon.net> Ray Amaudor @yahoo.com>, "Nerantzis, Jimmy" <NerantzisJ@state.gov>, Sandy Shor
<Shor@soest hawall edu>, "Taylor, Christine" <Christine.Taylor em.gov>, "Conklin, Julie R" <Julie.Conklin@boem.gov>, Norman Cherkis 
<ff3TQJMB@yahoo.com>, John Mcdonough - NOAA Federal <john.mcdonough@noaa.gov>, Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov>, Tara 
Wallace ^NOAA Federal <tara.wallace@noaa.gov>, Patrick Mahoney <patrick_mahoney@blm.gov>, Roger Payne <rpayne@usgs.gov>, Susan 
Russell-Robinson <SRussell@usgs.gov>

Kb)(6)
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Kb)(6) W)

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any 
action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these type 
of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gov/ 
pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usgs.gov/blog s/features/usgs_top_story/old-name-restored-to-nations-highest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 16:39:28 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama's visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure in the write
up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it's not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering 
these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gov/ 
pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
h ftp://www.usgs. gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/old-name-restored-to-nations-highest-peak/?from=title



Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sun Aug 30 2015 16:42:03 GMT-0600 (MDT)
Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will ta k about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <irunvon@usqs.qov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama’s visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure in the 
write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it’s not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in 
the past.

Marcus -1 don’t think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https;//www,dQi,flQY/pressreleases/secretafY-jewell-annQunces-natiQn%L2%8Q%99s-highest-peak-will-nQw-bear-native and the 
USGS Top Story at http://www.usas.aov/bloas/features/usas_topstory/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiahest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 16:44:12 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Tom Patterson <Tom_Patterson@nps.gov>
Subject: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Tom,

We will update GNIS tomorrow.

See the DOI Press Release athttps://www.doiqov/pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS
Top Story at http://www usqs.gov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From: Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
^nn Ann ^O 901S 1R SA 99 CiMT_0R00 /MITR



It's the lead story on the Google News app.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 6:42 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:

Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will ta k about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <irunyon@usqs.qov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama's visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure 
in the write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it’s not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not 
authorized to speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon 
is the DOI Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person 
responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was 
handled. Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have 
answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a 
heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://www.doi.qov/pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native 
and the USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-highest- 
peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 16:55:24 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

It was on CBS Evening News.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:54 PM, Jenny <irunyon@usqs.qov> wrote:
It's the lead story on the Google News app.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 6:42 PM, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote:

Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will talk about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama's visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new 
figure in the write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it's not enough to get excited about.



On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not 
authorized to speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. 
Jon is the DOI Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the 
person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was 
handled. Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have 
answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a 
heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://wwwdoi.qov/pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear- 
native and the USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations- 
hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, 10015" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 17:17:08 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "T. Wayne Furr" <twfurr@cogna50usa.org>, "Antonson, Joan (DNR)" <jo.antonson@alaska.gov>
Subject: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Jo and Wayne,

We will update GNIS tomorrow.

See the DOI Press Release athttps://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native  and the USGS
Top Story at http://www usgsgov/bloqs/features/usgs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiflhest-peak/?from=title

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 18:08:50 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "T. Wayne Furr" <twfurr@cogna50usa.org>, "Antonson, Joan (DNR)" <jo.antonson@alaska.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

I should have added that this was a Secretarial action; not a DNC/BGN action, and as such we won't have much to say since we're not 
authorized to comment on Secretarial actions. As Jo knows we provided background/history on the matter. Jon Campbell, wearing his USGS 
Communications Office hat, has been designated the DOI geographic names contact for media inquires. Jon's number is 703-648-4180 should 
you be asked. Thanks.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 7:17 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:

Jo and Wayne,

We will update GNIS tomorrow.

See the DOI Press Release athttps://www.doiqov/pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the 
USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Lou

Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>



Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 18:17:12 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

You need to be thinking too about what date to use for the decision: Friday, when the Secretarial Order was signed; today when the White 
House announced it; or tomorrow when Obama announces it and supposedly we first heard about it.

How long before we hear from Roger??????? :-)

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:42 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will talk about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama’s visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure in the 
write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it’s not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgsgov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the 
DOI Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions 
in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://www doi.qov/pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the 
USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, 10015" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 18:30:30 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

It became official when she signed it, not when we heard about it. I wonder if she ever plans on giving us an official notification? Probably not.

I’d say as soon as he hears about it or reads his email, and I'll bet you a quarter that the first words are Kowabunga, Buffalo Bob.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:17 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
You need to be thinking too about what date to use for the decision: Friday, when the Secretarial Order was signed; today when the White 
House announced it; or tomorrow when Obama announces it and supposedly we first heard about it.

How long before we hear from Roger??????? :-)

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:42 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote:
Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will ta k about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?



I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure in the 
write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it’s not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized 
to speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the 
DOI Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for 
that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such 
questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads 
up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://www.doi.qov/pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native  and 
the USGS Top Story at http://wwwusas.aov/bloas/features/usastop_story/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiahest-peak/?
ffQm=title

Thanks,

Lou

"McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>

From: "McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 18:30:57 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

I let NGTOC management know what we will be doing even though half already know. I just forwarded your email to them. They can decide if all 
the quads need to be remade as soon as I change them all.

On Sunday, August 30, 2015, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:
BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any 
action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these 
type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.qov/ 
pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.gov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From:
Sent:

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Sun Auq 30 2015 18:32:23 GMT-0600 (MDT)



That's what I thought too, so Aug. 28th. Thanks.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:30 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:
It became official when she signed it, not when we heard about it. I wonder if she ever plans on giving us an official notification? Probably not.

I’d say as soon as he hears about it or reads his email, and I'll bet you a quarter that the first words are Kowabunga, Buffalo Bob.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:17 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
You need to be thinking too about what date to use for the decision: Friday, when the Secretarial Order was signed; today when the White 
House announced it; or tomorrow when Obama announces it and supposedly we first heard about it.

How long before we hear from Roger??????? :-)

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:42 PM, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Yes put 2015 decision for now. Will talk about what else.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:39 PM, Jenny <jrunyon@usgs.gov> wrote:
So when I update GNIS does it get a BGN 2015 decision or not? Or a short blurb in the history? Or neither?

I just ran out to the grocery store and heard it on NPR. It seems to be the teaser to report on Obama's visit.

I notice that not one of the stories, nor the USGS Top Story, mentions the resurveyed elevation. A few seem to include a new figure in 
the write-up. If I recall, 20,237 ft ? Guess it's not enough to get excited about.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not 
authorized to speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is 
the DOI Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person 
respons ble for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such 
questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a 
heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://wwwdoi.qov/pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and 
the USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-highest-peak/? 
from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 18:36:33 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Thanks, and I'm betting they re-do them. Newell said that Kari was aware of the change a week or so ago.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:30 PM, McCormick, Maria <mlmccormick@usgs.gov> wrote:
I let NGTOC management know what we will be doing even though half already know. I just forwarded your email to them. They can decide if 
all the quads need to be remade as soon as I change them all.

On Sunday, August 30,2015, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote: 
BGN,



Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these 
type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.qov/ 
pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%8Q%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 19:07:10 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "McCormick, Maria" <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Make that the one(s) depicting Denali, I'm not venturing a bet on the ones just named Mount McKinley....

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:36 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Thanks, and I'm betting they re-do them. Newell said that Kari was aware of the change a week or so ago.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:30 PM, McCormick, Maria <mlmccormick@usgs.gov> wrote:
I let NGTOC management know what we will be doing even though half already know. I just forwarded your email to them. They can decide 
if all the quads need to be remade as soon as I change them all.

On Sunday, August 30, 2015, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote:
BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on 
any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering 
these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don’t think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.gov/ 
pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

Mark Rockmore 8(b) (5) @gmail.com>

From: Mark Rockmore mail.com>
Sent: Sun Aug 30 2015 20:25:29 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

just more politics at work here., with the Prez in AK waiting for the 
ice to melt, another weekend set-up press release.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
> BGN,

> The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to
> Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to speak on any action



> them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI Communications contact
> on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the
> person responsible for that information.

> You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the
> name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these type of questions
> has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such
> questions in the past.

> Marcus -1 don’t think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get
> any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

> Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more
> information see the DOI Press Release at
> https://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native
> and the USGS Top Story at
> http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/old-name-restored-to-nations-highest-peak/?from=title

> Thanks,

> Lou

"Patterson, Tom' ' <tom_patterson@nps.gov>

From: "Patterson, Tom" <tom_patterson@nps.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 04:32:56 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Thanks. The map change made last week now all make sense.

Tom

On Sunday, August 30, 2015, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote:

Tom,

We will update GNIS tomorrow.

See the DOI Press Release athttps://www.doi qov/pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the
USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Lou

Tom Patterson
67 Mather Place
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425-0050

304-535-6020 (Office)
304-535-6085 (Fax)

Website (work): www nDs.gov/carto
Website (personal): www.shadgdfeliet.com

Tara Wallace • NOAA Federal <tara.wallace@noaa.gov>

Thanks Lou -

From: Tara Wallace - NOAA Federal <tara.wallace@noaa.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 04:46:46 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Tara

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote: 
BGN,



Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering these 
type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.qov/ 
pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%8Q%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

Tara Wallace, Branch Chief
Nautical Data Branch, Marine Chart Division 
Office of Coast Survey, National Ocean Service 
(301)713-2737 ext. 123

Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov>

From: Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 06:10:56 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Aw, man! I was hoping the BGN would have the honor of renaming!

Michael Tischler, Ph D
Director

National Geospatial Program
USGS
703-648-4725
703-344-4348 (cell)

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person responsible for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. Answering 
these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at https://www.doi.qov/ 
pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the USGS Top Story at 
http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost. Louis" <lvost(®usos.aov>



Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

Yeah I know, but Sally thought she'd do it herself.

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 8:10 AM, Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov> wrote: 
Aw, man! I was hoping the BGN would have the honor of renaming!

Michael Tischler, Ph D
Director

National Geospatial Program
USGS
703-648-4725
703-344-4348 (cell)

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in 
the past.

Marcus -1 don't think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https://www.doi.qov/pressreleases/secretarv-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native  and the 
USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top storv/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Thanks,

Lou

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 06:45:54 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Maria McCormick <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

NPS changed their maps. I was told last week by Jon's boss last week that they were having new signs made too.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Patterson, Tom <tom patterson@)nps.gov>
Date: Mon, Aug 31,2015 at 6:32 AM
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali
To: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usqsqov>
Cc: Michael Shelton <michael shelton@nDs qov>

Thanks. The map change made last week now all make sense.

Tom

On Sunday, August 30,2015, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs gov> wrote:

Tom,

We will update GNIS tomorrow.

See the DOI Press Release athttps://www.doi.qov/pressreleases/secretary-iewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-now-bear-native and the
USGS Top Story at http://www.usqs.qov/bloqs/features/usqs top story/old-name-restored-to-nations-hiqhest-peak/?from=title

Lou



Tom Patterson
67 Mather Place
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425-0050

304-535-6020 (Office)
304-535-6085 (Fax)

Website (work): www.nps.gov/carto
Website (personal): www.shadedrelief.com

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Mon Aug 31 2015 07:02:38 GMT-0600 (MDT)
Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Fwd: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali

I guess that Mike wasn't in the loop as far as I thought.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov>
Date: Mon, Aug 31,2015 at 8:24 AM
Subject: Re: Mount McKinley name changed to Denali
To: Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov>

Yeah I know, but Sally thought she'd do it herself.

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 8:10 AM, Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs gov> wrote:
Aw, man! I was hoping the BGN would have the honor of renaming!

Michael Tischler, Ph D
Director

National Geospatial Program
USGS
703-648-4725
703-344-4348 (cell)

On Aug 30, 2015, at 5:57 PM, Yost, Louis <lYOSt@usqsqov> wrote:

BGN,

The Secretary of the Interior has changed the name of Mount McKinley to Denali by Secretarial Order. We are not authorized to 
speak on any action taken by the Secretary, or how or why this action was taken.

Therefore, if you receive any inquiries about this do not comment, and refer them to Jon Campbell at 703-648-4180. Jon is the DOI 
Communications contact on this matter. Jon will either answer the questions or direct them to the person respons ble for that 
information.

You are also cautioned not to give any personal opinions, pro or con, on the name change or how the matter was handled. 
Answering these type of questions has caused embarrassment for members (and the BGN) who have answered such questions in 
the past.

Marcus -1 don’t think the NGS Public Affairs/Communication Office will get any calls, but you may want to give them a heads up 
anyway.

Again, this was a Secretarial action, not a DNC/BGN action. For more information see the DOI Press Release at 
https;//www,dQi,qQY/pressreleases/secretafY-jewell-annQunces-natiQn%E2%8Q%99s-hiqhest-peak-will-nQw-bear-native and the 
usgs Top story athttpJ/www,usqs,qQY/blQqs/features/usqs_tQP_stQry/Qld-name-restQred-tQ-natiQns-hiqhest-peak/?frQm=titIe

Thanks,

Lou



Conversation Contents
Fwd: Mount McKinley Name Change

"BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC" <bgnexec@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject:

"BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC" <bgnexec@usgs.gov>
Sun Aug 30 2015 18:09:23 GMT-0600 (MDT)
Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jon Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Fwd: Mount McKinley Name Change

To answer these or not? I’m sure you’ve seen them too, but this is typical of many of the comments in the news stories. No great surprise, I 
guess. I sure don't want to debate these people.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: John <constable1529@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:33 PM
Subject: Mount McKinley Name Change
To: "BGNEXEC@usqs.gov" <BGNEXEC@usqsqov>

Please block Obama's plan to change the name of Mount McKinley. Obama likes to flex his muscles with his drastic changes and is well along 
the road to becoming America's worst president. There is no valid reason to change the name.

Thank You

John Hazel

Sent from my iPad

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From:
Sent: 
To:

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sun Aug 30 2015 18:20:07 GMT-0600 (MDT)
"BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC" <bgnexec@usgs.gov>

Subject: Re: Mount McKinley Name Change

No debate. We just tell him/them it is a Secretarial Order by SOI and not an Executive Order by the Prez and out of the BGN's hands. Then point 
them to the DOI Press Release and Top Story.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:09 PM, BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC <bgnexec@usgs.gov> wrote:
To answer these or not? I'm sure you've seen them too, but this is typical of many of the comments in the news stories. No great surprise, I 
guess. I sure don't want to debate these people.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: John <constable1529@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:33 PM
Subject: Mount McKinley Name Change
To: "BGNEXEC@usgs.gov" <BGNEXEC@usqs gov>

Please block Obama's plan to change the name of Mount McKinley. Obama likes to flex his muscles with his drastic changes and is well along 
the road to becoming America's worst president. There is no valid reason to change the name.

Thank You

John Hazel



Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject:

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov> 
Sun Aug 30 2015 18:35:51 GMT-0600 (MDT) 
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov> 
Re: Mount McKinley Name Change

Agree.

Relatedly, AP has corrected their story that Pres, did this on his own authority.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncamDbell@usqs.oov

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:20 PM, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote:
No debate. We just tell him/them it is a Secretarial Order by SOI and not an Executive Order by the Prez and out of the BGN's hands. Then 
point them to the DOI Press Release and Top Story.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:09 PM, BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC <bgnexec@usgs.gov> wrote:
To answer these or not? I'm sure you’ve seen them too, but this is typical of many of the comments in the news stories. No great surprise, I 
guess. I sure don't want to debate these people.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: John <constable1529@yahoo.com>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:33 PM
Subject: Mount McKinley Name Change
To: "BGNEXEC@usgs.gQY" <BGNEXEC@usqs.qqy>

Please block Obama's plan to change the name of Mount McKinley. Obama likes to flex his muscles with his drastic changes and is well 
along the road to becoming America's worst president. There is no valid reason to change the name.

Thank You

John Hazel

Sent from my iPad

’’BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC” <bgnexec@usgs.gov>

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject:

"BGNEXEC, GS-N-MAC" <bgnexec@usgs.gov> 
Sun Aug 30 2015 18:41:25 GMT-0600 (MDT) 
"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov> 
Re: Mount McKinley Name Change

Sounds good, thanks much.

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:35 PM, Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs.qov> wrote:
Agree.

Relatedly, AP has corrected their story that Pres, did this on his own authority.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 8:20 PM, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote:
No debate. We just tell him/them it is a Secretarial Order by SOI and not an Executive Order by the Prez and out of the BGN's hands. Then 
point them to the DOI Press Release and Top Story.



To answer these or not? I'm sure you’ve seen them too, but this is typical of many of the comments in the news stories. No great 
surprise, I guess. I sure don't want to debate these people.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: John <constable1529@yahoo com>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 6:33 PM
Subject: Mount McKinley Name Change
To: "BGNEXECtSjusgs.gov” <BGNEXEC@usqs gov>

Please block Obama's plan to change the name of Mount McKinley. Obama likes to flex his muscles with his drastic changes and is well 
along the road to becoming America's worst president. There is no valid reason to change the name.

Thank You

John Hazel

Sent from my iPad



Conversation Contents
Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 07:37:49 GMT-0600 (MDT)

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>,
To: Douglas Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, Michael Shelton <michael_shelton@nps.gov>, "Gilbert,

Tony N." <tgilbert@gpo.gov>
Subject: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali: The Aftermath **

It was interesting watching this last night... shortly after 5pm I saw a single CNN report on the subject and by the time I went to bed there were 
hundreds. Thankfully many seemed to track closely with the information that Jon prepared.

This all does raise a couple questions ... likely more as time goes on.

Secretarial Order 3337: Change the Name of Mount McKinley to Denali
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.opengov.ibmcloud.com/files/press-release/Denali%20Name%20Change.pdf
(Note: all links have BLOCKED added to the front of the URL as they pass through our mail server)

The Board is responsible for following its usual procedures to immediately implement this name change, including changing the mountain's name 
in the Board's Geographic Names Information System and notifying all interested parties of the name change.

Thanks to Jenny for changing the name already! and to Lou for getting the word out to BGN members!

Hopefully Lou and Jenny know what "notifying all interested parties of the name change." means and how long it will take to accomplish this.

It is curious to note that "This Order shall automatically expire when the Board notifies me that it has notified all interested parties, changed the 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System, and taken all other appropriate actions to implement the name change."

Maybe Mike can shed some light on the phrasing ... I would think the Order changing the name would remain in effect permanently.

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling it 
Mount Denali, not Denali:-(

I realize that we can't possibly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such as the 
quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers, as 
they will likely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

Thanks to all for the work on this . . . it will be interesting to see how it unfolds.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 5:30 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Michael Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N. 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Denali translation for DOI release



Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing 
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
joncampbell@usgs.gov

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Denali translation for DOI release 
To: Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

AB,

BGN members are firm in their belief that the English translation 'the Great One' should not be included in the release.

Preferred sentence »

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning “the tall one.”

The reasoning

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete’s Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is 
not.

The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." 
William Dickey’s statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great) mountain" (1897:325), is not factually correct. 
Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by Dena'ina speakers.

There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't look like outsiders (which we are). 

+++++++++++

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Yost, 10015" <lyost@usgs.gov>

Doug,

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 08:14:53 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Re: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

I was pondering the wording last night. The Solicitor asked me if the SOI could direct the BGN to promulgate (my word) the change, and I said 
sure. It was agreed that the Secretariat would come up with a list of who the interested parties should be based on our experience. So while 
Jenny and I haven’t gotten that far yet, my first stab would be current Governor since the former Governor submitted the proposal, AK Board, 
Denali Borough, and NPS, although I think that Mike usually takes care of that when there is a decision. I don't think that we need to contact 
Murkowski since I don't believe she has ever contacted the BGN.

My only guess on the order expiring is that once the BGN has promulgated her action there is no more need for the Secretarial Order. The 
Solicitor did say something on the phone about Secretarial Order usually being ephemeral until some other action is taken. That's just my 
uninformed speculation.

Lou



Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali: The Aftermath **

It was interesting watching this last night... shortly after 5pm I saw a single CNN report on the subject and by the time I went to bed there were 
hundreds. Thankfully many seemed to track closely with the information that Jon prepared.

This all does raise a couple questions ... likely more as time goes on.

Secretarial Order 3337: Change the Name of Mount McKinley to Denali
https://wwwdoi.gov/sites/doiopengov.ibmcloud.com/files/press-release/Denali%20Name%20Change.pdf
(Note: all links have BLOCKED added to the front of the URL as they pass through our mail server)

The Board is respons ble for following its usual procedures to immediately implement this name change, including changing the mountain's 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System and notifying all interested parties of the name change.

Thanks to Jenny for changing the name already! and to Lou for getting the word out to BGN members!

Hopefully Lou and Jenny know what "notifying all interested parties of the name change." means and how long it will take to accomplish this.

It is curious to note that "This Order shall automatically expire when the Board notifies me that it has notified all interested parties, changed the 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System, and taken all other appropriate actions to implement the name change."

Maybe Mike can shed some light on the phrasing ... I would think the Order changing the name would remain in effect permanently.

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling it 
Mount Denali, not Denali:-(

I realize that we can't poss bly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such as 
the quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers, 
as they will I kely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

Thanks to all for the work on this . . . it will be interesting to see how it unfolds.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

DQUQlas.R.CuldwQll@usacc.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.goyl
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 5:30 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Michael Shelton; Gi bert, Tony N. 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Denali translation for DOI release

fyi

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usgs gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Denali translation for DOI release
To: Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

AB,

BGN members are firm in their belief that the English translation 'the Great One' should not be included in the release.



The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning “the tall one.’

The reasoning

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete’s Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is 
not.

The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." 
William Dickey’s statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great) mountain" (1897:325), is not factually 
correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by Dena’ina 
speakers.

There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't look like outsiders (which we are). 

+++++++++++

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncamDbell@usqs.oov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>

From: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 08:36:20 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Re: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

Doug,

In response...

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling it 
Mount Denali, not Denali:-(

I realize that we can't possibly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such as the 
quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers, as 
they will likely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon... how are these kinds of issues handled.

AB Wade, USGS PAO, responded to that reporter last night. He didn't reply but subsequent WaPo stories have been corrected.

Hard to track down every error, as you say. If the most influential sources (NYT, AP, etc) get something egregiously wrong, then it’s worth a 
specific response.

A larger issue in this matter is that many news sources are attributing the change to the President's action - e,g, "Pres. Obama Changes
Name..."

DOI and USGS releases make it clear that the Sec. took the action under the law, but a WH announcement has muddied the waters. Tough to 
refute - since in the broadest way, the Pres, is responsible for what his administration does.

But we know the truth. And we are more free for it.

Jon



U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncamDbell@usqs.gov

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 9:37 AM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali: The Aftermath **

It was interesting watching this last night... shortly after 5pm I saw a single CNN report on the subject and by the time I went to bed there were 
hundreds. Thankfully many seemed to track closely with the information that Jon prepared.

This all does raise a couple questions ... likely more as time goes on.

Secretarial Order 3337: Change the Name of Mount McKinley to Denali
https://wwwdoi.gov/sites/doiopengov.ibmcloud.com/files/press-release/Denali%20Name%20Change.pdf
(Note: all links have BLOCKED added to the front of the URL as they pass through our mail server)

The Board is respons ble for following its usual procedures to immediately implement this name change, including changing the mountain's 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System and notifying all interested parties of the name change.

Thanks to Jenny for changing the name already! and to Lou for getting the word out to BGN members!

Hopefully Lou and Jenny know what "notifying all interested parties of the name change." means and how long it will take to accomplish this.

It is curious to note that "This Order shall automatically expire when the Board notifies me that it has notified all interested parties, changed the 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System, and taken all other appropriate actions to implement the name change."

Maybe Mike can shed some light on the phrasing ... I would think the Order changing the name would remain in effect permanently.

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling it 
Mount Denali, not Denali:-(

I realize that we can't poss bly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such as 
the quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers, 
as they will I kely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

Thanks to all for the work on this . . . it will be interesting to see how it unfolds.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

DQuglas.R.Caldwell@usace.anny.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usfls.goyl
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 5:30 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Michael Shelton; Gi bert, Tony N. 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Denali translation for DOI release

fyi

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usgs.gov

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Campbell, Jon <ioncampbell@usqs qov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Denali translation for DOI release



AB,

BGN members are firm in their belief that the English translation 'the Great One' should not be included in the release.

Preferred sentence »

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning “the tall one.”

The reasoning

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete’s Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" is 
not.

The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or "tall." 
William Dickey’s statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great) mountain" (1897:325), is not factually 
correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by Dena’ina 
speakers.

There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't look like outsiders (which we are). 

+++++++++++

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831
ioncampbell@usgs.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 09:19:09 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Campbell, Jon" <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jon,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Denali: The Aftermath * **

Hi! Thanks for the update and inside story, the emerging account, and related issues.

Hope you are well!

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]



Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

Doug,

In response...

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling it
Mount Denali, not Denali:(

I realize that we can't possibly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such as the
quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers, as
they will likely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

_________

AB Wade, USGS PAO, responded to that reporter last night. He didn't reply but subsequent WaPo stories have been corrected.

Hard to track down every error, as you say. If the most influential sources (NYT, AP, etc) get something egregiously wrong, then it's worth a
specific response.

A larger issue in this matter is that many news sources are attributing the change to the President's action  e,g, "Pres. Obama Changes
Name..."

DOI and USGS releases make it clear that the Sec. took the action under the law, but a WH announcement has muddied the waters. Tough to
refute  since in the broadest way, the Pres. is responsible for what his administration does.

But we know the truth. And we are more free for it.

Jon

ps AP corrected themselves somewhat. Earlier  Pres. Obama Changes Name; now  White House Changes Name...

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 9:37 AM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil> wrote:

        Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
        Caveats: NONE

        Hi!

        ** Denali: The Aftermath **

        It was interesting watching this last night ... shortly after 5pm I saw a single CNN report on the subject and by the time I went to bed there
were hundreds. Thankfully many seemed to track closely with the information that Jon prepared.

        This all does raise a couple questions ... likely more as time goes on.

        Secretarial Order 3337: Change the Name of Mount McKinley to Denali
        https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.opengov.ibmcloud.com/files/pressrelease/Denali%20Name%20Change.pdf
        (Note: all links have BLOCKED added to the front of the URL as they pass through our mail server)

        
        The Board is responsible for following its usual procedures to immediately implement this name change, including changing the mountain's
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System and notifying all interested parties of the name change.
        

        Thanks to Jenny for changing the name already! and to Lou for getting the word out to BGN members!

        Hopefully Lou and Jenny know what "notifying all interested parties of the name change." means and how long it will take to accomplish
this.

        It is curious to note that "This Order shall automatically expire when the Board notifies me that it has notified all interested parties, changed
the name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System, and taken all other appropriate actions to implement the name change."

        Maybe Mike can shed some light on the phrasing ... I would think the Order changing the name would remain in effect permanently.

                                                          
       



        I realize that we can't possibly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such
as the quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major newspapers,
as they will likely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

        Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

        Thanks to all for the work on this ... it will be interesting to see how it unfolds.

        Best wishes,

        Doug Caldwell
        Geospatial Research Laboratory
        Engineer Research and Development Center
        US Army Corps of Engineers
        7701 Telegraph Road
        Alexandria, VA 223153864

        Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
        7034283594

        Original Message
        From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
        Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 5:30 PM
        To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Michael Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.
        Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Denali translation for DOI release

        fyi

        Jon Campbell
        U.S. Geological Survey
        Office of Communications and Publishing
        7036484180 | m 5712306831
        joncampbell@usgs.gov

         Forwarded message 
        From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
        Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 5:27 PM
        Subject: Denali translation for DOI release
        To: AnneBerry Wade <abwade@usgs.gov>

        AB,

        BGN members are firm in their belief that the English translation 'the Great One' should not be included in the release.

        Preferred sentence >>

        The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning “the tall one.”

        The reasoning

        We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

        According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great"
is not.

        
        The name "Denali" does not mean "The Great One," as is commonly cited, but is instead based upon this verb theme meaning "high" or
"tall." William Dickey's statement, "The Indians of Cook Inlet have always called this the Bulshaia (great) mountain" (1897:325), is not factually
correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by Dena'ina
speakers.
        

        There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska Native Languages."

        Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't look like outsiders (which we are).

        +++++++++++

        Jon Campbell
        U.S. Geological Survey
        Office of Communications and Publishing
        7036484180 | m 5712306831
        joncampbell@usgs.gov



Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

"Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>

From: 
Sent:
To: 
Subject:

"Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov> 
Mon Aug 31 2015 12:41:37 GMT-0600 (MDT) 
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Re: Denali: The Aftermath (UNCLASSIFIED)

All that I can add from Williamsburg is that modern Secretarial Orders do "disappear." They are usually converted into chapters of the 
Departmental Manual for ongoing policies or procedures. In this case, though, if the GNIS is changed to reflect the new name, and if the entry 
cites the order number and date, then the Order itself could go away.

And Lou told me he was going to notify Tom Patterson of our Harpers Ferry Center of the change in GNIS by email late yesterday, so the NPS is 
officially "notified."

Best to all,

/s/ Mike

Kbj(6)

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor I Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you “
Voltaire, 1762

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 10:14 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usgs.gov> wrote:
Doug,

I was pondering the wording last night. The Solicitor asked me if the SOI could direct the BGN to promulgate (my word) the change, and I said 
sure. It was agreed that the Secretariat would come up with a list of who the interested parties should be based on our experience. So while 
Jenny and I haven't gotten that far yet, my first stab would be current Governor since the former Governor submitted the proposal, AK Board, 
Denali Borough, and NPS, although I think that Mike usually takes care of that when there is a decision. I don’t think that we need to contact 
Murkowski since I don't believe she has ever contacted the BGN.

My only guess on the order expiring is that once the BGN has promulgated her action there is no more need for the Secretarial Order. The 
Solicitor did say something on the phone about Secretarial Order usually being ephemeral until some other action is taken. That's just my 
uninformed speculation.

Lou

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 9:37 AM, Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA <Douglas R.Caldwell@usace army mil> wrote:
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** Denali: The Aftermath **

It was interesting watching this last night... shortly after 5pm I saw a single CNN report on the subject and by the time I went to bed there 
were hundreds. Thankfully many seemed to track closely with the information that Jon prepared.

This all does raise a couple questions ... likely more as time goes on.

Secretarial Order 3337 Chanoe the Name of Mount McKinlev to Denali



The Board is responsible for following its usual procedures to immediately implement this name change, including changing the mountain's 
name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System and notifying all interested parties of the name change.

Thanks to Jenny for changing the name already! and to Lou for getting the word out to BGN members!

Hopefully Lou and Jenny know what "notifying all interested parties of the name change." means and how long it will take to accomplish this.

It is curious to note that "This Order shall automatically expire when the Board notifies me that it has notified all interested parties, changed 
the name in the Board's Geographic Names Information System, and taken all other appropriate actions to implement the name change."

Maybe Mike can shed some light on the phrasing ... I would think the Order changing the name would remain in effect permanently.

On another note, I opened the Washington Post this morning and noticed that they got the name wrong on the front page and on A4, calling 
it Mount Denali, not Denali:-(

I realize that we can't possibly track down every factual error (I am at peace with references to the U.S. Board of Geographic Names, such 
as the quote from Sally Jewell in recent articles), but it seems it would benefit us to get out in front of this one and others from major 
newspapers, as they will likely be writing about it in the future as the story unfolds.

Jon ... how are these kinds of issues handled.

Thanks to all for the work on this . . . it will be interesting to see how it unfolds.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douqlas.R.Caldwell@usace.armv.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:ioncampbell@usqs.gov]
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 5:30 PM
To: Louis Yost; Jennifer Runyon; Douglas Vandegraft; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Michael Shelton; Gilbert, Tony N.
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Denali translation for DOI release

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing 
703-648-4180 | m 571-230-6831 
ioncampbell@usqs.gov

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usqs.gov>
Date: Fri, Aug 28, 2015 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Denali translation for DOI release
To: Anne-Berry Wade <abwade@usqs.qov>

AB,

BGN members are firm in their belief that the English translation 'the Great One' should not be included in the release.

Preferred sentence »

The word Denali is the accepted English spelling of an Athabaskan name for the mountain, meaning “the tall one.”

The reasoning

We should refer to Denali as "the tall one" or "the high one" but not "the great one."

According to James Kari in "Shem Pete's Alaska: The Territory of the Upper Cook Inlet Dena'ina" "high" or "tall" are appropriate, but "great" 
is not.



factually correct. Dickey recorded the Russian word for "big" from some Dena'ina men, but I have never heard that term applied to Denali by
Dena'ina speakers.


There is a section in the book devoted on "Names for Denali/Mt. McKinley in Alaska Native Languages."

Dr. Kari is recognized as an expert in this area and it is best to defer to him so we don't look like outsiders (which we are).

+++++++++++

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



Conversation Contents
RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: USGS Top Story, 8/30 - Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak (UNCLASSIFIED)

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas. R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Mon Aug 31 2015 08:18:56 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To. "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Nolan, Jacqueline" <jnol@loc.gov>, "Meredith.westington@noaa.gov

<Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>" <Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: USGS Top Story, 8/30 - Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Jenny,

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: USGS Top Story, 8/30 - Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak **

> What do you think, will the link to the
>125th Anniversary event draw a few folks
>who might not otherwise have shown up?

Hi! If folks hear about it, I would think so. It certainly is interesting. Wonder if the DOI welcome from the Acting Deputy Director of USGS will 
mention it.

>l wonder if Mark Monmonier will tweak his presentation now

I will send out information to the speakers later today or tomorrow, with links to the White House, SOI Order, and Jon’s great Top Story article.

>l see that the Wikipedia page has already
>been updated.

You do have to credit social media for some of the most current news. Twitter has been abuzz

Rob Portman (Ohio) has been critical of the change
https://twitter. com/senrobportman

and Facebook is not far behind with coverage

Lisa Murkowski's thank you to the President is at
https://www.facebook.com/SenLisaMurkowski

Usual comments ... for, against, and some wondering why consider names at all when there are so many other pressing issues in the world.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
703-428-3594

—Original Message—
From: Runyon, Jennifer [mailto:jrunyon@usgs.gov]
Sent: Sunday, August 30, 2015 9:43 PM
To: Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA; Nolan, Jacqueline; Meredith.westington@noaa.gov <Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>
Cc: Louis Yost; Jon C Campbell
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: USGS Top Story, 8/30 - Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak

What do you think, will the link to the 125th Anniversary event draw a few folks who might not otherwise have shown up?

I wonder if Mark Monmonier will tweak his presentation now. I’d forgotten he mentioned the controversy in his book(s).

I see that the Wikipedia page has already been updated.



From: Campbell, Jon <joncampbell@usgs.gov>
Date: Sun, Aug 30, 2015 at 9:35 PM
Subject: USGS Top Story, 8/30  Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak
To: GSDOOCAPOCCong <cong_liaison@usgs.gov>, GSDOOCAPOCPA <gsdoocapocpa@usgs.gov>, GSDOOCAPSISAll <gsdo
ocapsisall@usgs.gov>, GSDOOCAPCOLT <gsdoocapcolt@usgs.gov>, Suzette Kimball <suzette_kimball@usgs.gov>, Judy Nowakowski
<jnowakowski@usgs.gov>, Joanne Taylor <jctaylor@usgs.gov>, William Lukas <wlukas@usgs.gov>, Kevin Gallagher <kgallagher@usgs.gov>,
Joan Moody <joan_moody@ios.doi.gov>, GSCLU Principals <gsclu_principals@usgs.gov>, GS Water Senior Staff
<gs_water_senior_staff@usgs.gov>, GSDOOCAPOCWebSocMedia <gsdoocapocwebsocmedia@usgs.gov>, Michael Tischler
<mtischler@usgs.gov>
Cc: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCTECVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, Trent Palmer
< >, Mark DeMulder <mdemulder@usgs.gov>, Michael Shelton <michael_shelton@nps.gov>, Brian Mueller
<bmueller@blm.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jon C Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Lee Fleming
<lfleming2@bia.gov>, Monique Fordham <mfordham@usgs.gov>, Ron Salz <ron_salz@fws.gov>, "curtis.loy@noaa.gov<curtis.loy@noaa.gov>"
<curtis.loy@noaa.gov>, "Meredith.westington@noaa.gov <Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>" <Meredith.westington@noaa.gov>,
"andrew.h.flora@census.gov <andrew.h.flora@census.gov>" <andrew.h.flora@census.gov>, "michael.r.fournier@census.gov"
<michael.r.fournier@census.gov>, "john.t.fitzwater@census.gov <john.t.fitzwater@census.gov>" <john.t.fitzwater@census.gov>, "Dillon, Leo
<dillonli@state.gov>" <dillonli@state.gov>, "Doornboser@state.gov" <Doornboser@state.gov>, "Blyler, Nancy J HQ02"
<Nancy.J.Blyler@usace.army.mil>, Marcus W Allsup < >, "Patrick.Abbott@ " <Patrick.Abbott@ >,
"Marianne.Petty@  <Marianne.Petty@ >" <Marianne.Petty@ >, marvin m lindroth < >,
"steven.hunter@d " <steven.hunter@ >, "dctatar@  <dctatar@ >" <dctatar@ >, "'ingerjk@
(ingerjk@ ) <ingerjk@ >" <ingerjk@ >, "davidwz@  <davidwz@ >" <davidwz@ >,
"'franchd@ ' (franchd@ ) <franchd@ >" <franchd@ >, "JustinT <JustinT@ >"
<justint@ >, eric berman <eric.berman@dhs.gov>, "Pattarozzi, Victor" <victor.pattarozzi@hq.dhs.gov>, "Ehrenberg, Ralph
<rehr@loc.gov>" <rehr@loc.gov>, "Johnson, Bruce <bjoh@loc.gov>" <bjoh@loc.gov>, "Sokol, Donna" <dsokol@loc.gov>, "Nolan, Jacqueline"
<jnol@loc.gov>, "eblount@fs.fed.us <eblount@fs.fed.us>" <eblount@fs.fed.us>, Betsy Kanalley <bkanalley@fs.fed.us>, "Milton, Gail  Memphis,
TN <gail.milton@usps.gov>" <gail.milton@usps.gov>, "Lawson, Angela D  Memphis, TN <Angela.D.Lawson@usps.gov>"
<Angela.D.Lawson@usps.gov>, "Tony N. Gilbert <tgilbert@gpo.gov>" <tgilbert@gpo.gov>, "Forrest, BrendaAnne C." <bforrest@gpo.gov>,
Gerard J Walter < >, sborg <sborg@nsf.gov>, Gunn David A NGASRGC USA CIV < >, Hagan
Brian L Mr NGAS2 USA CIV < >, "Holeva, Paul D ERDCGRLVA" <Paul.D.Holeva@usace.army.mil>, Jane Messenger
<jmessenger@usgs.gov>, Matthew O'Donnell <MJODONNELL@usgs.gov>, Maria McCormick <mlmccormick@usgs.gov>, Sean Killen
<sean_killen@fws.gov>, Deborah Nordeen <deb nordeen@nps.gov>, "Campbell, Laurie A FS" <lacampbell@fs.fed.us>, "James, Kate"
<kjam@loc.gov>, George Troop < >, Mark Rockmore  @gmail.com>, Arnaudor <arnaudorv@state.gov>, Jerry
Mullins  @yahoo.com>, "Neumann, Tom (GSFC6150)" <thomas.neumann@nasa.gov>, Pete Bermel  @verizon.net>,
Ray Arnaudor < @yahoo.com>, "Nerantzis, Jimmy" <NerantzisJ@state.gov>, Sandy Shor <Shor@soest.hawaii.edu>, "Taylor,
Christine" <Christine.Taylor@boem.gov>, "Conklin, Julie R" <Julie.Conklin@boem.gov>, Norman Cherkis  @yahoo.com>, John
Mcdonough  NOAA Federal <john.mcdonough@noaa.gov>, Tara Wallace  NOAA Federal <tara.wallace@noaa.gov>, Patrick Mahoney
<patrick_mahoney@blm.gov>, Roger Payne <rpayne@usgs.gov>, Susan RussellRobinson <SRussell@usgs.gov>

Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak <http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/oldnamerestoredtonationshighestpeak/>

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United States and North America, formerly known as Mount
McKinley, will now be officially designated by the name Denali in all federal records.

“This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said in a Department of the Interior news
release. “The name Denali has been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has been known
as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in recognition of
the traditions of Alaska Natives and the strong support of the people of Alaska.”

More <http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/oldnamerestoredtonationshighestpeak/> ...

U.S. Department of the Interior press release <https://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretaryjewellannouncesnation%E2%80%99shighest
peakwillnowbearnative>

_______

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
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Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: USGS Top Story, 8/30  Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak (UNCLASSIFIED)

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

** RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: USGS Top Story, 8/30  Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak **

National Geographic has a nice article on this ... Juan Valdes (our final speaker at the BGN 125th features prominently).

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/08/150831denalimountmckinleynamechangegeographymaps/

Google has the name wrong ... Mount Denali:( OpenStreetMap has it right. Don't see it labeled on Esri maps. National Map Viewer ...
Geographic Names layer still has Mount McKinley.

Jon ... thanks for keeping us in the loop.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell
Geospatial Research Laboratory
Engineer Research and Development Center
US Army Corps of Engineers
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 223153864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil
7034283594

Original Message
From: Campbell, Jon [mailto:joncampbell@usgs.gov]
Sent: Monday, August 31, 2015 3:02 PM
To: Vandegraft, Douglas
Cc: Yost, Louis; Caldwell, Douglas R ERDCGRLVA; Runyon, Jennifer; Michael Shelton
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: USGS Top Story, 8/30  Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak

New elevation figure to be announced on Wed.

INitially, name change and elev were to be combined in one press release.

The DOI (possibly WH) wanted separate annoucnements. Consternation followed.

But I think the name change would have completely overshadowed the elev revision in any case. A separate release is probably best.

Anyway, Denali (like using that name) will be in the news a few more days.

Jon Campbell
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Communications and Publishing
7036484180 | m 5712306831
joncampbell@usgs.gov

On Mon, Aug 31, 2015 at 2:49 PM, Vandegraft, Douglas <douglas.vandegraft@boem.gov> wrote:

        Hi Jon,

        I am still enjoying this moment!  Thank you again for all of your hard work.  It really paid off!

        The only thing I haven't seen yet is the revised elevation.  Will that be announced soon?

        Doug

        Chief, Mapping & Boundary Branch

        Leasing Division, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

        (703) 7871312

        45600 Woodland Road, VAMLD

        Sterling, VA  20166

                              



                Old Name Restored to Nation’s Highest Peak <Blockedhttp://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/oldnamerestoredto
nationshighestpeak/>

                Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell has announced that the highest mountain in the United States and North America, formerly known
as Mount McKinley, will now be officially designated by the name Denali in all federal records.

                “This name change recognizes the sacred status of Denali to many Alaska Natives,” Secretary Jewell said in a Department of the
Interior news release. “The name Denali has been official for use by the State of Alaska since 1975, but even more importantly, the mountain has
been known as Denali for generations far back into the past. With our own sense of reverence for this place, we are restoring an old name in
recognition of the traditions of Alaska Natives and the strong support of the people of Alaska.”

                More <Blockedhttp://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/oldnamerestoredtonationshighestpeak/> ...

                U.S. Department of the Interior press release <Blockedhttps://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretaryjewellannounces
nation%E2%80%99shighestpeakwillnowbearnative>

                _______

                Jon Campbell
                U.S. Geological Survey
                Office of Communications and Publishing
                7036484180 | m 5712306831
                joncampbell@usgs.gov

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE



Conversation Contents
BGN 125th Anniversary Symposium: - A couple of things ... (UNCLASSIFIED)

Attachments:

128. BGN 125th Anniversary Symposium: - A couple of things ... (UNCLASSI Fl ED)/1.1 smime.p7s

"Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>

From: "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-GRL-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>
Sent: Tue Sep 01 2015 17:02:39 GMT-0600 (MDT)

Mark Monmonier <mon2ier@maxwell.syr.edu>, Helen Kerfoot <hkerfoot@rogers.com>, A bert E Theberge - NOAA
To: Federal <albert.e.theberge.jr@noaa.gov>, "sjshaw2@verizon.net" <sjshaw2@verizonjet>

"lbermudez@opengeospatial.org" <lbermudez@opengeospatial.org>, David Stage <[QIQM@gmail.com>, Juan 
Valdes <jvaldes@ngs.org>

Subject: BGN 125th Anniversary Symposium: - A couple of things ... (UNCLASSIFIED)
Attachments: smime.p7s

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE

Hi!

* * BGN 125th Anniversary Symposium: - A couple of things ... **

Am just checking in with a reminder that slides for the BGN 125th
Anniversary are due next Tuesday, 8 September. Thanks to those who have 
already sent them in!

When you use the SAFE File Transfer System, you will be sent an email asking 
you to confirm that you are sending the information ... just wanted to let 
you know as sometimes this is confusing.

* * Denali Name Change **

The news this week was the name change from Mount McKinley to Denali. If you 
are interested in more details I would recommend ...

- Government Sources

Department of Interior Press Release
https://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretary-jewell-announces-nation%E2%80%99 
s-highest-peak-will-now-bear-native

Secretarial Order
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.opengov.ibmcloud.com/files/press-release/Denal
i%20Name%20Change.pdf

USGS Top Story (In depth article by BGN member Jon Campbell)
http://www.usgs.gov/blogs/features/usgs_top_story/old-name-restored-to-natio 
ns-highest-peak/

- National Geographic Article

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/08/150831-denali-mount-mckinley-name
-change-geography-maps/

Explains how National Geographic is handling the change.

[NOTE: For security reasons, our email server puts BLOCKED at the start of 
each URL ... you will have to remove this to have the URL work ]

Am very much looking forward to your presentations and meeting you on the 
18th.

I will be writing next week with specifics on the event. If you have any 
questions or need more information, please let me know.

Best wishes,

Doug Caldwell



US Army Corps of Engineers 
7701 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22315-3864

Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil 
703-428-3594

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE
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"O'Donnell, Matthew" <mjodonnell@usgs.gov>

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

"O'Donnell, Matthew" <mjodonnell@usgs.gov>
Tue Sep 01 2015 14:17:07 GMT-0600 (MDT)
Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>
August DNC meeting minutes
DNC Aug13_2015 Minutes draft.docx

The draft minutes are attached. Please let me know if you have any additions you’d like me to make.

Matt

"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

See attachment.

From: "Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Sun Sep 06 2015 08:18:28 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Fwd: August DNC meeting minutes
Attachments: DNC Aug13_2015 Minutes draft LY.docx

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: O’Donnell, Matthew <mjodonnelk^)usgs.gov>
Date: Tue, Sep 1, 2015 at 4:17 PM
Subject: August DNC meeting minutes
To: Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost <|yost@usgs.gov>

The draft minutes are attached. Please let me know if you have any additions you’d like me to make.

Matt

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

"Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Mon Sep 07 2015 18:30:18 GMT-0600 (MDT)
"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Re: August DNC meeting minutes
DNC Aug13_2015 Minutes draft LY_JER.docx

Yours with my edits added.

Jenny

On Sun, Sep 6, 2015 at 10:18 AM, Yost, Louis <lyost@usqs.qov> wrote: 
See attachment.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: O’Donnell, Matthew <miodonnell@usqsqov>
Date: Tue, Sep 1, 2015 at 4:17 PM
Subject: August DNC meeting minutes
To: Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov>, Louis Yost <|yost@usgs.gov>

The draft minutes are attached. Please let me know if you have any additions you’d like me to make.

Matt



"Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>

From: 'Yost, Louis" <lyost@usgs.gov>
Sent: Mon Sep 07 2015 19:46:54 GMT-0600 (MDT)
To: "Runyon, Jennifer" <jrunyon@usgs.gov>
Subject: Re: August DNC meeting minutes

Looks good to me except for Rain Dance Pond - take out the word "is" in the reason for the negative vote.

On Mon, Sep 7, 2015 at 8:30 PM, Runyon, Jennifer <irunyon@usqs.qov> wrote:
Yours with my edits added.

Jenny

On Sun, Sep 6, 2015 at 10:18 AM, Yost, Louis <|yost@usgs.gov> wrote: 
See attachment.

----------Forwarded message-----------
From: O’Donnell, Matthew <mjodonnell@usgs.gov>
Date: Tue, Sep 1, 2015 at 4:17 PM
Subject: August DNC meeting minutes
To: Jennifer Runyon <jrunyon@usgs.gov> Louis Yost <|yost@usgs.gov>

The draft minutes are attached. Please let me know if you have any additions you’d like me to make.

Matt



U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

Seven Hundred and Seventy Fourth Meeting 
Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room 

August 13, 2015 – 9:30 a.m. 
 
Members and Deputy Members in Attendance 
Eric Berman   Department of Homeland Security (Federal Emergency Management 

   Agency) 
Douglas Caldwell  Department of Defense (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) 
Jon Campbell   Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) 
Laurie Campbell  Department of Agriculture (U.S. Forest Service) 
Mark DeMulder   Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) 
Lee Fleming   Department of the Interior (Bureau of Indian Affairs) 
Andrew Flora   Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census) 
Monique Fordham  Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) (by 

   teleconference)  
Michael Fournier   Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census) 
Tony Gilbert   Government Publishing Office 
Bruce Johnson   Library of Congress 
Sean Killen   Department of the Interior (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) (by 

   teleconference) 
Curtis Loy   Department of Commerce (Office of Coast Survey) 
Jacqueline Nolan  Library of Congress 
Victor Pattarozzi  Department of Homeland Security 
Michael Shelton  Department of the Interior (National Park Service) 
Douglas Vandegraft Department of the Interior (Bureau of Ocean Energy Management)     

   (Chairman) 
 
Ex-Officio 
Lou Yost, Executive Secretary, U.S. Board on Geographic Names/Domestic Names Committee 
 
Staff 
Maria McCormick, U.S. Geological Survey (by teleconference) 
Jane Messenger, U.S. Geological Survey (by teleconference) 
Matthew O’Donnell, U.S. Geological Survey 
Jennifer Runyon, U.S. Geological Survey 
 
Guests 
Lola Ajilore, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
Estelle Bowman, U.S. Forest Service 
Paul Holeva, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Myron Pourier, Black Elk Development 
 
1.  Opening  
 
Chairman Vandegraft opened the meeting at 9:29 a.m.  He welcomed visitors and asked all BGN 
members, staff, and visitors to introduce themselves.  
 
2.  Minutes of the 773rd Meeting 
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The minutes of the 773rd meeting of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC), held July 9th, were approved 
as submitted.   
 
3.  Reports 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Caldwell) 
 
The next full BGN meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 20th at the Department of the Interior in 
Washington D.C.  Caldwell thanked BGN staff, both on the DNC and FNC for preparing the agenda and 
other materials. 
 
Caldwell reported that the revised BGN bylaws and the revised Principles, Policies, and Procedures of 
both the DNC and the FNC are still in review by the Secretary of the Interior. 
 
The U.S. Geological Survey’s historical map site still uses base maps provided by Esri.  Caldwell noted 
that the map displays a derogatory name that the BGN had formerly changed.  He contacted Esri who will 
amend the name.  Caldwell mentioned the general issue of government agency use of third-party mapping 
services.  There is no guarantee that they will use BGN approved names even though government 
agencies are required to use approved names in all their products, applications, and reports.  A list of the 
most significant approved BGN names, both domestic and foreign, will be compiled and sent to Esri and 
other third-party mapping services.  It is hoped that any name discrepancies will be corrected. 
 
3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Yost) 
 
Some members and prospective members still have not submitted biographies for review and vetting by 
the White House.  These biographies are needed for the reappointment process.  Although the new term 
ends in September, the BGN bylaws state that all members keep serving until reappointed or replaced by 
another representative.  Runyon is compiling all biographies. 
 
Yost asked if any attendees had access to a 5.25-inch disk drive which he could use to read an old 
disk that contains BGN member photos.  These photos were meant to be included in Orth’s 100th 
anniversary document on the history of the BGN.  Sandra Shaw, former BGN chair, would like 
these pictures for her upcoming presentation at the 125th anniversary symposium.  
 
Ralph Ehrenberg and Roger Payne received a request from Stanley D. Brunn, a retired professor 
who is editing a book titled The Changing World Language Map which will include “chapters on 
important, interesting and cutting-edge topics related to language use, culture, policy, 
representation and mapping.”  He is requesting chapter submissions.  Yost will forward the email 
to the entire BGN as well as some of the geographic name boards of other countries. 
 
3.3  Special Committee on Communication (Caldwell for Westington) 
 
The BGN’s 125th anniversary celebration will be Friday, September 18th at the Library of Congress.  
Caldwell thanked the Library of Congress staff for all their work to prepare for hosting the event.  All 
speakers have been approved, although opening speakers from the Department of the Interior and the 
Library of Congress have not been confirmed.  Yost mentioned that the Secretary of the Interior and the 
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Assistant Secretary of the Interior have conflicts and will not be able to speak but that the director of the 
U.S. Geological Survey may be able speak. 
 
The commemorative pins have arrived.  Caldwell passed around pins for members to view.  The pins will 
be distributed next month after recoding who will be receiving one.  He thanked Forrest for her work in 
designing and ordering the pins.  Donations for the cost of the pins are still being accepted.  Orders have 
been placed for commemorative polo shirts.  
 
Caldwell reminded the committee that the SCC would meet at 1 p.m., also in the Kiowa Room, and 
invited all to attend. 
 
Upon the entrance of Myron Pourier, Vandegraft asked him to introduce himself.  Vandegrapft also asked 
all members and guests to introduce themselves again for the benefit of Mr. Pourier. 
 
Two members joined the meeting. 
 
3.4  Executive Secretary (Yost) 
 
The decision about renaming a populated place and related administrative features in Kansas from Saint 
John to St. John appearing in several smaller newspapers around the country. 
 
3.5  Staff (Runyon) 
 
Review List 421, comprising 35 new names and name change proposals, was released on August 10th.  
 
Staff has received correspondence about several high profile cases to rename features including Devils 
Tower, Harney Peak, and Mount McKinley.  A few new proposals have been submitted.   
 
Yost thanked Runyon, J. Campbell, Shelton, Vandegraft, and Caldwell for their input and edits to the 
Mount McKinley/Denali white paper recently submitted to the Secretary of the Interior.  Members briefly 
discussed some issues surrounding the name controversy and the recent resurveying of the summit’s 
elevation the results of which will soon be released. 
 
3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 
 
There are still issues with developers working on GNIS tools.  Many developers have been leaving for 
other jobs so progress has been slow.   
 
The landform tool relies on The National Map (TNM) services which have recently been unreliable.  
Issues have been documented and reported to TMN help desk and seem to have been fixed. 
 
A GNIS server went down for a few hours one day last week towards the end of the day.  
 
As part of a web re-engineering project, the USGS will be moving all its Web pages to a new Google-
based format.  The GNIS pages are being re-inventoried, but as part of the project, the USGS will require 
their banner at the top of the page.  A few years ago, the BGN requested that this be removed to eliminate 
confusion that the BGN worked for the USGS directly.  The BGN will need to discuss how to handle this 
request. 
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New GNIS download files were posted on August 11th.  McCormick provided the Antarctic dataset to 
Doug Moore at the NGA, who will pull out features that will be maintained in GNS.  Once this is done, 
these features will be removed from GNIS. 
 
On August 27th, McCormick will present a need-to-know session about the landform tool to Denver 
NGTOC. 
 
McCormick and Messenger will be in Reston on September 17th and will attend the 125th anniversary 
symposium. 
 
Yost mentioned that planning for FY 2016 included the Geographic Names Improvement Program.  
GNIS gave a list of checks and improvements to existing data to NGTOC which, based on developer 
availability should be worked on in the coming year.  
 
3.7  Harney Peak, South Dakota name change (Pourier) 
 
passed out bundles with brocures and book Black Elk Speaks. 
 
Mr. Pourier thanked the Board for the opportunity to speak.  He began by describing his connection to the 
movement to rename Harney Peak as Black Elk Peak.  He described the movement as peaceful, prayerful, 
and apolitical. He alluded to the various names that have been suggested throughout the process besides 
Black Elk Peak, one of which is Hinhan Kaga.   
 
According to Pourier, in the Sioux language “hinhan” means “owl” and “kaga” mean “imitating” or 
“mocking”.  This descriptive name given by Sioux ancestors comes from the sound of wind blowing 
through large granite spires that form groups within parts of the Black Hills.  They would refer to this 
portion of the Black Hills as Hinhan Kaga.   
 
Pourier mentioned another original name for the mountain, Wicincala Sakowin, which means “seven 
girls” or “seven stars” and refers to a group of seven stars near the constellation Taurus known as the 
Pleiades.  In the Lakota Sioux star knowledge, the Pleiades or Wicincala Sakowin is the name of the 
original celestial mountain that corresponds to the highest point in the Black Hills.  This is the center of 
the world according to the Sioux.  Pourier explained that the two names, Hinhan Kaga and Wicincala 
Sakowin, are used by the younger and older generations within various Sioux tribes, respectively. 
 
Pourier described how Black Elk, his great-great grandfather, traveled alone to the top of the highest point 
in the Black Hills, set up an altar, and prayed for four days.  Black Elk had a vision which he later related 
to John G. Neihardt.  In the vision, Black Elk saw the connectedness of the whole world and all peoples.  
The name Black Elk Peak would be “synonymous with the beauty and sacredness of the Black Hills” and 
would be “respectful toward all walks of life and a neutral name.”    
 
A brief discussion ensued about the South Dakota Board of Geographic Names’ review process and 
public hearings.  Runyon asked about the general perception that naming features after people is not a 
tradition among American Indian tribes.  Pourier mentioned Crazy Horse Mountain (officially known as 
Thunderhead Mountain) in the Black Hills and Piestewa Peak in Arizona (named for a Hopi woman who 
was killed in action during the Iraq War).  Although the practice not widespread, features can be named 
for native individuals when appropriate. There are many tribes and many opinions. 
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Vandegraft thanked Pourier for his presentation to the Board. 
 
4.  Docket  
 
Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at this 
meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties  
 

Change application of Ninety Percent Spring (FID 394954), Idaho (Review List 418) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed the origin of the 
name “Ninety Percent.” 
 

Vote:              17  in favor 
           0  against 
                                  0  abstention 
 
Change Reservoir Number 2 (FID 517270) to Lake Fontaine, Kentucky (Review List 419) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed an earlier 
commemorative proposal for the same name for this feature which was withdrawn. 
 

Vote:              17  in favor 
           0  against 
                                  0  abstentions 
 
II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 
 
Fenway Pond, Connecticut (Review List 418) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to not approve this name.  Members questioned the Town of 
Glastonbury’s requirements for naming features and whether or not the five-year waiting period for 
commemorative names applied in the case of pets. 
 

Vote:              16  in favor 
           1  against 
                                  0  abstention 
 
The negative votes cited the lack of local support from both the Town of Glastonbury and the Connecticut 
State Names Authority.  The five-year waiting period for commemorative names was also cited.  
 
III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Lee Island, Washington (Review List 418) (FID 2772203) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 
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Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstention 
 
IV. Revised Decisions 

Change Cedar Creek Reservoir (BGN 1988) (FID 1377461) to Lake Fayette, Texas (Review List 405) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstention 

 V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties  
 
Little Smelt Creek, Michigan (Review List 420) (FID 2772204) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.  One member pointed out that the name is 
redundant because all smelts are little.  Staff suggested the word “little” might refer to the stream’s length. 
 

Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
Rain Dance Pond, New York (Review List 420) (FID 2772205) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            15  in favor 
         1  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
The negative vote was cast in the belief that the name is still representing a former business and is 
disingenuous. 
 
Lamprey Creek, Oregon (Review List 420) (FID 2772206) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstentions 
 
Freudenberg Falls, Tennessee (Review List 419) (FID 2772207) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
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Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstentions 
 
Mount El Shaddai, Texas (Review List 416) (FID 2772208) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.   
 

Vote:            10  in favor 
         5  against 
                                2  abstentions 
 
The negative votes were cast in the opinion that this was a commemorative name and that there is a lack 
of association between the deity and the feature. 
 
5.  Other Business 
 
Fournier announced that this would be his last DNC meeting and has plans to retire from the Census 
Bureau at the end of November.  At present, no replacement member has been selected and Flora will be 
the sole Census Bureau member.  The Foreign Names Committee (FNC) will temporarily lack a Census 
Bureau representative.   
 
Fleming also announced that the next DNC meeting will be his last.  He will be replaced by Dr. Wendy 
Star Brown.   
 
Vandegraft thanked both for their service to the DNC and BGN as well as their comments and wisdom.  
Members gave them a round of applause.  
 
Yost announced that next month’s meeting would feature a presentation on the Black Elk Peak proposal 
given by a relative of General Harney. 
 
6.  Closing 
 
The meeting adjourned at 11:25 p.m.  The next Domestic Names Committee meeting will be held 
September 10th, 2015, at 9:30 a.m. at the Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room. 
 
       (signed) Louis A. Yost 
    
       ____________________________ 
       Louis A. Yost, Executive Secretary 
 
APPROVED 
(signed) Douglas Vandegraft 
 
_________________________ 
Douglas Vandegraft, Chairman 
Domestic Names Committee 
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U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

DOCKET 
August 2015 

 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties  
 

Change application of Ninety Percent Spring (FID 394954), Idaho 
(Review List 418) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=42.677476&p longi=-111.627072 
 
This proposal is to change the application of the name Ninety Percent Spring in Caribou County from its 
current location to another spring approximately half a mile to the southeast.  The spring at the proposed 
location has not been labeled on any USGS topographic maps; its current location has been shown and 
labeled Ninety Percent Spring since 1982.   

 
 
Several Idaho tourism guidebooks provide directions to the spring and historic bottling plant site.  Two 
volumes, The Ultimate Idaho Atlas and Travel Encyclopedia and Travel the Oregon Trail in Caribou 
County, both undated, direct tourists to a site at the proposed location.  A map in the latter document places 
the spring at a spot south-southeast of the proposed location.   
 
USGS field notes provide no information as to why the name has been applied to its current location since 
1982; it is presumed the name was found to be in local use. 
 
The Caribou County Board of Commissioners was asked to comment on the proposal, but no response was 
received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion.  The Idaho Geographic Names Board 
recommends approval of the application change.  A copy of the proposal was forwarded to the Shoshone 
Tribe of the Wind River Reservation and the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of the Fort Hall Reservation, both 

According to the proponent, the proposed location is 
the site of the former Natural Mineral Water 
Company bottling plant where the spring’s water 
was marketed under the brand name “Idanha” or 
“Idan-ha.”  Mixed with carbon dioxide pumped in 
from the nearby spring, the water was sold around 
the world and won prizes at national and 
international fairs.  Numerous contemporary sources 
from the 1890s to the 1910s link the Idanha water 
with Ninety Percent Spring; the name of the spring 
was often given as both “Ninety Percent” and 
“Idanha.”  The plant shut down during the 1930s and 
all remains of the bottling plant were removed in the 
1950s.  The proponent states that the Caribou 
County Historical Society, of which he is the 
president, has an easement to the site of the bottling 
plant. 
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of which are federally recognized.  No responses were received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of an 
opinion. 
 

Change Reservoir Number 2 (FID 517270) to Lake Fontaine, Kentucky 
(Review List 419) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p lat=38.0066456&p longi=-
84.4653292&fid=517270 
 
The name Lake Fontaine is proposed to be applied to a reservoir in the City of Lexington that is currently 
named Reservoir Number 2.  The reservoir is the middle of a series of three reservoirs along West Hickman 
Creek.  According to the proponent and historical maps, dams were built by the Lexington Hydraulic & 
Manufacturing Company in 1893, thus creating Reservoir Number 1, Reservoir Number 2, and Reservoir 
Number 3.  The latter name was changed by the BGN to Lake Hickman at its June 2015 meeting.   
 
According to the proponent of the name change, Reservoir Number 2 was sold in 1963 to a development 
company.  The proponent serves as secretary of the Lakeview Estates Lake Association, Inc., which now 
owns the reservoir.  He states that many local residents mistakenly believe it is owned by Kentucky 
American Water and that it is still a drinking water source.  The new name will “dispel this myth and 
enhance the value of the lake.”  The name is proposed in association with nearby Fontaine Road.   
 
The Mayor of Lexington and Fayette County and the Councilmember who represents this area of Lexington 
submitted letters in support of this proposal, as did the Blue Grass Trust for Historic Preservation.  The 
Kentucky Geographic Names Committee also recommends approval of the change. 
 
According to the NAGPRA Native American Consultation Database, there are no federally recognized 
tribes with an interest in Fayette County. 
 
II. Disagreement on Docketed Names  
 

Fenway Pond, Connecticut 
(Review List 418) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=41.732962&p longi=-72.519927 
 
This 2.6-acre reservoir, proposed to be named Fenway Pond, is located near the 8th green of the 
Minnechaug Golf Course in the Town of Glastonbury.  According to the proponent, the 8th green is 
considered “the signature hole of the course” and the reservoir is a central feature of the neighborhood.  
Although the reservoir has been shown on topographic maps since 1964 and is mentioned prominently at 
the Minnechaug Golf Course Web site, it has remained unnamed since it was constructed sometime 
between 1953 and 1964. 
 
According to the proponent, his Labrador retriever, named Fenway of Minnechaug, was beloved in the 
golfing community.  Each day for his 13 years, he greeted grade school children at the bus stop near the 
reservoir.  He was “a kids’ favorite and everyone in the golfing community knew Fenway.”  He was seen 
almost every day in the community “visiting most neighbors’ homes (and kitchens), chasing geese away 
from the 8th tee, and making himself available to children to stroke and play.  He served as a sort of mascot 
and was an icon for the Village at Minnechaug.”  The proponent states that Fenway was often referred to as 
“The Mayor of Minnechaug” or “The Ambassador” because he was “an extremely gentle and outgoing 
soul.”  Fenway acted as a “big brother” to many other dogs in the community, teaching patience and 
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tolerance in a way that according to the proponent “you’d have to see to believe.”  When Fenway passed 
away in 2014, the neighbors decided to honor him with the planting of a tree.  These neighbors also helped 
pay for his final medical expenses.  The proponent says he knows of no one (person or animal) in this 
golfing community of nearly 140 homes who has ever received such an honor.   
 
The proponent further states that the community supports the proposal for Fenway Pond.  He provided ten 
letters from locals in support of the name.  However, the Town of Glastonbury, which owns the golf course, 
wrote that they do not support the proposal, stating “the proposed name [does not meet our] requirements 
for a name.”  The Connecticut State Names Authority also recommends disapproval, citing the Town’s 
opposition.  According to the NAGPRA Native American Consultation Database, there are no federally 
recognized tribes with an interest in Hartford County. 
 
III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties  
 

Lee Island, Washington 
(Review List 418) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=48.4781261&p longi=-123.0685121 
 
This approximately 0.5-acre unnamed island, located off the southern shore of San Juan Island at the mouth 
of False Bay, is proposed to be named Lee Island in honor of Emelia “Lee” Bave (1910-2008).  In 1958, 
Ms. Bave and her husband moved to San Juan Island, where they operated the Mar Vista Resort, located 
opposite the unnamed island.  In addition to running the resort until her death in 2008, Ms. Bave often did 
paintings of the island.  She was also active in the local community, where she founded a performance and 
children’s theater and established a teen club.  She wrote a book and a play on the Pig War of 1859, which 
took place on San Juan Island; she also established the local Pig War Museum, for which she donated the 
building.  A representative of the San Juan Historical Museum reports that Lee worked tirelessly, earning 
her the nicknames “Mad Woman of Mar Vista” and “Looney Lee.”  Another individual stated, “Lee was a 
visionary.  She rallied many people for support and for that we in the community are so grateful.  She took 
action to preserve our Island History.  She is a real TOWN HERO.” 
 
Although the island is small and uninhabited, the proponent believes it needs a name to distinguish it from 
others at the mouth of False Bay. 
 
The San Juan County Council recommends approval of the proposal, as does the Washington State 
Committee on Geographic Names (WSCGN).  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has no opinion on the 
matter, the Department of Homeland Security has no objection, and the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration supports the name.  As part of its investigation, the WSCGN contacted the 
Lummi Tribe of the Lummi Reservation, a federally recognized tribe.  No response was received, which is 
presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion. 
 
IV. Revised Decisions  
 

Change Cedar Creek Reservoir (BGN 1988) (FID 1377461) to Lake Fayette, Texas 
(Review List 405) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p lat=29.9301113&p longi=-
96.7343255&fid=1377461 
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This proposal is to change the official name of Cedar Creek Reservoir in Fayette County to Lake Fayette.  
The request was submitted by a map editor at Yahoo! Maps, who reports that one of its users claimed the 
proposed name is in local use.  
 
The name Cedar Creek Reservoir was made official for Federal use by the BGN in 1988, following an 
inquiry from the Texas office of the U.S. Geological Survey Water Resources Division.  Although USGS 
maps published in the early 1980s had applied the name Lake Fayette, as did the 1988 State Highway map, 
the official name endorsed by the State of Texas was Cedar Creek Reservoir.  When the Lower Colorado 
River Authority (LCRA) obtained a permit for construction of the dam and reservoir in 1978, the Texas 
Water Rights Commission referred to it as Cedar Creek Reservoir.   
 
Prior to the 1988 BGN decision, the LCRA was asked by the Texas State Names Authority to confirm the 
name, and they responded that although they had no objection if local residents wished to continue to use 
Lake Fayette, they recommended that the name on Federal maps should agree with the name on the permit. 
 
Cedar Creek Reservoir is named on the latest edition of the USGS topographic maps and also on the Texas 
Department of Transportation Fayette County highway map, published in 1982 and revised in 1996.  In 
addition to Lake Fayette, the GNIS entry for Cedar Creek Reservoir lists the name FPP Cooling Pond as a 
variant.  Other names found online include Fayette Power Plant Lake, Fayette County Reservoir, and 
Fayette Lake. 
 
According to a Web site dedicated to local fishing sites, “Fayette County Lake [sic] was constructed by the 
Lower Colorado River Authority and the City of Austin [as] a 2,400-acre cooling pond for the Fayette 
Power Project.”  The LCRA’s own Web site uses the names Lake Fayette and Fayette Lake 
interchangeably, but does not appear to use the name Cedar Creek Reservoir.  The La Grange Area 
Chamber of Commerce and Google Maps also label the feature Lake Fayette.  As of December 2014, 
Yahoo! Maps had already changed the name to Lake Fayette. 
 
There is another reservoir in Texas named Cedar Creek Reservoir.  It was impounded in 1965 and is located 
in Henderson County, approximately 160 miles from the one in Fayette County.  It is also a popular 
recreation site because of its proximity to the Dallas metropolitan area. 
 
The Fayette County Judge was asked to comment on the proposed name change; however, no response was 
received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion.  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has no 
opinion on the proposal.  The Texas Geographic Names Committee contacted the LCRA and the Texas 
Water Development Board; neither has “any issues with the name change because most critical documents 
have already been revised to reflect the name change.”  The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
was also asked to comment, but did not respond to the State Names Committee by the deadline provided to 
them.  The State Names Committee recommends approval of the change.  According to the NAGPRA 
Native American Consultation Database, there are no federally recognized tribes with an interest in Fayette 
County. 
 
V. New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Little Smelt Creek, Michigan 
(Review List 420) 

Mouth: http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=45.93861&p longi=-86.28172 
Source: http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=45.9385&p longi=-86.28538 
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The new name Little Smelt Creek is proposed for a 0.23-mile-long stream that flows into Lake Michigan 
south of Manistique in Thompson Township in Schoolcraft County.   
 
The Michigan Department of Natural Resources identifies the smelt as Osmerus mordax, a small fish native 
to the northern Atlantic Coast of North America.  It was introduced into Lake Michigan in the 1930s and 
residents of Michigan have caught them for decades.  Smelt populations have declined since the 1970s for 
unknown reasons.  According to the proponent, the land through which the stream flows was purchased by 
Schoolcraft County in 2002, “with the intention of preserving the creek for the sake of remembering its past 
significance as a valued smelt resource.”  The county sold the land to the proponent earlier this year.  The 
proponent wishes to name the stream Little Smelt Creek “in keeping with the tradition that goes with the 
property.” 
 
The Thompson Township Board and the Schoolcraft County Board of Commissioners both support the 
proposal.  The Michigan State Names Authority also recommends approval.  A copy of the proposal was 
forwarded to the following federally recognized tribes: the Bay Mills Indian Community, the Grand 
Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians, the Red 
Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, and the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians.  No responses were 
received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion. 
 
According to GNIS, the only features that include the word “Smelt” in their names are located in New 
England or Alaska. 
 

Rain Dance Pond, New York 
(Review List 420) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=43.089703&p longi=-74.656431 
 
This approximately three-acre pond is proposed to be named Rain Dance Pond, a name that according to the 
proponent describes the way rain “dances” across the surface of the pond during a storm.  The name was 
originally proposed to the BGN in 2003, but despite having the support of the Town of Oppenheim and 
Fulton County and no objection from the New York State Names Committee, it was not approved citing 
concerns that the name could be construed to be commercial in nature.  At the time, the proponent owned an 
alpaca farm called Rain Dance Pond, LLC.  The BGN also expressed a concern that the words “Rain 
Dance” could have spiritual significance to the American Indian community.   
 
The proponent asked again in 2008 if the BGN would revisit it decision, but the request was denied citing a 
lack of any new evidence to warrant reopening the case.  The proponent has since sold the business (he still 
owns the property), and so he believes the potential commercial implications should no longer be a concern.  
 
The Town of Oppenheim and Fulton County were once again contacted for their opinions; the letters 
reminded them that they had endorsed the name in 2003 but that the BGN staff was requesting an updated 
opinion.  The Town and County were told that no response would indicate a lack of an opinion on the 
matter.  No responses were received.  The New York State Names Committee has affirmed that it has no 
objection to the name, although does have a concern that the feature is too small to receive an official name.  
According to the NAGPRA Native American Consultation Database, there are no federally recognized 
tribes with an interest in Fulton County. 
 

Lamprey Creek, Oregon 
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(Review List 420) 
Mouth: http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=44.57181&p longi=-123.31108 
Source: http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=44.5995&p longi=-123.31623 
 
This 2.3-mile-long stream heads one mile south of Dimple Hill and flows south to enter Oak Creek west of 
Corvallis.  The Mary River Watershed Council is proposing the name Lamprey Creek because the stream 
provides habitat to Pacific and brook lampreys.  The council believes that naming the stream will assist 
emergency responders and ensure citizen awareness of the stream through the use of signage. 
 
The name Lamprey Creek was selected because lamprey, commonly called “eels,” have a special meaning 
to the native people that have lived in the area for thousands of years.  Lamprey are a dietary staple for the 
Kalapuyan people.  In addition, the name will acknowledge the globally recognized lamprey research 
conducted at the Oregon State University.  The proponent believes that naming this stream for “a special 
fish that predates the dinosaurs and all other fish in the Pacific Northwest will provide an opportunity for 
both inspiration and challenge to protect and restore this tributary to improve the chances of more lamprey 
returning to this special place.”   
 
The proposed name is supported by Oregon State University, the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish 
Commission, Freshwaters Illustrated, the Marys Peak Chapter of the Sierra Club, the Skyline West 
Neighborhood Association, and the Native Fish Society.  The Benton County Commissioners and the 
Oregon Geographic Names Board (OGNB) also recommend approval of the new name. 
 
As part of its investigation, the OGNB forwarded the proposal to the State Legislative Commission 
on Indian Services, which in turn shared it with the following federally recognized tribes: the Confederated 
Tribes of Siletz Indians of Oregon, the Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde Community of Oregon, and 
the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation.  No responses were received, which is 
presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion. 
 
According to GNIS, Lampa Creek in Coos County, approximately 110 miles south-southwest of the stream 
in question, has a variant name of Lamprey Creek. 
 

Freudenberg Falls, Tennessee 
(Review List 419) 

http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=35.1938007&p longi=-85.2858258 
 
This proposal is to make official the name Freudenberg Falls for two waterfalls in Falling Water Falls 
Natural Area in Hamilton County.  According to the proponent, “The upper portion of the falls are 
approximately 30 feet high, and the lower falls drop 10 feet more from the ledge that separates the upper 
and lower falls.”  The proponent reports that he first heard the name as a child 42 years ago.  His mother 
told him the name refers to Freudenberg, Germany, the home town of many of the area’s early settlers.  The 
name has not been found on any published sources. 
 
The Mayor of Hamilton County and the Tennessee Division of Natural Areas (Tennessee Tower) both 
recommend approval of the name, as does the Tennessee State Names Committee.  A copy of the proposal 
was forwarded to the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina, which is a federally recognized 
tribe.  No response was received, which is presumed to indicate a lack of an opinion. 
 

Mount El Shaddai, Texas 
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(Review List 416) 
http://geonames.usgs.gov/pls/gazpublic/getesricoor?p lat=29.514722&p longi=-100.145278 
 
This proposal is to apply the new name Mount El Shaddai to an unnamed 1,913-foot summit in Kinney 
County.  According to the proponent, who owns the property on which the summit is located, “the name 
means Almighty.”  “El Shaddai” is one of the many names applied to God in the Hebrew scriptures.  Some 
scholars have suggested that “Shaddai” refers to mountains, although this translation is not widely accepted. 
 
The Kinney County Judge supports the new name, as does the Texas Geographic Names Committee.  A 
copy of the proposal was forwarded to the Mescalero Apache Tribe of the Mescalero Reservation, New 
Mexico, which is a federally recognized tribe.  No response was received, which is presumed to indicate a 
lack of an opinion. 
 
According to GNIS, there are no other physical features in Texas with names that contain the word 
“Shaddai.”  Four churches in Texas are named “El Shaddai,” but the closest is 100 miles to the east in San 
Antonio.  
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The minutes of the 773rd meeting of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC), held July 9th, were approved 
as submitted.   
 
3.  Reports 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Caldwell) 
 
The next full BGN meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 20th at the Department of the Interior in 
Washington D.C.  Caldwell thanked BGN staff, both on the DNC and FNC for preparing the agenda and 
other materials. 
 
Caldwell reported that the revised BGN bylaws and the revised DNC Principles, Policies, and 
Procedures of both the DNC and the FNC are still in review by the Secretary Department of the Interior. 
 
The U.S. Geological Survey’s historical map site still uses base maps provided by Esri.  Caldwell noted 
that the map displays a derogatory name that the BGN had formerly changed.  He contacted Esri who will 
amend the name.  Caldwell mentioned the general issue of government agency use of third-party mapping 
services.  There is no guarantee that they will use BGN approved names even though government 
agencies are required to use approved names in all their products, applications, and reports.  A list of the 
most significant approved BGN names, both domestic and foreign, will be compiled and sent to Esri and 
other third-party mapping services.  It is hoped that any name discrepancies will be corrected. 
 
3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Yost) 
 
Some members and prospective members still have not submitted biographies for review and vetting by 
the White House.  These biographies are needed for the reappointment process.  Although the new term 
ends in September, the BGN bylaws state that all members keep serving until reappointed or replaced by 
another representative.  Runyon is compiling all biographies. 
 
Yost asked if any attendees had access to a 5.25-inch disk drive which he could use to read an old 
disk that contains BGN member photos.  These photos were meant to be included in the “Diary 
of Actions, Policies, Policies and Events:1890 – 1990” (aka “The 100 Year History”) Orth’s 100th 
anniversary document on the history of the BGN.  Sandra Shaw, former BGN chair, would like 
these pictures for her upcoming presentation at the 125th anniversary symposium.  
 
Ralph Ehrenberg and Roger Payne received a request from Stanley D. Brunn, a retired professor 
who is editing a book titled The Changing World Language Map which will include “chapters on 
important, interesting and cutting-edge topics related to language use, culture, policy, 
representation and mapping.”  He is requesting chapter submissions.  Yost will forward the email 
to the entire BGN as well as some of the geographic name boards of other countriesNational 
Naming Authorities in other countries. 
 
3.3  Special Committee on Communication (Caldwell for Westington) 
 
The BGN’s 125th anniversary celebration will be Friday, September 18th at the Library of Congress.  
Caldwell thanked the Library of Congress staff for all their work to prepare for hosting the event.  All 
speakers have been approved, although opening speakers from the Department of the Interior and the 
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Library of Congress have not been confirmed.  Yost mentioned that the Secretary of the Interior and the 
Assistant Secretary of the Interior have conflicts and will not be able to speak but that the Ddirector of the 
U.S. Geological Survey may be able to provide the  Departmnet of the Interior “Welcome”able speak. 
 
The commemorative pins have arrived.  Caldwell passed around pins for members to view.  The pins will 
be distributed next month after recoding who will be receiving one.  He thanked Forrest for her work in 
designing and ordering the pins.  Donations for the cost of the pins are still being accepted.  Orders have 
been placed for commemorative polo shirts.  
 
Caldwell reminded the committee that the SCC would meet at 1 p.m., also in the Kiowa Room, and 
invited all to attend. 
 
Upon the entrance of Myron Pourier, Vandegraft asked him to introduce himself.  Vandegrapft also asked 
all members and guests to introduce themselves again for the benefit of Mr. Pourier. 
 
Two members joined the meeting. 
 
3.4  Executive Secretary (Yost) 
 
The decision about renaming a populated place and related administrative features in Kansas from Saint 
John to St. John appeareding in several smaller newspapers around the country. 
 
3.5  Staff (Runyon) 
 
Review List 421, comprising 35 new names and name change proposals, was released on August 10th.  
 
Staff has received correspondence about several high profile cases to rename features including Devils 
Tower, Harney Peak, and Mount McKinley.  A few new proposals have been submitted.   
 
Yost thanked Runyon, J. Campbell, Shelton, Vandegraft, and Caldwell for their input and edits to the 
Mount McKinley/Denali white paperbackground information recently submitted to the Secretary of the 
Interior.  Members briefly discussed some issues surrounding the name controversy and the recent 
resurveying of the summit’s elevation the results of which will soon be released. 
 
3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 
 
There are still issues with developers working on GNIS tools.  Many developers have been leaving for 
other jobs so progress has been slow.   
 
The landform tool relies on The National Map (TNM) services which have recently been unreliable.  
Issues have been documented and reported to TMN help desk and seem to have been fixed. 
 
A GNIS server went down for a few hours one day last week towards the end of the day.  
 
As part of a web re-engineering project, the USGS will be moving all its Web pages to a new Google-
based format.  The GNIS pages are being re-inventoried, but as part of the project, the USGS will require 
their banner at the top of the page.  A few years ago, the BGN requested that this be removed to eliminate 
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confusion that the BGN worked for the USGS directly.  The BGN will need to discuss how to handle this 
request. 
 
New GNIS download files were posted on August 11th.  McCormick provided the Antarctic dataset to 
Doug Moore at the NGA, who will pull out features that will be maintained in GNS.  Once this is done, 
these features will be removed from GNIS. 
 
On August 27th, McCormick will present a need-to-know session about the landform tool to Denver 
NGTOC. 
 
McCormick and Messenger will be in Reston on September 17th and will attend the 125th anniversary 
symposium. 
 
Yost mentioned that planning for FY 2016 included the Geographic Names Improvement Program.  
GNIS gave a list of checks and improvements to existing data to NGTOC which, based on developer 
availability should be worked on in the coming year.  
 
3.7  Harney Peak, South Dakota name change (Pourier) 
 
passed out bundles with brocures and book Black Elk Speaks. 
 
Mr. Pourier thanked the Board for the opportunity to speak.  He began by describing his connection to the 
movement to rename Harney Peak as Black Elk Peak.  He described the movement as peaceful, prayerful, 
and apolitical. He alluded to the various names that have been suggested throughout the process besides 
Black Elk Peak, one of which is Hinhan Kaga.   
 
According to Pourier, in the Sioux language “hinhan” means “owl” and “kaga” mean “imitating” or 
“mocking”.  This descriptive name given by Sioux ancestors comes from the sound of wind blowing 
through large granite spires that form groups within parts of the Black Hills.  They would refer to this 
portion of the Black Hills as Hinhan Kaga.   
 
Pourier mentioned another original name for the mountain, Wicincala Sakowin, which means “seven 
girls” or “seven stars” and refers to a group of seven stars near the constellation Taurus known as the 
Pleiades.  In the Lakota Sioux star knowledge, the Pleiades or Wicincala Sakowin is the name of the 
original celestial mountain that corresponds to the highest point in the Black Hills.  This is the center of 
the world according to the Sioux.  Pourier explained that the two names, Hinhan Kaga and Wicincala 
Sakowin, are used by the younger and older generations within various Sioux tribes, respectively. 
 
Pourier described how Black Elk, his great-great grandfather, traveled alone to the top of the highest point 
in the Black Hills, set up an altar, and prayed for four days.  Black Elk had a vision which he later related 
to John G. Neihardt.  In the vision, Black Elk saw the connectedness of the whole world and all peoples.  
The name Black Elk Peak would be “synonymous with the beauty and sacredness of the Black Hills” and 
would be “respectful toward all walks of life and a neutral name.”    
 
A brief discussion ensued about the South Dakota Board of Geographic Names’ review process and 
public hearings.  Runyon asked about the general perception that naming features after people is not a 
tradition among American Indian tribes.  Pourier mentioned Crazy Horse Mountain (officially known as 
Thunderhead Mountain) in the Black Hills and Piestewa Peak in Arizona (named for a Hopi woman who 
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was killed in action during the Iraq War).  Although the practice not widespread, features can be named 
for native individuals when appropriate. There are many tribes and many opinions. 
Vandegraft thanked Pourier for his presentation to the Board. 
 
4.  Docket  
 
Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at this 
meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties  
 

Change application of Ninety Percent Spring (FID 394954), Idaho (Review List 418) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed the origin of the 
name “Ninety Percent.” 
 

Vote:              17  in favor 
           0  against 
                                  0  abstention 
 
Change Reservoir Number 2 (FID 517270) to Lake Fontaine, Kentucky (Review List 419) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed an earlier 
commemorative proposal for the same name for this feature which was withdrawn. 
 

Vote:              17  in favor 
           0  against 
                                  0  abstentions 
 
II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 
 
Fenway Pond, Connecticut (Review List 418) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to not approve this name.  Members questioned the Town of 
Glastonbury’s requirements for naming features and whether or not the five-year waiting period for 
commemorative names applied in the case of pets. 
 

Vote:              16  in favor 
           1  against 
                                  0  abstention 
 
The negative votes cited the lack of local support from both the Town of Glastonbury and the Connecticut 
State Names Authority.  The five-year waiting period for commemorative names was also cited.  
 
III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Lee Island, Washington (Review List 418) (FID 2772203) 
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A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 
 

Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstention 
 
IV. Revised Decisions 

Change Cedar Creek Reservoir (BGN 1988) (FID 1377461) to Lake Fayette, Texas (Review List 405) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstention 

 V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties  
 
Little Smelt Creek, Michigan (Review List 420) (FID 2772204) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.  One member pointed out that the name is 
redundant because all smelts are little.  Staff suggested the word “little” might refer to the stream’s length. 
 

Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
Rain Dance Pond, New York (Review List 420) (FID 2772205) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            15  in favor 
         1  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
The negative vote was cast in the belief that the name is still representing a former business and is 
disingenuous. 
 
Lamprey Creek, Oregon (Review List 420) (FID 2772206) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstentions 
 
Freudenberg Falls, Tennessee (Review List 419) (FID 2772207) 
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A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.

Vote: 17 in favor
0 against
0 abstentions

Mount El ShaddaL Texas (Rexdew List 416) (FID 2772208)

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.

Vote: 10 in favor
5 against
2 abstentions

The negative votes were cast in the opinion that this was a commemorative name and that there is a lack 
of association between the deity and the [feature).____________________________________________

5. Other Busmess

Fournier announced that this would be his last DNC meeting and has plans to retire from the Census 
Bureau at the end of November. At present, no replacement member has been selected and Flora will be 
the sole Census Bureau member. The Foreign Names Committee (FNC) will temporarily lack a Census 
Bureau representative.

Fleming also announced that the next DNC meeting will be his last. He will be replaced by Dr. Wendy 
Star Brown.

Vandegraft thanked both for their service to the DNC and BGN as well as their comments and wisdom. 
Members gave them a round of applause.

Yost announced that next month’s meeting would feature a presentation on the Black Elk Peak proposal 
given by a relative of General Harney.

6. Closing

The meeting adjourned at 11:25 p.m. The next Domestic Names Committee meeting will be held 
September 10th, 2015, at 9:30 a.m. at the Department of the Intenor, Kiowa Room.

(signed) Louis A. Yost

Commented [LAY1]: I know that Mike S said this offhandedly 
before anyone else said anything but do we want to put it as the 
reason in the minutes given the other reasons that a 
commemorative name can be approved? Although I guess I might 
not have the same apprehension if the proposal was for Mount 
Diablo and the same reason was given.

Louis A. Yost, Executive Secretary

APPROVED 
(signed) Douglas Vandegraft

Douglas Vandegraft, Chairman
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2.  Minutes of the 773rd Meeting 
 
The minutes of the 773rd meeting of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC), held July 9th, were approved 
as submitted.   
 
3.  Reports 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Caldwell) 
 
The next full BGN meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 20th at the Department of the Interior in 
Washington D.C.  Caldwell thanked BGN staff, both on the DNC and FNC for preparing the agenda and 
other materials. 
 
TCaldwell reported that the revised BGN bylaws and the revised DNC Principles, Policies, and 
Procedures of both the DNC and the FNC are still in review by the Secretary Department of the Interior. 
 
The U.S. Geological Survey’s historical map site still uses base maps provided by Esri.  Caldwell noted 
that the map displays a derogatory name that the BGN had previousformerly changed.  He contacted Esri, 
which who will amend the name.  Caldwell mentioned the general issue of government agency use of 
third-party mapping services.  There is no guarantee that they will use BGN- approved names even 
though government agencies are required to use suchapproved names in all their products, applications, 
and reports.  A list of the most significant approved BGN names, both domestic and foreign, will be 
compiled and sent to Esri and other third-party mapping services.  It is hoped that any name discrepancies 
will be corrected. 
 
3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Yost) 
 
Some members and prospective members still have not submitted biographies for review and vetting by 
the White House.  These biographies are needed for the reappointment process.  Although the new term 
ends in September, the BGN bylaws state that all members keep serving until reappointed or replaced by 
another representative.  Runyon is compiling all biographies. 
 
Yost asked if any attendees had access to a 5.25-inch disk drive which he could use to read an old 
disk that contains BGN member photos.  These photos were meant to be included in the “Diary 
of Actions, Policies, Policies and Events:1890 – 1990” (aka “The 100 Year History”) Orth’s 100th 
anniversary document on the history of the BGN.  Sandra Shaw, former BGN chair, would like 
these pictures for her upcoming presentation at the 125th anniversary symposium.  
 
Ralph Ehrenberg and Roger Payne received a request from Stanley D. Brunn, a retired professor 
who is editing a book titled The Changing World Language Map which will include “chapters on 
important, interesting and cutting-edge topics related to language use, culture, policy, 
representation and mapping.”  He is requesting chapter submissions.  Yost will forward the email 
to the entire BGN as well as some of the geographic name boards of other countriesNational 
Naming Authorities in other countries. 
 
3.3  Special Committee on Communication (Caldwell for Westington) 
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The BGN’s 125th anniversary celebration will be Friday, September 18th at the Library of Congress. 
Caldwell thanked the Library of Congress staff for all their work to prepare for hosting the event. All 
speakers have been approved, although opening speakers from the Department of the Interior and the 
Library of Congress have not been confirmed. Yost mentioned that the Secretary of the Interior and the 
Assistant Secretary of the Interior have conflicts and will not be able to speak but that the Ddirector of 
the U.S. Geological Survey may be able to provide the Departmenet of the Intenor ^Welcome”-able

The commemorative pins have arrived. Caldwell passed around a samplepms for members to view. The
pins will be distributed next month after [recoding who will be receiving one. He thanked Forrest for her Commented [RJE1]: ?
work in designing and ordering the pins. Donations for the cost of the pins are still being accepted.
Orders have been placed for commemorative polo shirts.

Caldwell reminded the committee that the SCC would meet at 1 p.m., also in the Kiowa Room, and 
invited all to attend.

Upon the entrance of Myron Pourier, Vandegraft asked him to introduce himself. Vandegrapft also asked 
all members and guests to introduce themselves again for the benefit of Mr. Pourier.

Two members jomed the meeting.

3.4 Executive Secretary (Yost)

The decision about renaming a populated place and related administrative features in Kansas from Saint 
John to St. John appearedtug in several smaller newspapers around the country.

3.5 Staff (Runyon)

Review List 421, comprising 35 new names and name change proposals, was released on August 10th.

Staff has received correspondence about several high profile cases to rename features including Devils 
Tower, Harney Peak, and Jvlount McKinley. A few new proposals have been submitted.___________

Yost thanked Runyon, J. Campbell, Shelton, Vandegraft, and Caldwell for their input and edits to 
die Mount McKinlevZDenali white paperback ground information recently submitted to the Secretary of 
the Interior. Members briefly discussed some issues surrounding the name controversy and the recent 
resurveying of the summit’s elevation^ the results of which will soon be released.

3.6 GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick)

There are still issues with developers working on GNIS tools. Many developers have been leaving for 
other jobs so progress has been slow.

The landform tool relies on The National Map (TNM) sendees which have recently been unreliable. 
Esues have been documented and reported to TMN help desk and seem to have been fixed.

Formatted: Underline 
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A GNIS server wont down for a few hours one day last wook towards the end of the day
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As part of a web re-engineering project, the USGS will be moving all its Web pages to a new Google
based format. The GNIS pages are being re-inventoried, but as part of the project, the USGS will require 
itsthoir banner at the top of the page. A few years ago, the BGN requested that this be removed to 
eliminate confusion that the BGN worked for the USGS directly. The BGN will need to discuss how to 
handle this request.

New GNIS download files were posted on August 11th McCormick provided the Antarctic dataset to 
Doug Moore at the [nGA|, who will pull outextract features that will be maintained in |GNS|. Once this is 
done, these features will be removed from GNIS.

Commented [RJE2]: Spell out

Commented [RJE3]: Spell out

On August 27th, McCormick will present a need-to-know session about the landform tool to Denver
NGTOC.I___________________________________________________________________ Commented [RJE4]: Spell out

McCormick and Messenger will be in Reston on September 17th and will attend the 125th anniversary 
symposium.

Yost mentioned that planning for FY 2016 includesd the Geographic Names Improvement Program. The 
GNIS staff providedgeve a list of checks and improvements to existing data to NGTOC which: based on 
developer availability^ should be worked on in the coming year.

3.7 Harney Peak South Dakota name change,(Pourier) Formatted: Underline

passed out bundles with broeuros and book Black Elk Spook*

Mr. Pourier thanked the Board for the opportunity to speak. He distributed bundles with brochures and 
copies of the book Black Elk Speaks. Jle began his presentation_by explammgdesonbmg his connection 
to the movement to rename .Harney Peak asjo 3lack Elk Peak. He descnbed the movement as _peacefi.il, 
prayerful, and apolitical.^ He alluded to the various names that have been suggested throughout the 
process besides Black Elk Peak, one of which is Jfinhan Kaga.________________________________

According to Pouner, in the Sioux language “hinhan” means “owl” and “kaga” mean “imitating” or 
“mocking”. This descriptive name given by Sioux ancestors comes from the sound of wind blowing 
through large granite spires that form groups within parts of the Black Hills. They would refer to this 
portion of the Black Hills as Hmlian Kaga.______________________________________________

Formatted: Font: Italic
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Pourier mentioned another original name for the mountain, Wicincala Sakowin, which means “seven 
girls” or “seven stars” and refers to a group of seven stars near the constellation Taurus known as the 
Pleiades. In the Lakota Sioux star knowledge, the Pleiades or Wicincala Sakowin is the name of the 
original celestial mountain that corresponds to the highest point in the Black Hills. This is the center of 
the world according to the Sioux. Pourier explained that the two names, Hinhan Kaga, and JVicincala 
Sakowin, are used by the younger and older generations within various Sioux tribes, respectively.

Formatted: Underline
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Pourier described howr Black Elk, his great-great grandfather, traveled alone to the top of the highest point 
in the Black Hills, set up an altar, and prayed for four days. Black Elk had a vision wrhich he later related 
to John G. Neihardt. In the vision, Black Elk saw the connectedness of the whole world and all peoples. 
The name Black Elk Peak would be “synonymous with the beauty and sacredness of the Black Hills” and 
would be “respectful toward all walks of life and a neutral name.”

f Formatted: Underline
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A brief discussion ensued about the South Dakota Board of Geographic Names’ review process and 
public hearings. Runyon asked about the general perception that naming features after people is not a 
tradition among American Indian tribes. Pourier mentioned .Crazy Horse Mountain (officially known 
as .Thunderhead Mountain) in the Black Hills andPiestewa Peak in Arizona (named for a Hopi woman 
who was killed in action during the Iraq War). Although the practice isnot widespread, features can be 
named for native individuals wrhen appropriate. There are many tribes and many opinions.
Vandegraft thanked Pourier for his presentation to the BeerdCommittee.

Formatted: Underline
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4. Docket

Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal. For new names approved at this 
meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.

I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 
parties

Change apphcation of Ninety Percent Spring (FID 394954), Idaho (Review List 418)

A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. Members briefly discussed the origin of the 
name ‘Ninety Percent.”

Change Reservoir Number 2 (FID 517270) to Lake Fontaine. Kentucky (Review List 419)

Vote: 17 in favor
0 against
0 abstention

A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. Members briefly discussed an earlier 
commemorative proposal for the same name for this feature which was withdrawn.

Vote: 17 in favor
0 against
0 abstentions

n. Disagreement on Docketed Names

Fenwav Pond, Connecticut (Review List 418)

A motion was made and seconded 4e-not to approve this name. Members questioned the Town of 
Glastonbury’s requirements for naming features and whether or not the five-year waiting period for 
commemorative names applied in the case of pets.

Vote: 16 m favor
1 against
0 abstention

The negative votes cited the lack of local support from both the Town of Glastonbury and the Connecticut 
State Names Authority. The five-year wraiting period for commemorative names was also cited.
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III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Lee Island, Washington (Review List 418) (FID 2772203) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this namechange. 
 

Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstention 
 
IV. Revised Decisions 

Change Cedar Creek Reservoir (BGN 1988) (FID 1377461) to Lake Fayette, Texas (Review List 405) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
                                0  abstention 

 V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties  
 
Little Smelt Creek, Michigan (Review List 420) (FID 2772204) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.  One member pointed out that the name is 
redundant because all smelts are little.  Staff suggested the word “little” might refer to the stream’s length. 
 

Vote:            16  in favor 
         0  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
Rain Dance Pond, New York (Review List 420) (FID 2772205) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            15  in favor 
         1  against 
                                1  abstentions 
 
The negative vote was cast in the belief that the name is still representsing a former business and is 
disingenuous. 
 
Lamprey Creek, Oregon (Review List 420) (FID 2772206) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
 

Vote:            17  in favor 
         0  against 
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0 abstentions

Freudenberg Falls, Tennessee (Rexdew List 419) (FID 2772207)

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.

Vote: 17 in favor
0 against 
0 abstentions

Mount El Shaddai, Texas (Rexdew List 416) (FID 2772208)

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.

Vote: 10 in favor
5 against 
2 abstentions

The negative votes were cast in the opinion that this was a commemorative name and that there is a lack 
of association between the deity and the feature.

5. Other Busmess

Fournier announced that this would be his last DNC meeting and has plans to retire from the Census 
Bureau at the end of November. At present, no replacement member has been selected and Flora will be 
the sole Census Bureau member. The Foreign Names Committee (FNC) will temporarily lack a Census 
Bureau representative.

Fleming also announced that the next DNC meeting will be his last. He will be replaced by Dr. Wendy_ 
Starr Brown.

Vandegraft thanked Fournier and Flemingfeetk for their service to the DNC and BGN^ as well as their 
comments and wisdom. Members gave them a round of applause.

Yost announced that next month’s meeting would feature a presentation on the Black Elk Peak proposal Formatted: Underline
given by a relative of General Harney.

6. Closing

The meeting adjourned at 11:25 ap.m. The next Domestic Names Committee meeting will be held 
September 10th, 2015, at 9:30 a.m. at the Department of the Intenor, Kiowa Room.

(signed) Louis A. Yost

Commented [LAY5]: I know that Mike S said this offhandedly 
before anyone else said anything but do we want to put it as the 
reason in the minutes given the other reasons that a 
commemorative name can be approved? Although I guess I might 
not have the same apprehension if the proposal was for Mount 
Diablo and the same reason was given.

Louis A. Yost, Executive Secretary

APPROVED
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(signed) Douglas Vandegraft 
 
_________________________ 
Douglas Vandegraft, Chairman 
Domestic Names Committee 
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"Shelton, Michael" <michael shelton@nps.gov>

FYI.

From: "Shelton, Michael" <michael_shelton@nps.gov>
Sent: Mon Sep 07 2015 11:21:58 GMT-0600 (MDT)

To:
Carolyn and Duncan Morrow[QYQj^^^B@cox.net>, Louis Yost <lyost@usgs.gov>, Jennifer Runyon 
<jrunyon@usgs.gov>, "Caldwell, Douglas R ERDC-TEC-VA" <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, Douglas
Vandegraft <Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>

Subject: Re: Names Have Power: Denali and Other Colonist Lies

/s/ Mike

Michael M. Shelton
Program Analyst
Office of Policy
National Park Service
Deputy Member, U.S. Board on

Geographic Names
1201 Eye Street NW
7th Floor I Office 88
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 354-3954 (Direct Dial)
(202) 354-3950 (Gen l Off. No.)
(202) 371-5189 (Fax)

"Whatever you do, crush superstition, and love those who love you “
Voltaire, 1762

On Fri, Sep 4, 2015 at 8:59 PM, Carolyn and Duncan Morrow <KbH6) @cox.net> wrote:

http://indianGQuntrytQdaymedianetWQrk com/2015/09/04/names-have-power-denali-and-other-,cQlQnist-lies-161635

Indian Country Today

Friday, September 4, 2015

Names Have Power: Denali and Other Colonist Lies
Steve Russell

What’s in a name? that which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet.

—Act II, Scene II

—Romeo and Juliet

Denali was Denali to Alaskan Natives and naming it for William McKinley by a gold prospector because McKinley supported the gold standard 
was a case of temporary insanity, no doubt common among white people exposed to the extreme weather of Alaska. Silly as the McKinley 
name was, it made me feel lucky to be born in what was Indian Territory until 1907, because we named not only natural features but counties 
and cities—and the names stuck.

Living in Indian Territory—renamed from the Choctaw language for “Red People” as Oklahoma—we are spared silliness like the second tallest peak in 
North America (after Denali) being called Mt. St. Elias instead of the Tlingit Yaas'eit'aa Shaa. which would be the proper name if proper means first rather 
than most powerful. I’ve been thinking about where the logic lies in St. Elias but have had no luck.

Elias is the Greek translation of El jah, one of the greatest Jewish prophets, also recognized as a prophet by Christianity and Islam. The 
colonists, a superstitious and primitive lot, believe that Elijah is still living since, instead of dying, he ascended to the sky in a flaming chariot. 
Some would take that to be a rocket ship, I suppose, and if Albert Einstein was correct about time, we are aging more quickly than El jah. But 
3,000 years?

The only connection of the Jewish people to Alaska was the plan floated by the fellow who wrote the Bible of federal Indian law, Felix S. 
Cohen, to allow Jewish refugees from Hitler’s death camps to settle in Alaska. That plan came to nothing.

There are two St. Eliases, neither having set foot in Alaska.



The Roman Catholic St. Elias was an Egyptian who was canonized by the Pope for taking Rome’s side in an obscure theological dispute.
Unl ke many saints, he died of natural causes in the 6th Century.

The Orthodox St. Elias was also from Egypt, where he lived for 110 years, 80 of them in a cave.

If I had to place a bet on which of the three usurped the name of Yaas'éit'aa Shaa, I would put money on the Orthodox version, because
Orthodox Christianity was the state religion of the first colonial power to infest Alaska, Russia.

The Tlingit name, Yaas'éit'aa Shaa, is boringly descriptive, “mountain behind icy bay.” I suppose colonists might have trouble pronouncing
Tlingit, but neither English nor Russian is a picnic for somebody not raised with the tongue. The Native name could always be translated and
perhaps shortened a bit and retain some authenticity.

The mountain they call St. Elias is one of the crown jewels of the largest national park within the U.S. system, WrangellSt. Elias National Park
and Preserve, about the size of six Yellowstones, but lacking the fame of Yellowstone because it’s in Alaska.

The National Park Service description of the park makes it clear that Yaas'éit'aa Shaa and Denali were not the only Native names discarded
by the colonists unless you think Blackburn, Sanford, Drum, and Wrangell are Native Alaskan names.

You were thinking maybe Drum is an English translation of a Native Alaskan name? Wrong. The peak was named for General Richard Coulter
Drum, known for his service in the Mexican War, the Civil War, and Indian fighting.

The First Sioux War was the 1855 expedition where Indian fighter William S. Harney perfected the slaughter of noncombatants that would
remain a hallmark of Army tactics against the Great Sioux Nation until the photographs of the Wounded Knee Massacre in 1890 turned public
opinion.

Spotted Tail made much of his legend in the early part of the Harney’s Blue Water Creek engagement. Wounded four times—two gunshots
and two saber cuts—the Brulé warrior gave up his horse to a family that needed means to escape and returned to the fight. After the fight
ended, Harney’s troops descended on the women and children in Little Thunder’s village.

Some Indians remember Drum, a lieutenant at the time of the First Sioux War, in a positive light for rescuing Spotted Tail’s daughter from the
massacre of noncombatants. While she eventually died of her wounds, Drum is remembered for protecting her at a time when he did not
know she was an important man’s daughter.

The history of a man whose name wound up on an Alaskan mountain brings us to the Great Sioux Nation, where the United States
disregarded treaty rights to take possession of the mountains white people call the Black Hills. Indians generally do not object to this name
because it is a direct translation of the Lakota name, Pahá Sápa.

Indians do object to their dispossession, which has been found unlawful in the colonial courts, and to the fact that the tallest peak in the Black
Hills has lost the Lakota name Hinhan Kaga and is called for the man responsible for murder of women and children, what civilized people call
war crimes. The colonial government calls Hinhan Kaga “Harney Peak,” and it is located, fittingly enough, just outside Custer State Park.

Hinhan Kaga is famous among the Lakota as the place where Black Elk received his first vision and they have protested calling the sacred
place for a genocidal maniac. The translation of the Lakota, “Making of Owls,” might ease the transition for nonIndians if somebody explained
that many tribes associate an owl with impending death.

Elsewhere in Pahá Sápa is the place the Lakota call Six Grandfathers. South Dakota lawyer turned State Historian Doane Robinson is credited
with or blamed for the plan to desecrate Six Grandfathers with the images of four colonial grandfathers—Presidents Washington, Lincoln,
Jefferson, and Theodore Roosevelt.

Robinson also engineered the theft of the name, according to a document that rests in the files of the Geographic Names Information System
(GNIS). The document, dated May 19, 1930, claimed that according to State Historian Robinson the mountain had no name before he named
it for Charles E. Rushmore, a New York lawyer who worked for the Harney Peak Tin Mining Company (tin mining representing another
desecration of Pahá Sápa). Some historian.

The American Indian Movement once advocated renaming what is now called Rushmore “Crazy Horse Mountain.” That has a nice ring to it. It
is also only fair to note that Doane Robinson’s original concept for the carvings would have included Red Cloud. Don’t get too excited, because
it also included George Armstrong Custer, who had a terrible record of killing women and children until he picked a fight with warriors at
Greasy Grass.

The Wyoming side of Pahá Sápa contains a distinctive laccolith formation the Lakota call Matȟó Thípila, the Arapaho call Wox Niiinon, the
Crow call Daxpitcheeaasáao, and nonNatives call Devils Tower. (Naming conventions in the U.S. leave out possessive apostrophes.)

The Devil—head honcho Evil Spirit in European mythology adopted from the Middle East—has a lot of real estate named after him. Devil’s Peak is the
scenic backdrop in most photos of Capetown, South Africa, and the Devil owns a couple of other famous peaks in Australia and Hong Kong, all former
British colonies.

The Devils Tower in Pahá Sápa is the site of contemporary sacred ceremonies and it seems odd to consecrate sacred space to the Devil.
Arvol Looking Horse has filed a petition to change the name back to the Lakota name translated to English: Bear Lodge. Looking Horse’s
petition has the support of the Oglala and the vigorous opposition of Wyoming and local officials. A similar proposal died in 2005. The
Wyoming Congresswoman at the time, Barbara Cubin, represented the colonial point of view when she commented “name change will harm
the tourist trade and bring economic hardship to area communities.”

With all due respect to the former Congresswoman, would people suddenly be unable to find the peak immortalized in mashed potatoes in
Close Encounters of the Third Kind because it’s taken away from the Devil and given back to Bear?

The U.S. Board on Geographic Names is required to allow for public comment and that comment period is about to close. Looking Horse
objects to the current name because, among other reasons, the identification with European superstition makes ceremonies on Bear Lodge
appear to be “Devil worship,” and nothing could be farther from the truth.

In the next part of this series, we will look at other places where irrational colonial names have usurped traditional tribal names. There is no
way to point out all of them. Still, if we had to pick names to change back, sites that are currently related to sacred ceremonies should go to the
front of the line. At the very least, a sacred site seems an odd place for the colonists to give the Devil his due.  Maybe it’s time for Bear to have
his?
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<andrew.h.flora@census.gov>" <andrew.h.flora@census.gov> Ralph <rehr@loc.gov>, "eblount@fs.fed.us 
<eblount@fs.fed.us>" <eblount@fs.fed.us>, TN <gail.milton@usps.gov>, TN <Angela.D.Lawson@usps.gov>, 
Douglas R ERDC-TEC-VA Caldwell <Douglas.R.Caldwell@usace.army.mil>, Betsy Kanalley

To: <bkanalley@fs.fed.us>, "Berman, Eric" <Eric.Berman@fema.dhs.gov>, Douglas Vandegraft
<Douglas.Vandegraft@boem.gov>, Jon C Campbell <joncampbell@usgs.gov>, Michael Shelton
<Michael_Shelton@nps.gov>, Deborah Nordeen <deb_nordeen@nps.gov>, Lee Fleming <LFIeming2@bia.gov>, 
Monique Fordham <mfordham@usgs.gov>, Ron Saiz <ron_salz@fws.gov>, "Nolan, Jacqueline" <jnol@loc.gov>, 
"Forrest, Brenda-Anne C." <bforrest@gpo.gov>, "Pattarozzi, Victor" <victor.pattarozzi@hq.dhs.gov>, "Campbell, 
Laurie A -FS" <lacampbell@fs.fed.us>, Michael Tischler <mtischler@usgs.gov>, Patrick Mahoney
<patrick_mahoney@blm.gov>, "Bruce <bjoh@loc.gov>" <bjoh@loc.gov>, Tara Wallace - NOAA Federal
<tara.wallace@noaa.gov>, Wendi-Starr Brown <wendi-starr.brown@bia.gov>

Subject: U.S. Board on Geographic Names/Domestic Names Committee Aug. 13, 2015 Minutes
Attachments: DNC Aug13_2015 Minutes.docx

As a reminder, this week's meeting will include a presenta ion by a member of the Hamey family on the proposal to change the name of Hamey Peak, SD (BGN Review List 419).

If you are planning to bring any non-DOI guests who are not on this distribution list, please let us know so we can provide his/her name and affiliation to DOI Security.

Thanks, 

Jenny

Jennifer Runyon, research staff
U.S. Board on Geographic Names
U.S. Geological Survey, Geographic Names Office 
(703) 648-4550

jrunyonffiusgs.gov



U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 

DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

Seven Hundred and Seventy Fourth Meeting 

Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room 

August 13, 2015 – 9:30 a.m. 

 

Members and Deputy Members in Attendance 

Eric Berman   Department of Homeland Security (Federal Emergency Management 

   Agency) 

Douglas Caldwell  Department of Defense (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) 

Jon Campbell   Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) 

Laurie Campbell  Department of Agriculture (U.S. Forest Service) 

Mark DeMulder   Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) 

Lee Fleming   Department of the Interior (Bureau of Indian Affairs) 

Andrew Flora   Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census) 

Monique Fordham  Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey) (by 

   teleconference)  

Michael Fournier   Department of Commerce (Bureau of the Census) 

Tony Gilbert   Government Publishing Office 

Bruce Johnson   Library of Congress 

Sean Killen   Department of the Interior (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) (by 

   teleconference) 

Curtis Loy   Department of Commerce (Office of Coast Survey) 

Jacqueline Nolan  Library of Congress 

Victor Pattarozzi  Department of Homeland Security 

Michael Shelton  Department of the Interior (National Park Service) 

Douglas Vandegraft Department of the Interior (Bureau of Ocean Energy Management)     

   (Chairman) 

 

Ex-Officio 

Lou Yost, Executive Secretary, U.S. Board on Geographic Names/Domestic Names Committee 

 

Staff 

Maria McCormick, U.S. Geological Survey (by teleconference) 

Jane Messenger, U.S. Geological Survey (by teleconference) 

Matthew O’Donnell, U.S. Geological Survey 

Jennifer Runyon, U.S. Geological Survey 

 

Guests 

Lola Ajilore, Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 

Estelle Bowman, U.S. Forest Service 

Paul Holeva, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Myron Pourier, Black Elk Development 

Timothy St. Onge, Library of Congress 

 

1.  Opening  

 

Chairman Vandegraft opened the meeting at 9:29 a.m.  He welcomed visitors and asked all BGN 

members, staff, and visitors to introduce themselves.  
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2.  Minutes of the 773rd Meeting 

 

The minutes of the 773rd meeting of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC), held July 9th, were approved 

as submitted.   

 

3.  Reports 

 

3.1  BGN Chairman (Caldwell) 

 

The next full BGN meeting will take place on Tuesday, October 20th at the Department of the Interior in 

Washington D.C.   

 

The revised BGN bylaws and the revised DNC Principles, Policies, and Procedures are still in review by 

the Department of the Interior. 

 

The U.S. Geological Survey’s historical topographic map Web site uses base maps provided by Esri.  

Caldwell noted that the map displays a derogatory name that the BGN had previously changed.  He 

contacted Esri, which will amend the name.  Caldwell mentioned the general issue of government agency 

use of third-party mapping services.  There is no guarantee that they will use BGN-approved names even 

though government agencies are required to use such names in all their products, applications, and 

reports.  A list of the most significant approved BGN names, both domestic and foreign, will be compiled 

and sent to Esri and other third-party mapping services.  It is hoped that any name discrepancies will be 

corrected. 

 

3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Yost) 

 

Some members and prospective members have not yet submitted their biographies for review and vetting 

by the White House.  These are needed for the reappointment process.  Although the new term ends 

September 30th, the BGN bylaws state that all members continue to serve until reappointed or replaced by 

another representative.  Runyon is compiling all biographies. 

 

Yost asked if any attendees had access to a 5.25-inch disk drive which could be used to read an old disk 

that contains BGN member photos.  These photos were intended to be included in the “Diary of Actions, 

Policies, Policies and Events: 1890-1990” (a.k.a. “The 100 Year History”).  

 

Ralph Ehrenberg, Library of Congress member, and Roger Payne, BGN Executive Secretary Emeritus, 

each received a request from Stanley D. Brunn, a retired professor who is editing a book titled The 

Changing World Language Map, which will include “chapters on important, interesting and cutting-edge 

topics related to language use, culture, policy, representation and mapping.”  He is requesting chapter 

submissions.  Yost will forward the email to the entire BGN as well as to a few national naming 

authorities in other countries. 

 

3.3  Special Committee on Communication (Caldwell for Westington) 

 

The BGN’s 125th anniversary celebration will take place Friday, September 18th at the Library of 

Congress.  Caldwell thanked the Library staff for all their work to prepare for the event.  All speakers 

have been approved, although opening speakers from the Department of the Interior and the Library of 

Congress have not been confirmed.  Yost mentioned that the Secretary of the Interior and the Assistant 
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Secretary of the Interior have conflicts and will not be available, but that the Director of the U.S. 

Geological Survey may be able to provide the Department of the Interior “Welcome”. 

 

The commemorative pins have arrived.  Caldwell passed around a sample for members to view and noted 

that they be distributed at the next meeting.  He thanked Forrest for her work in designing and ordering 

the pins.  Donations to cover the cost are still being accepted.  Orders have also been placed for 

commemorative shirts.  

 

Caldwell reminded the committee that the SCC would meet at 1 p.m., also in the Kiowa Room, and 

invited all to attend. 

 

Upon the entrance of Myron Pourier, Vandegraft asked him to introduce himself.  Vandegraft also asked 

all members and guests to introduce themselves again for the benefit of Mr. Pourier. 

 

Two members joined the meeting. 

 

3.4  Executive Secretary (Yost) 

 

The decision to rename a populated place and related administrative features in Kansas from Saint John to 

St. John was reported in several newspapers. 

 

3.5  Staff (Runyon) 

 

Review List 421, comprising 35 new names and name change proposals, was released on August 10th.  

 

Staff has received correspondence regarding several high profile cases to rename features including 

Devils Tower, Harney Peak, and Mount McKinley.  In addition, a number of new proposals have been 

submitted.   

 

Yost thanked Runyon, J. Campbell, Shelton, Vandegraft, and Caldwell for their input and edits to the 

Mount McKinley/Denali background information recently submitted to the Secretary of the Interior.  

Members briefly discussed some issues surrounding the name controversy and the recent resurveying of 

the summit’s elevation, the results of which will soon be released. 

 

3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 

 

There are still issues with developers working on GNIS web tools.  Several have left for other positions so 

progress has been slow.   

 

The landforms tool relies on The National Map (TNM) services, which have been unreliable in recent 

weeks.  The issues have been documented and reported to the TNM help desk. 

 

As part of a web re-engineering project, the USGS will be moving all its Web pages to a new Google-

based format.  The GNIS pages are being re-inventoried, but as part of the project, the USGS will require 

that its banner be displayed at the top of every page.  A few years ago, the BGN received permission to 

waive this requirement so as to remove the perception that the BGN works directly for USGS.  The BGN 

will need to discuss how to handle this request. 
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New GNIS download files were posted on August 11th.   

 

McCormick provided the Antarctic dataset to the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), which 

will extract features that are to be maintained instead in the GEOnet Names Server.  Once this has been 

completed, these features will be removed from GNIS. 

 

On August 27th, McCormick will present a Need-To-Know session on the landforms tool to employees of 

the USGS National Geospatial Technology Operations Center (NGTOC). 

 

McCormick and Messenger will be in Reston in mid-September and will attend the 125th anniversary 

symposium. 

 

Yost mentioned that planning for FY16 includes the Geographic Names Improvement Program.  The 

GNIS staff provided a list of checks and improvements to existing data to NGTOC, which based on 

developer availability, should be worked on in the coming year.  

 

3.7  Harney Peak, South Dakota name change (Pourier) 

 

Mr. Pourier thanked the Committee for the opportunity to speak.  He distributed bundles containing 

brochures and copies of the book Black Elk Speaks.  He began his presentation by explaining his 

connection to the movement to rename Harney Peak to Black Elk Peak.  He described the movement as 

“peaceful, prayerful, and apolitical.” He alluded to the various names that have been suggested 

throughout the process besides Black Elk Peak, one of which is Hinhan Kaga.   

 

According to Pourier, in the Sioux language “hinhan” means “owl” and “kaga” mean “imitating” or 

“mocking”.  This descriptive name given by Sioux ancestors comes from the sound of wind blowing 

through large granite spires that form groups within parts of the Black Hills.  They would refer to this 

portion of the Black Hills as Hinhan Kaga.   

 

Pourier mentioned another original name for the mountain, Wicincala Sakowin, which means “seven 

girls” or “seven stars” and refers to a group of seven stars near the constellation Taurus known as the 

Pleiades.  In the Lakota Sioux star knowledge, the Pleiades or Wicincala Sakowin is the name of the 

original celestial mountain that corresponds to the highest point in the Black Hills.  This is the center of 

the world according to the Sioux.  Pourier explained that the names Hinhan Kaga and Wicincala Sakowin 

are used within various Sioux tribes and by the younger and older generations, respectively. 

 

Pourier described how Black Elk, his great-great grandfather, traveled alone to the top of the highest point 

in the Black Hills, set up an altar, and prayed for four days.  Black Elk had a vision which he later related 

to John G. Neihardt, author of Black Elk Speaks.  In the vision, Black Elk saw the connectedness of the 

whole world and all peoples.  The name Black Elk Peak would be “synonymous with the beauty and 

sacredness of the Black Hills” and would be “respectful toward all walks of life and a neutral name.”    

 

A brief discussion ensued about the South Dakota Board of Geographic Names review process and public 

hearings.  Runyon asked Pourier about the general perception that naming features after people is not a 

tradition among American Indian tribes.  Pourier mentioned Crazy Horse Mountain (officially known as 

Thunderhead Mountain) in the Black Hills and Piestewa Peak in Arizona (named for a Hopi woman who 

was killed in action during the Iraq War).  Although the practice is not widespread, features can be named 
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for individuals when appropriate. There are many tribes and many opinions.  Vandegraft thanked Pourier 

for his presentation to the Committee. 

 

4.  Docket  

 

Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at this 

meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   

 

I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties  

 

Change application of Ninety Percent Spring (FID 394954), Idaho (Review List 418) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed the origin of the 

name “Ninety Percent.” 

 

Vote:              17  in favor 

           0  against 

                                  0  abstentions 

 

Change Reservoir Number 2 (FID 517270) to Lake Fontaine, Kentucky (Review List 419) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this change.  Members briefly discussed an earlier 

commemorative proposal for the same name for this feature which was subsequently withdrawn. 

 

Vote:              17  in favor 

           0  against 

                                  0  abstentions 

 

II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 

 

Fenway Pond, Connecticut (Review List 418) 

 

A motion was made and seconded not to approve this name, citing the lack of local support from both the 

Town of Glastonbury and the Connecticut State Names Authority.  Members questioned the Town of 

Glastonbury’s requirements for naming features and whether or not the five-year waiting period for 

commemorative names applies in the case of pets. 

 

Vote:              16  in favor 

           1  against 

                                  0  abstentions 

 

III.   New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 

 

Lee Island, Washington (Review List 418) (FID 2772203) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 
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Vote:            16  in favor 

         0  against 

                                1  abstention 

 

IV. Revised Decisions 

Change Cedar Creek Reservoir (BGN 1988) (FID 1377461) to Lake Fayette, Texas (Review List 405) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this change. 

 

Vote:            17  in favor 

         0  against 

                                0  abstentions 

 V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties  

 

Little Smelt Creek, Michigan (Review List 420) (FID 2772204) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.  One member pointed out that the name is 

redundant because all smelts are little.  Staff suggested the word “little” might refer to the stream’s length. 

 

Vote:            16  in favor 

         0  against 

                                1  abstention 

 

Rain Dance Pond, New York (Review List 420) (FID 2772205) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 

 

Vote:            15  in favor 

         1  against 

                                1  abstention 

 

The negative vote was cast in the belief that the name represents a former business and is “disingenuous.” 

 

Lamprey Creek, Oregon (Review List 420) (FID 2772206) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 

 

Vote:            17  in favor 

         0  against 

                                0  abstentions 

 

Freudenberg Falls, Tennessee (Review List 419) (FID 2772207) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name. 

 

Vote:            17  in favor 

         0  against 
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                                0  abstentions 

 

Mount El Shaddai, Texas (Review List 416) (FID 2772208) 

 

A motion was made and seconded to approve this name.   

 

Vote:            10  in favor 

         5  against 

                                2  abstentions 

 

The negative votes were cast in the opinion that this is a commemorative name and that there is a lack of 

association between the deity and the feature. 

 

5.  Other Business 

 

Fournier announced that this would be his last DNC meeting and that he will retire from the Census 

Bureau at the end of November.  At present, no replacement member has been selected and Flora will be 

the sole Census Bureau member.  The Foreign Names Committee (FNC) will temporarily lack a Census 

Bureau representative.   

 

Fleming also announced that the next DNC meeting will be his last.  He will be replaced by Dr. Wendi-

Starr Brown, who plans to attend the September meeting.   

 

Vandegraft thanked Fournier and Fleming for their service to the DNC and BGN, as well as their 

comments and wisdom over the years.  Members gave them a round of applause.  

 

Yost announced that next month’s meeting would feature a presentation on the Black Elk Peak proposal 

by a relative of General Harney. 

 

6.  Closing 

 

The meeting adjourned at 11:25 a.m.  The next Domestic Names Committee meeting will be held 

September 10th, 2015, at 9:30 a.m. at the Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room. 

 

       (signed) Louis A. Yost 

    

       ____________________________ 

       Louis A. Yost, Executive Secretary 

 

APPROVED 

(signed) Douglas Vandegraft 

 

_________________________ 

Douglas Vandegraft, Chairman 

Domestic Names Committee 




